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ADVERTISEMENT

THE Committee appointed by the Royal Society to direct the publication of the

Philosophical Transactions take this opportunity to acquaint the public that it fully

appeai-s, as well from the Council-books and Journals of the Society as from repeated

declarations which have been made in several former Transactions, that the printing of

them was always, from time to time, the single act of the respective Secretaries till

the Forty-seventh Volume
;
the Society, as a Body, never interesting themselves any

further in their publication than by occasionally I'ecommending the revival of them to

some of their Secretaries, when, from the particular circumstances of their affairs, the

Transactions had happened for any length of time to be intermitted. And this seems

principally to have been done with a view to satisfy the public that their usual

meetings were then continued, for the improvement of knowledge and benefit of

mankind : the great ends of their first institution by the Royal Charters, and which

they have ever since steadily pursued.

But the Society being of late years greatly enlarged, and their communications more

numerous, it was thought advisable that a Committee of their members should be

appointed to reconsider the papers read before them, and select out of them such as

they should judge most proper for publication in the future Transaction; which was

accordingly done upon the 26th of March, 1752. And the grounds of their choice are,

and will continue to be, the importance and singularity of the subjects, or the

advantageous manner of treating them ; without pretending to answer for the

certainty of the facts, or propriety of the reasonings contained in the several papers

so published, which must still rest on the credit or judgment of their respective

authors.

It is likewise necessary on this occasion to remark, that it is an established rule of

the Society, to which they will always adhere, never to give their opinion, as a Body,



upon nny subject, either of Nature or Art, that comes before them. And therefore the

t hunks, which are frequently proposed from the Chair, to be given to the authors of

such papers as are read at their accustomed meetings, or to the persons through whose

hnndfl thev received them, are to be considered in no other light than as a matter of

civility, in return for the respect shown to the Society by those communications. The

liko also is to be said with regard to the several projects, inventions, and curiosities of

various kinds, which are often exhibited to the Society ; the authors whereof, or those

who exhibit them, frequently take the liberty to report, and even to certify in the

public newspapers, that they have met with the highest applause and approbation,

i therefore it is hoped that no regard will hereafter be paid to such reports and

public notices; which in some instances have been too lightly credited, to the

dishonour of the Society.
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1. Introduction.

THE determination of the expansion of mercury by the absolute or hydrostatic

method of balancing two vertical columns maintained at different temperatures does

not appear to have been seriously attempted since the time of REGNATJLT (' Me"m. de

1'Acad. Roy. des Sci. de I'lnstitut de France,' tome L, Paris, 1847). His results,

though doubtless as perfect as the methods and apparatus available in his time would

permit, left a much greater margin of uncertainty than is admissible at the present

time in many cases to which they have been applied. The order of uncertainty may
be illustrated by comparing the value of the fundamental coefficient of expansion (the

VOL. cvxr. A 471. B 7.3.11
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nee

RKGNAULT 0'00018153.

WULLNER 0-00018253.

BROCH 0-00018216.

The discrepancy amounts to 1 in 180 even at this temperature, and would be

equivalent to an uncertainty of about 4 per cent, in the expansion of a glass bulb

determined with mercury by the weight thermometer method. The uncertainty of

the mean coefficient is naturally greater at higher temperatures. If, in place

mean coefficient, we take the actual coefficient at any temperature, the various

reductions of RENAULT'S work are still more discordant, and the rate of variation oi

the coefficient with temperature, which is nearly as important as the value of

mean coefficient itself in certain physical problems, becomes so uncertain that the

discrepancies often exceed the value of the correction sought. It is only fair to

RBGNAULT to say that these discrepancies arise to some extent from the various

assumptions made in reducing his results, and are not altogether inherent in the

observations themselves.

The method of the weight thermometer permits an order of accuracy of about

1 in 20,000 in the determination of the weight of mercury expelled corresponding to

the fundamental interval, but it necessarily leaves the absolute value of the

fundamental coefficient uncertain, because it is obviously unfair to assume that the

expansion of the containing bulb, however carefully annealed, is the same in all

directions.

The recent determinations of the expansion of mercury by CHAPPUIS ('
Travaux et

Me'moires du Bureau International, 1907) by the weight thermometer method,

employing a cylindrical bulb of verre dur of which the linear coefficient of expansion

had been previously determined, gave results agreeing very closely between C.

and 100 C. with WULLNER'S reduction of REGNAULT'S observations. But as all the

observations, with the exception of those at 100 C., were confined to the limits C.

and 44* C., the resulting equation for the expansion of mercury could not be applied

with any confidence at temperatures above 100 C., especially as the values deduced

from it differ by nearly 2'5 per cent, from REGNAULT'S at 300 C. The agreement
with WULLNER'S reduction is possibly fortuitous, and the discrepancy from BROCH'S

value of the fundamental coefficient might easily be explained by supposing that the

expansion of the bulb employed by CHAPPUIS was about 2 per cent, less in the

direction of its diameter than in the direction of its length, a supposition which is

well within the limits of probability. It will be evident from the above summary
that, in order to obtain trustworthy results for the cubical expansion of a bulb
between 0" and 300 C., there was no alternative but to repeat REGNAULT'S method
on a larger scale with modern appliances, the whole apparatus being designed, as far
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as possible, to give the same order of accuracy in the absolute expansion that is

obtainable in the relative expansion by the weight thermometer method.

2. General Description of the Apparatus and Method.

The origin and progress of the present investigation has already been briefly

sketched in two previous notes (CALLENDAR,
"
Note on the Boiling-Point of Sulphur,"

'

Roy. Soc. Proc.,' A, vol. 81, p. 363, and CALLENDAR and Moss,
" The Boiling-Point

of Sulphur corrected by reference to New Observations on the Absolute Expansion of

Mercury,"
'

Roy. Soc. Proc.,' A, vol. 83, p. 106, 1909), and need not be repeated here.

The general arrangement of the apparatus will readily be gathered from fig. 1, which

shows a front and end elevation, and also a plan partly in section.

In place of the single pair of hot and cold columns, each 1'5 m. long, employed by

REGNAULT, six pairs of hot and cold columns, each nearly 2 m. long, were connected

in series, giving nearly eight times the expansion obtainable with REGNAULT'S

apparatus. The connections of the multiple manometer are indicated diagram-

matically in fig. 2a. The hot and cold columns are marked H and C respectively,

and occur alternately. If the mercury when in equilibrium stands at a in the gauge
tube connected to the first cold column, and at z in the gauge tube connected to the

last hot column, the difference of level to be measured, represented by i?, will be six

times that due to a single pair of hot and cold columns. In the actual apparatus the

cross tube ef was doubled back, so that fg lay behind be, and ih behind ed, and so on,

giving the arrangement represented in fig. 2b. All the hot columns were placed

together in one limb EH (fig. 1) of a rectangle EFGH of iron tube, 5 cm.. in bore,

filled with circulating oil, and lagged with asbestos. All the cold columns were

located in the corresponding limb BC of the similar rectangle ABCD. The outer

limbs of the rectangles were utilized for the electrical heating coils FG, and the ice

cooling bath WXYZ respectively. Centrifugal circulators continuously driven by an

electric motor were provided for maintaining the oil in rapid circulation through the

rectangles, so that the temperatures of the hot and cold columns were each nearly

uniform. This arrangement of electric heating contributed greatly to the efficiency

of the apparatus, as it produced the least possible disturbance of the surrounding

conditions, and permitted the most easy and accurate regulation of the temperature.

The mean temperatures of the hot and cold columns were observed by means of a

pair of platinum thermometers t t and ta, contained in tubes similar in size to the

tubes containing the mercury columns. The lengths of the loops of platinum wire

forming the bulbs of the thermometers were made as nearly as possible equal to the

lengths of the columns, and were fixed at the same level in the tubes, so as to give
the true mean temperature, in case there were any appreciable variation throughout
the length of the column.

The free ends of the series of hot and cold columns were connected, as indicated in

fig. 1, by thick-walled rubber tubing to the glass tubes of the gauge, which is shown

B 2
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on a larger scale in fig. 4 (p. 6). The glass tubes of the gaxige were 1'5 cm. in bore,

and were fixed on either side of a standard invar metre of H section, to which the

difference of level was directly referred by means of a pair of levelled telescopes,

fitted with micrometer eye-pieces, and turning about a long vertical axis. The

readings could be taken to O'OOl cm. The difference of level was about 20'5 cm. for

a difference of temperature of 100 C., permitting an order of accuracy of 1 in 20,000.

As indicated roughly in fig. 2b, the length of the hot column la was in general

greater than the length of the cold column h, owing to the expansion of the iron

tube rectangles containing the circulating oil. The expansion amounted to about

1 H

_r> a 3

f n <: H

I \t J * c

Fig. 2a. i. 26.

8 mm. for 300 C., and necessitated a flexible connection between the hot and cold

columns at the upper ends between the points e and b. The iron tube rectangles were

firmly supported at the base, so that the lower cross tube cd was always very nearly

horizontal. We are here concerned with the linear expansion only of the containing

tubes, which will not affect the accuracy of the absolute values of the expansion of

mercury, provided that adequate means are adopted for measuring the actual lengths

of the hot and cold columns at each observation. The provision made by REGNAULT

for this purpose was unsatisfactory, as he himself points out, especially in relation to

his fourth series of observations, for which his apparatus was not originally designed.

The essential point is that the tubes containing the mercury should be of small bore,

and should be maintained accurately horizontal at the points where they emerge from

the oil bath, and where the temperature changes from hot to cold. The method

adopted for securing this result in the present investigation is shown in fig. 3. Steel

tubes of 1 mm. bore were brazed with pure copper, using borax as a flux, into the

upper and lower ends of the vertical steel tubes, 3'5 mm. bore, containing the mercury

columns. The small bore tubes were bent round through a right angle, and were
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.ver-Boere through holes accurately drilled in a brass plate A, which was clamped

.gainst the vertical face of the T joint in the tubes containing the circulating L

Bnt.il Plai*.

o) -

Fig. 3.

The mercury tubes up to the point A would thus be maintained at the temperature

of the circulating oil. After traversing a distance of about 5 cm. in the air, the small

bore tubes passed through a brass block B, being soldered into

holes in the block drilled so as accurately to correspond with

those in the plate A. The brass block B was carried by a rigid

bracket CD, and was cooled by a water circulation as indicated

in fig. 3. The plate A was adjusted so that the length of tube,

AB, where the temperature changed from hot to cold, should be

accurately horizontal. The same arrangement was adopted at

each of the points, E, H, C, B, fig. 1, where the mercury tubes

emerged from the circulating oil. The vertical heights of the

hot and cold columns were measured by the steel tapes h, la,

fig. 1, suspended from the upper brackets, and read by levelled

telescopes. The effective heights of the columns were taken to

1* the vertical distances between the centres of the small bore

steel tubes, which could be measured to about 01 mm., giving
an order of accuracy of 1 in 20,000 in this fundamental measure-

ment. The steel tapes were standardized by comparison with
the standard invar scale, and were corrected for temperature
at each observation.

The gauge tubes, as shown in figs. 1 and 4, were mounted on
a separate board in front of the apparatus so as to be protected
from vibration and screened from the radiation of the hot
columns. The temperature of the mercury in the gauge was
estimated by means of four standardized mercury thermometers
a, b, c, d, immersed in mercury contained in tubes of the same

9 gauge tubes, and placed at a distance apart equal to twice the distance
ing the gauge tubes. The difference of temperature between the gauge tubes
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was taken as half the mean difference of temperature between the thermometers in a

horizontal direction. A correction for this difference of temperature was applied to

the columns of mercury in the gauge tubes below aa\ t fig. 2b, i.e., below the level of

the top of the cold column. This correction never amounted to more than 0'002 cm.,

and is included in the recorded values of h given in the tables. The mean temperature
of the column representing the difference of level h was estimated from the vertical

and horizontal temperature gradients indicated by the thermometers, and is denoted

by t in the tables and equations. The accuracy required in the observation of the

gauge temperature was about fifty times less than in the temperatures of the hot and

cold columns.

The platinum thermometers were annealed in place in the apparatus by heating the

whole to 350 C. shortly after its erection before filling with mercury. This annealing
reduced the resistance of each by 1 part in 3000. The apparatus was not heated

afterwards beyond 300 C., and the thermometers showed no signs of further change.

Owing to their great length the thermometers could not be tested satisfactorily,

except at and 100 C., and the value of the difference coefficient O'OOOISO was

assumed to be the same as that found for other thermometers constructed of the same

wire. The fundamental intervals of the thermometers were, for t\ t 4'6456, and for ta,

4 '6412 ohms. Headings were taken to O'l mm. on the bridge wire, corresponding to

0'002 C., giving an order of accuracy of 1 in 50,000 on the fundamental interval.

The values of ti and ta recorded in the tables were deduced from the observed

temperatures on the platinum scale pti} pta, by the formula,

t-pt = 0'000150< (<-100),

which may possibly be in error by 0'03 C. (or 1 in 10,000) at 300 C.

3. Theory and Notation.
%

The following notation is adopted :

HI = 6/1 is the effective height of the cold column at a temperature t\.

H2 = 6/2 is the effective height of the hot column at a temperature ta.

c/H = Hj HI is the effective height of the cross tubes at the air temperature t.

h is the observed difference of level in the gauge tubes at the temperature t.

h' = /i-0'OOOlS (h-dH.) (t-ti) is h corrected for dR and reduced to ti.

The error of this reduction will not exceed 1 in 20,000 of h provided that the

temperature of the gauge t is known within 0'3 C., and that the temperature of the

cross tubes does not differ by more than 4 C. from the gauge. The approximate
value '000 180 of the coefficient of expansion suffices within the same limits of

accuracy provided that the difference of temperature t ti does not exceed 50 C.

The temperature of the gauge may be taken as known within 0'l C. The cross
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till** M-l.lon, .lini-ml in temperature from the gauge by so much as 1 C., and the

,lir -f t.-mprrature t-d in the majority of the ol*ervations was less than 1 C.

Tl- minimi convetion to the value of h was therefore extremely small, and

intr.Nlui-.-d v.-rv littl.- uiuvrtainty in the reduction.

r,,iisul.-iiii^ the equilibrium of the columns, we have the hot column H2 at a

t,-m|M-ratun- /,, together with the difference of level h in the gauge at a temperature

f. lwlnno-d liy tlit- cold column H, at a temperature tit together with the cross tubes

'/If at a temperature t. The mean coefficient of expansion iaa between ti and ta in

trims of the volume at t
t ,

which is the coefficient most directly given by the

observations, is easily obtained by reducing the columns to a common temperature t\.

We thus obtain the equation

-00018 (-*,)} = H, = H,-dH, . . (l)

which, with a few simple approximations in the small terms involving h, reduces to

A'), ......... (2)

where // denotes the corrected and reduced value of h given above.

The expatision between t t and t3 may further be expressed as a fraction of the

volume at O
e
C. by multiplying by the factor (l + 0'00018* 1 ).

The uncertainty of this

reduction will not exceed 1 in 40,000 unless ti exceeds 25 C. Thus,

Mo (f.-fi)
=

(l + 0'00018,) A'/(H2 -//), ...... (3)

where (,a,) denotes the mean coefficient *, to ta in terms of the volume at C.
The expansion between C. and ta in terms of which the results are generally

tabulated, may readily be deduced by adding the expansion between C. and fc to
that between f, and t, in terms of the volume at C. Thus,

(4)

but this involves a correction of quite a different order of magnitude, and requires the
>f ai to be accurately known, unless ti is very small.
two last reductions may be included together in the formula

A', ........ (5)

but since the correction term^lH, may be nearly as large as h', it is desirable to
from the
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were taken with the cold column at a temperature in the neighbourhood
of 20 < '. It makes a different ..... t' more than 1 in 500 in the fundamental coefficient

a ....... 'ding as we assume HKHNA KIT'S value 0'0001795, or WULLNEK'S value ()'00()J814,

for (In- mean coefficient l>etween d ( '. and 20 C. in reducing the observations. The

uncertainty is greater at lower temperatures. REGNAULT states that he solved his

formula by a method of successive approximation, but the approximation would

evidently be unsatisfactory at low temperatures, and his calculations cannot be

reproduced so as to make his results fit with his observations. REGNAULT himself

was conscious of this difficulty, and endeavoured to avoid it by cooling the cold

column with melting ice, but he appears to have abandoned this method on account

of difficulties of manipulation. The apparatus employed in the present investigation

was better suited for the purpose than REGNAULT'S, and a special series of observa-

tions was successfully taken with the cold column in ice, and at 10 C., for the

accurate determination of the coefficient at low temperatures. But the majority of

the observations were taken with the cold column at the atmospheric temperature,
t>ecause this procedure, besides greatly facilitating the manipulation, made all the

other corrections as small as possible, and in particular rendered the correction

depending on c?H practically negligible, so that it was in most cases unnecessary to

measure the length of the cold column at each observation.

It is easily seen that a formula precisely analogous to (5) applies to the reduction

of the observations to any convenient standard temperature t
,
other than C.,

namely,

//), ...... (6)

where Oa2, oi, denote the mean coefficients between ? and ta ,
t r respectively expressed

in terms of the volume at t . Formulae (2) and (5) may be regarded as special cases

of this more general formula in which / is replaced by t\ and by C. respectively.

The majority of the observations in the first series with the cold column at the

atmospheric temperature in the neighbourhood of 20 C., were reduced to a standard

temperature of 20 C. in the first instance, because the value of the coefficient at

20 C. in terms of the volume at 20 C. could be inferred with considerable accuracy
from the observations themselves, and the difference (ti 20) was comparatively small.

The correction term (^ 20) oiH2 was of the order of 3 per cent, at most, and was

itself known with certainty to 1 in 2,000. If the observations had been reduced

directly to C. by REGNAULT'S formula, this correction would in some cases have

exceeded 30 per cent., and would have been most uncertain, since the mean coefficient

from C. to 20 C. could be obtained only by extrapolation. The corrections

involved in deducing h' from h, were of the order of 2 or 3 parts in 10,000 only, and

could not give rise to any similar uncertainty.

With the apparatus above described, the expansion of mercury is obtained under a

mean pressure of 2 '5 atmospheres, but the result will not differ from the expansion
under a pressure of 1 atmosphere except in so far as the compressibility of mercury

VOL. ccxi. A. C
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vark* with temperature. The compressibility of mercury, however, is so small that

it would require a variation of 50 per cent, to affect the results appreciably even at

300* C. It is most improbable that the variation of compressibility with temperature

is as great as this. It would have been necessary to apply a pressure of 2 or 3

atmospheres to the gauge to test this point satisfactorily, and it was not considered

advisable to do this, since any accidental failure of any of the joints or taps under

pressure at high temperatures might have involved dismounting and filling the whole

apparatus afresh, and would have seriously interfered with the continuity of the

observations.

4. Method of Filling the Apparatus.

The adoption of the multiple manometer method, which was rendered necessary in

order to avoid excessive length and pressure, entailed some difficulty in filling the

apparatus. After adjusting the tubes in position, as shown in fig. 1, the small bore

steel tubes at the top and bottom of the hot and cold columns were connected by
horizontal glass tubes, as shown in fig. 5a, with taps attached at right angles. The

glass tubes nearly fitted the steel tubes, and the joints were made tight by running
in a mixture of beeswax and resin. The taps were suitably supported, and projected

fanwise, upwards at the top, and downwards at the bottom, as shown in the side

view in fig. 1. After the taps had been connected and the whole tested for leaks,

the apparatus was heated to about 350 C., and evacuated, and dried by passing
filtered air through it. When cool, the apparatus was evacuated as completely as

possible, and mercury was admitted by connecting a reservoir to each of the lower

taps in turn, until the level of the mercury rose nearly to the upper cross tubes.
The apparatus was again evacuated by connecting the pump to each of the upper

Fi - to.
Fig. 54.

taps in turn in order to remove any air displaced by the mercury. The filling was
iiifii completed and the gauge tubes conneotefl TJ V> c

oJ

e

th?l
h

u

at>

^1

the leVd Q
,7 "^ WCre d^W ^^Jm^btoToS

ttjffifcST InTJchaT
* "' aUd mei"

CUry re"rV irS e> f
the other side of the gauge. If the fevd^Ld ^>ut ! ^y
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inserting a glass plunger, without withdrawing or adding mercury, the levels returned

to their previous values within O'Ol mm. in about a minute after the removal of the

plunger, in spite of the great length of fine tube through which the mercury had to

flow. If, on the other hand, the continuity of the mercury column was broken by a

single air bubble in one of the fine tubes, the level could be altered by a centimetre

or more on one side without any change taking place on the other. It was feared at

first that the presence of air bubbles might be a serious source of error, but the effect

produced was so immediately obvious that no uncertainty arose in this way.
In spite of the care taken in evacuating the apparatus, some bubbles invariably

appeared when the apparatus was first heated to high temperatures such as 200 C.

to 300 C. after each fresh filling. These bubbles were removed as they appeared by

altering the level of the mercury in the gauge, so as to reduce the pressure and drive

the bubbles round into the open space where the tap was connected, whence they
could be removed by applying the air pump.
At the highest temperatures, from 200 C. to 300 C., it was found necessary on

account of the expansion of the containing tubes, which amounted to nearly 8 mm.
at 300 CL, to insert a flexible rubber connection, as indicated in fig. 5b, between the

glass taps and the small-bore tubes on the cold side. The T-joint was placed close

to the end of the small-bore steel tube on the hot side to facilitate the trapping of

bubbles, which were most troublesome at the higher temperatures. Fortunately this

trouble tended to disappear as the occluded or dissolved gas was removed by

repeated heating of the mercury.

5. Method of Taking Obsei-vatiotis.

After starting the water and oil circulations, the heating coils were connected to

the electric-light mains. A current of 13 amperes at 100 volts sufficed to raise the

temperature about 100 C. in an hour and a half. When the temperature approached
the required point, the current was gradually reduced to the value which experience
had shown to be sufficient to maintain the desired temperature. The current was

then switched over to a large battery of accumulators, which made it possible to

keep the temperature very nearly constant with slight occasional adjustments.
But as the cold columns rose very slowly in temperature, at the rate of about a tenth

of a degree in half an hour, the current was generally set to give a slightly greater
rate of rise for the hot column during half an hour or so, followed by a slightly

slower rate for another half hour, so that during the first period the difference of

temperature and the difference of level might be slowly increasing, and during the

second period slowly diminishing, at nearly the same rate. By taking observations in

this way the effects of lag, if any, would be eliminated from the results. The actual

readings of temperature and of difference of level were plotted on a large scale

(10 cm. to 4 cm. on the bridge wire and 10 cm. to 2 mm. of the difference of level),

c 2
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..it a linn- lias,-, s.i that tin- omditions of'tlie experiment could be accurately followed,

.in. I any d-fvt in tin- working of the apparatus, such as the appearance of an air

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.
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curves also served as a convenient means of graphic interpolation for deducing the

simultaneous values of the observed quantities.

Since all the readings could not be made simultaneously, attention was directed to

obtaining them in quick and regular succession. The bridge was provided with

mercury cup connections in place of the usual plugs, giving great improvement
in quickness as well as in accuracy. The thermometers could be interchanged

instantaneously by means of a mercury cup switch, without introducing any variable

contact errors such as would have been unavoidable with screw connections. The

telescopes for reading the mercury levels contained eyepiece micrometers divided to

tenths of a millimetre, fitted with vertical screw adjustments, and were focussed and

adjusted so that the millimetre divisions coincided with those of the standard invar

scale situated between the mercury columns. By siiitably shading and illuminating
the mercury columns, readings could easily be taken by inspection to O'Ol mm.
A separate handle was provided for turning the vertical column carrying the

telescopes through an angle of 2 degrees either way to verify the adjustment of the

eyepiece micrometers on the invar scale. This method appeared greatly preferable

in practice to the use of a filar micrometer, since it was never necessary to touch the

telescopes when once they had been adjusted for a run. With a little practice,

a single observer could take all the readings, and perform all the necessary adjust-

ments, without any excessive haste or exertion.

In reducing the observations, points were selected on the curves both with a rising

and falling temperature difference, where the temperature conditions appeared to be

most favourable. Points taken on the same day at nearly the same temperature

always agreed so closely on reduction, that it was considered preferable to take

short runs of about one hour each at two or three different temperatures on the same

day rather than runs of long duration at one temperature. Runs taken at the same

temperature on different days, separated often by many months, when all the

conditions of observation were completely changed, afforded a much better test of the

accuracy of the method, and were more likely to serve for the elimination of constant

or accidental erroi-s than runs taken under constant conditions. Observations given
in the tables under the same date at the same temperature were taken with a rising

and falling temperature respectively, or otherwise differed materially in the conditions

under which they were taken.

G. Method of Reducing (lie Observations.

The following example, showing the reduction of a single observation, will serve to

illustrate the order of magnitude of the corrections involved. The corrections were

worked to one figure beyond the limit of accuracy of reading, except that, in the

case of the platinum thermometers reading to 0'002 C., it was considered useless

to express the temperatures beyond 0'001 C., as this represented an order of accuracy
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t- times as great as could be obtained in reading the difference of level on the

gauge:
Temperature difference

November 2, 1908. 3 p.m. Current 7 '52 amperes. increasing.

Box temperature observed, 2rO C. Cold side. Hot side.

Readings of platinum thermometers 129171 1656'82

Calibration and temperature corrections +0153 +0'228

Corrected bridge readings, R 1291'863 1657'048

Resistances at C., R, 1194'052 1191-657

Differences, R-R, 97'811 465'391

Fundamental intervals, RIOO RU 464'56 46412

Temperatures on platinum scale, pt 2T055 100'274

Corrections to gas scale (tpt) -0'247 + 0'004

Temperatures t t and tt on gas scale 20'808 100'278

Mercury gauge readings : Cold side. Hot side.

Levels of mercury in gauge (cm. corrected) 511522 67'6196

Upper thermometers (at 52 cm. level) 21'6 C. 21'9 C.

Lower thermometers (at 8 cm. level) 20'95 C. 21'0 C.

Mean temperature of columns below 51 cm 21'27 C. 21 '35 C.

Correction for temperature difference, 0'08 C 0'0009 cm.

Difference of level, h = 67'6196-511522 = .... 16 '4674 cm.
Mean temperature of h, 22'0 C. Correction of A to t t . -0'0035

Observed lengths of columns by steel tapes corrected . 192755 192'815
Effective height, H2 = 6^ = 1156'890 cm. dE = R2-R, = 0'360 cm.

Temperature of rfH observed, 211 C. Reduction to f, negligible (0'00002 cm.).
Corrected value of A, h' = A-0'00018 (h-dH) (-,) = IG'4630.

Expansion f, to tt, ^fa-tj =
///(H,-//) = (T0144358.

Mean coefficient ft to t, in terms of volume at ,, ,, = 0-Q00181645.

To facilitate comparison between the different observations in which the cold
*as at atmospheric temperature, the results were further reduced to a
*mperature at 20' C. for the cold column, assuming the value of the

\ n'r,
8

1
^ V 1Ume at 2 - to ^ -

0001805 - The value
lent could be deduced, with sufficient accuracy for the purpose, fromM of observafcons, extending from 20 C. to 187 C This reductic- effected by means of formula (6), p. 9, and involves the addUi n to /'

the
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Expansion from 20 C. to 100'278 C. in terms of volume at 20 0.

= 0-0145838.

Mean coefficient from 20 C. to 100-278 C. in terms of volume at 20 C.

Q-Q145834

80-278

,,,,.

The further reduction to C., involving a correction of 20 per cent., could not be

effected satisfactorily until the conclusion of the third series of observations, and was

not required for comparing the results of the first two series, which are therefore

reduced to 20 C. in the tables given below.

The corresponding observation taken on the same day, with the difference of

temperature decreasing, was as follows :

November 2, 1908, 3.30 p.m. Current, 7'50 amperes. Resistance box, 21 C.

Bridge readings corrected for calibration

and temperature ........ 1292*436 1657'310

Temperatures on gas scale deduced ... t\ = 20'930 C. t-j
= 100"335 C.

Lengths on hot and cold columns . . . . /i
= 192755 12 = 192'815

Levels of mercury in gauge (corrected for

scale) ........... /, = 51-1552 h, = 67'G102

Gauge thermometers: upper 21'35 C., 2170 C. ; lower 20'9 C., 21 C.

Temperatures of cross tubes : upper 20 "7, lower 20 C.

Corrected difference of level, h' = 16"4515 cm.

Temperature of h, t = 21 72 C.

Reduction to 20 C. = 0'0001805 xO'930xHa = + 0'1942 cm.

- 0-ou.Ms.

Q-Q145958

80-335
= 00181685 -

The difference from the first observation would be explained by a lag of O'OOl cm.

either way in the gauge reading, but is within the limits of accuracy of observation.

*

7. Summary of Observations.

The following tables contain a summary "of all the observations taken after the

apparatus had been got into proper working order. Observations taken with the

same upper limit of temperature t3 are grouped together to facilitate comparison, and

the observations in each group are arranged in order of date. The first column gives
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tin- datr. Tli.- second column gives the observed value of the effective height of the

|...t .-..liinm II. OOlWCted '>r scale error and temperature. The correction for the

,litt;.ivn( C li-n-rtli 'HI ..f the hot and cold columns was always negligible in the first

two sriics. and tin- value of </H is not given in the tables. In the third series this

correction Uraiiir appreciable, and a separate column is added giving the values of

III. Tin- third and fourth columns give the temperatures ti and ts of the cold and

hot columns, reduced to the gas scale. The fifth column gives the value of the

ditft-ivncf <>f lrvt-1 // in the gauge, corrected for errors of the standard invar scale, and

for ilitf'.TfiK'f of temperature between the gauge columns. These corrections seldom

eded O'OOl cm., the limit of accuracy of reading and the data for applying them

could not have conveniently been included in the tables. The value of h is not

corrected for the mean temperature of the column h itself, which is given under the

heading / in the next column. The seventh column contains the value of the

UpUMUn a(' 20) from 20 C. to ta in terms of the volume at 20 C., calculated

by formula (6), to the same order of accuracy as the values of//, namely, to one figure
U-vond the limit of accuracy of reading. The values of the expansion are not directly

comparable, because they include the small variations of t2. The last column is

accordingly added, giving the corresponding value of the mean coefficient 2o2 from
20 to tt in terms of the volume at 20 C. A variation of a tenth of a degree in t2

should produce a variation of about 2 in the last figure of this coefficient, so that the
small variations of tt would seldom affect the last figure but one of the coefficient.

The differences shown in this column exhibit the accumulated effect of all the possible
errors of observation, including the effect of lag, to which many of the larger differences

appear to be due. Since most of the observations were purposely taken in pairs, as

explained above, in such a way as to exhibit this effect, with a view to detecting and
eliminating it, it is probable that the accuracy of the final means is not seriously

by this source of error.

Series I. Observations, 20 C. to 187 C.

1. .
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Series I. Observations, 20 C. to 187 C. (continued).

I >;ite.
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.Sm< J.Obtfrcatwnt 20 0. to 187 C. (continued).

! '

1908

Oct. 20 . .

20..
JO..
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]>! day. A leak in one of the oopper-braBdd joints was suspected, hut on dismounting

the apparatus it was found that one of the solid drawn steel tuhes had apparently

split in the process of manufacture, and had heen brazed up with ordinary spelter hy
the makers so skilfully that the flaw had escaped detection when the apparatus was

put together. In process of time the hot mercury had naturally found its way

through the hrass. A completely new set of steel tuhes was accordingly fitted, which

occasioned a good deal of delay. Owing to the pressure of other duties, the apparatus

could not l>e got ready for work again till the end of June.

Series II. Obsercat,,,,,*, 187 C. to 300 C.

Date.
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5 , /[.-Oluervation*, 187 0, to 300 C. (continued).

b
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(see l>elo\v, p. 22) was considered sufficient to show that no systematic change had

occurred in the working of the apparatus.

In order to be able to reduce the olraervations with certainty to C., and to

obtain a direct value for the fundamental interval without extrapolation, it was

necessary to take a series of observations with the cold column at a temperature as

.near C. as possible. This point has already been explained in a previous section.

'By surrounding one side of the iron rectangle containing the cold column with a

jacket of melting ice, it was found possible to reduce the temperature to between

2 C. and 2'5 C. By further cooling the cold column to 10 C. with a freezing

mixture of ice and salt, while the hot column remained at the atmospheric tempe-

rature of 16 C., it was possible to obtain a good approximation to the coefficient at

C. These observations entailed much greater difficulty in manipulation than the

two previous series, but were valuable as giving direct evidence with regard to the

expansion la-tween 10 C. and +20 C.

Series III. Observation* from -10 C. to 100 C.

Date.
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level in tin- gauge could not lie read nearer than O'OOl cm. was an important limitation

of accuracy at low temperatures, when the difference of level was small. But at

temperatures l>etween 200 C. and 300 C., where the difference of level was 40 to

60 cm., the possihle errors in the measurement of the length and temperature of the

hot columns became more important, and the order of accuracy was limited in a

different way, namely, as a fraction of the whole quantity measured. For low

temperatures, the differences between the observed and calculated values of the

expansion itself were the best criterion of accuracy ; but for high temperatures, the

corresponding differences tatween the observed and calculated values of the coefficient

of expansion appeared to l>e a better guide in the selection of an equation. The

formula obtained by the method of least squares was accordingly nuxlified from this

point of view, but the modifications required were so slight as to Ix; almost within the

limits of expei imental error.

The following formula was finally adopted to represent the value of the mean

coefh'cient ua< between C. and t" C. in terms of the volume at 0. :

= [1805553 + 12444 (*/100) + 253'J (</100)
a

]x 10'
10..... (8)

The value of the fundamental coefficient uiuo given by this formula is

oai,w = 0-0001820536.

It is, unfortunately, impossible to represent the results satisfactorily over the whole

range by a linear formula for the mean coefficient, of expansion, because the rate of

increase of the mean coefficient is more than twice as great at 300 C. as at C.

But for approximate work the following simple formula for the mean coefficient may

be sufficiently exact to be of use :

,,0,
= (18006 + 2<)xlO~

8

This formula gives results which are practically correct at 100 C. and 200 C., and

which do not differ from formula (8) by so much as 0'05 C. at 50 C. and at 150 C.

But the value of the mean coefficient is about 1 in 400 too low in the neighbourhood

of C. and 300 C.

For convenience of comparison with the above formula (8), the observations of

Series I. and II. (which were reduced to 20 C. in the first instance, and expressed in

terms of the volume at 20 C.) are here reduced to C., and expressed in terms of

the volume at C., by multiplying the values of V,/V [namely, l+a,x(-20)]

given in the tables, by the value of V31/V(( (namely, 1 '0036 1632), given by the formula

of comparison. This reduction will not introduce any error in. the comparison of the

observed results with those calculated by the formula.
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TABLE IComparison of Results with Formula (8).
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Taking the observations above 100 C., the mean deviation of the values of the mean

,-,///,/,,,/ ,,f .\|.;Hivi,,n fVi.ni tli.- t<ii-iiiiil:i U 15, \\lii--li corresponds t" :m ..uli-r "I'

accuracy of 1 in 12,000. The differences between the observed and calculated values

of the expansion itself are of the same relative order, and increase in absolute

magnitude, as one would naturally expect, with increase of temperature.

None of the observations at 100 C. or below differ from the formula by so much as

0'002 cm. or 0'01 C. Only one of the observations above 100 C. differs from the

formula by as much as 1 in 8,500. We may fairly conclude that the formula

represents the results with an order of accuracy of 0'01 C. at temperatures l>elow

100 C., and with an order of accuracy of 1 in 10,000 above 100 C. Since positive

and negative differences occur almost alternately, and are little, if at all, greater than

might naturally lie expected from the limits of accuracy of the various readings, it

does not appear that any great advantage could l>e gained by the adoption of a more

complicated formula, or by any more elaborate reduction >i rr|>etition of the

experiments.

The mean deviation of the individual observations at each point is about twice as

great as the deviation of the mean results from the formula. The individual

observations are affected by accidental errors of refraction through the glass of the

gauge tubes, and by errors of lag, which would disappear to some extent in the

means. Correction for lag would have made the observations agree with each other

much better in most cases, but the correction could not always be applied with

certainty, and it was therefore preferably omitted from the tables.

10. Comparison with Previous Results.

It may be of interest to compare the results of the present investigation, as

expressed by formula (8), with some of the formula? which have previously been

employed to represent the expansion of mercury.

REGNAULT assumed a linear formula for the mean coefficient, namely,

Oa = {179007 + 2523(^/100)} x 10"
9
.

He appears to have relied chiefly on the observations at the higher temperatures, and

the formula does not represent his ol>servations satisfactorily at temperatures Ijelow

'150C.

BKOCH, in reducing RKGXAULT'S results, assumed a panilx>lic formula of the same

type as formula (8) for the mean coefficient. He also introduced a correction for the

conduction of heat along the cross tubes, which were not quite horizontal in

1 1 KUNAULT'S fourth series of observations, in order to reconcile the results of the

fourth series with those of the first three. The formula deduced by BROCH was as

follows :

n<*i = {I817920+175(f/100) + 35ir6(?/100)
s

} x lO' 10
.

VOL. COXI. A. E
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CHAPPUIS gave a formula of a similar type, to represent the results of his

observations by the weight thermometer method between C. and 100 U.

' = {l816904-l-295r266(//100)+11456-2(?/100)
3

}
x 10'

Thia formula has been extrapolated by EUMORFOPOULOS ('Boy. Soc. Proc.,' A, vol. 81,

1
1. :S9, 1908), but extrapolation in such a case would be somewhat unreliable.

The'following table gives a short comparison of the above formulae with formula (8),

bowing tin- values of the mean coefficient multiplied by 10
9

, together with the

differences from formula (8) :

TABLE II. Comparison of Formulae.

Temperature.
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REGNAULT'S fourth series with the first three. This correction produces a much

larger deviation than tin- original discrepancy. It must he admitted, however, that a

deviation of the type assumed by BROCH was quite possible so far as the evidence of

ooo^o

II

>
>

ooota

eqnoju. t

Wall.

Mon

curve

cwrve

300

Fig. 8.

the observations went. It is satisfactory to find that the error was not so serious as

lie supposed, and that the results of the present investigation are in such good general

agreement with REGNAULT'S work.

E 2
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11. (uri-i'i-tad Value of the Boiling-Point of Sulphur.

The preliminary results published in the
" Note on the Boiling-Point of Sulphur

"

in September, 1909, were affected by a small error in the fundamental interval, which

at that time was uncertain, as the observations of Series III. had not then been

taken. As pointed out in the note in question, a small error of this type is practically

without effect on the result, owing to the manner in which the fundamental coefficient

enters int-> (lit- formula for the correction of the gas thermometer. The final value of

the lx>iling-j)oint of sulphur given in the note is not changed by more than 0'01 C. by
tlic error in the fundamental interval itself. Unfortunately the corresponding error

in the coefficient b, though much smaller, produces a larger error in the result,

namely, 0'06 C., but this is still within the limits of error of the gas thermometer.

The following are the corrected values :

The final corrected values of the ratios of the densities of mercury at C., 100 C.,

and 184 C., given by formula (8), are as follows :

D /D100 = 1-0182054, D /D184 1-0338016.

The observations taken with the weight thermometer in March, 1900, as reduced

by EUMORFOPOULOS, assuming BROCK'S reduction of REGNAULT'S observations, gave
the following values of the coefficients expressing the expansion of the bulb :

= 2387xlO- 8

, 6 = 0-42 x lO' 8
.

Our final corrected values of the expansion of mercury give the following :
_

= 2377x10-", b .-= T37 x 10~
8

.

The correction to be added to the results of EUMORFOPOULOS for the boiling-point
of sulphur, calculated by the formula given in the previous note, is

dt= +1-03 C.

in place of dt == + 0'97 C., as previously found by the preliminary reduction.

tly speaking, thjs correction applies only to the gas-thermometer observations
th the same bulb as that used for the weight-thermometer determinations.

the bo,ling-point of sulphur found with this particular bulb in March,
The addition of the above correction would raise this result

The final mean obtained by EUMORKOFOULOS from observations with
be, of winch the expansion was not directly determined, was t = 443'58 C

<>uld ra.se the corrected value of the boiling-point to t = 444-61 C. But since
were not treated in exactly the same manner as the first bulb, it is

I". Creator we.ght should be attached to the first result. The uncertaintynnometar determinations at this point is of the order of 0'l C and
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then- docs not si-fin to In- any sufficient reason for changing the final value of the

boiling-point of sulphur on the scale of the constant-pressure air or nitrogen

thermometer from that given in the previous note and assumed for so many years,

nrmiely, t = 444'53 C.

12. Explanation of the Tables of Expansion.

The accompanying tables of the expansion of mercury from 30 C. to 309" C.,

together with the table of differences on the opposite page, make it easy to calculate

the expansion from C. to any other temperature within the given limits. If one

of the limits be not C., the volume at each limit must be found, and the difference

taken.

The following examples will make the use of the tables clear :

(1) To find the expansion from C. to 221145 C.-

Expansion from C. to 221 C 0'0407846

Difference for 0'l C. at 220 C 190

0'04 C. 220 C 76

0'005 C. 220 C 10

Expansion from C. to 221'145 C '0408 122

The values found in this way from the tables will, in general, be correct to 1 in the

last figure, or 0'001 C., as given by formula (8).

(2) To find the expansion from -10'450 C. to -1- IG'109 C.-

Volumeat-10C........... 0'9981957

Difference for -0 '4 C. at-10C..... 722

-0'050C. -10 C..... -_90

Volume at -10 '450 C.......... 0*9981145

Volume at + 16 C........... 1 "0028922

Difference for 0'l C. at 16 C.

0'009C. 16 C...... +

Volume at +16-1090

Volume at -10-4500.......... '9981U5

Expansion between limits ......
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TABLE HI. Expansion of Mercury from -30 C. to 309 C.

V +
1805553^)

10-s + 12444
(

Degrees.

99 45939 47738 49537 51336 53135

63937 65738 67539 69340 71142

81957 83760 85563 87367 89171

1-0000000 01806 03612 05418 07224

18068 19876 21685 23494 25303

36163 37974 39785 41597 43409

54285 56099 57913 59728 61543

72437 74254 76072 77889 79707

90621 92441 94261 96082 97903

1-01 08836 10659 12483 14307 16132

27086 28913 30740 32567 34395

45371 47201 49032 50863 52695

63693 65527 67362 69197 71032

54935 56735 58535 60335 62136

72944 74746 76548 78351 80154

90975 92780 94584 96389 98195

09031 10838 12645 14452 16260

27112 28922 30732 32542 34352

45221 47033 48846 50659 52472
63358 65173 66989 68805 70621

81525 83344 85162 86981 88801

99724 01546 03368 05190 07013
17957 19782 21607 23433 25259
36224 38052 39881 41711 43541
54527 56359 58192 60025 61859
72868 74705 76541 78378 80216

cS

I
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200

210
220
230
240

250
260
270
280
290

300

100

110

120

130

140

150

160

170

180

190

200

210
220
230
240

250
260
270
280
290

82054 83892 85730 87570 89409
1-0200455 02297 04140 05983 07826

18897 20744 22591 24438 26286
37383 39234 41085 42937 44789
55913 57769 59625 61481 63338

91249 93089 94930 96771 98613
09670 11515 13360 15205 17051
28134 29983 31832 33682 35532
46642 48495 50349 52203 54058
65196 67054 68912 70771 72630

74490 76350 78211 80072 81934
93114 94979 96845 98711 00578

1-03 11788 13658 15529 17400 19272
30512 32387 34263 36140 38016
49289 51169 53050 54932 56815

83796 85659 87522 89835 91249

02445 04312 06180 08049 09918
21144 23016 24889 26763 28637
39894 41772 43650 45529 47409
58697 60580 62464 64349 66234

68119 70005 71892 73779 75667
87005 88897 90789 92682 94576

1-04 05948 07846 09744 11642 13541
24949 26853 28757 30661 32566
44010 45920 47830 49741 51652

77555 79444 81334 83224 85114
*96470 98364 00259 02155 04051
15441 17342 19243 21144 23046
34472 36379 38286 40193 42101
53564 55476 57390 59301 61218

63133 65049 66965 68882 70799
82318 84240 86163 88087 90011

1-0501569 03497 05426 07356 09287
20885 22820 24756 26692 mso
40268 42210 44153 46097 48041

59721 61670 63620 65570 67522

72718 74637 76556 78476 80397
91935 93861 95787 97713 99641
11218 13150 15083 17016 18950
30568 32506 34446 36386 38327
49986 51931 53878 55825 57772

69474 71426 73380 75334 77289
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TABLE.'of Differences for Fractions of 1 C.
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The actual coefficient at any temperature is seldom required with a high order of

accuracy. It may be obtained from the tables with sufficient accuracy by taking the

difference of the volumes for a range of 5 C. on either side of the point where the

coefficient is required, and dividing by 10. E.y., to find the coefficient at 300 C.,

we have

Volume at 305 C. = 1 '0569474,

295 C. = 1-0549986,

Difference/10 = Coefficient of expansion at 300 C. = 0'00019488.

[Note added Fel>i->irii 13, 1911.. It should be observed that the expansion of

iiiiTcury is here expressed in terms of the scale of temperature, based on the platinum

resistance thermometer, proposed by CALLENDAR ('Phil. Mag.,' December, 1899,

p. 519) at the meeting of the British Association at Dover. This scale assumes the

formula given on p. 7 alxrve for reducing the readings of a platinum thermometer to

the gas-scale, and is equivalent to assuming the value 444'53 C. for the boiling-point

of sulphur. It was admitted that this value might require a correction between

+ 0'3 C. and 0'5 C. to reduce it to the absolute scale, but, as this correction

depended on the extrapolation of experiments between C. and 100 C., it was
considered inadvisable to alter the existing standard scale of platinum thermometry
until further experiments had been made with helium and argon at high tempera-
tures. Many writers now adopt values ranging from 444 '8 to 445 '0 for the boiling-

point of sulphur. This may lead to some confusion unless a definite convention is

established. Until the correction to the absolute scale has been determined with

greater precision it would be preferable to retain the old scale.]
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, IWmtmwy-THK effect of pressure upon arc spectra was first investigated by

HUMPHRY and MOHLER,* and later by HUMPHREY^ They found that, m general

the lines broadened, were diaplaced towards the red end of the spectrum, and showed

a greater tendency towards reversal. HUMPHREYS' work has dealt more fully with

metals other than silver, of which the following table comprises all previous measure-

inents .under pressure :
-

A.
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The ease with which the arc burned at any pressure seemed dependent upon the

amount of air present ; when the cylinder was freshly filled the arc burned steadily
for some time, though not often for longer than one minute, without requiring the

poles to be brought together, but later on the arc required more attention and

frequent re-striking ; if, however, the gases were allowed to escape from the cylinder
and fresh air introduced, steadiness was again obtained. A plentiful supply of air

thus appears to be necessary for steady running, but the cooling of the poles is also

a factor that makes for success. Not only did the steadiness of the arc decrease at

any particular pressure as time advanced, but also the brightness, the brilliance of

the image on the jaws of th'e slit gradually waning as the arc burned, until a fresh

supply of air replaced the old.

And that the readiness with which air has access to the poles is connected with

the brightness is further borne out by the increased brightness as the pressure is

increased, provided that arcs newly supplied with air are compared ; for instance,

the arc under a pressure of 200 atmospheres, when first struck, is very much brighter

than the arc under a pressure of 50 atmospheres when first struck. This indicates

also that the temperature of the arc under high pressure is very much greater than it

is at normal atmospheric pressure. Photometric measurements of the intensity of the

light emitted under different pressures have been attempted, but the intermittent

nature of the arc has not permitted accurate determinations. Distinct changes were

observed in the colour of the arc as the pressure was increased ; at low pressures it

maintained its characteristic greenish appearance, but at the highest pressure reached,

200 atmospheres, it was, when the air was fresh, as white as a cart>on arc ; at lower

pressures, or when the arc had been burning for some time, the greenish colour

returned, and my assistant pointed out to me two distinct tints besides the pure

white, namely, yellowish-green and green ; sometimes as the arc flickered about the

poles in an irregular manner these would appear in rapid succession, possibly dependent

on the varying length of the arc gap as it moved from point to point on the

electrodes.

The silver contained a trace of lead, which is characterised by the line at 4058 "04,

and on one or two of the photographs at atmospheric pressure the cyanogen band at

3883 is visible and is due to the silver having been melted in a carbon reducing

atmosphere. As is usually the case when metallic arcs are burned in air under

pressure, some nitric acid was formed within the cylinder, and the air issuing from it

gave the characteristic smell of nitrogen peroxide. The appearance of some finely

divided particles of iron in the window-tube after the arc had been run for some time

at high pressures needs explanation, but it is considered to have either been introduced

with the air, which was stored in an iron cylinder, or to have scaled from the steel

rods which carried the silver electrodes, though this must have been greatly obviated

by the discs of asbestos which were strung on the silver poles and were a good fit in

the cylinder.
F 2
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The arc was more easily maintained between 50 and 200 atmospheres pressure than

between 1 and 50 atmospheres. Of all the photographs taken, that at 200 atmospheres

gave least trouble, the arc burning steadily for several seconds with dazzling

brightness. Extension to higher pressures would be quite possible if the difficulties

attendant upon the fracture of the glass and quartz windows could be overcome. As

has already been described* in connection with experiments made with the copper

arc, the straining of the windows resulted in splinters of glass breaking off and ruining

the surfaces, and sometimes in the complete breakdown of the window. The present

pressure cylinder cannot be safely used at higher pressures, but a similar but stronger

one should present no great difficulties. The running of the arc itself is a simple

matter.

4. The Photographs: (1) Method of Exposure. As in the previous work with

the iron and copper arcs, the comparison spectrum under atmospheric pressure was

photographed in the central strip of a plate (20 inches long by 2j inches broad) with

the spectrum under pressure above and below it. To ensure that no accidental

displacements were produced the comparison spectrum was photographed before and
after the one under pressure. The arc was operated by the writer and the mirrors

by an assistant.

The following photographs have been obtained :

Atmospheres.
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To facilitate reference to the lines arbitrary letters have been assigned to them,

beginning alphabetically at the more refrangible end.

The prominent features are :

(1) The broadening of the lines ;

(2) Their displacement towards the red end of the spectrum ;

(3) The structure which Incomes apparent in the wings of the strong lines under

pressure ;

(4) The gradual disappearance of the line spectrum ;

(5) Its replacement by a banded spectrum ;

(6) The development of the banded spectrum into an almost continuous

spectrum.

The lines seen on the photographs are :

a 4055 '44 1st sub-series.

[6 . . .' . . 4058-04 Lead.]

c 4212'! 1st sub-series.

d 4311-28

e 4476-29 2nd sub-series.

(a) 4055-44. Silver. 1st subordinate series.

At normal atmospheric pressure it is broad and covers about 13 A.U. It is

unsymmetrically reversed, its reversed portion being slightly on the violet side of the

centre of the bright line. At 5 atmospheres* the line spreads over 17 A.U. or more,

and is so broad that it might almost be called a band. The reversed part is badly

defined, and its centre cannot be determined. Its wings now present a marked

structure, and are resolvable into a number of well-defined lines, in which there is no

obvious regularity. The shadings on the two wings are different from one another.

At 20 atmospheres the line has spread out over a greater range and can be distin-

guished on the red side as far as 24 A.U. from its original position. The structural

appearance, which extends as far as the wings are visible, is well marked, though the

individual lines are broader. The broadening is much greater on the red side. At

25 atmospheres the line spectrum of silver has almost disappeared and given place to

a banded spectrum. Between 25 and 200 atmospheres, this line is indistinguishable

against this background of banded or continuous spectrum.

(b) 4058-04. Lead?

At normal atmospheric pressure this line is fine and sharp and apparently

superposed upon the less refrangible wing of line a (4055'44). From 5 to 25

*
Throughout this paper, unless expressly stated to the contrary, the pressure is the excess above

1 atmosphere.
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ataMVto*. it remains a definite line, but has broadened (about 0*5 A.U at

25Atmospheres) and is displaced.
At 80, 100, 120, and 200 atmospheres the

photographs show no trace of its presence.

(<) 4212*1. Silver. 1st subordinate series.

At normal atmospheric pressure it is broad and covers 16 to 20 A.U. (according to

the amount of exposure). It is asymmetrically reversed, its reversed portion being

slightly on the red side of the centre of the bright line, thus differing from a (4055-44),

the other member of the 1st subordinate series. At 5 and 20 atmospheres its

behaviour strongly resembles that of line a ;
it has broadened and is distinguishable

60 A.U. from its original position ;
the reversal which is just visible is displaced

towards the red end of the spectrum. The wings are shaded into a number of lines,

which are, however, differently spaced from those into which line a, is resolved.

Bettveen 25 and 200 atmospheres, this line cannot be distinguished from the

banded or continuous spectrum which in this region takes the place of the line

spectrum of silver.

(d) 431T28. Non-series line.*

At normal atmospheric pressure the line is fairly sharp, being only slightly

broadened towards the red. At 5 and 20 atmospheres it is seen to be slightly

broadened towards the red, though it is still comparatively sharp ; its displacement

towards the same end of the spectrum is also obvious. At 25 atmospheres the line

appears to be the violet head of a band stretching some distance towards the red.

At 60 and 80 atmospheres the line at ordinary atmospheric pressure seems to mark

the violet edge of the band, which becomes less sharp and less obvious as the pressure
is increased. It is now doubtful if the band to the right of the line has any causal

connection with it. Between 100 and 200 atmospheres, this band has become

submerged in the continuous spectrum that now dominates the photograph. .

(e) 4476-29. Member of the 2nd subordinate series.

At normal atmospheric pressure it is broadened towards the red. At 5 and 20

atmospheres its width has increased and it has suffered displacement towards the red
end of the spectrum. At 25 atmospheres it can still be distinguished, though its

intensity has been greatly reduced. Its displacement, though large, is difficult to
At 60, 80, and 100 atmospheres no sign of this line appears, though, if any

radiation of a period close to its original period existed, it should be visible, because the

here were three slit* in the comparison shutter where this line occurs, so that three small pieces of
c pressure appeared upon the photograph. Two of them may be seen on the

atmospheres. They permit the comparison line to be easily placed parallel to the
iMe crow-wires in the measuring machine.
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nebulous flutings do not occupy this particular part of the plate. At 200 atmosphere*
tlic spectrum is, as in other parts of the plate, nearly a continuous one.

5. The broadening of the Lines. From the photographs we learn the following
facts within the region X 4000 to X 4600 :

1 . All silver lines broaden under pressure.

2. The broadening increases with the pressure, but different amounts of exposure
make it difficult to determine if the increase is continuous and linear with the

pressure.

3. The broadening of the two 1st sub-series lines is, at normal atmospheric pressure,

unsymmetrical relatively to the superposed absorption line ; increase of pressure
increases the width of these lines, and their wings are then seen to consist of numbers

of fine lines which merge into one another at higher pressure.

4. The broadening of the 2nd sub-series line (4476 '29) at normal atmospheric

pressure is unsymmetrical, being greater on the red side. Under pressure this is

more pronounced, but the line remains definite though its intensity diminishes.

5. The broadening of the non-series line is distinctive because the line appears to

become the violet edge of a band which stretches further towards the red as the

pressure is increased, but at the highest pressure the violet edge has lost its character

as the head of a band.

6. The distinction that was observed in the same region of the copper spectrum is

here also apparent : the 1st sub-series lines become hazy under pressure, resembling

hazy bands, and finally leaving only a cloudy banded appearance on the plate ; the

2nd sub-series lines remain definite lines without abnormal broadening, though they

ultimately disappear through a gradual weakening process.

7. No relation has been found between the original intensity of a line and its width

under pressure.

8. The magnitude of the broadening of the 1st sub-series lines is at 20 atmospheres
as great as 120 A.U.

6. The Structural Character of the Wings of the Members of the 1st Sub- Series

under Pressure. The photographs of lines a and c at 5 and 20 atmospheres show

that the wings of those lines are of complex structure, being composed of a number of

closely packed lines which are comparatively fine at 5 atmospheres, and, though

broader at 20 atmospheres and somewhat merged into one another, are still recognisable

as the same lines.

There is no obvious regularity in the shadings on the wings, which are dissimilar

for the two lines and also for the two wings of the same line.

As the pressure increases, the wings of the lines extend outwards, and at

20 atmospheres some of the patches of light are separated from the original lines,

forming what is ultimately a band spectrum.

On one photograph taken at each of the pressures 10 and 20 atmospheres the
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structure is not apparent, either because it is not invariably present in the arc or

because the slit was too wide. Upon this photograph the reversals were rather better

defined than upon the reproductions.

7. The DiitjiliKviiH'iit of the Lines: (l) Method of Measurement of the Photo-

ffraphs.llie Kayser Measuring Machine was used, the setting being always made

between parallel threads as accurately as possible upon the most intense portions of

the lines under pressure, and advantage was taken of the astigmatic property of the

grating of narrowing a line at its extremities. Thirty-six settings were made upon
each line on each plate, 18 with the plate in one position and 18 with it in the

reversed position. When there was not good agreement between the readings this

number was exceeded.

(2) Table of the Displacements. The first column contains the arbitrary letters

assigned to the lines to facilitate reference to them. The second column gives the

wave-lengths according to KAYSER and RUNGE'S tables. The subsequent columns give
the displacements at the corresponding pressures, the use of italic figures, e.g., 0'220,

for displacements, indicates that the line is reversed. An asterisk (*) denotes that

the line is reversed but that measurements could not be satisfactorily made at that

pressure. In all cases the displacements are towards the side of greater wave-length.
The pressures are the excess above 1 atmosphere. Figures in brackets indicate that
the measurements were made with difficulty.

TABLE I.
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per unit of area of the plate be considered, it seems true that the members of the

1st sub-series lines a and c, Plate 1, have diminished in intensity relatively to the

other two silver lines. Though if the whole intensity of the radiation in the region

of the plate occupied by the broadened lines be considered, the relative strengths of

the lines are very difficult to determine.

Under pressure, all the lines in this part of the spectrum become obliterated. It

may be here remarked that the complete obliteration recorded by the photographs

with the large Rowland grating are not entirely confirmed by photographs with a

1 m. grating. These latter sometimes show faint indications of lines under high

pressures where none are apparent in those taken by the 2l feet instrument. This

is due to the fact that the lines do appear in the spectrum under pressure at the

moment of extinction of the arc, and possibly at the moment of striking it

(c/. p. 44).

With large dispersion the duration of these lines is insignificant compared with the

total length of exposure necessary to affect the plate, but when the dispersion is

smaller the exposure is less, and the interval during which the lines shine out is

comparable with the total exposure necessary.

The lines to vanish first are those of the 1st subordinate series (a, X = 4055'44

and c, X = 4212 '!),
which are of great intensity at normal pressure.

In this respect,

and also because they become dissipated before they are obliterated, their behaviour

is very similar to the 1st subordinate series lines in the corresponding region of the

copper spectrum, 4022 and 4063.

The line of the 2nd subordinate series (e,
\ = 4476'29) weakens as the pressure

is increased, and is only just visible at 40 atmospheres. It has disappeared at

60 atmospheres. The manner of its disappearance allies it to the two lines in the

copper spectrum, also members of the 2nd subordinate series (4480'6 and 4531 "0),
which

also become weaker as the pressure is increased, but without abnormal widening.

The non-series line (d, X = 4311 "28) is clearly seen at 25 atmospheres, and at

40 atmospheres it seems to be the violet head of a band, but it is very doubtful

line' and the band are in any way causally related-photographs at higher pressure

suggest that the band is independent of this line, which has at 60 atmospheres cea

toexist. This non-series line differs from the non-series copper lines

examined; the latter have not been found to undergo complete obliteration, t

the "
sharp" series are weakened as the pressure is increased.

9. Series of Lines in the Silver Spectrum.-The classification of the lines of the

silver spectrum has been attempted by the same methods that have

for the copper spectrum.

KAYSEB and RUNGE'S* classification is based upon the relationships between

frequencies of the lines, and the series have become known as the

* KAYSEU and RUNGK,
' Uber die Spectren der Elemente,' vol. V., 1892.

VOL. CCXI. A.
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and Second Subordinate Series, according to the particular formula which includes all

its members.

The Zeeman effect, which has been examined by RUNGE and PASCHEN,* shows

distinctive behaviour for certain lines, and should afford additional data for their

classification, but unfortunately only one of the lines dealt with in this paper has

been investigated by their method.

Pressure is also effective in bringing to light characteristic differences between

groups of lines, and studies of their behaviour as regards displacement, broadening,

changes in relative intensity, and reversal have been made with this end in view.

For silver this method does not yield such definite results as were obtained for the

copper spectrum, but they are nevertheless of considerable assistance in this classifi-

cation.

The following table summarizes the methods of forming series in the silver

spectrum :
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experiments is the replacement of the line spectrum of silver by a banded spectrum
when the pressure is large. A necessary condition for the production of this new

spectrum is that the arc burns steadily, because, as has just been pointed out, at the

moments of extinction some of the lines have been observed to flash out instan-

taneously, even at 100 atmospheres. On the negatives the bands are not always

easily distinguishable, but greater contrast has been obtained by using a slow Velox

paper, which enables the detail to be more carefully studied.

(1) The Structure of the Banded Spectrum. The photographs show a number 01

bright isolated patches or bands, separated by dark intervals. The bright bands are

symmetrical about their centres, and are generally very broad, fuzzy and ill-defined,

but a few are as narrow as 2 or 3 A. U.

There is no easily recognisable regularity in the spacings of these patches of light,

or bands, and their intensities differ considerably and show no dependence upon their

widths.

The resemblance of this spectrum to an absorption spectrum is discussed under a

separate heading, p. 48. If the bands be observed visually they present a novel

appearance. In place of the steady spectrum which is observed with other metals,

there is a constant flickering of the spectrum and waves seem to pass across it, and

the bands appear more like tongues of coloured flames which are violently disturbed

by a breeze. Horizontal striae crossing the spectrum were also frequently noticed.

The whole phenomenon is thought to be due to violent convection currents in the

vapour surrounding the arc, which, being of varying density, cause continually

changing amounts of refraction of the rays which pass through it on their way to the

window. The constant play of shadows over the inner surface of the window, which

is easily visible because of the fine deposit upon it, indicates that some such action as

this is in progress, and the striae may be due to shadows falling upon the slit.

The Behaviour of the Banded Spectrum under Pressure. The bands first appear

on the photographs at 20 atmospheres, where many are resolvable into a number of

very fine lines, but, as it was thought possible that longer exposure at a lower

pressure might show a trace of them, the normal silver arc was photographed with an

exposure ten times longer than usual, and with a very wide slit
( mm.) ; but there

was no sign of bands in this experiment though the slit included both poles and the

centre of the arc.

(2) Broadening. As the pressure increases the bands strengthen and become a

more definite phenomenon; many grow broader (cf. 45697, which increases from

8 A.U. at 25 atmospheres to 13 A.U. at 80 atmospheres and 26 A.U. at 100 atmo-

spheres), and several, which are separately distinguishable at 25 atmospheres, become

merged into one another at higher pressures.

At 100 atmospheres the bands have become so broad that they almost constitute

a continuous spectrum, though the characteristics of the banded spectrum are not

entirely lost.

o 2
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A photograph
of this part of the spectrum has been taken at 200 atmospheres, and

here the spectrum looks still more continuous.

The breadths of the bands at different pressures
are given in Tab] II., p.

4

measurements are in Angstrom units.

(3) Table of Wave-Lengths and Intensities of Bands.-This is given on pp. 45-47

(4) The Relative Intensities of the Bands under Pram*. Though the intensities

of the bright bands are increased by pressure, it does not produce any marked change

in the relative intensities of adjacent bands. What is, however, noticeable is the

gradual increase in the intensities of the bands that are distant from the strong lines

a and c relatively to those in their immediate neighbourhood, e.g., band at 4162 has

increased in intensity relatively to 4199 and 4215, which are near the line c at 4212.

For other examples see Table II. There is an outward extension of the luminosity

from these lines as the pressure increases. A line not shown on the photographs in

the red (ride p. 50) seems also to be concerned in the production of the spectrum.

11. The Continuous Spectrum. The highest pressure available for these experi-

ments was 200 atmospheres, and one photograph was obtained at this pressure,

but no bands are discernible against the background of continuous spectrum. Too

much risk would be run by pushing these experiments further with the existing

apparatus, but it would be of interest to observe if this continuous spectrum persists

at still higher pressures and behaves like the continuous spectrum derived from black

body radiation, i.e., if the maximum of intensity is displaced towards the region of

short wave-lengths as the temperature increases, or if the energy remains localised in

the centres of a hidden banded spectrum from which the continuous spectrum has

been developed.

12. Influence of the Electrical Conditions upon the Banded and Continuous

Spectra. It has already been remarked that at the moment of extinction the bright
lines have been seen to flash out and replace the bands. The electrical conditions

accompanying the sudden breaking of the circuit occasion this change. Visual

observations suggest that at such times the quantity of material taking part in the

discharge is diminished ; for example, when the arc is burning steadily under

pressure, one of the yellowish-green lines is broad, almost resembling a band, and is

strongly reversed, yet at the moment when the arc is extinguished this line narrows
down to the width of the reversal and flashes out as a bright line. By varying the

voltage of the discharge, interesting information regarding the electrical conditions

necessary for the production of the banded spectrum should be forthcoming.
The Origin of the Banded and Continuous Spectra. The resemblance of the

banded to an absorption spectrum requires discussion ; hitherto it has been treated as
a emission spectrum. It is necessary to inquire into the possibility of the bands
mg the result of a continuous radiation from the hot poles of the silver and suffering

absorption by the surrounding vapours.
Careful examination has shown that no appreciable continuous spectrum is obtained
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between X= 4000 and X= 4600 from the poles at ordinary pressures.
But the brightness

of the arc increases with the pressure,
and it is not impossible that the intensity of

the poles becomes sufficient to give a continuous spectrum. If tins is the case, we

must have, at 20 atmospheres, poles sufficiently hot to give a continuous spectrum

surrounded by an absorbing layer of silver vapour, and since, as the pressure increases,

the widths of the bright bands increase, this hypothesis requires that the amount of

absorption decreases relatively to the brightness of the poles.

There is nothing inherently impossible in these conditions, but because the arc was

frequently quite free from a background of hot poles (as for instance when the bright

streams of vapour met some distance from them), and because the vapour is itself

intensely luminous and must emit a spectrum of its own, it is simpler to regard

the band spectrum as the true emission spectrum of silver vapour under these

conditions.

It should also be remarked that large white-hot molten drops do not form on the

silver poles as they do in the case of iron, but that the silver seems to be vaporised

without previous melting. There is, moreover, the additional evidence that the lines

a and c, which are intimately connected with the formation of these bands, remain

emission lines throughout.

That the silver lines really disappear and are not hidden by the continuous spectrum

is borne out by the fact that on one photograph at a high pressure an impurity line

(of lead) remains visible against the continuous background.

The disappearance of the line spectrum seems due to the replacement of the old

vibrating systems by new ones, which are perhaps new and complicated atomic

combinations. Whether these are aggregates of silver atoms, or combinations of silver

and oxygen atoms, remains to be tested a most valuable research would be the

examination of the silver spectrum under pressure in an atmosphere of hydrogen.
In HARTLEY'S opinion the oxide of silver does not play any part in producing the

bands in the spectrum of the flame, whose temperature he considers too high for its

formation. The writer has, however, found that the brightness of the arc is

dependent upon the amount of air present in the cylinder, and since WHITTAKEK*
has pointed out that from theoretical considerations pressure is, in some cases, a more

potent factor in causing combination than is elevated temperature in producing
dissociation (and it is to be remarked that the bands under discussion do not appear
below about 20 atmospheres), the question of an oxide formation is not yet decided.

The experimental evidence that a spectrum other than a line spectrum can exist at

the enormously increased temperature of the arc under pressure is of considerable
interest in the interpretation of sunspot spectra. The discovery of the identity of the

flutings of titanium oxide, magnesium hydride, &c., in these spectra has led to the
conclusion that sunspots are regions of low temperature, and, though this may be

actually the case, it is not necessarily so simply because of the existence of a fluted
'

WHITTAKER,
'

Report British Association,' Dublin, 1908.
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spectrum. Though, for the case of silver, the pressure necessary for the formation of

the band spectrum is higher than that indicated by the amount of the displacement
as existing in suuspots, a lower pressure may suffice for the formation of the'titanium

oxide flutings.

The transition from the banded to a continuous spectrum remains for discussion.

SCHUSTER and others have suggested that increase of pressure should ultimately

produce a continuous spectrum. For metalloids it is known that such is the case : if

the pressure of hydrogen in a vacuum tube is gradually increased the lines broaden

until the resulting spectrum is continuous. HARTLEY,* discussing the fluted flame

spectrum of silver, puts an idea of SCHUSTER'S
('

Brit. Assoc. Report,' 1880) into the

following words :

" Thus we see that there is really no essential difference between

the constitutions of the matter which enters into vapours of metals and metalloids
;

there is, in fact, something in their constitution common to lx>th which is apparently

dependent upon their vapour pressures, and probably due to the actions of the

molecules upon one another when their mean path is so extended that their motions

become rhythmical. Reduce the freedom of their motions and the result is a

continuous spectrum."

The results of the present experiments bear out this conclusion, and the develop-

ment of the banded into a continuous spectrum is regarded as the outcome of the

widening of the individual bands.

It remained to be seen if this banded spectrum were identical with any known

spectrum of silver. HARTLEY had investigated the flame spectrum and had photo-

graphed flutings, but not in the region of the spectrum under present observation,

and, since other methods for flame production also showed no flutings, the writer,

with the help of Mr. R. Rossi, B.Sc., undertook some experiments with a carbon-tube

furnace to discover if any bands were produced by this method in this region of the

silver spectrum. A great number of more or less regularly spaced lines, or flutings,

were found. These were photographed with a 1 m. grating spectrograph.t arid

measured and compared with the bands obtained in the present experiments. In the

last column of Table II. are given all the measurements made in this part of the

carbon-tube spectrum. In appearance the spectra are not the same, but it must be

borne in mind that the pressures of the two were very different, and how far this

factor is effective in masking any resemblance it is difficult to say. There are 25

lines in the carbon-tube furnace spectrum differing by less than 1 A.U., or 29 lines

differing by less than 2 A.U., from the measurements made under pressure, out of a

total of 55 furnace flutings and 63 arc flutings. The evidence is thus not entirely

favourable to the two being the same spectrum, especially as the strong violet edges of

bands in the furnace spectrum (4266'6, 4294'9, 4322'2) are absent under pressure, as

are also the strong flutings at 4505'1, 45G4'5, 4600'8, and 4607 '8. But these

* HARTLEY,
' Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 185, p. 166, 1894.

t DUFFIELD and Rossi,
'

Astrophys. Journ.,' vol. XXVIII., p. 371, 1908.

FOL. WXI. A. H
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differences do not conclusively prove that the spectra are not the same, as special

conditions may govern the appearance of these violet heads. Further evidence upon

this poinf. is required.

The most valuable information regarding the origin of the banded spectrum is

afforded by the photographs reproduced in Plate 1 at 5 and 20 atmospheres, when an

incipient band spectrum seems to originate from the strong lines a and c, and, since

at higher pressures there is a gradual extension of the energy outwards from these

lines until the whole of the plate is covered with bands, it .seems definite that the

replacement of the line by a banded spectrum is most intimately associated with the

vibrating system producing the line of the 1st sub-series in this particular part of

the spectrum ; there is, however, a member of the 2nd sub-series just off the plate
which is, perhaps, responsible for some of the bands on the red of Plate 1.

The discovery that a silver arc burning in an atmosphere of hydrogen under certain
conditions gives rise to the spectrum of that gas* necessitated an inquiry into the

possibility of the air spectrum being produced when the same arc is burned in air
under unusual conditions

; but a comparison of the band spectrum with the spectra of

oxygen, nitrogen, and air gives no indication that its origin is due to these gases.

0. H. BASQUIN,
'

Astrophys. Journ.,' vol. XIV., p. 1.
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1. Preliminai-y. In the first part of this paper the apparatus and method of

taking the photographs under pressure have been described. The investigation of

the gold arc was carried out in precisely the same way, and the spectrum has now

been photographed under pressures ranging from 1 to +200 atmospheres.

The photographs were taken in September, 1908, but the writer's absence in

Australia necessitated a delay in measuring them and in presenting the results.

Though not exhibiting the remarkable features of the silver arc, the photographs

testify to the powerful means that an increase in the pressure of the surrounding

medium affords for displaying the different characters and properties of the individual

lines. Moreover, an investigation over a wider range of wave-lengths than the writer

has before attempted has brought nearer the solution of the problem of the relation

between the displacement and the wave-length, while the extension of the pressure

to +200 atmospheres enables us to investigate more thoroughly the relation between

the pressure and wave-length.
H 2
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In the present investigation quartz windows were discarded in favour of glass ones

for use in the pressure cylinder on account of the greater tendency of the former to

collapse after being suhjected to the highest pressures
and the attendant expense of

replacing them. This, unfortunately, involved a restriction to the wave-lengths

above 3550 A.U.

The writer has not found any reference to previous
work with the gold arc und<

pressure.

2 The Spectrum of the Gold Arc at Atmospheric Pressure. In these experiments

it was decided to employ the spectrum emitted by an arc passing between poles

consisting of rods of the pure metal. Previous workers with the gold arc at

atmospheric pressure have fed the metal into a carbon arc, but this method did not

seem desirable in the present experiments, in which it has been the writer's aim to

keep the element under investigation as free as possible from any sensible quantity of

a different element, which might by its own vapour density introduce some disturbing

effect upon the broadening or displacement of the lines.

Thanks to the courtesy of Messrs. JOHNSON and MATTHEY, of Hatton Garden,

London, it was made possible to carry out these experiments with poles of metallic

gold. Each pole was of an inch in diameter and l| inches long, and was screwed

into a copper rod of the same diameter, 6 inches long, to enable it to be properly

placed in the pressure cylinder. The gold was guaranteed to be of purity 0'9995.

The current employed was supplied by the Corporation mains at 100 volts

continuous, about 7 "5 amperes being taken by the arc at atmospheric pressure.

The following Table I. gives a list of the lines which appear upon the photographs,

together with references to the observations made by previous workers in the same

part of the spectrum.

It will be noticed that in the present photographs a number of lines appear which

were not described by KAYSER and RUNGE as occurring in the arc spectrum, though
most of them have been recorded by EDEE and VALENTA and EXNER and HASCHEK
as spark lines. The difference between KAYSEK and RUNGE'S and the writer's lists is

to be looked for in the use of metallic poles instead of a carbon arc fed with the

substance, and also perhaps in the current and voltage of the supply.
The fact that the majority of the lines which appear in the arc under discussion

had previously only been found in the spark spectrum points to the insufficiency of

the terms "
arc

"
and "

spark
"
lines to distinguish lines from one another, and indicates

that in the case of gold, as in that of iron*, "spark lines" [sic] may appear in the

spectrum obtained from an arc source. The distinction implied by the terms " arc"
and "spark" lines cannot, therefore, be a general and rigorous one, however useful as

broad descriptive terms, but may have particular value when the current, dimensions
the poles, and voltage of the supply are known in the one case, and the induction,

capacity, &c., in the other.

*
DUFFIKLD,

'

Astrophys. Journ.,' voL XXVII., p. 260, 1908.
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The lines in the Table were measured by comparison with the spectrum from an

iron arc photographed upon the same plate, and their identification with the lines

measured by KAYSER and RUNGE and EDER and VALENTA was thus rendered simple.

The wave-lengths are those given in the two above-mentioned papers.

The letters in the first column of the Table, ol, a2, 61, 62, cl, c2, &c., have been

added to facilitate reference to the lines to which they refer.

TABLE I.
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TABLE I. (continued).
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steadily and silently, but as the poles gradually became hotter, turbulent convection

currents were produced in the vapour, the arc became noisier, and small explosions

on the poles gave rise to outbursts of metallic vapour which frequently blew out the

arc.

With increase of pressure the arc became more troublesome, and considerable

difficulty was experienced in obtaining photographs at 5, 10, and 20 atmospheres,

though at higher pressures the arc again became steadier and more easy to

manipulate, behaving in this respect very differently from the copper arc.

Throughout the whole range of pressure, from 1 to 200 atmospheres, the steadiness

with which the arc burned was found to depend upon two factors : (l) the coolness of

the poles and (2) the freshness of the air supply. It was found expedient during an

exposure, when the arc burned badly, to release a considerable quantity of the air

from the pressure cylinder and to admit a fresh supply, which both cooled the poles

and diluted the impure air containing the products formed by the arc burning in air.

This was always effectual in improving the steadiness and brightness of the arc.

As in the case of the iron, copper, and silver arcs, with poles composed of the pure

metal, the exposure consisted of a number of short-lived arcs. A difficulty that was

accentuated in the manipulation of the gold arc was occasioned by the ease with

which the lower pole melted, causing the arc to be frequently formed behind the

upper pole in such a manner that its light was screened from the window. It

required some experience with the feed-wheels to cope with this trouble.

(2) Colour. At low pressures the colour of the gold arc was not very determinate,

but is best described as mauve
;

in comparison with the copper and silver arcs it

seemed soft and subdued, though it did not differ from them to any noticeable extent

in actinic power, requiring about the same exposure when it burned well.

With increase of pressure it became whiter, and at 200 atmospheres was not very

different from the blue-white of the silver arc under the same pressure.

(3) Intensity. The brightness of the gold arc increased with the pressure of the

surrounding air, but was never, as far as visual observations are reliable, as bright as

the copper or silver arcs at corresponding pressures. Attempts were made as before

to measure the intensities photometrically, but the fluctuations in the brightness

from instant to instant were too great to enable this to be done with consistent

results.

The brightness is chiefly affected by those factors upon which the easy running of

the arc depends, namely, (1) the temperature of the poles, and (2) the freshness of

the air supply in the cylinder, which, besides influencing the intrinsic brightnew,

diminished by absorption the amount of light reaching the window of the pressure

cylinder.

Other difficulties which were encountered lay in (3) the variable length of

as it jumped about on the irregular poles (which affected the current flowing through

it),
and (4) the deposit of a fine material upon the window, which, though not serious
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for

<* to deterge Aether the tota, intensity of

a hr function of the pressure, though, with the

exception

of the

5 to 20 .Spheres, the brightness appeared to mcrease stead.ly as the

pressure was increased. ..

(4) A Chang* in the Physical Properties of the Gold.-A source of great trouble

was the melting of the lower pole,
which was so rapid that when the pressure

cylinder was opened after the first set of 12 photographs
had been taken, only T mch

of the original l inches of this pole remained, the rest of the metal having trickled

down the sides and solidified in ridges and lumps, exactly like the wax of a candle

that has burned rapidly in a gust of wind. The other pole had remained intact.

The obvious course was to interchange the poles,
first paring the drippings from

what had previously been the lower one. With this re-arrangement a second set,

comprising 14 photographs, was taken, and the conditions were, as far as the writer is

aware, exactly the same as those under which the first set was obtained, and the

pressures were extended over the same range of 1 to 200 atmospheres. Less diffi-

culty was experienced from the irregular burning of the arc, and its image could

always be easily guided by the mirror system upon the slit of the spectroscope.

At the end of these experiments it was expected that the lower pole would be

found to have melted away as before ;
but this was not the case, it was as little

affected as when it had served as the top electrode, its upper surface being but

slightly pitted. Nor did a subsequent set of 8 photographs at the same pressures

cause either pole to melt.

A physical change had been accomplished in the gold whereby it no longer melted,

though placed under conditions under which a similar rod of gold had previously

melted freely.

It is quite possible that the raising of the melting-point is due to a direct effect of

pressure upon the metal, though we must also consider as possible factors the passage

of a current of 10 to 15 amperes through the rod, a repeated annealing action, and

perhaps some absorbent action by the hot poles of the gases within the cylinder

which might affect their properties, though this last action might have equally well

taken place during the original refining of the metal.

(5) The Occurrence of the Calcium Lines H and K. In spite of the fact that the

spectrum of gold did not when first examined show any impurity, either recognised
or suspected, very abundant evidence of the presence of calcium is presented by the

photograph taken at a pressure of 10 atmospheres in the region X 3550 to A. 4000

(Plate 2) upon which the H and K lines appear more strongly than any other line,

being very much more prominent than the gold line /2 at 3898*04. This is the more
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remarkable because there is not the slightest trace of either of these lines in the

comparison spectrum which was obtained by a divided exposure, one-half before the

pressure photograph, the other half after it.

Faint traces of aluminium (3944*29 and 3961 '85) and iron also occur on the same

photograph, but they are feeble compared with the strong H and K lines. Except
for a faint trace of the line K at 50 atmospheres (H being absent) there is no

evidence of calcium on any of the other photographs taken under pressure, though

they occur in the comparison spectrum at 1 atmosphere, in the next photograph at

30 atmospheres. Above 50 atmospheres there is no sign of this element in either the

pressure or comparison spectra ; it appears that the calcium which had by some

means got on to the pole at 10 atmospheres was dissipated as time went on.

The remarkable nature of the phenomenon demanded that further photographs

should be taken at low pressures, and so photographs were obtained at 5 and at 15

atmospheres. The former contained strong evidence of the presence of calcium, the

H and K lines being, as on the previous photograph at 10 atmospheres, five or six

times as strong as the strong line f2 of gold, and, again, there was only the smallest

evidence of this substance in the comparison spectrum, only a faint trace of the line K
being discernible, though the exposure was, as always, a divided one. Upon the

photograph at 1 5 atmospheres there is, on the other hand, no evidence of either of

these lines under pressure, though there is a faint indication of both H and K in the

comparison spectrum.

An explanation that seems possible to the writer is that some calcium impurity

either pre-existed in one of the gold rods and formed a tiny pocket of metal, or that

some particle of dust rich in calcium (and containing aluminium) was introduced into

the cylinder with the air from the gasholder, and settled upon the pole while molten.

In either case, we can imagine that a small quantity of calcium becomes lodged in one

particular spot upon the face of one of the poles. It is known that the arc wanders

from point to point over the surface of the poles, and when it happened to spring from

the spot rich in the impurities they would manifest their presence. We may suppose

that the locality occupied by the calcium happened to be on an irregularity on the

pole which infrequently formed the starting place of the arc. Under these circum-

stances, when the arc burned badly and required a' very prolonged exposure, as

it did most especially at 5 and 10 atmospheres, this spot would be more frequently

visited by a fluctuating arc than on those occasions when the arc burned steadily

and kept to one spot.

It is worth noting that the spectrum of gold at atmospheric pressure was

photographed by a small 1 -metre grating spectrograph before the gold was subjected

to pressure, and afterwards upon the same plate after the arc had been investigated

at high pressures. The two photographs show not even the slightest difference.

Another point of interest is the order of appearance of the H and K lines when

only small amounts of calcium are present. When only one of them occurs either

VOL. CCXI. A. I
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at atmospheric pressure or under 50 atmospheres pressure, it is the line K, which is

to be expected as it is the stronger of the two. This is, however, not in agreement

with an observation made by LIVEINO, quoted by MUGGINS* in a paper entitled

" The Relative Behaviour of the H and K Lines of the Spectrum of Calcium," who

states that when calcium occurs as an impurity in a carbon arc the H line sometimes

appears by itself.

The negatives that had previously been taken in the region X 4000 to X 4600 were

examined for the calcium line at 4226, but only a trace of it was discovered, and

then only in the comparison spectrum, on photographs at 10 and 20 atmospheres. It

is unfortunate that the H, K, and
<j

lines were not upon the same plate, as they might
have contributed to our knowledge of the origin of these lines under different

conditions of density. The conclusion arrived at by HUGGINS,* arid later by
BARNES, t that the H and K lines are produced by a rare vapour of calcium and the

;/ lines by dense vapour is not confirmed by the fact that H and K appear far more

readily at +5 atmospheres than they do at atmospheric pressure. But possibly the

above results are vitiated by the localisation of an impurity, as has already been

suggested.

TABLE II.

Region A. X 3550 to X 4000.

5 atmospheres
10

15

20
25

30 atmospheres
40

50
60

80

100 atmospheres
150

175

200

Region B. X 4000 to X 4600.

5 atmospheres (2)
10

(2)
20

40 atmospheres
60

80

100 atmospheres
150

200

Region C. X 4600 to X 5 100.

5 atmospheres
10

20

40 atmospheres
60
80

100 atmospheres
200

The Photographs: (1) Region Investigated. -The investigation of the gold

^tttz^*** to

/
h 4raph these^*

necessary to make ex^res in
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care with which the grating had been adjusted, it was possible to move from one

p.-irt
of the spectrum to another and still have excellent definition, without further

.nljiistiiient than that involved in making a correction for the temperature of the

room, which is different in different parts of the spectrum and which had been

previously found experimentally and tabulated for subsequent use. *

Milking allowance for some overlap upon the neighbouring photographs each plate

contributed about 600 A.U. The photographs (Table IT., p. 58) were taken in the

regions indicated at the subjoined pressures.

The pressures are the excess above 1 atmosphere. In each region a photograph
was also taken of the spectrum of the gold arc at atmospheric pressure in conjunction
with that of an iron arc.

(2) Description of the Plates. Plates 2, 3, and 4 illustrate the behaviour of the

gold arc under different pressures : Plate 2 includes the region X = 3770 to X = 4020-

Plate 3 the region X = 4010 to X = 4280, and Plate 4 the region X = 4300 to

X = 4620. The photographs are full size positive reproductions of the originals, and

are arranged in order of increasing pressure from the top at 1 atmosphere to the

bottom at + 200 atmospheres, the central strip being always at atmospheric pressure.

The arbitrary letters enumerated in Table I. have been affixed to the lines to facilitate

reference to them.

The prominent features of the gold arc are :

(1) The broadening of the lines.

(2) Their displacement towards the red end of the spectrum.

(3) The changes in relative intensity.

(4) The absence of reversals.

The Nitrogen Band Spectrum. Upon the photographs reproduced in Plates 2

and 3 occur at 10 atmospheres pressure two band spectra, one whose head is a

little to the violet side of g2 (Plate 2) being very well marked. Measurement gives

3914'45 and 4278'28 as the wave-lengths of their chief heads, and they are evidently

due to nitrogen, the former coinciding with the nitrogen band measured at 39 14 "60

by DfiSLANDREst and the latter with that at 4278'6 measured by HASSELBERO.J

LEWIS and KING have already pointed out that these bands are liable to occur

in the arc spectra of some metals, especially of copper, and this is evidently an

instance.

Both bands are ascribed to the negative band spectrum of nitrogen.

The silver spectrum under pressure was characterised by the production of a band

spectrum of quite a different nature from the above, each band being a broad

* W. G. DUFFIELD, 'Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 208, p. Ill, 1908. (Part I. The Mounting of the Rowland

Grating.)

t DEsr-ANimES, 'C. R.,' vol. 103, p. 375, 1886.

t HASSEMIEHG,
' Me"m. Acad. St. Petersburg,' 1885 (7), 32, No. 1.

LEWIS and KING,
'

Astrophys. Journ.,' vol. 16, p. 162, 1902.

I 2
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indefinite patch of light. There is some indication of this in the gold spectrum, but

tlir phenomenon is not nearly as fully developed. A small amount of continuous

spectrum appears at the highest pressures, and is partly caused by the incandescent

poles being focussed upon the slit during a portion of the exposure, and partly also by
the spreading out of the wings of the strong lines as in the silver spectrum.

Individual references to the lines on these plates will be found throughout the text.

5. Broadening of the Lines. From the photographs we learn the following
facts :

1. All lines broaden under pressure.

2. The broadening increases with the pressure, but different amounts of exposure
necessarily make it difficult to determine if the relation between the two quantities is

a linear one.

The broadening of the lines of the spectrum of the gold arc is of two types :

(a) Symmetrical. (6) Unsymmetrical.

Unsymmetrical

b

Fig. 1.

F,g. 1 is intended to illustrate these types and to draw attention to a feature
characteristic of many of the lines of the gold spectrum under moderate

their appearance as strong lines superposed upon hazy wings againstch they are more or less sharply defined
. respect they afford a contrast to the lines of the copper spectrum,* in
he wings seem more

intimately related to the original line. The intensitycurves for the above lines of gold are of this nature

whereas those for the copper lines
investigated are more of this character

Copper

DUFFIKLD, -Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 209, p. 205, 1908.
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The shape of the curve a suggests that it may be resolved into two curves due to two
different vibrating systems, of which one, 2, may lie derived from the

other, by some effect of pressure such as loading or other suitable

means. Similarly for the other curves.

Under higher pressures the principal part of the line (a,) becomes
limader and loses in intensity relatively to the background (which grows stronger)
into which it gradually merges, until at 100 atmospheres the intensity curve is like

that of the copper lines. The sharp appearance of the line is thus gradually lost and
the result is a broad, diffuse and soft line.

Examples of these lines are :

(a) Symmetrical.

ll, 4065-22 (Plate 3). This is the only very strong line that is symmetrically
broadened. It preserves its character from 1 to 200 atmospheres.

(/>) Unsymmetrical unilateral.

o2, 4315-45 1 The fact that at high pressures, e.g., 150 and 200 atmospheres

pi, 4437-44 I (Plate 4), these lines show some broadening on the violet side as

ql, 4488 '46
|

well as the red makes it evident that this class of line cannot be

q2, 4607 "80 J rigorously separated from the following class.

(c) Unsymmetrical bilateral.

f'2, 3898-04 (Plate 2).

r2, 4792-79.

In this class the broadening is unequal on the two sides, and it is obviously
intermediate between (a) and (b). Line r2 is very broad, and extends over 90 A.U.

at 40 atmospheres, the greater extension being towards the red. The inequality in

the wings is not so marked as in f2, which approaches more closely to type a, whereas

r2 resembles lines of type b.

4. The Unsymmetrical broadening may be greater towards the red or the violet end

of the spectrum.

A few lines only have been observed to broaden out more towards the violet end of

the spectrum than the red, and these all occur below X = 4000. As a rule, the lines

are not strong, and become very diffuse under pressure (e.g., Plate 2, line el). These

are the lines that appear to be displaced towards the violet, but it is not yet definite

that the position of maximum intensity has been displaced in that sense ; the writer's

measurements of the line bl point to a displacement towards the violet at two

pressures, but he wishes to examine further instances of lines broadening to the violet

under pressure before pronouncing definitely upon it.

5. The broadening is different for different linea

Some lines remain comparatively fine when the pressure is increased, others are

very much broadened and diffuse, and a third class become faint hazy patches. The
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these

,~ the natu,, of the hroade^ of the Kn. that have

been observed in this research :-

TABLE III.

al

M
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atmosphere. Except for a very few readings which are marked with a ruinitx sign,

the displacements are towards the side of greater wave-length. The measurements

in brackets were not considered sufficiently reliable to include in the displacement

diagram.

TABLE IV. Displacements in Thousandths of an Angstrom Unit.
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Diagram 1 suggested that some relation of this sort might hold for the gold lines,

since several of these are in alphabetical order in the diagram. To investigate this

the rates of displacement of the lines were calculated by dividing the measured

DIAGRAM 1 .

Pressure- Displacement Diagram

So 100 150"
Pressures in Atmospheres.

200

displacement by the number of atmospheres in absolute measure, and these are givenin Table V. on
p. 65.

In Diagram 2 the mean displacements that have been calculated for lines which

4,200 4,400
,

Wave-lengths.
4,800 5,ooo
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have been observed over a wide range of pressure (from 40 to 200 atmospheres

inclusive) are plotted against the wave-length, and are joined together by full lines.

iMtwl lines join mean values (marked with a x) which have Ijeen made from only

t wo or three observations.

Considering the mean values for/2, 02, pi, ql, q2, and r2, the diagram suggests,

in the first place, that the relation between the displacement and the wave-length

may be linear, but, if this were the case, it would require that a spectral line with a

wave-length of about 2600 A.U. should not suffer displacement under pressure

(a value also well in agreement with the graphs for ll, si, t2 (dotted) and for gl, jl)*

Measurements have not been made at such small wave-lengths, but we may be

guided by our experience in dealing with the copper arc, in which it was found that

displacements had been measured for lines whose wave-lengths were smaller than

that of the point to which a similar graph for the copper lines tended.

If we assume that the origin is on the curve, we are led to conclude that the

displacement varies with a higher power of the wave-length, and calculation

demonstrates that as far as mean values are concerned the relation may be fairly well

expressed by
d = 289 x 10-V or d = 653 x 10- I3X3

,

of which the former is the more satisfactory, because the greatest deviation of any
observed point from the mean value given by these formulae is 13 per cent, in the

first case and 7 per cent, in the latter. But to choose between them, it is necessary
to deal with individual values at different pressures rather than with the mean
value. These are given in Tables VI. and VII., in which the quantities d/X

3 and d/\
s

are set forth.

Graphic representation of the above tables is given in Diagrams 3 and 4.

Comparing these with Diagram 1, we see that in the later diagrams the lines /2
and r2 approach more closely to the group of lines between them, and that a criterion

for selecting the most probable power of the wave-length lies in choosing that which
more exactly makes /2 and r2 coincide with this group. The higher the power of
the wave-length, the lower in the diagram do lines with large wave-length fall with

respect to lines of lower wave-length ; consequently, r2 tends to fall and /2 to rise.

In the diagram for dj\\ it will be seen that r2 has not fallen sufficiently to completely
mingle with the group, and that /2 is still too low, but in that drawn for d/X

3

,
the

ased power of X has been sufficient to cause these two lines to merge completely
the group. The displacement per atmosphere is thus seen to vary more approxi-

the 3rd than the 2nd power of the wave-length.
This result is quite in keeping with that

previously obtained for the copper arc.

certain that the displacement varies with a higher power of the

Had the mean, been taken from 60 to 200 instead of from 40 to 200 atmospheres the line joining9\,}}, would have sloped in the wrong direction.
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wave-length than the first upon which it was previously believed to depend. The
results of the present investigation favour a dependence upon the 3rd power of

the wave-length, and this agrees with some theoretical deductions made by
Dr. O. W. RICHARDSON.*

(5) Resolution into Groups of Lines. Diagram 1 aftbrded very little encouragement
to any attempt to classify the lines according to the amounts of their displacements,
but Diagram 2 provided the clue by which this might be accomplished, and indicated

that/2 and r2 were to be associated with the group of lines o2, pi, ql, </2, falling

between them in Diagram I, and that the remaining lines that had been investigated

over a wide range of pressures, gl,jl, and ll, belonged to another group or groups.

Diagram 4, which was drawn on the assumption that the displacement varies as

the cube of the wave-length, further justified the separation of these three lines from

the others and supplied good reason for believing that they belong to three groups
with different rates of displacement ; this diagram makes the scheme so much more

orderly and coherent that there can be little doubt but that this method of treatment

is correct.

In the iron arc it had been found possible to divide the lines into three groups

according to the amounts of their displacements, and, following the nomenclature

there adopted, the three groups in the gold arc are named Groups I., II., and III., in

order of increasing displacement.

For gold the mean value of the displacement of Group 111., divided by the cube of

the wave-length, is 653 x 10~ 13
.

The only representative of Group II. that has been measured over the whole range

of wave-lengths is ll, and this line was particularly difficult to measure on account of

its great breadth, and because its intensity curve under pressure is very flat-topped

(Plate 3). Its mean value divided by the cube of its wave-length is 384xlO~".

Two other lines, however, si and t2, which have only been observed at two or

three pressures, are seen from Diagram 2 to possess displacements of the same order

of magnitude as ll. If these lines be included in Group II., the mean value for the

group is 356 x 10~".

Save in their mean values there is little agreement between the measurements for

the lines gl and jl, but they certainly are displaced less than any of the other lines,

and it is consequently justifiable to place them in a separate group, of which the mean

value divided by the cube of the wave-length is 195x 10~ 13
.

The ratios of the displacements divided by the cube of the wave-lengths are :

Group I. : Group II. : Group III. = 195 : 356 : 653. Unfortunately, only two lines

belonging to Group I. and only three belonging to Group II. have been measured, so

that sufficient data have not been forthcoming to decide whether this ratio may be

more simply expressed as 1 : 2 : 3 or 1 : 2 : 4. The latter ratio was found to expreas

the relationship between similar groups in the spectrum of the iron arc, and thus

* RICHARDSON, 'Philosophical Magazine,' vol. 14, p 557, 1907.
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to be more probable.
No relationship between the displacement and wave-

th was discovered in dealing with the iron arc, perhaps because a sufficiently

wide range of spectrum was not examined, but the resolution of the spectrum into

groups was, nevertheless, an outstanding feature. If we are correct m believing that

the equations representing
the behaviour of the three groups are d == AX3

,
d ---- BX

,

and d = CX3
, it is clear that when lines belonging to different groups he close together

the individual readings of their displacements will also be approximately in the ratio

of A : B : C. Among those lines which have not appeared upon many of the plates

are d2 and kl, and these, possessing
values for the quantity d/\

3 of 815 and 598

respectively,
are to be classified as members of Group III. to whose mean 653 they

more nearly approximate.

The following is a list of the lines belonging to the different groups with their mean

values for the quantity (//A.

3
:

TABLE VIII.

Group I.
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atmospheres, which are not very concordant, it is apparent that from 40 to 200

atmospheres there is a general downward tendency, indicating, if the figures are

ivlinhl.-. that there is a more rapid rate of increase of the displacement with the

j.ivssure at low than at high pressures. Group III. shows this downward tendency

strongly, and so does, to a marked degree, the line jl in Group I., which line, it

should 1 mentioned, was measured both in Set A and Set B of the photographs with

concordant results.

There is thus some reason for believing that there is a departure from a strict

linear relationship in the direction already indicated.

A study of the negatives themselves reveals the difficulties to be encountered in

measuring the displacements and in fixing upon the most intense portions of the lines,

and it is at once admitted that the downward tendency of two or three of the lines

should not be allowed to disturb our belief in the simpler relation
;
but the fact that

all the gold lines, with the exception of ll, present the same feature, taken in

conjunction with the fact that the copper lines are similarly affected (if their

behaviour up to 200 atmospheres be taken into account), provides strong evidence

that though the relation between the displacement and the pressure is approximately
linear, there is a slightly greater increase of the displacement with the pressure at

low than at high pressures.

(7) Displacement and Reversal of Lines. The displacement diagrams for iron

suggested a departure from the linear relationship at those pressures at which a large
number of reversals appeared. No reversals have been observed in the spectrum of

the gold arc, so that the slight departure from a linear relationship, discussed in the

preceding section, cannot be associated with the phenomenon observed in the
iron arc.

7. Changes in Relative Intensity under Pressure. This is not so prominent a
feature of the gold arc under pressure as it is of the copper and silver spectra ;

in the
former, all the lines belonging (in the region investigated) to KAYSER and RUNGE'S
series vanished under pressure, and well-marked changes also took place in those
lines which were not members of any particular series, while in the silver arc the line

spectrum vanished completely under pressure.
>fall the lines examined in the spectrum of gold, only one line, ol (X

=
4241-99),

,
is obliterated at an early stage in the increase of pressure and is not

25 atmospheres; the other lines usually preserve their relative
th but slight modifications, which can, however, be generally associated

the amount of broadening that the line undergoes. A line that remains
1 narrow under pressure is likely to have a mean

intensity greater than

wing a large area. The
intensity would be best expressed by

the evaluation of ,' rfX, where ,' is the
intensity at any wave-length X, and X, and X,

the extreme limits of the range of wave-lengths comprised in the broadened line.
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Failing any practicable means of finding the above quantity experimentally, the

intensities have been gauged visually from the photographic plates by the most

intense portion of each line.

TABLE IX.

Weakened.
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Introduction.

IN previous papers* I have broached the question of the two-dimensional partitions

of numbers or, say, the partitions in a plane without, however, having succeeded

in establishing certain conjectured formulas of enumeration. The parts of such

partitions are placed at the nodes of a complete, or of an incomplete, lattice in two

dimensions, in such wise that descending order of magnitude is in evidence in each

horizontal row of nodes and in each vertical column. No decided advance was

made in regard to the complete lattice, and the question of the incomplete lattice is

considered for the first time in the present paper.

I return to the subject because I am now able to throw a considerable amount

of fresh light upon the problem, and "have succeeded in overcoming most of the

difficulties which surround it. In fact, I am now able to show how the generating

functions may be constructed in respect of any lattice, complete or incomplete, in

forms which are free from redundant terms. I have not succeeded, so far, in giving

a general algebraic expression to the functions, but, in the case of the complete

lattice, I have shown that an assumption as to form, consistent with all results that

have been arrived at in particular cases, leads at once to the expression that has been

for so long the conjectured result. For the complete lattice of two rows, and for the

incomplete lattice of two rows, the results have been obtained without any assumption

in regard to form, and must be regarded as rigidly established.

Before proceeding to explain the new method of research which enables this paper

to make a notable advance, I must hasten to correct an error which I had not

detected at the time a former paper was written.

It will be remembered that partitions in a plane are such that there is a graphical

* "Memoir on the Theory of the Partitions of Numbers," 'Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc.,' A, 1896, vol. 187,

pp. 619-673; 1899, vol. 192, pp. 361-401 ; 1905, vol. 205, pp. 37-59.

VOL. ccxr. A 473. L 2 27 -4 -n
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representation by nodes upon a three-dimensional lattice, just as for partitions on a

line there is a graphical representation by nodes upon a two-dimensional lattice.

is convenient to replace these nodes by units, and to regard partitions on a line as

being in one-to-one correspondence with partitions
in a plane when the part

magnitude of such is restricted to be not greater than unity ; thus, instead of saying

with FERRERS that

is a graphical representation of the line partition 321, I regard the plane partition

of units
111

11

1

as being in one-to-one correspondence with the line partition.

Just so the plane partition
331

22

1

is graphically represented by piles of nodes perpendicular to the plane of the

paper, say

(0) (0)

0.

or we may replace the nodes by units, and say that it is in one-to-one correspondence
with a space partition, the part magnitude being restricted to unity. The plane

partition arises by projection of the space partition upon one of the co-ordinate

planes, just as the line partition arises by projection of the plane partition, with which
it is in correspondence, upon one of the co-ordinate axes.

Every two-dimensional graph of nodes may be interpreted either by rows or by
columns, and every plane partition of units may be projected in two ways. The

graphs in solido admit of one, ttvo, three, or six readings.
In previous papers I omitted to notice that a three-dimensional graph may admit

of two readings. The omission came to my notice when I was trying to verify that
the number of partitions of w in piano the numbers of rows and columns, and also the

t magnitude, being unrestricted is given by the coefficient of a-" in the ascending
expansion of the algebraic fraction

1

11 -a-) (1-0-7 (1 -*T (I-*
4

)

4
... ad inf.

'
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I counted, &s far as weight 16, the numbers of the partitions by separately

counting those whose graphs possess one, three, and six readings. At weight 13 a

discrepancy appeared, because of that weight there are only two graphs which have

one reading, and, on the assumption that the remaining graphs could be read in either

three or six ways, it was clear that the number of the partitions must l>e = 2 iriod 3 ;

but the coefficients of a-
13

in the supposed generating function was found to be 2485,

which is = 1 mod 3. It thus became clear either that the reasoning from the graphs
was wrong, or that the generating function was at fault. The discrepancy was

cleared up by the discovery that at weight 13 graphs with two readings present

themselves for the first time. The simplest of these is

331

211 of weight 13.

2

The property possessed by these partitions is that the successive rows are the

conjugates of the successive columns without being identical with them ; that is to

say, that the successive rows are not to be self-conjugate partitions. Thus, 331,

211, 2 are conjugates of 322, 31, 11 respectively. The reading of the corresponding

hree-dimensional graph in the six modes gives either

331 322

211 or 31

2 11.

The separate enumeration of these forms is a matter for future enquiry.

Art. 1. Turning now to the substance of this communication, I shall introduce a

new plan of procedure which is applicable when the places for the parts of the

partitions are given by the nodes of two-dimensional lattices, which may be complete

or incomplete. In every case I suppose the part magnitude to be not greater than /,

and when the lattice is complete, I suppose it to have m rows and n columns. The

generating function which gives by the coefficients of xv the number of the partitions

of w of the nature considered will be denoted by GF (I, m, n).

In the excellent notation of CAYLEY and SYLVESTKR I shall denote the algebraic

expression 1 x' by (s), employing Clarendon type for the letter s, and thus 1 x

by (1) and 1 xl+1
by (l+l), using always the Clarendon type in order to differentiate

such notation from that in which between the brackets the ordinary Roman type is

employed ;
the latter will, in general, denote integers *, 1, l+l, as the case may be.

The notation is perfect for the purpose in hand, because it merely exhibits and

concentrates attention upon the exponent *, which is the essential part of the

expression, and the only part that in many cases it is necessary to handle

algebraically. Further, in several instances, identities involving such expressions in
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Clarendon type can be transformed into identities involving Roman type by sirnply

cha ,Hng theType in the bracketed factors ;
this ensues because the fractions (.Mt

rSndon Kernes equal to (.)+(/) in Roman in the lumt when X equal

*
Art** The graphical representation by a three-dimensional lattice shows that the

generating function GF (/, m, )
is unaltered by any permutation

of the letters I, m, n

The subjoined notation is designed to show clearly the six alternative
expresses

of

,1,, .^...rating function, arising from this circumstance, which it a principal

if this paper to establish.

Tims, write

TM i

a+B)a+8+i)...(i+m+-i).
s-l

, M|

IVTT

(8) (8+ 1).. .(1+8-1)

It is to be shown that

GF(?,w,n) = |LM|, |LM| 2

=
|

ML , |ML| 2

= |MN|, |MN|,

= |NM|, |NM| 2

= |NL|, |NL| 2

= |LN| 1 ]LN| 2

|LM| n ,

|ML| n)

|NL

LN

Art. :l. Every known particular case agrees with these formula, but only two

general results have been established prior to this paper. One is the well-known

case of partitions on a line, viz. :

GP 1 n) =
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;md tin- otln-r is that given in Part II. of this Memoir, and also hy FOBSYTH,

Tliis generating function may be regarded as enumerating partitions

(i) At the nodes of a lattice of 2 rows and n columns (or of n rows and

2 columns)

the part magnitude l>eiiig unrestricted ;

(ii) At the nodes of a lattice which has the number of unrestricted,columns

the number of equal to n and the part magnitude restricted to

be > 2.

Tin- found result shows that the number of partitions of w is equal to the number

of ways of composing w with

one kind of unity,

two kinds of twos,

two kinds of threes,

two kinds of u's,

one kind of n+ I
,

but all attempts to establish a one-to-one correspondence have failed. Had this

proved to have been feasible it miyht have been extended to prove the similar results

for GF
( oo, m, n) where in > 2.

Art. 4. The linear Diophantine Analysis, which was applied to the same question

in an earlier part of this Memoir, having also failed to establish general results,

recourse has been had to a plan suggested by Part IV. of the Memoir,* and a

considerable advance has been made. In that paper I considered the number of

different ways in which k different numbers can lie placed at the nodes of a lattice,

complete or incomplete, the number of nodes being A\ and the numbers being placed

in such wise that descending order of magnitude is in evidence in each row from West

to East and in each column from North to South.

In the paper quoted I showed that if the rows involve a,, u3 , ..., am nodes

r.
'spectively, where, of* course, a^a.^ ... S am ,

the number of ways of arranging the

S different numbers at the nodes is

(a^n-1)! (a,+m-2)\ ... (o.-. + l)! a,!,"'

* "Memoir on the Theory of the Partitions of Numbers,"
' Phil. Trans.,' A, 1908, voL 209, pp. 153-175.
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whert- x < t and the product II has reference to every pair of numbers a
t drawn

from the succession a,, a,, ..., am.

This result will be found to furnish an important key to the solution of the

problems l)efore us.

It IB possible, by the method employed, to consider the generating functions for

partitions at the nodes of an incomplete lattice, and I shall use GF (/; a, b, c, ...) to

denote that which has reference to a lattice whose successive rows involve a, b, c, ...

nodes, respectively, the part magnitude being restricted by the number I. In this

notation GF (/, m, n) may alternately be written GF (1; n
m
)
or GF (I ; in"), wherein nm

will denote m rows each of n nodes.

I derive from every lattice, complete or incomplete, a lattice-function of x, a,nd this

function depends, like the generating function, not only upon the specification of the

lattice, but also upon the number / which limits the part magnitude. I denote this

function by L
(/, m, n) or by L (I; a, b, c, ..), according as the lattice is complete or

incomplete. In cases where no confusion can arise, I simply write L for brevity.
Art. 5. I will now explain the formation of the functions

L(oo, m, n) and L
(
oo

; a, b, c, ...) ;

and then establish the fundamental propositions

L ( ,
in. n)=

GF
(
oo

; , b, c, ...)
=

In the next place I will explain the formation of the functions

L(l,m,n) and L (/; a, b, c, ...),

and establish the fundamental propositions

GF
(I, m, n) = Lfe L_

'

Art 6. Consider an incomplete lattice having 3, 2, 1 nodes in the rows respectively,
d-ttenmt mteger* (say the first six) be placed in any manner at the

ch w,se that
descending order of magnitude is in evidence b each row and

column
; such an arrangement may be

631

52

4
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Let the Greek letters a, , y be associated with the first, second, and third rows,

respectively, and" consider each number in the lattice in succession in descending order

of magnitude. Thus, beginning with 6 : since it is in the first row I commence a

succession of Greek letters with a.
; passing to 5, since it is in the second row, I follow

with )8 ; then 4 gives y, since it is in the third row ; then 3 gives a
; 2, /8 ; and finally

1 gives a.

In this way I obtain a permutation of the letters in a3
/3

a

y where the exponents

3, 2, 1 enumerate the nodes in the successive rows of the lattice. This permutation

possesses the property :

" If a dividing line be made between any two adjacent letters of the permutation,

the succession of letters to the left of the dividing line is like the whole

permutation, such that a occurs at least as often as /?, ft at least as often

as y ; in other words, the numbers which specify the occurrences of a, ft, y,

are in descending order of magnitude."

In fact, if the process of forming the Greek letter succession (or permutation) be

arrested at any point, the lattice numbers that have been dealt with occupy a set of

nodes which also constitute a lattice, complete or incomplete.

It follows, of course, that the first letter of the permutation must be a. The lattice

arrangement of numbers is recoverable from the permutation, for it is merely

necessary to write the numbers in descending order underneath the letters when we

see that the successive lattice rows are indicated by the letters a, y8, y, respectively,

a)8ya)8a

654321'

The process is thus unique, and there will be as many different Greek letter

permutations having the properties above specified as of arrangements of unequal

numbers at the nodes of the lattice having the specified descending orders.

Every Greek letter permutation can be separated into groups, each of which contains

letters in alphabetical order; in the case before us this is accomplished by two

dividing lines

each of which separates a letter from one which follows it, but is prior to it in

alphabetical order.

I associate a power of x with each permutation by taking for the exponent a sum

of numbers pi+p*+p3 +..., where p. denotes that the a
tb

dividing line has p, letters

to tKe left of it. Thus in the above instance pl
= 3, p, = 5, and the associated power

of x is x3+6 = a;
8
.

VOL. CCXI. A. M
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Every one of the

arrangements of the different integers at the nodes of the lattice will thus have a

power of x associated with it, and taking the sum of them all I obtain the lattice

function
)
_ 2^+*+*+...L

(
oo

;
alf a3,

att ...)
z*&

Art. 7. I will set out at length the formation of L
(
oo

; 3, 2, 1).

G54
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there is descending order of magnitude in both rows and in both columns
; say that

the numbers are

P <1

r s

subject to the conditions p ^ q 2: s, p ^ r i s.

It is clear that we must either have

(i) p ^. q i r S: s or
(ii) p i r > q 2s s

;

and that these two systems do not overlap.

If
(i) obtains we may perform the summation ^xp+9 * r+ '

by writing r = s+ A.,

q = s+A + B, p = s+A + B+ C, where A, B, C are arbitrary positive integers, zero

included ; the sum is thus

2zCH

and since C, B, A, s may each of them assume all values ranging from zero to infinity,

the sum is clearly

if, on the other hand, the parts of the partition have such values that
(ii) obtains, we

may write

7 = s+A, r = s +A+B+l, p = s+A+B+C + 1,

and we have the sum

which is equal to

By addition we have

GF (
oo

; 2, 2)
=

and it will be noted that 1+z8 = L( oo
; 2, 2), derived, as above, from the lattice

arrangements
43 42

21 31

The fact is that the alternatives (i)
and (ii)

exist because there are two lattice

arrangements of unequal numbers, and the signs of equality and inequality are

arranged in (i) and (ii)
so that the required sum may be separated into two non-

overlapping systems in correspondence with the lattice arrangements. The fact that

M 2
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Thus the numerator finally determined is necessarily the lattice

function L( oo
; 2, 2) found by the specified

rules.

Art. 9. Next take a case which is not quite so simple

p q r

s t u,

where p 2: q ^ r, s^t^u,p^s,q^t,r^u; the associated lattice arrangements

and the Greek letter permutations
are

654 643 653 652 642

321 521 421 431 531

a* * v? x" x*

yielding

We have five non-overlapping systems

(i) p>q^r>s>t>iu,

(ii) p^s > qZzr^tZzu, <*fi\
aa

(iii) p>q>s> r^t^u,

(iv) >2:<j'is>:> r>:ti, aa^8/8 1
aft,

(v) j>S*>gl>r>tt, a^|a)8|ai8,

wherein the positions occupied by the symbol > are to be compared with the

positions of the dividing lines in the corresponding Greek letter permutations. It is

clear that the summations derived from the systems (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v) give powers
of x in the numerator of the generating function exactly corresponding to those

which enter into the lattice function by the rules given. Hence

_

(!)().. .(8) (2)(3)-(l)(2)...(6)'
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This short demonstration suffices to establish the general relations

nu/ \ L( oo
; a,, a,, Og, ...)

(l)(2).

L(oo;m, n)

Art. 10. Remarkable properties of the lattice functions will present themselves as

the investigation proceeds. A few observations may be usefully made at this point.

In every case the zero power of x presents itself in correspondence with that

permutation of the Greek letters which is in alphabetical order.

In the case of partitions on a line the lattice is a single row of nodes ;
the Greek

letter succession is composed entirely of the letter a and the lattice function is unity.

A most useful property arises simply from the definition of the function, viz.,

putting x equal to unity we find that the sum of the coefficient is

fZ la nv^ n
,

(a'- a'-s+0 '

I
J

i ...
^ttm l T 1.

) (*M I
,
'

a verification of constant service.

I seek a representation of the lattice function that shall be a constant reminder of

this enumerating function, and with this object in view I write the latter in the form_ __
(m.m+l . ...a!+m-l)(m-l . m . ...aa+m-2) ... U(t-s)

...{2.3...(aw_,+ l)}(1.2.... w )

and I then write

L(oo ; a,, as , 3, ..., am)

(l)(2)...QSa)_=

(m) (m+1) ... (aH-m-1). (m-1) (m) ...
-

'

where the algebraic fraction on the dexter, which I term the outer lattice function, is

of fixed form, and the remaining algebraic factor IL( ; a,, a,, ..., ),
which I term

the inner lattice function, has to be determined.

The outer function reduces to the corresponding part of the arithmetical function

when x is put equal to unity; under the same circumstances the inner function

reduces to the sum of its own coefficients, viz., to

U(a.-at+t-s) -r n (t-s).
>,t . '

There is a convenience in thus postulating the expression of an outer lattice

function, because in every known result in regard to complete lattices the inner
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function turns out to be simply unity ;
a principal object of this investigation is to

establish that for the complete lattice the inner function is invariably unity. This is

consistent with the result conjectured in Art. 2.

In regard to incomplete lattices the inner function is unity in special cases. The

determination of its form for the general incomplete lattice is apparently a very
difficult matter, which is reserved for future consideration. Its actual form for the

lattice of two unequal rows will be determined presently.

Art. 11. There is also a vitally essential representation of the lattice function

as a sum of sub-lattice functions, which forms a natural bridge from the function

GF
(
oo

; Oj, 03, ...)
to the general function GF (1; alt a3 ,

a3 , ...). When the lattice

function was formed from the permutations of the Greek letters, every permutation
had s dividing lines where s ranged from zero up to a maximum value

p., which has

not yet been determined. That portion of the lattice function which is derived from
those permutations which involve precisely s dividing lines I name the sub-lattice

function of order * and write it

L, (
oo

; a^aj ...), or L, (
oo

; m, ri),
or simply L,,

if no confusion arises from the abbreviation.

"""
L-fc,

In the elementary examples already dealt with

L
( oo, 2, 2)

= L
(
co

; 2, 2) + L, (
oo

; 2, 2),

1 + x*

L
( co, 2, 3)

= Lo (
oo

; 2, 3) + L, (
oo

; 2, 3) +L2 (
oo

; 2, 3),

1 + x*+xs+x* + x*

L(oo;3,2,l) = L +L, +L2 + L3,

= 1 +x>+2x3
+2x*+2x*

It will be observed that LO is
invariably unity.

Art 12. In terms of these sub-lattice functions I now define the new and more
;ice function L (1; ,, a,, 3, ...),

in which I replaces oo. I write

and also a general sub-lattice function

L.(^-a1) a1,a3> ...)
= (l_j

oo
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Art. 13. The next step is to establish the fundamental relations

ft ft n \
L (l'< i.a. 3. )-

GF ft m n) = L & OT) n)

(l)(2).

We have to take account of the circumstance that the part magnitude is now

restricted not to exceed I. Take again the case, previously considered, of two rows and

three columns. I recall the five distinct parts of the summation

(i) p > q 2S r 2: s 2: t i u giving 2xB+JD+3C+iB+&A+6tt

( (11) p S: S > q
> r > t > M

(iii) j)>9>0>r>t>u

I (iv) ^a/a>r2=M
(v) p =s s > 5 >: > r> M

For the condition (i) we put

s = w+A +B+C+D,

from which it is clear that

w+A+B+C+D+E

cannot exceed I in magnitude ; hence the sum

B + 2D+ 3C+ B + 5A+ ttu

is the generating function of partitions on a line into I parts not exceeding 6 in

magnitude, and is therefore

Similarly in each of the cases (ii), (iii), (iv), belonging to Lj ( oo, 3, 2), we put

p _ M +A+B+C+D +E + l, and it is clear that u +A +B+C+D +E cannot exceed

^-1 in magnitude ; the corresponding portion of the generating function is therefore

Finally, since in (v) we put

p = W+A +B+C+D+E+2,
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we obtain a part of the generating function

Thence

.

GF(/,3,2) =
(!)() ...(6)

L(/. 3.2)

-(!)() ...(6)'

In general, when the lattice has 2a nodes, we have a set of inequalities belonging

to L,( oo
; a,, a3 , ...)

which give rise to the generating function

s) ,

L,(oo ; j,a3 ,
a3, ...);

(1) (8) ...(*)

and thus the above-given fundamental relations are established.

Art. 14. The generating functions for two-dimensional partitions GF (I, m, n) has

been found in terms of lattice functions in the form

(l+l) ... (l+mn) L.+ (I) ... (l+mn-1) L, + ...... + (l-^+l) ... (l-^+mn) Iy

(l)...(mn)

If we subtract these partitions from those enumerated by GF ( oo, m, n), we are left

with those partitions which contain one part at least equal to or greater than l+l.
I shall show how to determine directly the generating function for these in terms of

lattice functions. To lead up to the proof, I will give an inductive proof of the

theorem

Taking the parts at n nodes in one row

the partitions which have a highest part equal to l+l will be obtained by placing the

part l+l to the left of each of the partitions enumerated by GF (l+l, 1, ?i-l).
Hence the whole of the partitions which have one part at least' equal or greater

than l+l are enumerated by

and

,u) = GF(oo,
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Assume the truth of the theorem in the case of

for all values of I
; then

Putting xl = 6,

, +

and, therefore,

)_ fa

(l).-.(n-l)

and thence

Hence

by induction.

To generalize this method, I take a lattice which is complete but for the node at

the left-hand top corner

and first determine the generating function for partitions such that the descending

order of part magnitude is in evidence in each row and in each column. I take the

number of rows to be m, and the number of columns n. A slight consideration shows

that if L, be the sub-lattice function of order * for the complete lattice, that of the

VOL. ccx r. A. N
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deficient Wtice now under consideration is *~L.; hence, if the part magnitude be

unrestricted, the generating
function is

and if the part magnitude be restricted not to exceed I,

(l)...(mn-l)

A simple example, that may be at once verified, is found by taking m = n = 2 and

the defective lattice

Here L, = LH
= a? and the generating functions are

1+z 1

(1) (2) (3) (I)
2
(3)

'

(1) (2) (3)

putting I = 1 we obtain 1 +2a5+x
8
+a;

3
,
verified by1.11

. . . . 1 . 1 . 11

1 x x x3
a;
3

.

Now consider the partitions at the nodes of the complete lattice such that one part

at least is equal to 1+ 1 and no part exceeds l+l. We obtain all such by placing the

part l+l at the node situated at the left-hand top corner and connecting with it all

of the partitions at the nodes of the incomplete lattice, which are such that the part

magnitude is restricted not to exceed I + 1 in magnitude.

We thus derive a generating function

and thence the generating function, which enumerates all partitions at the nodes of

the complete lattice, which are such that each has one or more parts at least as great

asZ+1, is
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ami it is easy to verify that this expression added to the expression already found for

GF (I, m, n) is, in fact, equal to

that is, to GF( oo, m, n).

Art. 15. This main proposition involves the whole theory of the partitions at the

nodes of an incomplete lattice ; it gives the true generating function without

redundant terms, and this only needs examination and, where possible, simplification.

Such simplification is apparently always possible when the lattice is complete.

Moreover, there is the task of exhibiting L ( ; a,, aa , 3 , ...) as a product of outer and

inner lattice functions and of finding the algebraic expression of L, (
oo

; a,, a,, as, ...).

There is an important and quite general property of the lattice function which must

noW be explained. If a lattice be read by columns instead of by rows its specification

changes from a partition to the conjugate partition, and it is a trivial remark that the

generating function of partitions at the nodes is not altered. In fact, if the rows

possess a,, a.,, ..., am nodes and the columns 6,, & ..., bn nodes

GF(Z ; a,, a* ..., am)
= GF(/ ; 6,, 6,..... &).

Moreover, since the generating function is the quotient of the lattice function by

an algebraic function which depends merely upon the number of nodes, it is clear

that

L( oo
;
alf a,, ..., am)

= L( oo
; 6,, 6,..... 6.),

Oj, aa..... am) = L(l; 6,, 6,..... bn),

(a,, a,, ..., am)
and (& &.,,..., &) being conjugate partitions.

From the last written relation we find

(l+l) ... (l+,5a) + (l)
... (l+^a-l)M oo

; a,, a,, ..., a.)

+(l-l) ...(l+-5a-2)L,( oo ;o,, a,, ...,)+...

= (l+l) ... (l+3a) + (l)
-.. (l+5a-l)L, (

oo
; 6,, &,, ..., 6.)

+ (l-l) ... (l+^a-2) L( co
: &i. 6*. 6 )+-

Putting herein I = 1, 2, ... in succession, we establish that

L,( ; i, s, ><*.)
= L.(oo ; fc,,& . ..,&),

thence

L. (I ; en, o,, ..., ,)
= L. (/ ; &,, & .... &),

proving that the sub-lattice functions also do not change in passing from a lattice fa

the conjxigate lattice.

* 2
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As a rule, with some exceptions, the inner lattice function changes in passing from

a lattice to its conjugate.

Thus it will be found that

(22221) and (54) being conjugate partitions.

Exceptionally,
if it be proved that the inner lattice function of a complete lattice

is unity, the function obviously does not change on passing to the conjugate lattice.

Another exception appears to be

IL
(
oo

; ml") = IL
(
oo

; + 1 . I"'
1

),

ml" and >t + l . I""
1

being conjugate partitions and there may be others.

Art. 16. My next object is to obtain the lattice function for / = co which

appertains to a lattice of two unequal rows and to find the form of the inner lattice

function.

The first step is to establish the relation

L( oo ;/,) = L( oo
; , &-l)+af

+
*-'L( oo

; a-1, &-1)

Consider the Greek letter succession a"/?
6

,
where a ^ b.

The whole of the permutations derived from the lattice terminate in one of the

following ways

/8;/8|; /8|a
a

;
... j8|a-*,

since a cannot occur more than a b times at the end of the permutation by reason of

the fundamental property of a permutation. Permutations which terminate in the

manner
j
a' where * > clearly give rise to a factor x?+b~' in the associated powers

of x
\ the other factor will be due to all of the permutations of the succession a"~

s

/3*

it-Inch terminate ivith /3 ; that is to say, the other factor will be

L(oo ; a s, 61).
Hence

L( oo
; ab) = L( oo

; a, 6-l)+s*-'L( oo
;
a-, &-1),

as was to 1* shown.

Now assume the truth of the relation
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when = 61, for all values of a. Then

/.M- (l)(2)...(a+b-l) ^(a

.

(1)

.r*(a-

..(b-l)' (1)

4- ...

(1)

The right-hand side has a 6+1 terms; assume that the sum of the last 2> terms

may he written
, .

'

an assumption which is obviously justified when p = 1
;
then the sum of the last

p+l terms (p > a b) is

...-
(1) (2) ... (b+p) . (1) (2) ..: (b) (1) (2) ... (b+p-1) . (1) (2) ... (b-1)

'

and this on simplification proves to be

which is a justification of the assumption. Hence the right-hand side of the expression

of L (
oo

; ab) is, leaving out the first term,

_.
...a....(b)^

leading to

L(oo ab)
(l)(2)...(a+b-l)_ ^(a--l)' (1)

_

-(2)(3)...(a+l).(l)(2)...(b)' (IT

This result, being true when b = 0, is thus established universally. The outer

function is of the required form, and the inner function is
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This leads to the new result

=

and as a particular case,

GF( oo; nn) = GF(oo, 2, )
=

(1){(8)(3)..! (n)}(n+l)
'

a result already known.

Art. 17. The determination of L(oo; ale) presents great difficulties, so that the

investigation proceeds in the path of least resistance. When the lattice is complete,

the Greek letter succession is conveniently taken to be

It is clear that each permutation, that arises from the lattice, must terminate with

ttm ; hence this latter may be always deleted, and we find

L(oo; n"' 1

, n-l) = L(oo; '")

and the sub-lattice functions are also equal, but the inner lattice functions differ ;

thus it will be found that

IL
( oo; nn) = 1 but IL

( oo; n, n\) = 1+aj".

The Sub-lattice Functions.

Art. 18. It is necessary to inquire as to the highest order of sub-lattice function

that presents itself. For a lattice of TO rows and n columns I form the rectangular
scheme

1

where there are n columns.

Reading this parallel to the arrow (inclined at 45 degrees), commencing with the
left-hand top corner, I obtain the permutation

This is the permutation which involves the maximum number of dividing lines and
to the sub-lattice function of highest order; the permutation is unique,

mg a single power of *, which is the sub-lattiqe function in question. The
dividing lines may be counted,
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Since nm and m" are conjugate partitions, we may take n^m without loss of

generality. The number of dividing lines is

Hence we have sub-lattice functions of all orders from zero to (nl)(ml). It

will be observed that the permutation, above written, possesses symmetry in that it

is unchanged by writing am_J+1 for a, and inverting the order.

The same method is applicable to the determination of the maximum number of

dividing lines appertaining to permutations derived from an incomplete lattice. Thus,

if the letters be ai
3aa

aa3 ,

a, a, a,

8

the reading parallel to the arrow gives

Ott, Oty Oti OL*t Oto OL\ t

The highest order of sub-lattice functions when the letters are

will be found to have higher and lower limits 2n n t and 2n n, m+1 respectively,

the actual value depending upon the magnitudes of nit n,, ..., nm. The lower limit is

the actual value when the lattice is complete.

Art. 19. The next point is the determination of the expression of L
(,_ 1)(m_, ) ( oo; n

m
),

or of L(B_ 1)(m_ 1) ( oo, m, n) as it may be also written.

The dividing lines occur in groups

(i) In m 2 groups, containing 1, 2, ..., m 2 lines respectively ;

(ii) In n m+l groups, each containing m 1 lines;

(iii) In m 2 groups, containing m 2, m 1, ..., 2, 1 lines respectively.

Let the exponent of x sought be 71-1 + 7^+ 773 ; TT,, ir3> ir3, corresponding to (i), (ii), and

(iii), respectively.

.2a+ 2.3a+3.4a
+... tom-2 terms),

i(m-2)
a

(m-l)
a

+i(m-2Hm-l)(2m-3)+i(m-2)(m-l),

i(m-l)m
a

+(rn-l)m(m+2) + (wi-l)w( + 4)+... ton-m+1 terms,

%(m l)mn(n m+ 1).

-7 +mn-8+wn-9)+... tom-2 terms,
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Whence
7r, + 7r.,+7rj

= n(n-l) m(m-l) ;

and
T / no m n\ r'Xn-l)'('-l)
Hl-l)<-l) (

m n
J

*

If, in the succession

,[ 3|j|li , i|am-l ,

we fix upon any dividing line and arrange the letters to the right of it in alphabetical

order, thus obliterating the lines to the right of the one fixed upon, we obtain a

permutation involving (suppose) s lines which yields x to the lowest power that

occurs in the sub-lattice function of order s. When the lattice is complete we may,
in any derived permutation, write m-,+1 for a., and invert the order, and we thus

obtain another permutation belonging to the same sub-lattice function as the former.

For a succession a.
p \

a.
q p > </

in the former becomes by the stated operations
-
f+i|*-,+if where mq+l > m p+1 in the latter; and if a

p is the kth letter

from the left of the former permutation, ,_+! is the mnkth
letter from the left of

the latter. Hence, if the power of x given by the former permutation be

that given by the latter is

Thus, for every term xp in L., there is a corresponding term xmns~p
.

Hence we may say that L, is centrically symmetrical both as regards the powers of
* and the coefficients.

If e be the lowest power of x in L,, determined as above, the highest power of x
will be mnse.

Ex. gr., M oo,3,3) = l,

L,( oo, 3, 3)
= xa+2x3+2x4+2x*+2xe

+x'!

,

and it will be noted that

in L I( x* and *-*
; in L,, 3* and x18'*

; in L3 ,
of and a"-*

;

in pairs, whilst the theorem is
clearly verified in L. and in L,

The result of writing
1 for x in L. is the acquisition of the factor x by

occur

exprlion of' \

" "** eXP nents of * tha*^ in the
L. ( co, m> n). Consider again the permutation
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e, is the exponent of x due to the dividing lines when only the first . lines from the

left are retained, the letters to the right of the s
ih

line being arranged in alphabetical
order. If /A

= (m l)(n-l) we know that e^
=/ = mn/n. What is the relation

between e, and e^, ? To obtain eM_. we must clearly obliterate the last * Knes on the

right and arrange the affected letters in alphabetical order. Since the number of

letters is mn, if for e, we retain s lines which give

we must for e^, reject s lines of power values

mn ^1, mnpa, ..

Hence
e*->

= e^smn+e, = et

and from the symmetry of the permutation we find also

/,-.
so that

an interesting result which foreshadows the theorem

T _ V/IM (M-J.) T
.LJ^-,

U/ J-l,.

The circumstance that the lattice function, when the lattice is complete, involves x

to the power ^mn(m 1) (n I), which is the greatest exponent of x that occurs in

the outer function, is consistent with the inner function being simply unity.

Art. 21. I will now investigate an expression for L, ( o>, m, n).

Suppose that a certain power of x arises therein from the conjunction ,,/, where

in S v > u, and let the Greek letter succession be

where in the space A there is any suitable succession of letters in ascending order (of

subscripts) to v, and in the space B any suitable succession such that the subscripts

are in ascending order from u.

The least power of x is obtained when in the space A there is the succession

This gives the term Cc''*
("- 1) "-"+1

.

The greatest power arises when in the space A is

and this gives the term a;
*" 1

"'.

VOL. CCXI. A.
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It must be remembered, in assigning these successions to the space A, that only

..in- dividing line is to be in the whole permutation,
and that the latter must possess

the fundamental property which is the attribute of all such.

Writing the above succession

,",".. .a".-!., i . . ._!,, aB .

we have to determine all of the successions ranging from

.+! ..,-!,, to au
"- I

<;}...<:|ar
"" 1

that may be placed between a.
l

naa
n
...a.\. l

and the dividing line in order to form an LJ

succession involving <xr
|

u .

Since
,
u+ l, ..., r is a succession of v u+1 numbers in ascending order we are

clearly concerned with the whole of the partitions at the points of a one-row lattice

of v u+ 1 nodes which are such that the part magnitude lies between n 2 and zero.

If i/ii/a---i/i>-i.+i be one such partition

Denote by L, tC1,
that portion of Lj which is associated with the conjunction ac

|

au ;

then

leading to

Put herein v = u+j, then, for a constant value of j,

L, ( oo, m, nl = {a^
+1 + ay

+ " +1 + . +x--("-Do+i)x (n-1) (n) ... (n+j 1)

(!)()... 0+1)

L, ( oo, m, n) = 2 Zx*+(--" (n-1) (n) ... (n+v-u-1)

consequently, giving j all values from 1 to m-I

+g,(nm-2n_) (n-l)(n)(n~
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Art. 22. It is not, I think, immediately obvious that this series can be effectively
summed. That this is, in fact, the case appears when the problem is looked at from

another point of view.

I shall show that

for suppose that the pel-mutation

,*'/.. .*- a,"~*'a"~*
t

.

gives rise to the term cc
j
*, where (Mi,...*.) is a one-row partition of 2/t. The part to

the left of the dividing line may be as small as , and the part to the right as small

as am-i m ; hence 2k has values ranging from 2 to mn-2 ; the partition (Av^i- ,)
has

parts limited in magnitude to n and in number to m ; and if there were no deductions

from the total of partitions the value of L! (
oo

, m, n) would be

but there must be deductions, because every partition of the form rij must be absent ;

for the corresponding succession of letters is

and a dividing line cannot be placed after this succession because every letter prior

to ,+! has already appeared to the left of ,+/. Of these omitted partitions there is

one, and only one, of each weight, viz. :

For
* = 1, ,", ...i",

i = 2 a^a/as, ai"a"a3
2

> "i""/"^,

i = m\ i*a2
"

... "-!, ... ,"/ ... m".

Hence we must subtract

(mn+1).
(1)

and

v (n+l)(n+2)...(n+m) (mn+1)
Moo.rn.nH*

(V)(2);..(m)

- '
(1 )

'

Since LO = 1, we have also

(n+l)(n+2)...(n+m) ^L (oo, ni) n) + L 1 (oo ) m,n)=
(i) $)'..(*) (I)

o 2
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The Fundamental Relation.

Art. 23. We must now examine the fundamental relation

GF(/, m,n) =

for brevity, where

and
/. ="(1-8+1) (t-s+2) ... (l-s+mn)

p.
= (m l)(n 1).

When a partition enumerated by GF (I, m, n) is represented graphically by nodes

in three dimensions, we see that the nodes form a portion of a parallelepiped of

nodes, the sides having I, m, n nodes respectively ; the unoccupied nodes graphically

represent another partition of the number Imnw if the former partition be of the

number w. Hence, if GF
(I, m, n) be F (x), we have (writing Co as short for coefficient),

Co x" in F (x) equal to Co xt"*-" in F (x) or equal to Co xw in xlma
~F

(-).
From which

\x/

it appears that F(-J
= aj~'*"F (x), and this property may be directly verified in the

\x/

fundamental relation by means of the formulae

From another point of view we may suppose the nodes of the lattice of m rows

and n columns to be all occupied by parts, zero being taken as a part, and then if we
diminish each part by I, we obtain a partition of the negative integer (lmn-w) into

negative parts 0, -1, -2, ... -1; the effect upon the generating function F
(a;)

is

alternatively to substitute - for x or to divide it by xln
*. It will be noted that in this

cc

respect L.( <x, m, n) possesses the same property as GF
(s, m, n).

The numerator function / L + /iL 1 + ... +^LM has the factor

which stands as a determined factor of the generating function.

Writing
I,
= (l+l) (1+2) ... (l+m+n-1)//,

I.'
= (1-8+1) (l-s+2) ...

(I) (l+m+n) (l+m+n+1) ... ((-s+mn) ;

// involving (ro-1) (n-1) or
/* bracket factors.
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I observe at this point that the substitution of I m n for / converts the factor

(l+l) (1+2) ... (l+m+n-1) into

so that it is unchanged except as to sign and a power of x prd,i.

Art. 24. Some particular cases of the fundamental relation are instructive.

Thus

j 2 2) - d+l)...(l+4) + (l)...(H-8) ar'

(1)...(4)

.

wl
(l)(2)

a
(3)

Observe that

=
(l + l)(l+2)

a
(l+3)L(oo,2,2),

showing that L
( oo, 2, 2) is a factor of the numerator.

It appears that in general L( oo, m, n) is a factor of the numerator.

Thus

GFH 3 3^ - (l+D d+2)a
(1+3)

3
(l+4)

a
(1+5) L ( .. 3. 8)

(1)(2)...(9)
and since

L f, 3 PI -WW (8) (9)

(2)(3)
2
(4)

. ox q+3)3
(l+4)

a
(1+5)

(l)(2)
2
(3)

3
(4)

a
(5)

= |LM|,!LM|,|LM|3 when m = 3.

Art. 25. I have arrived at the expression for GF(/, 2, n) in the following manner.

We have

and 1 determine L,( oo, 2, n) from the Greek letter succession ;
for suppose s = 3 and

a succession to be

where ^,, j9a, J93) p4 ; 7,, 9,, ?4 may have all integer (including zero) values subject

to the conditions

A proper permutation with three dividing lines is thus secured, and we have to

perform the summation

which is the expression of L3 ( oo, 2, n).
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But I have shown in Part II. of this Memoir that

subject to the stated conditions is GF(n-4, 2, 3).

In general I thus establish that

L,( oo, 2, n)
= *-<'

+I)
GF(n-a-l, 2, s) ;

so that I am able to write

GFfl 2, n)
,-'> - 8 -

GF(n-,-l. 2, ,) ;

the expression of GF
(/, 2, n) is thus made to depend upon the expression of

GF
(/', 2, n'), where I', n' have all values such that

Now assume

GFtf 2 -
(''

2
'
n

so that

GY(l 2 n) -
>

f' ;c
c.^(l-- -n

or

GF(/> 2> n)
= (i+n+2) - (t+2n)

_

It is easy to show that (1+2), (1+3), ... (l+n) are each of them factors of the
right-hand side

; the remaining factor is free from I, and is, in fact, the lattice function

Mo,2,n).

Giving I to the special value zero, we readily find

and thence

OF(/, 2, n) = (1+,1) ld+2). ..

as was to be shown.
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This proof rests upon the assumption that the law can l>e shown to hold for

GF (nsl, 2, x) for all values of s from to n 1, and for all values of /i. Now

suppose the law to hold for GF (I, 2, v) for all values of v inferior to n
; then it

obviously holds for GF (nsl, 2, .<t)
for all values of s inferior to n, and thence, as

has just been proved, it holds for GF
(/, 2, n) ; but the law does hold when v = or 1,

and thence by induction the law holds in general. This method of proof seems to he

of application only when m = 2, for then only can the function L, ( <x, 2, n) be

identified with a form GF
(l' t 2, n') where the sum of l'+n' is less than n.

Art. 26. I turn again to the relation

in order to establish relations between the functions GF (I, m, n) and the sub-lattice

functions L,(oo,m, n). The relation, as it stands, exhibits GF (I, m, n) as a linear

function of the sub-lattice functions, but giving I the special values 0,1,2,... in

succession, we obtain

GF (0, m, n) = L
( <, m, n)

=
1,

I -*-
j f(fj * " / 1 j V I - *

I \ "
)
" fc

> /)

f2 , ,^ - (5EAL(nm+ 2 ) + (mn+ 1 )

(2 '
W

' n) -
(1)(2)

+ "

(1)

(mn+l)...(mn+/Lt) (mn+1) ... (mn+^-1) TGF (p., m, n) = - +- -
LII+ +L M

(!)...(/A) (!)...(/* 1)

and thence

L =l,

,- )

L, = GF (2, ,, n)- (^5+llGF (1 , m, n) +*<4J1 ,

-l,m^
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Since L. = 0, when > /x,
the series may be continued,

and for values of / ranging from /i+ 1 to mn,

. GF((, ,, .,. (25+i> GF (
(_vm , .)+ ...

the series having 1+ 1 terms ; but, when I > mn,

the series having m + 2 terms.

Art. 27. We have thus a number of difference equations satisfied by the functions

GF (/, m, ),
and we can now show that if

GF(/,m,n) = |LM|,|LM|, ... |LM|. = J
(/, m, n)

for all values of I not exceeding mn, the law is true universally.

For J (I, m, n) is of the form

P.-P^+ PjS*- ...(-)
m PmnX

lm
,

where the coefficients P are functions of x independent of /.

Then

fnmi which it appears that

(1_0) (i-fe) ... (1 -fe''')ij (/, m> n
)
ff

is of degree mn in 0, at most, and hence, when I > mn, since

.

v
1

) I
1)!2 )

we have

. w,n)- H!+!)j (I-!,,,)+ ... +(-)"-+'J;
1/ (" +1

'J(i-m-l,w,n) = 0;

but it has been shown that / > mn

GF(/, m, n)- (1H+1)GF(J-1, m, n)+ ...... +(-)"'
+1

a;'>'<'^>GJ(/-mn- 1, m, n)
= 0.
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Assume that GF
(I, m,n) = J

(I, m, n) when I does not exceed mn ; then putting
I = mn + 1 in our equations, we find that

GF(mn+l, m, n) = J(wn+ 1, m, n) ;

and thence by induction

GF (I, m, n) = J
(/, m, n) when I > mn.

Art. 28. I now write the fundamental relation

in the form

GF(l,*m*)5
where

and assume that GF
(I, m, n) is a product of powers of factors of the two types

1 x'
+

', 1 ce*, or (l+s), (s), where the powers may be positive or negative integers.

I thus write

I -HCl+i). !!,<),

leading to

Now

therefore

and

therefore
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Art. 29. We may now obtain properties
of the sub-lattice functions

For, in the relation

put I = -l-m-n and observe that (-s) = -oT'(s).

We find

/_ \

and
|

NM
|
,

|

NM
!
, . . .

|

NM
!

,
is unaltered to a factor^

Hence the identity

Herein putting
/ = we find L, = x''*

aat L
,

1=1 Iv^.aj^-'-

1 = 2 L^ a =x^- n^n

1 t

exhibiting an elegant property of the functions.

From the relation

&iNM|,|NM| 1 ...|NM|,

we find, giving I the values 0, 1, 2, ... in succession,
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The relations between the functions L, and L,,_, yield remarkahle algebraical

identities.

So far I have established a new method for the discussion of these questions of the

a mil laments of numbers, and have made some progress with the simplification of the

fundamental expression arrived at for the generating function. I have further shown

the great probability of the outer lattice function being the whole lattice function

whenever the lattice is complete. Before this can be rigidly established, I believe

that a further study of the theory of the incomplete lattice will be necessary. From

many particular incomplete lattices that have already been worked out this

investigation promises well, and I hope in due course to lay the results before the

Society.

POSTSCRIPT.

There is an analogous theory which is concerned with the totality of the permuta-

tions of a^'a/3
. . . a/' We thus obtain permutation functions which possess elegant

properties. The functions also arise from the theory of partitions.

Suppose that we desire the number of two-dimensional partitions of a number such

that the nodes of the lattice descending order of part magnitude is in evidence in

each row but not necessarily in each column. It is immediately evident that the

generating function of such at the nodes of a lattice which contains p} , pt, ...,pn nodes

in the successive rows is

1

(l)...(Pl)(l)...(P2 ) (!)...(*)'

whether the numbers plt pa , ..., p, be in descending order of magnitude or not. This

fact enables us to determine the lattice function and the sub-lattice functions

derivable from the whole of the permutations of the letters af'ct* . . . of when we

may suppose the exponents p lt p3 , .... pH to be in descending order of magnitude and

establishes also that these functions are invariantfor any permutation of'plt pt, ...,pn

in the product a/'a/
1

. . . /.

We may proceed in exactly the same manner as when the restricted permutations

were under view. Taking the lattice corresponding to a
l

3
a.

t

3a3 and arranging 6

different numbers in any way so that descending order is in evidence in the rows

3 2 1

6 5 aaaja3
[
iii

4

we have the arrangement figured and the corresponding Greek-letter succession,

yielding a portion

(lTl6) . H ,

of the generating function.

P 3
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For the whole of the permutations
derived as above from the lattice which are, iu

fact, the whole of the permutations
of ,W, we derive a permutation fund

PF(oo;321),

such that the generating
function sought is

PF(oo;32l)

(1)...(6)

and this we know otherwise to have the value

1

m (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)-

and, in general,

an expression which is to be compared with the number which enumerates the

permutations of the letters in afaf ... /-. The former becomes equal to the latter

when x = 1.

When the part magnitude is limited by the number I, the enumerating generating

function of the partition is

(l+ l) ... (l+ Pl ) . (l+l) ... (l+ p2) ...... (l+ l) ... (l+ Pn)

but, from previous work, if PF, (
<x

; p^ . . . >) is the sub-permutation function

derived from the permutations possessing s dividing lines, this generating function

is also

where v = Sp-p, (see
'

Phil. Trans. Eoy. Soc.,' A, vol. 207, p. 119).

Equating the two expressions for the generating function, and giving I the values

0, 1, 2, ... in succession, we find the relations

1 = PF0> I

.- (Pn+D _
(1)" (1)

(1)

&c. =&c.,

from which the general expression for PF, is readily obtainable.
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Putting pi = pt
=

. . . = pn
= p for a complete lattice, we find

PFO =I, ib(?'Hi

?F .. f(p+l)...(p+s)1 (np+l) J(p-H)...(p+g-i)i

(!)...() (1) (!)...(-!).

A simplification, when n =
2,. is interesting ; for then

In fact, more generally it will be found that

(a vA- ^(p)...(P

An interesting verification is supplied by a result in a previous paper.* It was

therein shown that the number of permutations of the letters composing the product

which have s dividing lines, is the coefficient of X'a^yS
7 in the expansion of the product

From this expression I derive a function of x, viz.,

and therein the coefficient of X'a*
1

/?
7 is readily shown to be

.(pK..(

{(I)- }
a

as already obtained.

When the lattice is complete the functions PF. possess elegant properties, just as

when the permutations are restricted.

* " Memoir on the Theory of the Compositions of Numbers," 'Phil. Trans.,' A, 1893, Art. 24.
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For, in the identity

substitute lpl for I and we find that the left-hand side is merely multiplied

by ar'v-'/.vO'+w Whjl8t On the right hand the coefficient of PF, is multiplied by
*"'

~
1}

> An identity thence arises, and putting therein ^ = 0, 1, 2, ... in

succession, we find the relations

PF*-

giving very noteworthy algebraical identities.
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Introduction.

ONE of the most important branches of the theory of integral equations is connected

with the problem of representing a function as a series of normal functions,

HILBERT* and SCHMIDT,! who made the earliest contributions, have been able to

obtain sufficient conditions under which an assigned function may be expanded in

terms of a system of normal functions belonging to a symmetric characteristic

function (kern). These conditions are narrow in respect to the nature of the function

which may be expanded, but they have the advantage of applying to very general

systems of normal functions. They apply, in particular, to the expansion of a function

in both the sine and cosine series of FOURIER. It is in the light of our knowledge of

the properties of the latter series that the narrowness above referred to becomes

evident. In point of fact, the Hilbert-Schmidt theory is only applicable to FOURIER'S

series corresponding to a function which has a continuous second differential coefficient

in (0, TT),
and which furthermore satisfies certain boundary conditions at the end

points of the interval. For example, in the case of the sine series, the function must

vanish at both end points. It would appear, therefore, that the wide generality as

to the system of normal functions is obtained at the cost of the generality of the

function which it is desired to represent.

Later memoirs by KNESER and HoBSOxJ have made it abundantly clear that, by

restricting the nature of the system of normal functions, results may be obtained in

regard to the representation of very much wider classes of functions than were

* 'Gott. Nachr.' (1904), pp. 71-78.

t 'Math. Ann.,' vol. 63, pp. 451-453.

J See also A. C. Dixox,
' Proc. Loud. Math. Soc.,' series 2, vol. 3, pp. 83-103.

VOL. CCXI. A 474. 8.5.11
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contemplated by HILBBRT and SCHMIDT. KNESER'S paper* is of importance as

marking the first step in this direction, but his results are far less general than those

obtained by HOBSOK and published last year in the 'Proceedings of the London

Mathematical Society.'t As one of many interesting applications of a general

convergence theorem, the latter* has been able to show that any Sturm-Liouville

series corresponding to an assigned function converges at a point, provided that the

function has a Lebesgue integral in the interval of representation, and is of limited

totiil Hurt nation in an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of the point in question.

Taken in conjunction with other results of a similar kind, this cannot fail to suggest

the possibility
of extending most of the well-known theorems on FOURIER'S series to

the whole class of Sturm-Liouville expansions. It is the purpose of this memoir to

show that all the more important theorems are capable of this extension.

It will not be necessary to give here a detailed account of the results obtained,

seeing that those of importance have from time to time been summarised as formal

theorems printed in italics. It may, however,, be useful to say a few words as to the

plan on which the memoir has been written. The first section is devoted to the proof

of two theorems of convergence which find repeated applications in the sequel. In

4 of the second, a theorem relative to the expansion of a function as a series of

normal functions is established. The theorem has reference to a very wide class

of expansions. The only obstacle which can hinder its application in any given case

is the difficulty of determining an asymptotic formula for the solving function Kx (s, t),

when X is negative and numerically large. At the commencement of the third section

a formula of this kind is obtained which makes it possible to apply the theorem to

what I have called canonical Sturm-Liouville series (III., 20). The latter portion
of the section is devoted to this application. The results obtained are extended so as

to apply to the most general form of Sturm-Liouville series. The fourth, and

remaining, section is given up to a discussion of questions of convergence. It is here

that the properties of orthogonal functions, proved in the latter half of the second

section, find their application.

In conclusion, I may say that in later memoirs I hope to further develop the ideas

which have here been made use of. With such modifications as are necessary from
the fact that the characteristic function is no longer limited, I hope especially to apply
them to expansions in LEGENDRE'S and in BESSEL'S functions.

I- THE THEOREMS OF CONVERGENCE.

, In the following pages we shall find it necessary to make frequent use of two
theorems of convergence. These properly belong to the general theory of series (or

* ' Math. Ann.,' vol. 63, pp. 477-524.

t Series 2, vol. 6, pp. 349-395.

I Pp. 386-387.
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sequences), and, apart from their applications, have no connection with the theory

developed below. It will, therefore, be convenient to enunciate and prove them at

the outset.

The first theorem is :

Let g(s, n) be a function defined for nil values of s in the interval (a, b), and for a

set of values ofn which have + 00 for an improper limiting point.. Let this function

fi
g (s, n) ds

a

<:rixts as a Lebesgue integral for each value ofn. Let g(s, n) be related to a limited

function, g (s), defined in (a, b) in such a way that

lim g (s, n) = g (s)
H -> 00

either at each point of (a, b) or at those points of (a, b) which do not belong to a

certain set of zero measure. Then, if f(s) is any function which possesses a Lebesgue

integral in (a, b), we have

Jim f

*

g (,, )/(,) ds =
f'g (.)/(*) ds.

J a *

To prove this, let us take any positive number y. Let us denote by j\ the set of

points of (a, b) at which

\g(s,n)-g()\>r)*

and by J, the set complementary to
_;',,.

Then we have

f* 9 (. )/() ds~ f 9 ()/() d* =
[
+

f (* u)-!/ (*)]/
Jo Jo *;. *

The numerical value of the first integral is evidently not greater than

where ^ is the upper limit of
| g (s) \

in (a, 6), and the numerical value of the second

is not greater than

which is not greater than

ifl/MI*J a

We thus have the inequality

\{'g(*,n)f(s)ds-\

k

g(s)f(s)ds
I
J a Jo

* It should be observed that, in virtue of its relation to the functions g (t, n), g(*) is summable, and that

jn is therefore measurable.

VOL. CCXI. A. Q
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Now, if, is an arbitrarily assigned positive
number, we can choose r,

so small that

Further, the measure of j, tends to zero when n increases indefinitely, in virtue of

hypothesis as to the relation between g (s, n) and g (*) ;
hence

our

limim
f \f(s)\ds =

*-"J*

We can, therefore, find a number N such that

for all values of n 2: N. It follows that, for n 2: N,

}b

ft

g (s, n)f(s) ds- g (*)/(*) ds
a Ja

which establishes the theorem.

2. A theorem corresponding to that of the preceding paragraph holds for

functions of two or more independent variables. The proof in each case follows the

same lines as that which has just been given. It will, therefore, be sufficient to state

the theorem for two independent variables :

Let g (s, t, n) be a function defined at all points of the square, Q, which consists of

the points for ichich a^s^~b, a^t^b, and for a set of values of n which have + co

for an improper limiting point. Let the function be such that (1) the upper limit of

\g(s,t,n)\ is a finite number g, and (2) g (s, t, n) (ds dt) exists as a Lebesgue
J(Q)

integral for each value of n. Let g (s, t, n) be related to a limited function g (s, t)

defined in Q in such a way that

lim g (s, t,n}
= g (s, t)

n ^^ oo

either at each point of Q, or at those points of it which do not belong to a certain set

of zero measure. Then, iff(s, t) is any function which possesses a Lebesgue integral
in Q, we have

'' t} (ds df)
= L g (s ' t} /(s> 4) (ds dt} -

If /(s) possesses a Lebesgue integral in (a, b), f(s)f(t) possesses a Lebesgue
integral in Q. It follows that, with the hypothesis of the theorem just enunciated,

=
}^g(s,t)f(s)f(t)(d

s dt).
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3. The second theorem, to which reference was made above, is :

Let g(s, t, n) he a function defined at all -point* of the rectangle, R, which cotisists

of the points for which a, < s s /;,, <t S t s b, and for a set of mines ofn which have

+ oo for an improper limiting point. Let this function be such that (I) the upper
f*

limit of \g(s, t, n) \

is a finite number g, and (2) I g (s, t, n) dt exists as a Lebesgue
Ja

integral for all values of s and n. Let g (s, t, n) be related to a limited function

g(s, t) defined in R in such a way that, as n tends to oo, g(s, t, n) converges uniformly

to g(s, t) either in the u-hole of R, or, for each positive number
tj,

in those parts of it

which correspond to

| --&, | 17, (m = 1,2?..., M),

where the numbers ,, az , ..., M are. all finite. Then, if f(t) is any function which

has a Lebesgue integral in (a, b),

\'ff(,t,*}f(t)dtJa

converges uniformly to

for a :5 c s- >, i
s :5 &i, as n tends to oo.

In the first place, let us assume that g (s, t, n) converges uniformly to g (s, t)
in the

whole of R. When any positive number e is assigned, we can then choose N great

enough to-ensure that at each point of R

\g(s,t,n)-g(,t)\ <J\\f(t)\dt

for all values of n > N. From this we see at once that

\\[ff
(, t,

- g (*, /(>) dt

that is to say,
<,

for a s c s 6, al S s S 61, and n > N. The theorem is thus proved for this case.

More generally, let us suppose that, for each positive number >?, g (s, t, n) converges

uniformly to g (s, t)
in those parts of R which correspond to

iJ-o^-A.laif, (m= 1, 2, ..., M); (1)

then, selecting any value of
77,

for each pair of values of c and * the points of

a < t S c which do not satisfy all the inequalities just written lie in a set (jtil)

Q 2
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of intervals* whose number does not exceed M. Let I,,,
be the greatest of the values

of J | /(<) |

dt in the various intervals ofjc.,. Clearly we have

If Lg(s,t,n)-g(s,t)]f(t)dt
I *jki

where </ is the upper limit of
| g (s, t) \

in the rectangle R Hence, if J,. is portion

of the interval a^t^c which is not covered by one or other of the intervals;,,..

,, (2)

|
\'g

(, , )/()*- j
V (', 0/0 rf< ^

| jj? (' '> w)^ (' *)]/W *

Now a Lebesgue integral is-a continuous function of its upper limit; hence, if e is

an arbitrarily assigned positive number, we can choose 77
so small that the Lebesgue

integral of
| f(t)\ in any interval of length 2r),

which lies in (a, b),
is less than

With this choice of y we have

for all values of c in (a, b) and of s in (a,, fcj),
since Ic,,

is the value of

\\f(t)\dt ,

in an interval of length not greater than 2r).

Again, in virtue of our hypothesis as to the uniform convergence of g (s, t, n), we

can find a number N great enough to ensure that

\g(S
,t,n)-g(s,t)\<e/2\\f(t)\dt

for all values of s and t satisfying (1), and for all values of n > N. Since the points

of Je . satisfy (1) for each pair of values of s and c, we have

If for(,,n)-0M]/()<fc <[ l

I JJ'.i .'},.,

which is

for all values of c in (a, b), of .s in
(re t , 6,), and of n > N. It follows from (2) that, for

these values of c, s, and n,

which establishes the general theorem.

* These intervals may, of course, overlap.
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As a corollary to this theorem it should l>e noticed that, with the same hypotheses,

?g(*,t t n)f(t)dl
Ja

converges uniformly to

for values of s in (a,, &,), as n tends to oo.

4. The theorem we have just proved, like that of 1, admits of generalisation.

On account of its importance in what follows, we state the theorem :

Let g(s, t, u, n) be a function defined at all points of the rectangular parallelepiped,

P, which consists of the points a2^s^b2 ,
a

1 ^t^b l , a^u^b, and for a set of

values of n which have + oo for an improper limiting point. Let this function be

(b g (s, t, u, n) du
. a

'

exists as a Lebesgue integral for all values of s, t, and n. Let g (s, t, u, n) be related

to a limited function g(s, t, u) defined in the whole ofP in such a way that, as n tends

to CD, g (s, t, u, n) converges uniformly to g (s, t, u), either in the whole of P or, for each

positive number
17,

in those parts of it which correspond to

\U-ams-pmt-ym
\ >r), (m = I, 2, ..., M),

where the numbers am , /Jm are all finite. Then, iff(n] is any function which has a

Lebesgue integral in (a, b),
ft

g(s,t,u,n)f(u)du
.a

converges uniformly to

for a^cz-b, a l S / rS &,, a.2 S s ^ b2,
as n tends to oo.

lu particular, we see that

f g(s, t,u,n)f(u)du
Ja

converges \iniformly to

in the rectangle a, t ^ 6,, a3 i .s < b.^

Again, let us suppose that a = a,, b = t>2 ; then, writing c = s, we see that,

as n tends to oo,

\'g(s,t,u,n)f(u)duJa

converges uniformly to

\' .ff(*,t, n)/(ti)d
Ja
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for a S ft S b, a^t^ A,. Also it will l>e seen, without difficulty, that

g(s, t, v,n)f(u)du

converges uniformly to

\ g(s,t,u}f(u}du
.'i

for these values of * and t.

Retaining the hypothesis that a = *, b = b3 ,
it is evident that

G (*, t, v, n)
=

\ g (s, t, u, n) f(u) du,
Jt>

being equal to

f g (s, t, u, n) f(u) du- \ g (s, t, u, n) f(u) du,
.'a Ja

converges uniformly to

G (,*,)= [g(*,t,u)f(u)duJv

for n^s^b, a, s t s />,, ^ v s b. It follows at once that, as n tends to oo,

f dv\ g(*,t,u,n)f(u)du
'a Jt

converges uniformly to

f
dv

\ g(s,t,u}f(u)duJa Jr
tor n s s S b, a, s t s 61.

II. GENERAL THEOREMS RELATIVE TO THE EXPANSION OP AN ARBITRARY
FUNCTION AS A SERIES OF NORMAL FUNCTIONS. FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES
OF SYSTEMS OF NORMAL FUNCTIONS.

1. Let *(s,t) be a function of positive type de6ned in the square a == .s-
<

b,
a^t^b. Let i/, (*), /., (s), ..., ^ (

s
), ..., be a complete system of normal functions

rf(M), corresponding to singular values X,, X2..... Xn) .... It has been shown* that
the series

is absolutely and uniformly convergent, and that its sum function is K (s,t). More
generally, the series

TI'hil. Trans. Roy. Soc.,' A, vol. 209, pp. 439-446.

+ + ..
Xa-X x-X ' '

V >

with the
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converges absolutely and uniformly, and has for its sura function Kx (s, t), the solving

function of K (s, t).

Let /(*) be a function which has a Lebesgue integral in (a,b). Since (1) is

uniformly convergent in the square a S * ^ b, a : t ^ b, it is clear that the function

r = 1 <V""~ *.

satisfies the requirements of the theorem of I., 3, for these values of s and t. We
deduce that

and that the series on the right converges uniformly for values of s in (a, 6).

It is easy to show directly that the series on the right of (2) is absolutely

convergent. The result, however, follows at once from the fact that we have

throughout left the order of the terms of the series arbitrary, which would otherwise

have been impossible, by KIEMANN'S theorem on derangement.

2. We may here digress to prove a slight extension of the Hilbert-Schmidt

expansion theorem,* applicable when K
(s, t) has the properties mentioned above.

Writing X = in (2) we have

f K (8,t)f(t)dt= 2 *(*) f
J a = 1 A, .' a

Now, the function K (s, t) / (s)f(t) has a Lebesgue integral in the square a f 6,

n^t^b; further, the repeated integrals

f

'

fr (s) ds f K (s, f(t) dt
\"f(t) dt\"

K
(s, t) ^ (*) ds .

Jo Jo Jo

have a meaning. It follows from a known theorem t that the latter are equal ;
and

hence that, as

f j/ () V. (t) dt = -\" i/. (0 /() *,' where <j (*)
=

(
K (s, t) f(t) dt.

fm A J

Supplying in (3) we see that

* HILBERT, 'Gott. Nachr.,' 1904, pp. 73-75. SCHMIDT,
' Math. Ann.,' vol. 63, pp. 451-2.

t HOBSON, 'The Theory of Functions of a Real Variable
'

(Cambridge, 1907), p. 582.
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which is the result referred to. The series on the right is, of course, both absolutely

and uniformly convergent.

It will be recalled that a direct application of SCHMIDT'S method of proof imposes

narrower restrictions upon /(*) ;
it breaks down, for instance, if [/(s)]

8
is not

integrable in (, b).

3. Returning to the formula (2), it is evident that

& (4)

This relation is true for all values of X, other than the singular values of K
(s, t),

but

in what follows it will not be necessary to consider values of X which are positive or

zero. .4* the assumption that X is always negative will make our work somewhat

simpler tee shall adopt it throughout this section.

We proceed to investigate the behaviour of the right-hand member of this equality
as X tends to t. For this purpose we shall suppose that the order of the numbers

X|, X, ..., X., ..., is that of non-decreasing magnitude. Thus far this order has not

been material, but it will appear that the result obtained below turns upon the

hypothesis stated.

Let tr. (s) be the sum of the first n terms of the series

The sum of the first m terms of the series on the right-hand side of (4) is

_ \ m _ \

K=j-W+5.j:^[-.W-.-,(.fl
which is

Now, suppose that we can choose a positive integer N\ such that

<r.(a)<h,

for all values of w * N,. If m > N,, the function of X (6) may be written

Since the coefficients of the numbers r.(.) are all positive when X is negative, we
thus see that (6) is less than

1"' For
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that is to say, less than

When any positive number c is assigned, we can clearly choose a negative number

A, whose numerical value is so great that the first term is less than for values of

X :s A, and the second term is clearly less than h, for all values of X. Observing that

our choice of A is quite independent of m, we deduce the inequality

s FT *<*) f *- (0/(0 * =s A+e, (x s A,),
n = 1 AM n. J a

which, in virtue of (4), may be written

- X f KA (s, t) f(t] dt^h+ f
, (X A,).

J a

In a similar way, it may be shown that, if

o-. (s) > &

for all values of n ^. N2 ,
there exists a negative number A 2 such that

for all values of X ^ A 2 .

4. Let U(s) and L(s) be the upper and lower limits of indeterminacy of the

series (5), it being supposed that, if necessary, these may have either of the improper

values oo . In the first place, let us assume that U (s) is a finite number.

Corresponding to any positive number e, we can then find a positive integer N, such

that

<rn (s) < U(*) + e

for all values of n ^ N\. It follows from what was said in the preceding paragraph

that we can choose a negative number AI in such a way that

-X f Kx (, t)f(t) dt^U (a) + 2, (X ^ A,).
J a

Thus we have

IIn7-xf K,(M)/(O^^U(s)........ (7)
A-*- OB J a

Again, if U(.s)
= +00, this inequality is obviously true, provided that we interpret

" x < oo
"

as " x is a finite number, or has the improper value oo." Further, if

U (s)
= oo, it is easily shown, by an argument similar to that just employed, that

lim -X
f*
KA (, t)f(t) dt = - oo.

.- J

VOL. CCXI. A.
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It appears, therefore, that with the convention we have explained (7) is true in all

cases ;
and in the same way it may be shown that

with a corresponding convention as to the meaning of x > -
. Adopting the

hypotheses in 1, we may sum up these results in the theorem :-

If /r,(s), /,(), ..., tMs), are a c mPlete system of normal functions of K(S, t),

arranged in such a way that the corresponding singular values are in non-decreasing

order of magnitude, and if U (s),
L (s) are respectively the upper and lower limits of

indttei-minacy of the series

then

U (s) == lim -X f KA (, )/() eft S lim -X f Kx (s, t)f(t) dt == L (s).

A^TTa, Jo A-.--* Jo

In particular it is clear that, if the series (5) converges, its sum is

r , .

hm X K.i(s,t)f(t)dt; (8)

while, if the series is non-oscillatory and divergent, (8) is + oo, or oo, according as

the series diverges to + oo, or to oo.

5. Let us now suppose that ^i(s), fa(s), ..., ^B (s), ..., is a set of functions which

are continuous in the interval (a, 6), and such that

f ^(s)^m (s)dg = 0, (nytm),
Ja

=
1, (n = m).

For brevity, we shall refer to the set as a system of normal functions for (a, b).

We proceed to obtain two theorems which have important applications in the sequel.
Let /(s) be any function whose square has a Lebesgue integral in (a, b). The

functions

/() - I +. (s)
j*

fc (t) f(t) dt, (m = 1, 2, . .
.),

have then the same property in virtue of the continuity of the functions ^ (s).
We

deduce at once that, for all values of m,

n=ll_Jo
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As the left-hand member is not negative, it follows that, for all values of m,

X - 1

and hence that the series

t* convergent.

6. Since the nth term of a convergent series tends to zero, as n increases indefi-

nitely, it follows from the result obtained in the preceding paragraph that

lim |V(t)/(*)<fc~0.......... (9)
n * oc J a

Recalling the hypothesis in regard to f(s), it is clear that this relation is true for

all limited functions which have a Lebesgue integral in (a, 6). When it is possible

to find a number \\i which, for all values of n, is greater than the upper limit of

| i/ B (s) |

in (a, b), we may show that (9) is also true for all unlimited functions which

possess a Lebesgue integral in (a, 6). For, assuming that f(s) is unlimited, let us

select a positive number N, and define a function/, (s) in (a, b) by the rule

/.(*) =/()
= |/(.)|>N.

If e is any assigned positive number, it is known that N may be chosen great

enough to ensure that

-/()!*<

Hence, with this choice of N, we have

|
J a (i

Again, since / (s) is limited, we can find a positive integer such that, for this and

all greater values of n, the numerical value of

is less than . For these values of n we therefore have

* This is sometimes called BESSEL'S inequality, vide the footnote on p.
66 of BOCHKR'S tract,

' An

Introduction to the Study of Integral Equations' (1909).

R 2
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We have thus established the theorem :

If the system of normal functions fc(), ^(), ., <M), * * <Aa <Ae upper

limit of |fc(*)| n
(
a

>
6
)
" few <Aan a^erf ww6er, /or a/Z positive integral values

of n, then

provided that f(s) has a Lebesgue integral in (a, b).

It will be seen at once that particular systems of normal functions for the interval

(0, IT)
are defined by

(i) V.() = V cos(n-l)* (n> 1),

(-!),

(ii) ^ (.v)
=
/\/|

sin (n-J) s (w 2= 1),

(iii) ^n () = V/- cos (n-J) s (n
>

1),
77

(iv) \IIH (S)
= -Y/-sinns (w >: 1).*

As each system satisfies the requirement of the theorem just stated, we see

that :

If f(s) is a function which has a Lebesgue integral in (0, TT),
then

{'f (t)*
[n

%nt dt
J(/

^ ' COS 2

tends to the limit zero as the positive integer n increases indefinitely.

By applying this to the function which is equal to/() in an interval (y, 8) of (0, IT),
and is zero elsewhere, we see that

provided that /() has a Lebesgue integral in (y, S).t

7. Using the notation of 3, 4, let us suppose that the normal functions of

*
<y. iv., 9, n, 12.

rhe limitations that (y 8) should be within (0, ,), and that should be integral may be removed

th e

"
tTo!?-

^ e"Undated i8 8UffiCient f r^ ^*' A" ^ernative'proof of the

(1907), pp. 674-6.

ses. n aernatve proof o e
n ,u.most general form will be found in HOBSON'S <Theorv of Functions of a Red Variable/
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K (s, t) satisfy the requirement of the theorem of the preceding paragraph. Then, for

any fixed value of $ belonging to (a, b), we have

It is easily proved from this that the numbers

are everywhere dense in the interval (L(s), U(s)).*
We can therefore find a sequence of these numbers which has any given number

belonging to the closed interval (L (s), U (s)) for its limit. Keferring to the theorem
of 4, we see that :

If, in addition to the hypotheses of the theorem of 4, it is assumed that the upper
limit of | \jin (s) \

in (a, b) is less than a fixed number for all values of n, then, by the

introduction of suitable brackets, the series

may be made to converge to either of the limit*

provided that this limit is finite.

8. Returning to the system of normal functions of 5, let us suppose it to be

such that

for each limited function
<f> (s) which has a Lebesgue integral in (a, b). By considering

the function which is identical with
<f> (s) in an interval (a^ b^ of (a, b) and is zero

elsewhere, we see that

H = 1

provided that <f>(s) is limited and has a Lebesgue integral in (alt />,).

Let us now suppose f(s) to be a function, defined for all values of s, which has a

Lebesgue integral in any finite interval. Let x (* be a limited function which has

a Lebesgue integral with respect to t in (a,, &i), for each value of * in a certain closed

interval (aa> 1 3) ; further, let us suppose that x (*,
is a uniformly continuous function

of s in (03, &2), for values of t belonging to
( 6,).

In virtue of the latter condition,

*
Of. HOB.SON, 'The Theory of Functions of a Real Variable,' p. 712.
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when any positive
number t is assigned, we can choose a positive number

rj
small

enough to ensure that

for all values of t in (a,, 6.) and for all pairs of points s+^s belonging to (a2, 6,) for

which \r)\<rj- Taking any fixed value of*, it follows from this that

f
J

and hence that

at each point * of (aa, b,).

In the first place, let us suppose that /(s) is a limited function ; then

x (s, t)f(t+ s)

is a limited function of t and has a Lebesgue integral in (alt bj for each value of s

in (a,, &,). We therefore have

t
>

. . . (10)

for a, ^ s ^ b,. The right-hand member of this equation and each of the terms of the

series on the left may be shown to be continuous functions of s in the interval (aa ,
6a).

For, supposing as above that s and s+ r)
both belong to

( 2 ,
fea),

we have

The first term on the right is not greater than

where /is the upper limit of
| /(*)); and the integral just written is not greater

than
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where is the upper limit of x(s t
)

ln tne rectangle a, s t s 6,, a, s * : 6,. It

follows from the remark made above that

. . ,.,.(12)

at each point .s of (aa ,
b2).

Again, the second term on the right of (11) is not greater than

and the integral just written tends to zero with
rj, by a theorem due to LEBESGUE.*

Thus we have

lim fcfc tmtf(t+ +v)7-t+ dt =

at each point * of (aa ,
ba). Taking this in conjunction with (12), we see from (11)

that
4L

'. t)f(t+ s)Jdt

is a continuous function of * in
(cia ,

ba). It may be proved in the same way that each

of the terms

is continuous in this interval.

It has now been shown that the positive series on the left of (10) has terms which

are continuous in (aa ,
b2),

and a sum function which is also continuous in this interval.

It follows from DINI'S theorem! that the series is uniformly convergent in (a,, b3) ;

and hence that, as n tends to oo,

converges to zero uniformly for aa S .s- ^ 6j.

9.' Let us next suppose f(s) to be an unlimited function. We may show that

(13) converges uniformly to zero, provided that the normal functions />(*) satisfy the

requirement of 6. For, let us define a limited function /, (*) by the rule

-0 !/()!> N;

* Vide 'Le9ons sur les Series Trigonom&riques
'

(1906), pp. 15, 16.

t DIM, 'Fondamente per la teoria delle fuiizioni di variabili reali
'

(Pisa, 1878), 99. See also YOUNG,
" On Monotone Sequences of Continuous Functions," 'Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc.,' vol. xiv., pp. 620-523. A

proof of the theorem will be found in HOBSON'S '

Theory of Functions of a Real Variable,' pp. 478-479.
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and, turning an arbitrarily small positive, <, to be assigned, let N be chosen great

enough to ensure that

Then we have

s) I

dt '

I f *, (Ox (-,

U%

which is certainly less than ?* for all values of * in K 6.). Again, since /, (t + s)

is limited, we can choose a positive integer m such that

|f
*.

for n S m and a, s s 6* It follows that, for these values of n and s, we have

and hence that
|f

*b

converges uniformly to zero in (a2 ,
6a).

It may be proved in the same way that each of the other integrals

has this property. Hence the theorem :

Let the system of normal functions |i(s), ^2 (s), ..., $(s), be such that (1) the

upper limit of \ \jin (s) \

in (a, b) is less than a fixed number, for all positive integral

values ofn, and (2)

for each limited function $ (s) which lias a Lebesgue integral in (a, b). Let f(s) be a

function, defined for all values of s, which has a Lebesgue integral in any finite

interval. Let x (s, t)
be a limited function which, for each value of s in an interval

(a,, &j), has a Lebesgue integral with respect to t in an interval (alt 6,)((t :< c^ < 6j ^ b) ;

and let x (s, t) be a uniformly continuous function of s in (a2 ,
62) for values of t

belonging to (a,, 6,). Then, as n tends to oo, each of the four integrals

f
Jo,

converges uniformly to zero in the interval (a2 ,
62).

The theorem we have just enunciated is of very general character, and may be
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stated in a variety of particular forms. Without exhausting all possibilities, we shall

mention two corollaries which will be of use in the sequel.

It has already been pointed out that the four systems of normal functions defined

in G satisfy the condition (1) of the above theorem ; and it will be shown, in a paper
to be published shortly,* that the condition (2) is also satisfied. Further, a function

X (f),
which has a Lebesgue integral in an interval (y, 8) (0 : y < 8 S IT), may be

regarded as a uniformly continuous function of a in any interval whatever, for values

of t belonging'to (y, 8). We have thus the first of the corollaries mentioned :

Letf(s) be a function, definedfor all values of s, which has a Lebesgue integral in

any finite interval ; and let x (0 be a limited function which has a Lebesgue integral

in an interval (y, 8) (0 ^ y < 8 : IT). Then, as the positive integer n increases

indefinitely, each of the eight integrals

converges uniformly to zero in any finite interval, t

A sufficient condition that \ (s, t) may be a uniformly continuous function of s

in (y', 8'),
for values of t belonging to (y, 8) is that x (*'.

should be a continuous

function of the two variables ,s and t in the rectangle y' ^ s s 8', y : t s 8. Hence we

have the second corollary :

Let f(s) be a function, defined for all values of s, which has a Lebesgue integral in

any finite interval ; and let x (
s be a continuous function of the two variables

* In this paper I shall prove the following theorem :

Let f(s) be any function whose square has a Lebesgue integral in (0, *). Let
\l>\ (x), ^2 (<), , f (').

k
the complete system of normal functions whidi, for suitable values of /i, satisfy the differential equation

;gr
+& + /)

=
-

and an assigned pair of boundary conditions at the end points of (0, IT).
Then the series

[
fc (0 /(O *J

+
[j*

** (0 /(O
*]

is convergent and its sum is

["[/(*>?Jo
in all cases.

We shall see below (IV., 9, 11, 12) that the four systems of normal functions each satisfy the require-

ments of this theorem.

In the meantime the reader will be able to deduce the particular cases here required from a result

obtained by A. C. DIXON (" On a Property of Summable Functions,"
' Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc.,

1
vol. xv.,

pp. 211-216).

t The limitation that n should be integral may be removed without difficulty. HOBSOX has proved the

equivalent of this corollary for the case in which x (0 has limited total fluctuation in (y, S),
ride

" On the

Uniform Convergence of FOURIER'S Series," 'Proc. Lond. Math. Soc.,' ser. 2, vol. 5, pp. 277-281 ;
'The

Theory of Functions of a Real Variable
'

(1907), pp. 683-687.

VOL. CCXI. A. 8

*
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.

;
' * c *' v -= f

-= 8 (0 ^ y < S : TT). Then, as the positive
s and t in the rectan<jk y : x == b

, y ^ >

integer n increases infinitely, each of the eight ^ntegra

converges uniformly to zero in (y', 8').

From the first corollary of the preceding paragraph,
it is possible to deduce a

theorem winch we shall have to employ below. This theorem depends upon the

following lemma :

*
, , , x

Let g (, i<)
be a limited function defined for all values of s in an interval (a, b),

and for all positive wtegral values of n ; also let this function converge to g (s),
as n

increases indefinitely, uniformly in (a, b). Then, as n increases mdefimtely, the

arithmetic mean

n

converges uniformly to g (s)
in (a, b).

To prove this, we observe that, when any positive number e is assigned, a positive

integer N, may be chosen great enough to ensure that

\9(s,n)-g(s)\ <e

for all values of n a N,, and of s in (a, b).
It follows at once that we have

n r = i

As g(s, n) is limited, it is clearly possible to choose a positive integer N3 in such' a

way that the first term on the right is less than e, for all values of n 2: N 2 ,
and of

s in (a, b). Hence we see that, when n is not less than the greater of N\ and N 2 ,

for all values of s in (a, b). The lemma is therefore established.

With the notation of the previous paragraph, let us write

X (0 sin i C
2 ' 1
-

Clearly g (s, n) satisfies the requirements of the above lemma, the function g (s)

being everywhere zero, and (a, b) any finite interval whatever. Since

N

2 sin (2r-l) t = sin
2

/i</sin $t,
r = 1

*
Cf. HARDY,

'
Proc. Lond. Math. Soc.,' ser. 2, vol. 4, p. 257.
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it follows from the lemma just established that

converges uniformly to zero in any finite interval.

The same remarks being applicable when f(s+ t) is replaced by either of the

functions f(st),f(s + t),f( st), we have the theorem :

With the hypotheses of the first corollary of 10, each of the four functions

dt
i r'
- f(st)n Jy

converges uniformly to zero for values of s in any finite interval, as the positive

iiiti'i/er n increases indefinitely.

It will be clear that a variety of results may be obtained from the corollary referred

to by a similar process.

III. A METHOD OF REPRESENTING AN ARBITRARY FUNCTION IN TERMS OF

SOLUTIONS OF A STURM-LIOUVILLE EQUATION. GENERAL THEOREMS ON

THE BEHAVIOUR OF STURM-LIOUVILLE SERIES.

1. We proceed to apply the foregoing results to the theory of Sturm-Liouville

series. With this in view, we shall commence by considering those solutions of the

differential equation

O

which, by a suitable choice of the parameter r, can be made to satisfy a certain pair

of boundary conditions at the ends of an interval (a, 6).
In what follows it will be

assumed that in the closed interval (a, b) (1) I is a continuous function of x, (2) g and

/ are continuous functions of x which never vanish, (3) k possesses a continuous

differential coefficient, and (4) gk has a continuous derivative of the second order.

The pair of boundary conditions above referred to will be supposed to be one of the

following four :

(i) fa-hv =0 at :r = a
' dx

v TT n r h
-= + rn u ,,

x u
d.i-

(ii)
v = x = a

~ + Hi' = x = b

a 9^ -
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= b

(iv)
r =

r';r=rto s;a sv;:^r *r^
-* precede paragraph,

we y t-anrfo, (!) by

means of the substitution

where f is the constant

fJa

The differential equation then becomes

3?
where

W (*) and j(s) being the functions (^)
1/4 and -

respectively, expressed as functions

of a. In virtue of our hypotheses, it will be clear that q is a continuous function of s.

Corresponding to the interval a ^ x ^ b we have the interval 2= s == TT, and to each

pair of boundary conditions B, aB, B, JB for the former interval there corresponds a

pair for the latter ;
these we shall denote by B', B', 'B', ^B' respectively.

The

ivader will find that the pair of boundary conditions B' is

~-h'u = at s=
<h

where hf and H' are real constants whose values depend upon h and H respectively ;

he will also find that the pair 1& is

u = at .s- = 0'

u = ,,
s = n

The pairs of boundary conditions B', *B' will then be obvious.
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3. In what follows we shall consider in detail onlv tin- case when the pair of

boundary conditions for (a, h) is B. A slight modification of the method developed

below is necessary to obtain a formal proof when the pair of conditions is aB, *B,

or *B, but the nature of this modification is so obvious that we shall content

ourselves with a statement of the corresponding results.

After what has been said in the previous paragraph, it is clear that the problem of

di ti nnining the solutions of (l) which satisfy B is equivalent to that of determining

the solutions of (2) which, for suitable values of
p., satisfy B'.

It may happen that certain of these values of p. are not all positive. If so, we can

choose u numl)er K which is less than the least of them. The equation

is then such that the values of fi for which there exist solutions satisfying B' are all

positive, and clearly the aggregate of these solutions is identical with the aggregate

of the solutions of (2) which satisfy B'. It follows that, without loss of generality,

we may suppose the values of
/u,

for which there exist solutions of (2) satisfying B' to

be all positive.

It has been shown by KNESER that the GREEN'S function* of

- ........... <">

for the pair of boundary conditions B' is

ic (M) =*(*)*() (*<)
= *()*() (*).

where 0(*)t satisfies (3) and the Ixnmdary condition

$-/t'=0 at x = 0,
as

</ (.<)t satisfies (3) and the boundary condition

^ + H' = at- * = IT,

as

and the two functions are chosen in such a way that

* For the theory of GREEN'S functions, see HILBERT, 'Gott. Nachr.' (1904), pp. 214-234, and KNESER,

Math. Ann.,' vol. 63, pp. 482-486.

t From a theorem on linear differential equations it is known that, as q u

exist and have continuous second derivations in the interval (0, T) (ride PICARL, -Traite" d'Analyse,'

tome III. (1896), p. 92).
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X for which there exist solutions of (2) satisfying
The values of /*, say A,, A,..... A., >

T711PtW if if, M
B' are known to be the roots of the determinant of *<*,4 Further if ^ (,s),

, .... *.(*), .- respectively
are these solutions, chosen m such a way that

g = l
(
n=l >

2
' ')'

it is known that they are the complete system of normal functions of ir(M>

Recalling that X 1? X. .., A., ... are all positive,
it follows from the theorem quoted

above* that , .

= 2 4^1M)......... . (4)

4. (Consider now the effect of replacing q by q+ \ in (2),
where X is a negative

number, t The values of
/i

for which there exist solutions of

satisfying B' are clearly X,-X, X,-X, ..., X.-X, ..., and the solutio ns corresponding to

these are fc(). *,(), .... *.(*)> .... respectively.
It follows from (4) that the

GREEN'S function of

oV
is

n X

i.e., KA (s, t),
the solving function corresponding to K(S,I). But, by KNESER'S

theorem, the GREEN'S function of (5) for the pair of boundary conditions B' is the

function denned by
M)*k () (*=:*)

where BA (.s)
satisfies the equation (5) and the boundary condition

du , ,

h'.u = at s = 0,
as

and <I>A (s) satisfies this equation and the boundary condition

-= h H'w = at s = TT,
as

*
II., 1.

t For our immediate purpose this restriction may be replaced by the wider one that X is not equal to

one of the singular values A,, X2 An, .... As the condition that X should be negative is forced upon us

in the following paragraph, and we shall not need to consider other values, we shall continue to suppose
that A is negative (ride II., 3).
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the two functions being such that

x 00 *'* (*)-** 00'*00 = -i.

Writing

-!$ *-$
\\r thus see that

> . . ......
where ^x (.s)

is the solution of (5) denned hy the conditions A (0)
= 1, 0'A (0)

= hf

,

<^0*) is the solution denned by <pA (ir)
= 1, <j>\(ir)

= H', and 8 (\) is the value of

which is known to be independent of*.

5. The result just stated may be employed to obtain an asymptotic formula for

KA (s, t), when X is negative and numerically large. For this purpose it will be

convenient to write X = p
3

,
where p is supposed real and positive. If we denote by

D the operator -j- , the equation (2) then becomes

[D
a

-p
a

]
= -qu.

The complete primitive of this is

u = Cj cosh ps+ Ci sinh ps [D
3

/a

2

]"
1

qu

= r, cosh ps+ ca sinh ps
- {[D p]"

1

qu [D + p]"
1

qu}
2p

1 f*=
c, cosh ps + Cg sinh ps

-- I q^ sinh p (s s,) dslt

jo

where c, and ca are constants, and qlt H, are what q, u become when s
l
is substituted

for s.

Ifu = $i(s), the conditions A (0)
= 1, 0^(0) = h' give

Accordingly we have

A (s)
= cosh ps + sinh ps

--
I 7,^ (i) sinh p (,)(/,. ... (7)

p pJo

If we write

^(g\ = AteL.......... (
8
)

coshps
this equation becomes

\ cosh ps, sinh p(ss t ) , /Q \
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Now at all points
of the closed interval (0, ir)

^ tanli ps < 1 ;

and, whatever value belonging to the interval s may have,

oo8hp*..8inhp(*-j)- '

cosh ps

= i
* cosh

^ tauh ps+%
siuh p(s 2.?!

cosh

if ,, is a point of the closed interval (0, s). Hence, if * be the greatest value of

|

in (0, ir),
we see from (9) that

which may be written

It follows that &(*) is -limited for values of p that are greater than a certain

positive number, and of * that lie iu the closed interval (0, 77).

G. It will be convenient in what follows to use a
(p, s) as a shorthand symbol for

the phrase
" a function of p and s which is limited for values of p that are greater

than a certain positive number, and of s that lie in the closed interval (0, ir)."

With this convention it follows from the result obtained in the preceding

paragraph, that (9) may be written

whence, in virtue of (8), we obtain the formula

A () = cosh (11)

In order to obtain an asymptotic formula for ^x (s), we turn back to the equation (7).

Differentiating with respect to s, we obtain

['

0\(s) = p sinh ps+k' cosh ps q$^ (s^) cosh p(ss t ) dsi.
Jo

Using (11) this becomes

^A (")
= p sinh ps+h' cosh ps- ql cosh pst cosh p (s-.s'i) dsv

1 r

pJo^
1 ^"' l' "^ i) \- \ )

Since

cosh pst . cosh p (a
i_)

cosh ps
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for all values of Si which helong to the interval (0, s), it appears that the third term

on the right-hand side of (12) is of the form

a.
(p, s) cosh ps ;

and it is evident that the fourth is of the same form. Thus (12) gives

&\ (*')
= p sinh ps+ a(p, s) cosh ps.

Proceeding in a similar manner, we may obtain analogous formulae for fa (s) and

<f>\(s). It is, however, more expeditious to deduce these from the formula already
obtained for & (s) and ff^ (s) by a device which we proceed to explain. Putting in

evidence the argument of q, let u (s) be the solution of

+&(-)+*] -o

in the interval (0, TT),
which satisfies the conditions u = 1, -=- = H', at s = 0.

as

Clearly u
(TT s) is the solution of

in this interval which satisfies the conditions u = 1, '-^ = H', at s = TT. Recalling
as

that the asymptotic formula (11) is valid for all values of h', and for all continuous

functions q, we deduce from it the formula

and similarly, in virtue of the relation

^[tt(ir-*)]
= -' (*).

we obtain

tf>\ (s)
= p sinh p (TT s)

a.
(p, .s)

cosh p(irs)

from the formula given for 0V(<).

7. Supplying the formulae of the preceding paragraph in

4 (X) -4*()?()-& (Iftft),
we obtain

S (\)
= cosh p (rrs) [p sinh ps+ a.

(p, s) cosh ps]( 1 + ^Ifiiiz
J

+ cosh ps [p sinh p (IT s) + a.
(p, s) cosh p (TT .)] (l +

a
'^'

S

'J ,

where it must be borne in mind that the various symbols a (p, s) do not necessarily

refer to the same function On multiplying this out it appears that the terms which

VOL. ccxi. A. T
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do ,,ot involve . (p, .) give p sinh p, ;
and each of the remaining terms is easily shown

to be of the form
ft (p,

5
)
sinh p*.

Recalling that 8 (X) is independent
of *, we thus see that

when, in analogy with the notation explained
in 6, a

(P)
is a shorthand symbol for

"
Jtion of p*

which is limited for values of the argument that are greater than a

certai i fixed positive
number." If, in a similar way, we use (p, , t)

to denot

:;;;,,,;,, ,'

"
. -d < ** ***** * ** /> **. ^ **>

certain positive number, and of . and t that lie both m the closed interval (0, ,), tht,

formula, of this and the preceding paragraph,
when supplied m the expressions

for

KX (M) obtained in 4
> 8ive

where . , A
r ls t ) =

COsh pS
COsh p (77-Q

(
s ^ ^

p sinh pir

_ cosh p (TT-.S-)
cosh pt / ^ ^

p sinh pir

8. Let /(*) be any function which has a Lebesgue integral in the interval (0, IT).

Then from (13) we obtain

k (, t)-T,(s, t)]f(t)dt
= pV(.s, t)a(p, s, t)f(t)dt.

Now when s ^. t we have

, A _ cosh P(B g+ Q+ cosh p(irst) .

PrA.*J 2 sinh pir

hence, recalling that I\ (x, )
is a symmetric function of s and t, we see that

pl\ (.s-, A) ^ coth pn-,

for 2 * S ir, : < < IT.

Sine.. c,,th pTT, considered as a function of p, is limited in any range which does not

include points within an arbitrarily small distance from the origin, it appears that,

for ^ s S n, : t S TT, and for all values of p greater than any assigned positive

number, pl\ (.,<) is limited. The same remark therefore applies to the function

pFA (s, t)
a. (p, s, t).

Again we have
Hm prx (.s, t)

= o (**t) =1 (*
=

t).
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It follows that, for unequal values of s and t,

lini pFA (M) (/>.*>
=

-

(>

Applying the theorem of I, 1, we deduce that, as p tends to oo,

139

I.C.,

tends to zero, for all values of s in (0, TT).

In what follows we shall express the result just obtained by the notation

-\ f K, (.s, <)/() dt^^ -X f FA (s, t)f(t) dt,
. JO

the symbol between the left- and right-band members indicating that their difference

tends to zero, as X tends to oo.

9. Let us now consider

The value of this is evidently

p cosh p (n-s) ('
h

sinh 37T Jo smhsinh
/37T

Now, whatever value .s- may have in the closed interval (0, IT),

r,, (ir_,)/() j,. . (14)
J.

p cosh p(*-s) ['.-,*,)*. g ^egdl.(^i)
C|/(t)|rff

: . . (15)
J mh 37T

hence we see that

sinh pn Jo

converges to zero, as X tends to oo. It follows that

p C08h P (*-)
('
cosh pt/(t)dt^ p T1

'.
p

.

(7r
-s)

(V/W*.
sinh PTT Jo 2 sinh pw Jo

Since a corresponding result applies to the second member of (14), we finally

obtain

2 sinh

T 2
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1 10 Let us now suppose that < s < , If - is an arbitrarily assigned positive

number less than, or equal to, ., the first term of the right-hand member of (17) may

be written

T-T
2 sinh

cosh p (}[" (""^ ft t
\ dt+ P e' 1

f(t) dt .

J \ I V \ I

|_Jo
*~" J

Since

2 sinlr/jTr
'o 2smhf>ir

it is clear that

2 sinh

converges to zero, as X tends to oo.

Again, by a simple substitution, it is easily seen that

(' <?f(t)dt = ef [V<"/(s-0 dt
;

Jl a Jo

and evidently

pe" cosh p (v-s) p f-p.
/(g_A j/ T^^ g

r *-*/(*-* dt. . . (19)
2 sinh pjr Jo 2 Jo

We thus prove that

p cosh p (TT-S)
f'

fi

-
p ,

/
.

(

. ^ __ g f
e-* f(8_fi dL . . (20)

2 sinh pir Jo 2 Jo

The restriction a^s may now be removed, provided that the function f{s) is

defined for values of s outside (0, TT)
in any manner consistent with the condition,

that f(s) should have a Lebesgue integral in every finite interval. For if a > s,

we have

and the right-hand member of this has been shown to differ from the left-hand

member of (20) by a number which tends to zero, as X tends to oo.

By the same method and with the same convention it may be shown that

(21)

Hence, from (17) and (20) we see that

,(s, t)f(t) dtE^

for all positive values of a, and for all values of s which belong to the open interval

(0, ).
In the paragraphs which immediately follow we shall obtain a more general

form for the right-hand member.
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11. Let Xi (t) be a function of t defined in an interval (0, TJ) (77 > 0) which

possesses a limited derivative of the second order ; further, let the function lie such

that

We propose to prove that (a s

p (22)

In the first place, we observe that, if n is any positive numher less than unity
and p > 1,

Since the right-hand member converges to zero as \ tends to oo, it follows that

..... (23)

Again, by a known theorem of the differential calculus,

C.) (o ==<==>?),

where t^ is a point of the interval (0, t). Denoting by c the upper limit of
| x\ (0 1

in (0, t) we see that

.

-Xi ()]* S cp e-" |/[*-Xl (I)] |

< dfc

Hence we have

-"'/[s-X. (01 X. (0 *-f

Since

for all values of p and t which are not negative, the right-hand member is not greater

than

and this, by a known property of Lebesgue integrals, converges ]to zero as p tends

to oo. Referring to (23) we thus see that

P f -"/[>-x ()]* SEEE
Jo

For values of p which are sufficiently great,

(24)
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\\ll.MV

When p increases indefinitely ft clearly converges to ;
and therefore the right-hand

member of (24) converges to zero. It follows that

r"/(-0 dt iEE? p
\

e- ft

f(s-t] dt.

Substituting t = x, (w) in the right-hand member, and then replacing w by t, we see

that this may be written

JO
^ P -xi (01 x'l (0 dt -

Taking this in conjunction with the result previously obtained, we see that (22) will

IK? established when it has been proved that

_

pf
Jo

12. We have

-Xi (01 x'. (0 *- 'i (0

- (
2G

)

Now, by a known theorem of the differential calculus,

where, as above, , is a point of the interval (0, t).

From this we see that

lxi(0-l=sK (o

and hence that

Thus the right-hand meml^er of (26) is

when;

^

a f' fe !/[- W]!'() *.
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13. Let us now suppose n > ; then, for values of t in
(0, ], it is possible to

find a positive number such that, for all values of p which are greater than it,

is less than unity. For these values of p and t we have .

and so

Since

for values of p and t which are not negative, we see from this that, for values of t in

(0,), P (p, t) is less than a fixed positive number P independent of p. We
\ p /p

therefore have

Jo

As the right-hand member converges to zero when p increases indefinitely, it

follows that the relation (25) is true ; and hence that

(22)

It may be shown in a similar way that

*

(27)

where x(0 l8 anv function which has a limited second derivation in (0,^), and is

such that

x() = o. x'() = i. x'.(0>o (osssi).

It follows from the result obtained in 10 that

Let us denote

i {/[-* W] +/[+* ()]>.

where s is a fixed point of the open interval (0, TT), by X (t) ;
and let us suppose, for

the moment, that X( + 0) is finite. Then, if c is an arbitrarily assigned positive

number, we can choose a so small that
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for all values of t in the interval (0, ).
We have therefore .

,, .
, K

Since

e-*dt=-l,
P+.CC JO

we see from this that

or, as is arbitrarily small,

- - w

This inequality is obviously true when X( + 0) has the improper value + 06,

provided that we interpret it as suggested in II., 4 ;
and the reader will be able to

prove that it also holds when X( + 0) is -
. It follows that the inequality as

written above holds in all cases.

It may be shown in a similar way that

lim -x['KA (M)/(0<fo=X(+o). . .:,.';:. (so)
T -I ft

The function X (t) depends upon Xi (t), Xs (0 and so x
( + 0) may have different values

when we replace these functions by others satisfying the requirements of 11, 12.

Let us denote by oT(s) the lower limit of the set of values of X
( + 0) obtained by

taking all possible pairs of functions Xi (t), Xa (') > and let w_(s)
be the upper limit of the

corresponding values of X( + 0). We shall speak of w () as the upper bilateral limit of

f(s) at the point s, and of &>(*) as the lower bilateral limit of f(s) at this point.

When oi(x) is equal to M
(.s), the common value will be referred to as the bilateral limit

of f(s) at the point s, and will be denoted by o>
(s).

It will be obvious from (29) and (30) that

= Imi -X
(' K, (s, t) f(t) dt 5: lim -X f K, (s, t)f(t) dt>a> (s). . (31)

A-*--te JO **.- JO

In particular, it will be clear that, when the bilateral limit of /(s) at the point s

exists,

lim -x[*Kx (s, t)f(t)dt . . (32)
X oo o

exista, and is equal to it.

From the inequality just written, and the definitions given above, we have

(33)
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It follows that, if \i (0> X (0 can ^ c^08611 m 8UC^ a way that

X( + 0)
= li

exists, then the bilateral limit of f(s) at the point a exists, and is equal to it. In

particular, the bilateral limit of f(s) exists at the point s, whenever

(-*-0

exists.

14. In the preceding paragraphs we have developed the theory of upper and

lower bilateral limits in a form which is adapted to our immediate requirements, but,

on reviewing 11-13, the reader will find that, so far as concerns the definition of

these numbers and the fundamental inequality (33), f(s) may be any function which

has a Lebesgue integral in an interval (a, &),
and s any point lying within this

interval. The definitions given are clearly applicable to the more general case, as

also are the relations (22) and (27). Choosing a fixed positive nuinlrer A such that

^.s A, b^. .* + A, the reader will easily prove that

"
f

Hence (28) may be adapted for the more general case by substituting

in place of the left-hand member. Proceeding as alx>ve, we then obtain

Y"[/(*-0+/(*+ 0]*2s lim V*[/(-<)+/(-M)]*() (34)

in place of (31). It now follows that the fundamental inequality (33) is valid at

each point a of the open interval (a, b).

We may deduce from (33) an important property of functions which are integrable

in (a, 6) in accordance with the definition of LEBESGUE. For, from it, it will be clear

that ivhen

istn at a point of the open interval (a, 6), it has a value independent of X i (0

Xi (t), namely, the bilateral limit of
/(.<<) at s.

It is not consonant with the plan of the present memoir to pursue this topic

further.

1 5. We have now to consider the behaviour of

JO

VOL. CCXI. A. U
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M X tend, to - ,
wb. . is one of the end point,

of (0, ,) ;
let us suppose, in the

LX that . : 0. From the results obtained in B 8, 9, we see that

The right-hand
member is

_e^i_ rr e
-
>

2 sinh /JTT L-

where . is any positive
number less than, or equal to, *. Proceeding as in 10, it

may he shown that

C. 2

and that

Pf P "**/()* ^^^ P e-*f(t)dt.
28inhp7rJo

**

Hence we obtain the result

From this it follows that

and, in particular, that

lim -
^^.-oo

whenever the right-hand member exists.

It may be shown in a similar way that

/(ir-0) >:Tm7 -X
("
KA (TT, t) f(t) dt > lim -X

['
KA (ir, ) /() d 2: /(ir-0),

A^.-o> Jo x >- *

16. It will be observed that so far we have been concerned with the limit (32) for

a fixed value of ., and that, in consequence, the question of uniform convergence has

been left aside. We now proceed to prove that :

//' the set of points at which f(s) is continuous includes a closed interval (y, 3)

lying wholly within (0, ir), then, as X tends to o>,

converges uniformly to /(.<*)
in this interval.

* It is evident that the restriction a JT may be removed, if we adopt the convention of 10 in regard

to the definition of f(s) outside (0, *).
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We commence with the equation

= p

It was shown in ^ 8 that pl\(s t t) is limited, and that, as p tends to oo, its limit is

zero for unequal values of * and t. The function pl\ (s, t)
a (p, s, t) will therefore

satisfy the requirements of the theorem of L, 3, if it can be proved that />r\ (s, t)

converges uniformly to zero, for values of s and t such that \ts\ is not less than

an arbitrarily assigned positive number
T;.

That this is so follows at once from the

inequality

which the reader will establish without difficulty. We deduce that, as X tends

to oo,

-\\'[K,(s,t)-l\(,t)]f(t)dtJo

converges uniformly to zero in (0, ir).

Let us now suppose that
TJ

is any positive number less than the least of y, IT 8.

Referring to the equation (15), it is evident that the left-hand member is less than

smh pir

for all values of * lying in (y, 8). It follows that (16) converges uniformly to zero in

(y, 8). In the same manner it may be shown that (18) and the difference between

the left- and right-hand members of (19) both converge uniformly to zero in this

interval, for a fixed value of a.* Hence it appears that the difference between

p {'
TA (s, t) f(t) dt and

f"
e-* f(s-t)

Jo 2 Jo
dt

converges uniformly to zero in (y, 8), as X tends to oo. Finally, since the same may
be proved of the difference between

p [" I\ (s, t) f(t) dt and P- P e-* f(s+ 1) dt,
It f Jt

we deduce that the difference between

-x ("KiM/W* and f -"[/(*
Jo if Ji

converges uniformly to zero in (y, 8), as X tends to oo.

* We assume that a. i >;.

IT 2
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Now we have

P f^[/(,-0 +/(-+0]*-/W =
[e->[f(

S-t) +f(s+ t)-2f(s)]dt-f(S)e->* (35);

and, in virtue of our hypothesis
as to the continuity of /()

*
it is easily shown that

a may be chosen small enough to ensure that

for all values of/ in (0, a), and for all values of* in (y, 8),
the number e being positive

and arbitrarily assigned. With this choice of the numerical value of the right-hand

member of (35) is less than

where/is the greatest value of |/(s)| in the interval. Hence, since this is less than

e for all values of p which are greater than a certain positive number, we see that

the left-hand member of (35) converges uniformly to zero, as X tends to - oo. It

follows from what was said above that, as X tends to oo,

converges uniformly to/(i-) in (y, 8).

17. Using the notation of 3, we have (vide II., 4)

-X Kx (,, t)f(t) dt = 2 -= ^ (s) (<)/() dt.
JO n =

It will be observed that the coefficient of

on the right-hand side of this equation involves the corresponding singular value, and

that, in consequence, its value depends upon the function q and the constants h', H'.

The following lemma will enable us to replace the coefficient by another which is

independent of both the factors mentioned.

Lemma :

i, X,, ... X,, ... are in increasing order of magnitude, the difference between

^W^W and "^ (a) *- (t) (36))(37)

converges unifoi-mly to zero, as X tends to - oo,/or all pairs of values ofs and t lying
in the square O^S^TT, O</STT.

1 To prevent misunderstanding, it may be stated that f(s) is continuous in (y, 8) and in- addition
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For, with the hypothesis stated, there exists a finite number v such that

. . . , ... . (38)

for all values of n* The ratio of the numerical values of the corresponding terms of

(36) and (37) thus tends to unity as n is increased indefinitely. It follows that (37)
is absolutely convergent.

Again

For negative values of X the numerical values of the terms of the series on the right
are less than the corresponding terms of

= i XM X
Since we have

it is thus clear, that, as X tends to oo, the left-hand member of (39) will converge

uniformly to zero, if

= i XB X

has this property. But

S D^iff = K, (s, ,),
II = 1 AB \

and therefore steadily diminishes to zero as X tends to oo.f It follows from DIM'S
theorem that Kx (s, s) converges uniformly to zero, for values of * in (0, IT). Hence
the left-hand member of (39) converges uniformly to zero in the square s s :s IT,

^ t s IT, and the lemma is established.

18. From this it appears that the difference between (36) and (37) satisfies the

requirements of the theorem of I., 3. Hence the difference between

<
40

>

converges to zero, as X tends to oo, uniformly for values of s in (0, IT). It follows

that the results obtained in 13, 15, 16, remain true when

is replaced by (40). We have thus established the theorem :

*
PirfIV.,8.

t "Functions of Positive and Negative Type and their Connection with the Theory of Integral

Equations," 'Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc.,' A, vol. 209, pp. 443, 444.
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Let f(s) be any fu**ie* /,/,-/, I,,,* a f^l^gne integral in the interval (0, TT).
Let

*i(). MA "' *(*) - tc 'Ae <-"i/>><>>' *y*te** f normal functions which, for

wt,,l.l. <>f /*, satisfy 'he <////o'< //"/ equation

'

th

<"' If
" "

1 IT'i;_ li'u = at A = 0, -T- +n it v at *

; !</ tin- ,-,-< t H</<'inent of these functions be such that the corresponding values

iiK-rcase with n. Then, as \ tends to oo,

converges to the bilateral limit of f(s) at each point of the open interval (0, ir)
where

this limit exists as a finite number; moreover, at a point where the bilateral limit has

one of the improper values <x>,it diverges to this value and is non-oscillatory. If

tin- *ft "/' /mints at which f(s) is continuous includes a closed interval lying within

(0, IT),
then (40) converges uniformly to f(s) in this interval. At the end point ,

(40) converges to - \ Jt, when this limit exists as a finite number ; further, when

either of these limits has one of the improper values oo, (40) diverges to this value,

and is non-oscillatwy at the corresjjonding end point.

As a corollary to this theorem it should be observed that, when

t--0

e.mte as a finite mtmber at a point of the open interval (0, TT), (40) converges to this

number (vide 13).

The reader will recall that the system of normal functions ^(s), ^3 (s), ..., i|/B (s), ...

is unaltered when (2) is replaced by

(vide 3). There is therefore no necessity to suppose that the values of
/x

referred to

in the enunciation of the above theorem are all positive.
19. It will be convenient to state here how far the preceding results remain true

when the pair of boundary conditions for (a, b) is one of the three B,
6
B, *B, and

hence that for (0, ) is one of the three B', 'B', ;B'. In each case the asymptotic
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formula for KA (x, t)
\H of the same character as that obtained in 7. Thus, when the

pair of conditions for (0, IT)
is B', we have

where rA (s, t) is the symmetric function of * and t which is such that

rA (, o = si"h p*- c<*h M"-0
(
, ^ A

p cosh pir

When the pair of conditions is *B', the function FA (s, t)
in (41) must be replaced

by TA (ft, t),
where TA (s, t)

is the symmetric function such that

-0 , ^ t)
*

p cosh pn

Finally, when the pair of Ixiundary conditions is *B', it will be seen that Ol\ (
s

must be replaced by ;i\ (s, t), where the latter function is symmetric and such that

T ( f\ - sinh Ps s'"h P (ir- / ^ f \
u 1 x l*i l

) : i
s (S ^ 1 1.

p sinh pn

From these formulae it may be deduced that the results obtained in 13, 16 are

still applicable. At the end point * = 0, it will be found that the first of the

inequalities of 15 is applicable when the boundary condition at this point is

du
, ,

li'u = 0.
as

When the boundary condition is u = 0, we have

KA (0,
=

(0
< t S TT),

and the inequality is no longer true, save under special circumstances. Corresponding
remarks apply to the end point .s- = n.

The result obtained in 17 also requires modification. Using the same notation,

when the pair of boundary conditions is either B', or "B', the inequality (38) must be

replaced by

From this it may be shown that, in both cases, the difference between

A.
i / \ i /j\ /o/\
V* v"v r w> (""/

ami

i(-i)*-X

* The reader will perceive that this result may at once be deduced from the former one (cf. 6).
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converges uniformly to zero, as X tends to - oo, for all pairs of values of s and t

lying in the square O^S^JT, O^t^ir.

When the pair of boundary conditions is ;B', (38) must be replaced by

|X.-nJ<r;

hence, in this case, the difference between (36) and

* 3 \ T V/ T" \ /
= i n A.

converges uniformly to zero.

The reader will observe that corresponding changes must be made in the enunciation

of the theorem of 18.

20. Let i/r,(s), ^,(), .... */(), ... be a complete set of normal functions which

satisfy the differential equation

-1-5 + (?+/*) w = >

and any one of the pairs of boundary conditions B', B', "B', ;B' ; further, let the order

of these functions be such that the corresponding singular values increase with n.

Then, if f(s) is any function which has a Lebesgue integral in (0, IT),
the terms of

the series

will have a deBnite order, and the coefficients will each have a meaning. We shall

refer to (42) as a canonical Sturm-Liouville series corresponding to f(s).

Let s be any point of the open interval (0, IT). Denoting by U (s) and L (s) the

upper and lower limits of indeterminacy of the series (42), the general theorem

of II., 4, shows that

U 00 2: IbT -X
[
Kx (s, t) f(t) dt =

Jim_ -X [
Kx (s, t) f(t) dt>L (s).

Also, by the results of 13, 19 we have

^) 2: "Hm~-X
[*KA (s, t)f(t) dt >: lim -X f'K, (s, t)f(t) dt^u (s).

*-*- -o x-*-- Jo

By supposing that o> (s)
=

(s), we obtain the theorem :

I- U U() find L(s) are the upper and lower limits of indeterminacy at the point s

of one of the canonical Sturm-Liourille series corresponding tof(s), then

U()() *
L(), .

fit each point where u(s), tlie bilateral limit of f(s), exist*.

By supposing that U (*)
= L

(*), we see that :
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IT. The sum of a canonical Sturm-Liouville series corresponding to f(s) at any

point where it converges lies between the upper and lower Inlateral limits of /(.) at

the point.

Again, by taking the case in which U (s)
= L (.), a(s) = o>(s), and the common

value is in each case finite, we have

TTI. At any point win-re the. bilateral limit of f(s) exists as a finite number, no

canonical Sturm-Liouville series con'esponding to f(s) can be convergent and have its

sum different from this Inlateral limit. In particular, no canonical Sturm-Liouville

series corresponding to f(s) can converge and have its sum different from

lim *[/(*+ <)+/(-OJ
t-fr-O

at a point where this limit exists.

This theorem may, of course, be regarded as included in I. or II. Another

particular case which is worthy of remark is that in which U (s)
= L (s)

= oo.

Since we can only have o> (s)
= oo at a point of infinite discontinuity of f(s), we

see that

IV. A canonical Sturm-Liouville series corresponding to f(s) can only diverge to

+ oo, or to oo, and be non-oscillatory at a point of in/lnite discontinuity of f( s).

Lastly, it is known* that |V(s)| is less than a fixed positive number for all values

of n and s. From the result of II., 7, we deduce that

V. At any point where the bilateral limit off(s) exists as a finite number, each

canonical Sturm-Liouville series corresponding to f(s) may be made to converge, to

tli is limit by the introduction of suitable brackets.

Different systems of bracketing may have to be employed at the various points of

(0, TT), but, in virtue of results obtained later.t it will be seen that, at any particular

point s, the same system will suffice for each canonical Sturm-Liouville series.

It will be observed that the above theorems have been stated only for values of s

in the open interval (0, TT).
After what has been said in 15, 19, there will l>e no

difficulty in supplying the results which correspond to I.-V. when s is an end point

of the interval. It will be found that, if the boundary condition which is satisfied by

the normal function of the series is not u = 0, all the above results hold good for

s = 0, provided that we replace w(s) by/(0 + 0), &(.?) by/(0 + 0), and <a(s) by/(0 +

wherever necessary ; for example, corresponding to I., we have the inequality

U (0) ==/(<) + 0) 2: L(0), .

when f(s) is such that /(O + O) exists. It is unnecessary to consider the case when

*
<y. iv, G.

t It is shown in the following section that, as n tends to oo, the difference between the sums of the

first n term* of any two canonical Sturm-Liouville series converges to zero at each point of the open

interval (0. IT).

VOL. OCX I. A. X
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the normal functions of the series satisfy the boundary condition u = at s = 0, for

we then have

U(0) = L(0) = 0,

whatever be the nature of /(*). Similar remarks apply when s has the value v.

21. The theorems of the preceding paragraph apply to FOURIER'S sine and cosine

series, since the latter are particular Sturm-Liouville series. It is not difficult to

extend them to the FOURIER'S series

t f f(t) dt + - sin s f /(/) sin tdt + - cos s f f(t) cos t dt
'2ir ] w IT 1 * IT i w

+ ... + - sin m
\ f(t) sin nt dt + - cos ns

\ /(/) cos nt dt + (43)
7T .' -n' If

corresponding to a function f(s) which has a Lebesgue integral in
( TT, IT),

The

series just written is clearly

1 f* If*
+ ... + - sin ns\ [fit) f(t)^smntdt + - cosns [/(*)+ f( f

)~\ cos nt dt+ ....L/\/ /\ /J L/ \ / */ \ /J
IT ,'Q IT Jo

Let us in the first place suppose that s is a point of the open interval (0, IT).
It is

known* that the difference between the sums of the first n terms of FOURIER'S sine

and cosine series corresponding to [/(*)/(*)] converges to zero, as n is increased

indefinitely. Hence the limits of indeterminacy of (43) are identical with those of

1 f
+ - cos ns [f(t)+f(- 1)] cosntdt+...;

IT Jo

and, therefore, in virtue of the fact that the nlh term converges to zero as n tends
to oo, with those of

-
f f(t)dt + -coss

["/(<) cos / dt + ... + -cos ns f" f(t) cos ntdt + ..
" IT

Referring to the first inequality of 20, we deduce from this that U() and L(.v),
the upper and lower limits of indeterminacy of (43), satisfy the inequality

, /(O * 2= L (s) ;

* /We IV., 13-15.
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which may he written

(44)

where a is any positive number
( 10). It is here supposed that f(s) is defined

outside
( TT, IT)

in such a way that it has a Lebesgue integral in any finite interval.

In what follows we shall secure this by the rule

as in the theory of FOURIKR'S series.

Again, when 's lies in the open interval
( TT, 0), we have x =

\s\, \s\ being a

point of the open interval (0, IT). Proceeding as before, we now find that the limits

of indeterminacy of (43) are identical with those of

~
f' [/(<)+/(-W-^- f [/W-/l-0]<rt +--L

n|.| f"TT .'n JTT Jo TT Jo

+ - cos n
|

s
| f" [/(<) +/(-<)] cos nt dt-...\

TT .'a

and hence with those of

-
f f(-t)dt + - coslsl f /(-<) cos tdt + ... + - cos n\s\ \ f(-t) cosntdt + ...

ir Jo TT Jo IT Jo

It follows that, when s lies in the open interval
( w, 0),

p -. x Z JO

aim

whence it appeare that (44) is valid for these values of .

Lastly, at either of the points IT, 0, IT, it is evident that the limits of indeter-

minacy of (43) are identical with those of

+ ... + -
cosn|s| [ %[f(t)+f(-t)]cosntdt+....

Since

Jo 2 J o

( 15), we at once deduce that (44) is valid when s= 0. Recalling that /() is

x 2
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periodic,
the reader will be able to prove that it is also valid when s has either of the

values v, ir.
, c // \

Now, if ^) and o(.s) are the upper and lower bilateral limits of /(s) at any

point s, we have

( 14). Further, as it has been shown to hold for all values of s in the closed interval

(-TT, IT), (44) holds for any value of s whatever. We are thus in a position to state

theorems, analogous to those numbered I.-V. in the preceding paragraph, on the

behaviour of the FOURIER'S series (43). For example, corresponding- to III., we have

the theorem

At any point where the bilateral limit of f (s) exists as a finite number, the

FOURIER'S series cm-responding to /(s), if it converges, has this bilateral limit for its

sum. In particular, if the series converges at a point where

exists, then this limit is its stim.

We leave the reader to enunciate the other four theorems, merely remarking that

each of them is valid for unrestricted values of s.*

22. From results which have been obtained above we may deduce theorems

concerned with the expansion of a function F(a-), which has a Lebesgue integral

in (a, b), as an infinite series of the type

% (y) F (y) <*y+% (*) ff (y) ^ (y) F (y) dy

., . . . (45)t

where (x) is the solution of

d fj dv\ , n
j- (k -=- +(grl\ v = 0,
dx\ dx)

vy

which, for r = rn , satisfies one of the pairs of boundary conditions B, aB, *B, *B. It is

assumed that the functions (x) are made definite} by imposing upon them the

conditions

fE*.(*ff * - 1 (u=l,-2, ...), ...... (46)

These theorems are, of course, more general than those obtained by the methods of FEJER and
LKBESGUK (ride HOBSON, "The Theory of Functions of a Real Variable,' pp. 707-714).

It was explained in 1 that y is a function of z; we employ g(if) to denote the same function with the

argument y instead of x.

There is an ambiguity of sign which, however, is of no consequence.
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and that their order of arrangement is that in which r. increases with n. With

this understanding we shall call (45) a Sturm-Liouville series corresponding to F (x).

Applying the transformation of 2, we see that

when expressed in terms of s, becomes a function, say M*)> which sjitisfies the

equation

00

and the pair of boundary conditions B', B', "B', ;B' which corresponds to the pair

satisfied by , (x) : the appropriate value of p. is evidently rn^'\ Since (46) leads to

f [*()] <fe=l (" =1,2,...).
Jo

it is thus evident that ^ (*), ^, (s), .... ^. (), .-is the complete system of normal

functions satisfying (2) and these boundary conditions.

The series (45) becomes

.1 ot

where /(*) is F(a;) expressed as a function of *, and w(s) has the meaning attached

to it in 2.

23. Let T (x) and A (a^ be the upper and lower limits of indeterminacy of the

series (45) at the point x. These numbers are obviously the upper and lower limits

of indeterminacy of the series (47) at the corresponding point s of (0, IT).
From the

results of II, 4, we therefore have

where K* (s, t)
has the signification of 4. Let us suppose for the moment that x is

a point of the open interval (a, l>).
After what was said in 10, 11, 19, it will be

clear that

Further,

where d is the upper limit of
|

w' (s) \

in (s,
s+ ct).
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Since it can be proved in the same way that

we see that
_a

=*- 1* KA (s, t) w (t)f(t) dt EEE 1

|

V" [/(-<
W(*)J.

2 -'

that is to say

We have hitherto supposed that s is not one of the end points of (0, TT).
When

this is so, the reader will be able to prove in a similar manner from the formulae of

15, 19, that the result stated still holds. It follows that, for all values of x

in (a, 6),
T

;^lim X KA (s, t)f(t) dt~z A (x). (49)
Jo-.- . ---

24. Let us again suppose that A is a point of the open interval (a, b).
We

propose to show that the upper and lower bilateral limits of F (x) at x are the same

as the upper and lower bilateral limits of f(s) at the corresponding point s. For,

since

F<*>-/K(?H. l
it follows that, if Xi(0> Xz(^) are the functions denned in 11, 12, we have

where y = ^~
lk l

'

J

g~
1

'

J
t, and the functions 3, (y), 39 (y) are defined by

fx //A 13 f*+*i(y) //-A' 1.*

Xl (0 = f
f) fa, Xa(0 = d (f)

dx..... (51)
Jl-i(y)\K/ Ji \A,/

Since the functions y and k are always positive and possess continuous derivatives

in (a, 6), it is evident that these relations define 5, (y) and 3 a (y) as functions of y

possessing limited second derivatives in a certain interval (0, ) (4 > 0). Further, we
have

a. (o)
=

, (o)
= o, y, (o)

= ya (o)
= i

,

'
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Denoting by fi (x) and fl(r) the upper and lower bilateral limits of F (x) at the

point x, and employing the notation of 13, it follows from (50) that

w(x) ^ (l(x), u(s) S n
(x).

Again, if we commence with any two functions 9
t (y), 9g(y) having the properties

above mentioned, it is easily seen that the relations (51) together with t = k~ l

'*g
l

'y

define \i (0- X(0 as functions of t satisfying the requirements laid down in 11, 12.

We now deduce from (50) the relations

s n (x), <a(s) i n(x).

It follows that we must have
f

oTp) = n (x), at (a)
=

fl(x).

25. From this result, and the inequalities established in 13, we infer that

^>: lim'-X [*Ki(8,t)f(t)dt^ lim -

at any point of the open interval (a, b). Taken in conjunction with the inequalities

(49), these at once lead to theorems on the convergence of the general Sturm-

Liouville series, corresponding exactly to those numbered I.-V. in 20. We shall

therefore content ourselves with the enunciation of that corresponding to III. This

reads as follows :

At any point where the bilateral limit of F (x) exists as a finite number, no Sturm-

Liouville series corresponding to F (x) can be convergent and have its sum different

from this bilateral limit. In particular, no Sturm-Liouville series corresponding to

F (x) can converge and have its sum different from

y-*-0

at a point where this limit exists.

As regards the end points of (a, b), we clearly have

F(a+0)=/(0 + 0), F(a+ 0)=/(0 + 0),

F(6-0) =/(-0), F(fc-O) = /(TT-O).

Hence, referring to the results of 15, 19, we see that

F(a+0)==TmT-XrK,(0, t)f(t)dt=z lim -x['KA (0. t)f(t)dt
**-- Jo *- -o. J

when the boundary condition at x = a is
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a i nl that

when the boundary condition at x = b is

eh

dx

From these inequalities, together with (49), we obtain theorems of the usual kind

relative to the behaviour of the general Sturm-Liouville series (45) at an end point of

(a, b). Thus, for example, when F(a+0) exists as a finite number, and the boundary

condition satisfied by the functions V, (x) at x = a is not v = 0, it will be found that,

if the Sturm-Liouville series converges at x = a, its sum must be F(a+ 0). When

the lioundary condition satisfied by the functions (x) at x = a is v = 0, the terms

of the series all vanish and no discussion of the convergence of the series at this point

is necessary. Similar remarks apply at the end point x = b.

26. In conclusion, it should be observed that the theorem enunciated in 1 8 may
be stated in a form applicable to the general Sturm-Liouville series. Let us suppose

that the functions (.c) satisfy the pair of boundary conditions B, and, consequently,

that the normal functions
/ (.s) satisfy B'. By employing the transformation of 2

(cf. 22), the reader will be able to establish that

v -X
lp>

is equal to

& (53)

Recalling the relation (48), it follows from the inequalities of the preceding paragraph
that, as X tends to GO, (52) converges to SI (x) at each point of the open interval

(a, b), that at the end point a it converges to F(a + 0), and that at b it converges to

F(b-O); it l>eing assumed in each case that the limit mentioned exists as a finite

number. Moreover, when any one of the limits n (x), F( + 0), F(6-0) has an

improper value GO, it is plain that (52) diverges to this value and is non-oscillatory
at the corresponding point of (, b). Again, if the set of points at which F (x) is

continuous includes an interval (a,, 6,) lying within (a, 6), the set of points at which
w (*)/(*) is continuous includes the corresponding interval of (0, tr). It follows at
once from the theorem of 16, that (53) converges uniformly to /(*) in the latter
interval

; and therefore that (52) converges uniformly to F (x) in ( 1; &,).We have thus established the theorem :

Let F (x) be any function which has a Lebesgue integral in the interval (a, b). Let

% (
r
)
^

(*'). . .

(x), ...be the solutions of

d
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which, for suitable values of r satisfy tin' j>air of boundary conditions

^ -/ = at x = a,
f

^ + Hv = at x = b.

</.- ax

Moreover, let these solutions be made definite by imposing on them the condition*

and let the arrangement of them be such that the corresponding values of r increase

with n. Then, as X tends to o,

2- -^(^9(y)^(y)F(y)dy ...... (52)
= i (ri J

;
A. Jo

converges to the bilateral limit of(x), at each point of the open interval (a, b) where

this limit exists as a finite number; further, at a point where the bilateral limit has

one of the improper values <x>,it diverges to this value and is non-oscillatory If

the set of points at which F (x) is continuous include a closed interval lying tvithin

(a, b), then (52) converges uniformly to F (x) in this interval. At the end point

JJ (52) converges to pfciJv when this limit ex"'* "* ^"^ number; further >
when

either of these limits has one of the improper values , (52) diverges to this value

and is non-oscillatory at the corresponding end point.

From this we deduce the corollary that, when

y--

exists as a finite number at a point of the open interval (a, 6), (52) converges to this

number.

After what was said in 25 there will be no difficulty in perceiving how the results

just stated must be modified when the pair of boundary conditions satisfied by the

functions (*) is B, B, or B.

IV._THE CONVERGENCE OF STURM-LIOUVILLE SERIES.

1. In this section it is proposed to investigate the convergence of Sturm-Liouville

series. It will be recalled that with the notation of III., 2, 3, V. () is a solution of

u = 0, . ........'. (1)

which, for /*
= X,, satisfies the pair of boundary conditions B', i.e.,

*? -h'u = at s = 0, and
f

-^ +H'
= at s = w. . (2), (3)

ds

VOL. rex I. A, V
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Throughout this section we shall assume that the normal functions $n (s) hare such

an order that the corresponding singular values X, increase continually with n.

We proceed, in the first place,
to obtain asymptotic formulae for ^ (*) and XB ,

when
ft 1L

n is large. Let t* be the solution of (1) which satisfies the conditions u =--

1,-^-
= h'

at * = 0, when p has the positive
value T". Since u satisfies the equation

[D+T
>
Ju = -qu,

it is evident that
= c, cos TS + CJ, sin TS-tP'+T

3

]'
1

qu,

where c, and c, are constants. Proceeding as in III., 5, we thus see that

1 f*

u = c, cos TS+ CJ, sin TS-- q^ sin T (s i) cZs,,
T .

where 7,, u, are what q, u become when s
t
is substituted for s

; and it is easily shown

that the conditions satisfied by and -r- at s = give o
t
= 1, c, = ,

CLS T

as the appropriate values of the constants. It follows that

h' If
u = cos TS+ sin TS - I <?!! sin r (s s,) cZsj...... (4)

T T Je

Denoting by M the upper limit of
|

u
\

in the interval (0, TT),
we deduce from this

the inequality
/ J/2\V2 ,-, r*

S(l+y +- \qi\ds lt

\ T / T.'O

which may be written
1/2,1/3 f -, fw -1-1

IS
(
I+

S) J
1
-^!*.!*.} .

|
It follows that for values of T whose lower limit is greater than f jflfi I ds1} u is less

Jo

than a fixed positive number. Using the notation of III., 6, we deduce from (4)
the formula

tt-OOBrt+^ill*!. (5)
T

The equation (4) may be written

= cos w l +
,Ul sin

Supplying the value of u given by (5) on the right-hand side, we obtain

= cos T*
(
1 + - I

</,
sin TSt cos TS, dsl +

a
(
T

'
s
^\

T Jo r
3

J

+
8iuTS^/

i'-f\ 1 cOS
S
TS

1 rfs
1

Wf5j(^L)l
... (6)
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2. The solution u satisfies the boundary condition (2) by its definition. It is

easily seen from (4) that it will also satisfy the boundary condition (3) if

tan WT =
;ZF' (7>

where

ftr

/
JI/

\
H'/l' f* / H' \

a,M, (
cos rs, sin TS, } </ and P'= g^M, (

sin TS, + cos TS, ) e/a,.
. u \ r I T Jo \ T I

Using the formula (5), we see that

P = /t'+H' o, cos* TS, </s,+ ^Ll t
p' = _ \ n

l 8in TS, . cos TS, </s,+ ?H/.
Jo T Jo T

Hence the equation (7) may be written

tan ITT = - (V+H'- f", cos
2
TS, </*,) +^ .

T \ Jo T
J

It is easily seen from this that the large positive roots of (7) are of the form

- n I

3| CtOj I / \

+-?-> (8)n \ TT in'
where n is a positive integer.

It will l>e clear that a positive integer n may be chosen great enough to ensure that,

for n ^ n, the numtars TB are roots of (7) which increase continually with n. Thus,

since (7) is the condition that there should be solutions of (1) satisfying B',

TJ
t
T.+i T

'
t ...

are corresponding singular values arranged in increasing order of magnitude. It

follows that, for values of n which are not less than a certain positive integer,

T.' = ^-, (9)

where m is a positive or negative integer, or zero. The paragraphs which immediately
follow will be devoted to the determination of m.

3. Referring to 5, 6 of the previous section, it will be seen that, by using (9)

and (10) we obtain

r i \ .

A
'

, i If cosh ps, sinh p (ss,) ,
, a(p, s)

* (s)
= 1 + tanh ps o,

- -2* as,-)- M* -'
.

p p Jo cosh ps p"
Since

2 cosh ps, sinh p (s s,)
= sinh ps + sinh p (s 2s,),

and
f' sinh p (s-2s,) =
Jo cosh ps p

we have

C, () = 1 + - tanh ps (h'-l \' qi d*} +
P \ -o

Y 2
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/ f

X (,)
= cosh P* (1

+^) +
\
sinh I*

(*'-* j>

Supplying this value of 6, (s) in the formula

ff> (s)
= p sinh ps+h' cosh ps- \qA (*i)

cosh p (*-*,) d*lt

it is easily shown that

//if a (p, s)\
0*. (s) = p sinh ps -I- cosh ps (h f ?i i + -

)

'

.'o p /

By employing the device of III., 6, it may be deduced from these results that

and that

</>'A (s)
= p sinh p (TT s)

cosh

It follows from these formulae that

/ f A a (P= p sinh p7r+cosh pnlh'+n. %
j
^aSiH

--
\ i

hence

Again we have

v /.
,

a (p, s)\ ,

cosh p (TT-.S) sinh ps /, , l f
^(s) </>A (s)

= cosh ps cosh p (TT s) 1 + ^ 7 + -
I J ?i (

\ p p .0

cosh ps sinh p (TT s) /TT/_ j^ f' T \

P \

= AcoshpTT+icosh P(TT 2s)+ i ^(/t'+H' i o-j t/Sj
P \ -JV ;

gil-tj^l<-iy
- ,

Since the integrals of the fourth and fifth terms between the limits and IT are

both of the form

at (p) cosh piT

we see from this that

Jo/
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which leads to

2
I
ft (., ^ (.) rf. .

4. Let D (X) be the detenninant of K (s, t),
the GREEN'S function of

for the boundary conditions B'. Then, in accordance with FREDHOLM'S theory, we

have

llecalling that X = p
a

, we see from the equations (III., 6) that

hence, applying the formulae of the preceding paragraph,

Now let A (X) be the determinant of the GREEN'S function of

<3?u

ds1
+ KU = (K < 0), (10)

for the boundary conditions

^ = at s = 0, ^ = at s = IT (11)

From the result obtained above we see that

Thus we have

If Xo = /a,,*
is any negative number, we obtain from this, by integration,* the

formula

.

A (X) A
Since the integral

tends to a finite limit as p tends to oo, we thus see that, as X tends to co, the

quotient D (X)/A (X) <i'H</s to a finite limit which is not zero.

* The function a (p) is evidently integrable.
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5. The singular
values of *(., t) (III., 3) being X1( X,, .... X., .... we have

which may be written
_^_

D (\)= n
(i-

where m has the signification
of 2, and ft is any positive integer greater than 1-m,

which is such that (9) holds for == n. Again, the singular values of the GREENS

function of (10),
for the boundary conditions (11),

are the values of /.
for which there

exist solutions of

satisfying these boundary conditions ; they are therefore -*, I
2
-*, 2

2
-*, ..., n

2
-K,

Hence

It follows that
X

D(X)_ .i _ p(x)
A W" S /i-

x

.?,V (n-l)
a

where

n"KTn\/n3 K

P(x)=n ^.n(i-^g:^? r

- - - (13)
x .5\ W2-/c-X/\ T,, /

Now from (8) we see that there exists a positive number v such that

for all values of n sz. n. From this it is easily seen that

/ n^if
n i-

n *

and

n
n = n \ ' nT,

are both convergent. Further, recalling that K is negative, we have

-!. (14)

* "Functions of Positive and Negative Type and their Connection with the Theory of Integral

Equations,"
'
Phil. Trans. Royal Society,' Series A, vol. 209, p. 445.
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Since the product

is convergent, we may choose a positive integer, w,, greater than n, which is such

that

and therefore that

for all negative values of X.

Also it is clear that we may choose a negative number A, whose numerical value is

so great that

'nn-

for X s A. Hence, for these values of X, we have

It follows from (14) that

and therefore from (13) that, as X tends to oo, P (X) tends to a finite limit different

from zero.

Since P (X) and D (X)/A (X) both tend to finite limits different from zero, as X tends

to oo, it is obvious from (12) that
M + M 1 / \

n
, (

l-E
lim -" = ' V A "

must be finite and different from zero. As this can only be the case when the number
of factors in the numerator is equal to the number in the denominator, it is evident

that m = 1.* Hence from (9) we have

^+I = T.'......... ... (15)

As a corollary we deduce from (8) the inequality

which was employed in III., 17. This is primarily true for n greater than fi, but, by
a suitable choice of v, it is evidently valid for all values of n.

* Previous investigators seem to have overlooked the fact that the value of m is not obvious. They
have all tacitly assumed m = 0.
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6. It follows from (8) and (15) that the large singular values of *(*,t) may be

calculated from the asymptotic
formula

cos

T. = n+
1

f
a(n)

.,2
'

We proceed
to obtain an asymptotic formula for *.(), the normal function

corresponding to X.+j.

Let denote the function which u
( 1) becomes when r, is substituted for r ; then,

from the definition of r., it is clear that u. satisfies the pair of boundary conditions B .

The normal function ^+1 (s) must therefore be a constant multiple of ; hence, since

f [/.+, ()]' ds = 1, we must have

t/.+i (*)
=

Now, from (6),

(16)

u 2 da

5^)+8mT^[^'-^

while from (8) we see that

B
cos T.S = cos )is

(
1 + sn ns

n

CTT

|

/7i
'+H/~

Jo
~

*

a (n]

with an analogous formula for sin rns. It follows that

i
cos nsl

sin ns l cos
2 -

IT Jo
cos

If*.
u. = cos ns( 1 + -

qi sm nSi

\- (h'~
-
(h'+ H')- f ?l

Ln\ ir Jo

From the formula just written we see that

X2 a (,, s)
(MB cosns) = v ' '

.

n3

Integrating between the limits and IT, it will be found that this leads to

r %,'<& = 2
[* tt.coend8--+^j)

Jo Jo 2 ?r

The function 2,, cos ns is of the form

2 cos* tw+ -
j

y, sin nst cos nsi dst+ -
[ft (n, s) cos 2ns+ ft (n, s) sin 2ns] +

"
^

S
',

where ft(n, s) and ft(n,s) are functions of w and s whose derivatives with respect to

(17)
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* are both of the form a(n, s) in (0,ir). By an application of the rule of integration

by parts, it is easily seen that

y8[ (n, s) cos 2ns ds = -J
,

I &, (n, s) sin '2ns ds = a '

'.
Jo n Jo n

Thus we have
r* i r* rt a (n\

2 cos ns = IT+ - a*, q l sin nsi cos ns
l dst H ^ ,

Jo n Jo Jo n

which, taken in conjunction with (17), leads to

TT 1 f* f*
1 a (n)

w, as = - + - a 3 ql sm n, cos rw, cfo, H V^.
4 nJo Jo n

Substituting the positive square root of this value of I
'
ds, and the value of m

Jo

obtained above, in the right-hand member of (16), we eventually obtain the formula*

M 18
)H L \ '* '* / \ "'* '" /_

where

7T

i (n. s) = I dsa </i sin 2ns, dst ,^ ' O !, I
*

4TT J J J,

j (n, *)
= s

</i
cos 2)1*! </! (ir *) </i

cos 2/is, c/.s, .

2TT |_ Ji Jo

'Jo -',

and

Putting in evidence the argument of q as in III., 6, the reader will see that

/+, (s) is the normal function which, for /*
= X. +1 ,

satisfies the equation

and the boundary conditions

~ - H' = at s = 0,
d~ + h'u = at s = w.

ds ds

It follows that AI (H, s) should remain unaltered when we interchange h' and H', and

at the same time substitute it s for s, </(TT s,)
for q (*,) ; also that A(.s), Ag(u, s)

should merely change sign. We have expressed A (*), Aj (n, s), A.3 (n,s) in forms

designed to show that they possess these properties.

* It should be observed that there is an ambiguity of sign in the determination of each normal

function (vide III., 3). By substituting the positive value of -y un-ds in (16) we obtain the

asymptotic formula for that determination of ^,, + i(^) which is positive for s = 0. Substituting the

negative value of the square root in (16) we obtain the formula for the other determination. This would

have served our purpose just as well as (18).

VOL. CCXI. A. Z
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5 7 The formula (18) is true for all values of which are greater than, or e,,ual to,

. certain positive integer, y N. Let G (, t, .) denote the sum

i (+..,() +..,()- 1
co w CM

mi);
= !f \

then we see from (18) that

siu u cos mt 2 COBWW sin_rol

i , m

2 f cos m cos art [A. (m. s) + A.(m, Q] +
siu m* cos mtA. (m. *)

1T..NI m
cos mg sin mtAa (m, t)

|

(m, s, t)}

m ma \

Now the sum
^ sm n

, = i m

is known* to be limited for all values of 2 and all positive integral values of n ;

further, as n tends to oo, this sum converges uniformly for values of z lying m the

closed intervals complementary to the set (2mir .7,
2mir+ r)) (m = 0, 1, 2, ...),

where i)
is any assigned positive number. It follows at once that the sum

" sin ms cos mt
i ,

being equal to

,

"
sin m(s + t) +1

sm m(s-t)
ny*

* _ ffl

is limited for SSSTT, ^t ^TT, i N ;
and that, as n tends to oo, it converges

uniformly in those parts of the square O^S^TT, O^t^ir, which correspond

to
1
1 s

1
2:

TJ.
It is easily seen that

i cos ms sin m
m = s m

has the same property.

Again,
i cos nts cos mt A t (m, g) /19\
= N m

may be written

I ds.j <i (s. t, i. n) q, dsit (20)
2irJo Jf,

where

x 4 cos ms cos mt sm
/ ^s, t, j, n) = 2,

m = N Wl

* For a full ducussion, see HOBKON,
' The Theory of Functions of a Real Variable,' pp. 648-643.
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Evidently

2
h

m , = N m

i 1 ,s ^)1

j

From the remarks made above, it will be seen that g (s, t, * n) is limited for

s . ^ TT, ^ ^ TT, S .v, ^ 7T, and ?i S N ; moreover, if

9 (s, t, *,)
= lim g (s, t, *,, n),

--

</ (., *, * n) converges uniformly to" g (s, t, *,) for those values of s, t, s,, which satisfy

the conditions

|ii*J<|Si?, |*ii*i-ir|i7,
and

Applying a result obtained in I., 4, we see that, as n tends to oo, (20) converges

uniformly for S s ^ TT, S S TT
;
and hence that (19) converges uniformly for these

values of s and t. It may be proved in a similar way that

i cos ms cos mt A, (m, t)

m = N

converges uniformly for ^ s S TT, ^ / S w.

8. We have

cosmt A.a (m.s) Iff';/ j i \ f; /!_/ =
j
s \h (s, t, n) ?1 ^-(TT-S) /< (a, , n) ?1 d, I

(21),
Wl> /7T I .' JO Jm = N

where

8ip

m

i sin m(2s l s-\-t) sin m(2*, s <)1

i=N W w = N W J

It is easily seen that h
(s, t, slt n), like g (s, t, s} , n), satisfies the requirements of the

theorem of I., 4
;
and hence, from the remarks made at the end of this paragraph,

that the left-hand member of (21) converges uniformly for S* S TT, S t S IT. It

may be shown in a similar way that

cos ms sin mt Aa (m, t)

m = N m
has the same property.

z 2
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Lastly, it is at once evident that, as n tends to oo,

a (w, *, Q
= N

converges uniformly for == * S ir, == < == ir.

As a result of the investigations of this paragraph,
we now see that G(s, t, n) is

limited fcr 0*.*, OSISr, SN; and that, as n tends to oo, ,t converges

uniformly in those parts of the square 0*s**,0*t**, which correspond

to \t-S\Zr).

Consider the function

For values of n S N, it differs from G (s, t, n) by

1 N - 1 / 2

/, (s)J, (0 + 2 l^+i(a)^+i(0 cos ms cos?

7T in = 1 \ ""

We conclude that H (s, t, n) is limited for < s == IT, S t : ir, n S N ;
and that,

as n tends to oo, it converges uniformly in those parts of the square S s ^ IT,

S * S IT which correspond to
|

ts
\

>
tj.

We proceed now to show that, when tys,

lim H (*, t, n) = 0.

9. The normal functions which satisfy the differential equation

and the boundary conditions

du _ n A n du _ , (11)
ds

~
'

ds
=

are clearly

A/-, A/-COSS, /\/-cos2.s, ..., A/-COSWS
7T 7T 7T 7T

the corresponding values of
p. being

-X, l'-X, 2
2
-X, ..., ?i

a
-X, ...

Thus (III., 3) the GREEN'S function of the equation

d?u
(22)

which corresponds to the boundary conditions (11) is

1 12
r I- 2 -5

-
.
- cos ns cos nt.

ATT = i n X TT
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Again the solution of (22) which satisfies the conditions u = 1, -j-
= 0, at s = is

f/W
COB \/\s ; and the. solution which satisfies the conditions u = 1, -3- = 0, at s = IT is

cos </\(ir-s). It follows (cf. III., 4) that the GREEN'S function of (22) which

corresponds to the boundary conditions (11) is

cos v/Xs . cos </X(ff t) , cos y/Xit . cos x/X(n a) / .\
~~-

~p ~*

-
/
-

\^ ^ ^ ),
~~"-

"/-
'-

/ \ ^~ /

v/X sin X/XTT v X sin V/XTT

Comparing this with the formula obtained in III., 7, we see that, as X =
/>',

the

GREEN'S function is Tx (*, t).

Thus we have
1 12

F> (s, J)
= + 2 -5 r - cos ns cos n<.

XTT * = in*-\ir

From the lemma of III., 17, we see that

-XKA (s, t) EEEi
ll/t 1 "!! A

or

N B 1 71 ~~

Hence, using the result obtained above,

-x[KA (s, )-rA (, )] *^E

+ S -^-(^ +1 (*)^.+l(0--coswco8n). . . (23)
= 1 W A \ 7T

Now, when s ^ t, the series

/i (*) Ai (0- - + S (^+t() *.+i(0-
- cos n* cos w<

)
7T = 1 \ W /

has been shown to be convergent ( 8). It follows by an argument similar to that

employed in II., 3, 4, that, as X tends to -
oo, the right-hand member of (23)

converges to the sum of this series, that is to say to

lim H (s, t, n).
-VO

Further, the left-hand member is

pl\ (s, t) a. (p, s, t),

which, for unequal values of * and t, has been shown to converge to the limit zero, as

p tends to oo
(III., 8).

It follows that

lim H
(s, t, n) = (s* t).
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/W .-.- -anr i

r, , s, , :

fli frii )/<*)*
Jo

converges uniformly to zero for all values of . in (0, ,). Denoting.by <rn (,)
the sum

of the first terms of the series

---' (24)

and by ?. (s) the sum of the first n terms of

TT.o

it follows that, as n tends to oo,

r, (*)-.(*)

converges uniformly to zero, for all values of s in (0, TT).

If D (s) is any limiting point of the set

<TI (), <r,(), .... <r.(a), ..., ........ (
26

)

we can select an increasing sequence of integers n,, n,, w3, ..., nm , ..., m such a way

that the sequence
<r%()i %() ' "-(s )> ''

tends to the limit D (s).
It Mows from the result obtained above that the sequence

also tends to the limit D (s).
We have thus proved that each limiting point of the

set (26) is also a limiting point of the set

?i(*). *a(s)> ?(*) ;

in particular, the upper and lower limits of indeterminacy of the two series are

identical. It should be observed that this includes the result that, if either of the

aeries (24), (25) is convergent, so also is the other.

Since

<r ()-.(*)

converges uniformly to zero in the whole of (0, IT),
we see that, if either of the series

* This is, of course, FOURIER'S cosine series corresponding to / (*).
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(24), (25) converges uniformly in a certain set of points belonging to the interval

(0, TT),
so also does the other.

11. Let us next suppose that the pair of boundary conditions for the interval

(0, TT)
is B'. In this case it may be shown that

(27)

is limited for ^ rs TT, :< t S TT, and all positive integral values of n ; and that,

as n tends to oo, it converges uniformly in those parts of the square s TT,

< t IT, which correspond to \ts\^ij. It will be found that the normal functions

which satisfy the differential equation

and the boundary conditions

a = at s = 0, ^ = at s = n, (28)
as

are

A/ - sin ^s, A/-sinf, ..., A/- sin (), ...,
TT TT TT

the corresponding values of
/u, being

The GKEEN'S function of

- n />>\- u (^/

for the boundary conditions (28), will be found to be FA (a, t). Hence

r*(M)= S ^
l In (-i) *(-!)*= 1 ^ft ^-^

A. TT

It follows from this and the result quoted in III., 19, that

-X [Kx (,
- rA (, t)] *^ __ *. (*) *. ()

- sin (n-J) * sin (n-

Since the results quoted in that paragraph may be shown to lead to

lim -X [K* (*, -,rx (, )]
= lim p oFA (.v, <)

a (p, s, t)
= 0,

we prove from this, by the method employed in 9, that, for unequal values of s and t,

('27) converges to the limit zero, as n tends to 03.
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Employing .(.) with the signification
of the preceding paragraph, and denoting

by .?. (*) the sum of the first n terms of the series

I sin i* f/(l)
sin & dt+

Z- sin J /() sin |fA
IT '

-" . (29)
7T

we deduce at once that, as n tends to oo,

O-H (s)
-

. ()

converges uniformly to zero on the whole of (0, TT).
The coroUaries to this result are

of the same nature as those stated in 10, the only difference is that ,*() replaces

?.(), and (29) the series (25).

12. We shall state the corresponding results when the pair of boundary conditions

is -B', or ;B', more briefly. In the case of the pair *B' it will be found that (27) must

be replaced by

Replacing the boundary conditions (28) by

$? = at s = 0, u = at =
ir,

as

it may be established that

Tx (, )
= 2

7
-

j^r r - cos (n-J) * cos (n-) i ;

= 1 ^71 j) A 7T

whence, in virtue of the results quoted in III., 19, it may be shown that (30)

converges to zero, for unequal values of s and t* Finally, if '?.(*) is-employed to

denote the sum of the first n terms of the series

- cos s
[*/(*)

cos fy dt + - cos |s f f(t) cos ft rf

+ ...+ - cos (n-i) s ("/() cos (n-i)i^-f ..... (31)
7T Jo

we obtain the result that, as n tends to oo,

0-, ()
- *

(*)

converges uniformly to zero in the interval (0, TT).

* This may be deduced from the corresponding result obtained in the preceding paragraph. For, if

f. (*) is the normal function which, for /i
=

A,,, satisfies

and the pair of boundary conditions *B', then, for the same value of /*, ^n (
-

s) satisfies this equation and

i pair of boundary conditions of the same typo as oB'.
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When the pair of boundary conditions for (0, IT)
is ;B', (27) must be replaced by

sin mf- ....... (32)
IT I

The GREEN'S function of (22) for the Ixtundary conditions

u = at * = 0, u - at .< =
IT,

will lx? found to be

, t)
= 2 -= - - sin .< sin nt,

= 1 n \ 7T

from which it is easily proved that, as n tends to <x>, (32) converges to zero for

unequal values of a and t. We deduce that, if fa, (a) is the sum of the first n terms
of the series

- sin .<

[ f(t) sin tdt + - sin 2*
\ fit) sin 2< dt + . . . + - sin n* (' fit) sin n* <ft + . . . (33)*

IT JO IT Jo IT JO

then, as n tends to oo,

<r. ()
-

; (*)

converges uniformly to zero in the interval (0, IT).

13. We proceed to investigate the behaviour of the differences between the

various pairs of sums which we have denoted by 5. (.<?), <,<;H (s), "? (*), and fa, (), as ?i

tends to oo. The reader will easily prove that these sums are

s , = 1 ,

J

(l? (.) = _L f' fit) r8inrt (*-0 _ sin < ,W '

"o /,\ - _L f

*

f( t \ fain j(2n+ !)(*-<) _ 8inj(2n+l)(<+t)
SJ /W L Bin *(.-) 8ini

Let us define a function /, (s) for all values of . by the rules

= OS.o*7r, =0 -w<

and a function fa (s) by the rules

* This is, of course, FOURIER'S sine series corresponding to /(s).

VOL. COXI. A. 2 A
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Let I. (a)
denote the value of

sn

for integral
values of m. It is easily seen that

sn

Substituting *+ * = w, and then replacing
w by ,

we obtain

which, owing to the periodicity of/, (s),
leads to

hence we have

In a similar way it may be proved that

*....... (34>

Let us now suppose that s is a point of an interval (y, 8) lying wholly within (0, ir)
'>

and let a be a positive number less than both y and ir-8. We have

/,(_,_)=/,(_* + )
= (y<s=ES, OS*a)

Thus

as

Since, by a known theorem,* the right-hand member converges uniformly to zero

n tends to oo, it follows that I^+ils) converges uniformly to zero in the interval

(y, S).
It may be shown in a similar way, by using (34), that 1^ (s)

has the same

property.

14. Let l'm (s) be the value of

,

II., 6.
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By employing the method of the preceding paragraph, and using the substitution

t s = w instead of s-f t = w, it may l>e shown that

r.W =

With the same convention as to the values of and a, it is easily shown that

/.(-) =/(-)=/(-)
(y^s^S, OSiSa)

/. (*+o=yi (+)=/(* +0-

Hence

The first integral on the right-hand side of this equation is

which may be written

"

cos n< rf<- *-+*+0 tau if sin

hence, applying the first corollary of II., 9, we see that it converges uniformly to

zero, for values of s in
(-y, 8). Since the two other integrals have this property in

virtue of the same corollary, we conclude that, as n tends to oo,

converges uniformly to zero, for values of s in (y, 8). As a corollary we deduce that

has the same property.

15. Referring to the formula} of 13, it is evident that

s ts \ = _L |T

Hence

2 A 2
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As each of the three terms within the bracket has been shown to converge uniformly

to ro in (y, 8),
it follows that, a, n tends to oo, the difference

s. (*)-?.(*)

converges uniformly to sen) for values of . in (y, 8). It may be shown in the same

way that each of the differences

has the same property.

Since (y 8) is any interval lying within (0, IT),
it follows that, as n tends to oo, the

difference between any two of the sums s. (), ,5, (*), '5. (s), Js. (*), converges to zero at

each point of the open interval (0, IT).
It remains to consider the end pouits of the

interval. At s - we have

and, of course,

,, () = ;,. (0)
= 0.

From the first two formulae we obtain

= I i' f(t) cos n dt+ -
[*/(*)

tan J< sin rf c/t.

As both f(t) and /() tan ^< possess Lebesgue integrals in (0, IT),
the integrals on

the right converge to zero, as n tends to oo.* We thus see that

fim[-si,(0)-s.(0)]=0.!>

In a similar way it may be shown that

u(w)-9(7r)] = 0,
!!**

whilst

".()=* 5*()=.0,
for all values of n.

After what was said in the corresponding case dealt with in 10, the reader will

perceive the l>earing of the results of this paragraph upon the convergence of the four

trigonometric series (25), (29), (31), and (33).

16. The reader is now asked to review the results which have been obtained

above. It was shown in 10-12 that the limits of indeterminacy of any canonical

*!!., 6.
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Sturm-Liouville series corresponding to/() are identical with those of one of the four

series

- sili Is P/(0 si" ^ tft + - si" \s ("/() sin *
cfc

77 Jo T Jo

- COS A* ['/() COS l (/ + -COS \S f/(0 COS ft (/

7T 'Jo 7T Jo

+ ... + ? cos (n-1) ["/() cos (n-i)tfe+..., - (31)
7T Jo

- sin s f /"() sin tdt+- sin 2s ["/() sin 2t dt+ ... + - sin s
f /(t) sin nt dt+ ..., (33)

7T Jo' 7T Jo 7T Jo

at each point of the closed interval (0, TT).
It was then shown in 13-15 that, at

each point of the open interval (0, v), each of these four series has the same limits of

indeterminacy. We have therefore established the following theorem :

I. At any point of the open interval (0, TT)
each of the canonical Sturm-Lioueille

series corresponding to an assujned function which is integrable in (0, TT)
in accordance

with LEBESGUE'S definition has the same limits of indeterminacy.

In particular we have :

II. If any one of the canonical Sturm-Liouville series corresponding/ to the function

converges at a point of the open interval (0, IT),
then all of them converge at this point,

and all have the same sum.

It was shown in 10, 12, that, at the end point s = 0, all canonical Sturm-Liouville

series whose normal functions satisfy B' have the same limits of indeterminacy as

(25), and that those whose normal functions satisfy "B; have the same limits of

indeterminacy as (31) at this point. Then, in 15, we proved that (25) and (31)

have the same limits of indeterminacy at = 0. Since similar remarks apply to the

end point s = IT, we have the theorem :

III. All those canonical Sturm-Liouville series corresponding to tlie function, whose

s =
,n, t-mal functions do not satisfy the boundary condition u = at

s _ ^ have the same

s =
limits of indeterminacy at

S = IT

In particular, the reader will observe that, if one of the series mentioned converges

at an end point, all do so.

Lastly, if the reader will examine the results obtained in 10-15, he will find that

we have established the theorem :

IV. If any one of the canonical Sturm-Liouville series corresponding to the
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. ; ?/ of noints which, together vnth its

"

obtained in 10-13 .how that, if any one of the canonical Stnrm-

',,,h,, - ..* *, <*** -* >
t8

, , , ,,,,h,,K
- ..

,' 1

'

,11 of the 1 .h normal fnnctions .Wjr . pa.r of honndary

Idi'til of the aune category (B', JBt. V. or ;B') as the fivst-ment.oned senes

converge uniformly in the set.
.

17 As usual, let/(.) be any function which has a Lebesgue integral
^n

(0, .). From

thLm I of the preceding paragraph it appears that, at a point .of the open interval

(0 ,) all canonical Sturm-Liouville series corresponding to /(.) have the same

limite'of indeterminacy as FOURIER'S cosine series corresponding to J (*) ;
thee

are therefore

lim sn ().
-*

From the results obtained in 13, 14, it is evident that they are

Now, if a is any positive
number less than IT, we have

f" f i , ,\ 8 n i (2w-l) < j, _ A
lim /, (s0 -

snlt
'

->-aoJa SlU^C

by the last corollary of II., 6. It follows that, at a point s of the open interval

(0, IT),
the limits of indeterminacy of the canonical Sturm-Liouville series corresponding

to/(s) are

Recalling that a is arbitrarily small, we have thus established the theorem : t

At any particular point of the open interval (0, IT)
the limits of indeterminacy of

the canonical Sturm-Liouville series corresponding to an assigned function depend

only upon the values assumed by the function in an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of

the point.

Let us next consider the case when s is an end point of (0, IT),
It follows from

theorem III that the limits of indeterminacy of those canonical Sturm-Liouville

series whose normal functions do not all vanish at an end point are the values of

lim 9, (s)
*<

* Since lim ISn_i () = 0.

*

1 For the theorems of this paragraph cf. HOBSON'S paper cited in the Introduction. HOBSON, it will be

recalled, assumes that
</
has limited total fluctuation in (0, -).
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at this point. It may be proved, from the formula

that, at * = 0, these limits are

sin

and it will be found that, at s = IT, they are

sin

the numbers a being positive and arbitrarily small in each case. Hence we have the

theorem :

At an end point of (0, IT) the limits of indeterminacy of all canonical Sturm-

Liouville series corresponding to an assigned function, save those whose normal

functions satisfy the boundary condition u = there, depend only upon the values

assumed by the function in an arbitrarily small neighbourhood to the right, or left, of
the point, as the case may be.

Again, from theorem IV, it appears that, if one of the Fourier's series, say the

cosine series, corresponding tof (s) converges uniformly in an interval (y, 8) contained

within (0, TT),
then all canonical Sturm-Liouville series corresponding to/(s) converge

uniformly in (y, S). It was shown in 13 that

converges uniformly to zero for values of .s in (y, 8), as n increases indefinitely. Since

both the integrals

8111

converge uniformly to zero, for these values of s,f and since

Ih^-Tnr 1** 14 (35)

* This is clearly
-?- I^.i (s).

t In virtue of the first corollary of II, 9.

I This result follows from the fact that

and that

1 ['""l.O-l)^ = I ['[nYi'eo. rf\dl
irJ sin J/ Tj, r-i

by the last corollary of II., 6.

-. JT J, sn
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it is thus clear thftt the canonical Sturm-Liouville series will all converge uniformly

to/(s) in (y, 8), when

converges uniformly to zero in this interval. We have thus proved the theorem :

The answer to the question whether the canonical Sturm- Lioumlle series corre-

tpondinf/ to an assigned function all converge uniformly, or not, in an interval (y, 8)

contained urithin (0, IT) depends only upon the values assumed by the function in an

interval enclosing (y, 8) in it* interior, and exceeding/ it in lent/th by an arbitrarily

small amount.

It is evidently a necessary condition for uniform convergence that the function

should be continuous in (y, 8).

18. After what was said in the preceding paragraph, it will be clear that,

when lim s, (a) exists as a finite number at a point of the open interval (0, IT),
all

-*

the canonical Stunn-Liouville series corresponding to
/(.<?) converge at this point, and

have the value of this limit for their common sum. We may employ this fact to

obtain conditions under which these series converge.

Let <>(*), the bilateral limit of f(s) at the point s, exist as a finite number. In

virtue of (35), it is easily seen that

t. ()- () gg -
[/. (s-t) +ft (,-H)-2 ()]

Sn -
dt. . (36)TT . SHI "5"*

Let us now suppose that, as ft diminishes indefinitely, the integral

sin

converges uniformly to zero for positive integral values of n. When any positive
number e is assigned, we may then choose a in such a way that the numerical value
of the right-hand member of (36) is less than e for these values of n. Further, a

Ijeing fixed, a positive integer N may be chosen great enough to ensure that the
difference between the left- and right-hand members is numerically less than e, for
n i N. Thus we have

5. () -(*)!
for a N ; and therefore

lim SB (s)
= w

We have now established the theorem :

At a point s of the open, interval (0, ), where
(,), the bilateral limit of f(*) t

te numl>er, a sufficient condition that all the canonical Sturm-Liourille
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*' -i-ies corren/M>n<fing In _/'(*) ////// -0,/ -,-///.. </,/,/ tlt.'refwe have <u (s) for their common

sum, is tli'it. us ft iliiiiiiiislti'* iii'f<-f!iiitf'/i/,

f [/. (-0 + /. (* + ')-2 ()] ""ffilr
1 )* dt

o sin w^

uniformly to zero, for positive inteyral values of n.

We proceed to verify that this condition is satisfied when /(.*) has limited total

fluctuation in an arbitrarily small neighbourhood (* a, + a) of the point s. Since a

function which has limited total fluctuation is the difference of two monotone

functions, we may confine ourselves to the case in which f(n) is monotone in the

neighbourhood.

Observing that

and that, for sufficiently small values of t, fi(st) may be replaced by f(st), it is

plainly sufficient to show that each of the integrals

converges uniformly to zero, as y8 diminishes indefinitely.

For ft s a, the first integral is

where, in accordance with the second mean value theorem, ^ /3} ^ ft. It will

therefore have this property, if

sn

is limited, for values of /8 and y8t in (0, a), and for positive integral values of n. Now
we have

sin I /

Hence, by integration,

= o_ 2
' snm_ 2

"' 8n
i/i = i m

from which it is evident that the left-hand member is limited for the stated values

of /?, ft, and n. As similar remarks apply to the second integral, we have the

theorem :
*

//./'() has limited total fluctuation in an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of a

* Obtained l.y HoBSON for the case in which q has limited total fluctuation in (0, *), ride the paper ciUxl

in thi 1 Introduction. The same remark applies to the corresponding theorems of 19, 20.

VOL. CCXI. A. 2 B
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point (s) belonging to the open interval (0, TT),
then all the canonical Sturm-Liouville

series corresponding to /() converge, and have the sum J[/(*-0) + /( + 0)], a< t*M

Again, it is easy to see that the above condition is satisfied when

has a Lebesgue integral with respect to t in an interval (0, a). For, in this case,

/(*-<) +./l(*+0-M)

also has a Lebesgue integral in the interval, so that

- dt,

where, by a known property of Lebesgue integrals, the right-hand member tends to

zero with ft.

Since fi(st) may be replaced by/(*<) for values of a which are sufficiently

small, we have thus established the theorem :

At any point s of the open interval (0, TT),
where o> (s), the bilateral limit of f(s),

exists as a finite number, a sufficient condition that all the canonical Sturm-Liouville

series corresponding to f(s) may converge, and therefore have a> (s) for their common

sum, is that

should liave a Lebesgue integral with respect to t in an interval (0, a).

In particular we have the following corollary :

At any point s of the open interval (0, TT),
ivhere f(sQ) and f(s+0) exist as finite

numbers, a sufficient condition that all the canonical Sturm-Liouville series corre-

sponding to f(s) may converge, and therefore have |-[/(s 0) +/(s + 0)] for their

common sum, is that

should both possess Lebesgue integrals in an interval (0, a).*
19. Consider next the case in which s has the value zero. It follows from what

was said in 17 that, with the exception of those whose normal functions satisfy
the boundary condition u = at this point, all canonical Sturm-Liouville series

For an amplification of these theorems c/. HOBSON, 'The Theory of Functions of a Real Variable,'

pp. 60-683.
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corresponding to f(s) will converge at s = 0, and have lim 5, (0) for their common
-

Hum, provided that this limit exists and is finite.

Let us suppose that /(O + O) exists and is finite. Then it is easily seen that

5 1 8n

It follows from this, by a proof similar to that employed above, that the series

mentioned will all converge to /(O + O), if, as ft diminishes indefinitely, the integral

sin

converges uniformly to zero, for positive integral values of n. The reader will be

able to show that this condition is satisfied when f(s) has limited total fluctuation in

an arbitrarily small neighbourhood to the right of s = ; and also when

possesses a Lebesgue integral in an interval (0, a).

As corresponding remarks apply at the end point s = ir, we have the theorems :

If f(s) has limited total fluctuation in an arbitrarily small neighbourhood to the

\ ft / \
> tnen those canonical Sturm-Liouville series corresponding to f(s),

ivhose normal functions do not satisfy the boundary condition u = at
,

converge and have the sum *.\ _< at this point.

If /.) ( exists as a finite number, and
J \ I

has a Lebesgue

t

integral with respect to t in an interval (0, a), then those canonical Sturm- Liouville

series corresponding to f(s), whose normal functions do not satisfy the boundary

condition u = at , converge and have the sum
-y

> _< at this point.

20. We saw in 17 that all canonical Sturm-Liouville series corresponding to f(s)
will converge uniformly in (y, 8), if

converges uniformly to zero in this interval. After what was said in 18, the reader

2 B 2
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.31 h.ve no difficulty
in showing that a sufficient condition for this is that, as

ft diminishes indefinitely,

should converge uniformly to zero, for values of . in (y, 8), and for positive integral

e us "suppose that the closed interval (y, 8) belongs to the set of points of (0, *)

at which /(.)^continuous.
It may be shown that the sufficient conation just stated

is satisfied when/(.) has limited total fluctuation in an interval (y ,
8

) enclosing

(Y 8) in its interior. In doing so, we may evidently confine ourselves to the Case in

which /(.) is monotone ; for, in the most general case, /(,) is the difference of two

functions, each of which is monotone in (/, 8'),
and has the points of (y, 8) for points

of continuity.

For values of ft which are not greater than a certain positive number ft we have

]>->-/(.>]
s^r^ "< = [/<--/< .C

sjaWLt* <w)

at each point of (y, 8), where, as in 18, we have == ft
<

ft. The integral on the

right has been shown to be limited, for values of ft and ft, in (0, ft),
and for all

positive integral values of n. Further, as ft diminishes indefinitely, /(-)-/(*)

converges uniformly to zero, for values of s in (y, 8) ;
this follows from our hypothesis

as to the continuity of /(s). We conclude, therefore, that the integral on the left

of (37) converges to zero, as ft diminishes indefinitely, uniformly for values of s in

(y, 8), and for positive integral values of n. As the integral

sm

may be shown to have the same property, it will be now clear that we have established

the theorem :

If the set ofpoints at which f (s) is continuous includes a closed interval (y, 8) tying

within (0, ir),
ami if f(s) has limited total fluctiiation in an interval (y', 8') enclosing

(y, 8) in its interior, then all the canonical Sturm-Liourille series cm-responding to

f(s) converge uniformly in (y, 8).

Again, let us suppose that, for each value of s in (y, 8),

has a Lebesgue integral with respect to t in an interval (0, ft).
Then clearly

We at once deduce the theorem :
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A avjh'i-K'i't fiiiiilition that all the canonical Sturm-Liouville series corresponding/ to

f(s) may converge uniformly in an interval (y, 8) lyiny within (0, IT) is that

ft ff t\j- /Yo.L.A_v> t'U\
dt

should exist as a Lebesyue integral for each value of s in (y, 8), and that as ft

<Ii HI in idics indefinitely, it should converye uniformly to zero in (y, 8). In particular,
it is sufficient that

I

,

f(s-t)-f(s)
.'

should both exist, and converye uniformly to zero.*

21. Let s be a point belonging to any interval (y, 8) Avhich is contained within

(0, TT).
Let crB (*) be the sum of the first n terms of any canonical Sturm-Liouville

series at the point s, and let s(s) have the signification of 10. It follows from the

results obtained in 10-15 that, as n increases indefinitely,

converges uniformly to zero in (y, 8). Hence, in virtue of the lemma of II., 10, we
see that

o-i (a) + <r, ()+... + <r.() ?i () + *, (s) + ... + ?,(*)

n n

converges uniformly to zero in this interval. In particular, since (y, 8) is any interval

contained within (0, TT),
we see that this difference converges to zero at each point of

the open interval (0,7r). It will be seen from the results of 10-15 that this is also

true at an end point, provided that the normal functions of the Sturm-Liouville series

do not all vanish there.

Now we have
( 13, 14)

win-re F(t) = . Hence we obtain

n

*
It is well known that, as increases indefinitely, the integral

j;
[/,(.->+/,c+o-s/wi^gj^*

converges uniformly to zero for values of .< in (y, 8), if, sis / diminishes indefinitely,

uniformly to zero in an interval miitaining (y, S) in its interior (vide HOIISON, 'The Theory of

Functions of a Ueal Variable,' pp. 691-694). This gives another condition for the uniform convergence of

Sturm I.iimville series. The formal statement of it is left to the reader.
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Since each of the four functions

converge, u,,iform.y to ro in any finite interval* (II., .0),
we see fro this that,

for any positive
value of less than IT,

7?7ro

convey uniformly to zero in (0, ),
as the positive integer increases "definitely^

lTtfs suppose tLt . is a fixed point of the closed mterval (0,,) at wh.ch F(+0)

a nnite value. When any positive
number . is ass,gned,

we may then ehoose .
,,,,s

small enough to ensure that

at all points
of (0, ).

With this choice of a, we have

.

which, since
1 /sin 7. _hm -

. \- a* -

and e is arbitrarily small, leads to

. (*)

The reader will have no difficulty in seeing that this inequality is valid when

Ff+0) has one of the improper values oo
(cf. III., 13). It may be proved in the

same way that

lira
*> + S2 s + --- +Ms * F

(+ 0).
n

From these inequalities it is evident that, at any point of (0, ir)
where F( + 0)

exists,

n

exists and is equal to it. Moreover, in virtue of our definition of /i (s),\
it will be

wen that at a point of the open interval F( + 0) is lira i [/(*-)+/(* + *)] >
that at

*-o

* = it is /(O + O) ; and that at s = rr it is f(ir 0).

* This seems to have escaped notice hitherto.

t The simplest method of obtaining this result is to apply CAUCHY'S theorem to (35) above.
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Again, let us suppose that the set of points at which f(s) is continuous includes a

closed interval (y, 8) lying within (0, TT). Then, supposing a <y and < TT 8, we

have

It follows from our hypothesis as to the continuity of /(.?) that, when any positive

number e is assigned, 'we may choose a so small that

-/(*)KK
for these values of s and t. Hence, observing that

we obtain

= 1

mr Jo

The second term on the right is not greater than ^e, and, since

=0,

we can clearly find a positive integer N, great enough to ensure that the first is not

greater than ^e, for all values of n 2: N,, and of s in (y, 8). Again, we can choose a

positive integer Na in such a way that the numerical value of the difference (38) is

less than ^c, for all values of n S N2) and of s in (y, 8). It follows at once that, for

values of n which are not less than the greatest of N! and N2 ,
we have

for all values of s in (y, 8).

indefinitely,

In other words, we have shown that, as n increases

n

converges uniformly to f(s) for these values of s.

We may summarise the results obtained in this paragraph in the following

theorems :

The arithmetic mean of the first n partial, sums of any canonical Sturm-Liouville

xi-ries corresponding to f(s) converges to lira ^[_f(s t) +y(s + <)], as n increases
(-*-0

inilijinitely^ at each point of the open interval (0, TT)
where this limit exists as a finite

number; moreover, at a point where this limit has one of the improper values oo, it

diverges to this value and is non-oscillatory. If the set of points at which f(s) is
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I to /'(*) wiil'-rnihi in tli!* interval.

If the normal functions of a Sturm-Liouville series do not satisfy the boundary

condition u = at
S "

, then, as n increases indefinitely, the arithmetic mean of the

8 7T - ,

^

fir*, n partial mu of the series convenes at
S

g

=
to f/Jf whene r this limit

exists as a finite number; moreover, when this limit has one of the improper valves

oo, the arithmetic mean diverges to this value and is non-oscillatory.

22. We proceed to apply the foregoing results to the more general Sturm-Liouville

series
&

*, (*) f .</ (y) *i (y) F (y) dy+* (^
(a

(y) *> (y) F

.(y)F(y)^+ ...... (
39

)

We saw above (III., 22) that the terms of this series are identical with those of

^ (40)
"/ ^0 '"

\"/ " ^

where s is the point of (0, IT) corresponding to the point x of (a, b).

In connection with the series just written, let us consider the series

. . (41)

This latter is a canonical Sturm-Liouville series corresponding to f(s) ; and/(s), it

will l)e recalled, is F
(.r) expressed as a function of s. We shall refer to (41) as the

canonical Stnrm- Liouville series related to the general Sturm-Liouville series (39).

Let a-, (s) be the sum of the first n terms of the series (41) ;
and let &n (s) be the

sum of the first n terms of the series (40). We proceed to show that, as n increases

indefinitely,

<rB (a)-or.(s)

converges to zero uniformly in the whole of (0, IT).

In the first place, let us suppose that the pair of boundary conditions satisfied by
the functions (x) is B ; the normal functions

\jtn (s) will therefore satisfy B'. By
the result obtained in 10, it is known that, as n increases indefinitely,

converges uniformly to zero in (0, IT); and by the results obtained in 13, 14
(c;/

1

. 21
)

^ii^-i)^ dt
Sill

TJ-*
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Tims we see that

* (s}
~L fr/l (

"-'K/ ' (
's+ ' )+/1 <-*-'>+/. <-' +e)]

8i

converges uniformly to zero in (0, TT).

It may be shown in a similar way that

sin ye

has the same property, the function h l (s) being defined for all values of* by the rules

/i, () = w ()/() (Osssw),
= (-7T<*<0),

It follows at once that, in order to establish the result stated, it will be sufficient

to show that, as n increases indefinitely, each of the four integrals

. .- ..... (42)

converges uniformly to zero in (0, TT).

23. The function w(n) is defined in the interval (0, TT) only, and, by the hypothesis

of III., 1, has a continuous differential coefficient in this interval. Let us define it

for values of s in
( TT, 0) in any manner consistent with the conditions (1) that in

(IT, IT) it shall be always positive, (2) that it shall have a continuous differential

coefficient in
( TT, TT),

and (3) that iv
( TT)

= w
(TT), /( TT)

= w
(TT) ;* then let us

define it for values of s outside
( TT, TT) by the rule

The function w (s) defined in this way assumes only positive values, and has a

differential coefficient which is everywhere continuous. Also, on referring to the

definitions of the functions j\ (), /*, (,s),
it will be seen that

*,(#) = w (a) /,(),
for ah1

values of s.

* OHO method of doing this is as follows : Let "\ (.<)
be the (possibly, a) rational integral cubic function

of .< whose coefficients are such that w\ (0)
= w (0), Y (0)

= w (0), Ci (
-

ir)
= to (w), w\ (-*) = w' (r).

'I (
-
T) and Wi (0) are lx>th positive, we can clearly choose a number C great enough to ensure that

-,()
=

;,

is positive in the whole of (
-

-, 0). The conditions (1), (2) and (3) will all lie satisfied if we define u> (0)

to be equal to w2 (s) in (
-

w, 0).

VOL. CCXI. A. 2 C
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Consider now the integral

and this in turn is equal to

f\

^calling that ,r(.) is never zero, it is evident that x (.,
will be a continuous

function of . and t in the square
< , - ir,

- tS ir, if the fund

Xi

is everywhere continuous. The only points at which there can be any doubt as to

the continuity of x , (,, /)
are those which lie on t = ;

and it is not very difficult to

see that the function is continuous at these points also. For, when t* 0, we bai

where, by the mean value theorem, < < 1. Since w' (s)
is continuous we see at

once that
lim

il*. t-*-0

which proves that Xi (*,
is a continuous function of and t at points on the line

t = 0. It is therefore clear that x (*,
is continuous in the square == s ^ ir,

* t s v ; and hence, in virtue of the second corollary of II., 9, that (43) converges

uniformly to zero in (0, TT),
as n increases indefinitely. It follows that

w (s)

converges unifonnly to zero in (0, TT).

It may l>e shown in the same way that each of the other integrals (42) has this

property. As we have already seen, this is sufficient to establish that

converges uniformly to zero in (0, TT).
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Hitherto it has been assumed that the functions , (.r) satisfy the pair of boundary

conditions B. By using the results of 11, 12, and following the line of proof

indicated above, it will be found that the final result is unaffected when the pair of

boundary conditions happens to be either nB, *B, or B. Hence, as arn (.s)
is the sum

of the first n terms of the series (39), we have the theorem :

The limits of indeterminacy of a Sturm-Liouville series at any point are the same

as the limits of indeterminacy of the canonical Sturm-lAouville series relcited to it at

the corresponding point of (0, TT). Further, if the former senes converges uniformly
in any set of points, the canonical series related to it converges uniformly in the

corresponding set of points oj
'

(0, IT).

24. The theorem of the preceding paragraph enables us to translate the theorems

<f
ij
17-21 into theorems on the convergence of the Sturm-Liouville series

*. (*) (" .</ (y) *. (y) F (y) dy+% (x) f y (y) V2 (y) F (y) dy
J a la

...... (39)

As a preliminary we recall that, if s is the point of (0, IT) which corresponds to

x of (a, 6),

It follows that the point s t of (0, IT) corresponds to xy, where, replacing t by y
for convenience of notation, yt is the function of x and y defined by

fx
//A i/a

(I)
'fa;

. i-y, \/

further, the point s+ t of (0, IT) corresponds to the point x+ y3 , where

The functions ylt y3 evidently have positive values for positive values of y, and tend

to zero with y.

Referring now to the results of 17, it will be evident that the limits of

indeterminacy of the series (41), at a point of the open interval (0, IT),
are

for values of a which are sufficiently small. Since f(s) is F (x) expressed as a

2 c 2
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function of s, it foUows that the limits of indeterminacy of (39) at the corresponding

point of (a, 6) are

Hence the theorem :

At any particular point of the open interval (a, b) the limits of indeterminacy of the

Sturm-Liourille series (39) depend only upon the values assumed by F (x) and |
in an

arbitrarily small neighbourhood of the point.

In a similar way it may be shown that :

At an end-point of (0, IT),
where the functions (x) do not satisfy the boundary

condition v = 0, the limits of indeterminacy of the Sturm-Liouville series (39) depend

only upon the values assumed by F (x) and 2 in an arbitrarily small neighbourhood to

the right, or left, of the point, as the case may be.

The statement of the theorem which corresponds to the third of 17 is left to the

reader.

25. When F(a?) is of limited total fluctuation in an interval of (a, b), the function

/(*) is of limited total fluctuation in the corresponding interval of (0, ir) ; also, if x is

any point of the former interval, and s is the corresponding point of the latter, we

have

F(z-0)=/(s-0), F(*+0)=/( + 0).

It follows at once, from the second theorem of 18, that :

If F (x) has limited total fluctuation in an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of a

point x belonging to the open interval (a, b), the Sturm-Liouville series (39) converges,

and has the sum [F(z 0) + F(ic+0)] at this point.

Again, we see from III., 24, that when fl (x) exists, w (s) exists and is equal to it.

Hence, from the third theorem of 18, we see that :

At any point x of the open interval (a, b), where ft (x), the bilateral limit of F (x),

exists as a finite number, a sufficient condition that the Sturm-Liouville series (39)

may converge, and therefore have ft (x) for its sum, is that

(x-y,) +F (x+ya)
- 2ft (x)

y

should have a Lebesgue integral with respect to y in an interval (0, a).

The
corollary to this theorem which corresponds to that of 18 is of interest, since

it may be stated without the intervention of the functions y, and ya. It will be found
to read as follows :

At any point x of the open interval (a, b), where F(x-O) and F(a-+0) exist as
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finite numbers, a sufficient condition that the Sturm- Liouville series (39) may converge,

and therefore have i[F(x 0) + F(.i*+ 0)]/or its sum, is that

y

should both hare Lebes</ne integrals with respect to y in an interval (0, a).

There is no necessity to give the analogues of the theorems of 19, 20, for their

statement can present no difficulty. The reader should observe, however, that,

corresponding to the particular case mentioned in the enunciation of the last theorem

of 20, we have a criterion of uniform convergence which does not involve the functions

7/1 and ya. It is, as follows :

A sufficient condition that the Sturm,-Liouville series (39) may converge uniformly
in an interval (a,, &,) lying within (a, b) is that

F(-y)-F(s)
y

, f>

y

.

should exist as Lebesr/ue integrals, for each value of x in (a,, 6,), and that, as ft

diminishes indefinitely, both should converge uniformly to zero in (a,, &,).

26. We saw in 23 that the difference

<r. (*)-?.(*)

converges uniformly to zero in the whole of (0, IT).
From the lemma of II., 10, it

follows that the difference between the arithmetic mean of the first n partial sums of

the series

^ (40)

and the arithmetic mean of the first n partial sums of

*. (*) r * (o/(o *+*.() r *
*o Jo

converges uniformly to zero, as n increases indefinitely.

Recalling that the terms of (40) are equal to the corresponding terms of

*. (*) f 9 (y) *. (y) F (y) dy+V, (x) f ,/ (y) V, (y) F (y) dy

(39)

and applying results proved above (21) in regard to the convergence of the

arithmetic mean of the first n partial sums of (41), we obtain the theorems :

The arithmetic mean of the first n partial siims of the Sturm-Liouville series (39)
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converges to lira $[(* yt ) + (x+y3)],
as n increases indefinitely, at each point of

jr*-0

the open interval (a, b) where this limit exists as a finite number ; moreover, at a

point where this limit has one of the improper values oo, it diverges to this value

and is non-oscillatory. If the set of points at which F (x) is continuous includes a
closed interval lyinf/ within (a, b), then the' arithmetic mean converges to F (x)

uniformly in this interval.

If the functions V, (JT)
do not satisfy the boundary condition v = at

X '

f , then,X ^^ t)

as n inci-eaaes indefinitely, the arithmetic mean of the first n partial sums of the

St,,,-m-Liouville series (39) converges at
* =

%
to

pfc^QJ , whenever this limit exists

as a finite number ; moreover, when this limit has one of the improper values
the arithmetic mean diverges to this value and is non-oscillatory.
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1. Introduction. The work described in this paper started from the researches upon
the properties of aqueous solutions, which have occupied one of us for some years

past.* In the course of this work it had been found that the measurement of various

physical properties of solutions, including density, conductivity, and viscosity, at

various temperatures and various concentrations, threw considerable light, not only

on the constitution of solutions, but upon that of water itself and upon the amounts

* See BOUSFIELD and,Lo\VRY, 'Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 204, p. 253, 1905; BDUSFIELD, 'Zeit. fur Phya.

Chem.,' vol. 53, p. 257, 1905; BOUSFIELD, 'Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 206, p. 101, 1906; BOUSFIBLD and

LOWRY, 'Trans. Farad. Sic.,' vol. 3, p. 123, 1907; BOUSFIELD and LOWRY, 'Trans. Farad. Soc.,' vol. 6,

p. s:>, 1910.
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of water combined with a solute at various temperatures and concentrations. It

seemed probable that similar series of observations upon the specific heat of solutions

over considerable ranges of concentration and temperature would throw further light

upon these matters, and the apparatus described in this paper was therefore primarily-

designed for the observation of the specific heat of solutions with the desired degree

of accuracy, and with the facility and ease of manipulation which are essential when

it is it-quired to amass a large body of data in a reasonable time.

At an early stage it became apparent that the temperature-specific heat curve

of \\.-iter was entirely altered in character by the introduction of a small amount of

solute. With a half-normal solution of KC1 the more or less parabolic curve for water

U-c.iiin-s nearly a straight line, and even with fairly dilute solutions the water curve

is greatly modified. The appreciation of this modification necessarily involved as a

starting-point the consideration of the curve for pure water, as to the form of which

different observers have come to widely different conclusions. A reference to fig. 10

(Section 14 post), where the curves given by different observers are plotted, shows that

the latest form of the curve, which is the result of the researches of CALLENDAR and

BARNES, differs widely from the curves given by REGNAULT and by LUDIN.* At 80 C.

the values of the specific heat of water in terms of the 15 calorie are

BARNES T0014,

REGNAULT 1 '008.1,

LUDIN T0113,

showing a difference of 1 per cent., which was of the same order as the differences we
were expecting to find between dilute solutions and water. We were therefore led

first of all to use the apparatus to endeavour to verify the specific heat curve for

water. Moreover, it seemed likely that differences in the value (in joules) of the 15
calorie might underlie the large differences which appeared at the upper end of the

temperature scale. The lowest value of the 15 calorie is that which is given by
the determination by JOULE in 1878, t which works out at about 4174 joules, whilst
the highest is that given by GRIFFITHS,} which is 4-198, BARNES' latest valueg being

Hence it seemed desirable to endeavour to verify not only the relative values

required for the specific heat curve, but also the absolute value of the mechanical
equivalent. By slight modifications of our apparatus we were able to adapt it to this

mrpose. The method of electrical heating being that adopted, we were able to use it

tmuous-flow experiments of the general type of those of CALLENDAR and
The investigation upon which we were thus launched proved sufficiently

See the Landolt.Born.tein Tables,' ed. 1905, p. 393, where the result3 of previous observers are set
out in parallel columns.

f JOUI.E, 'Phil. Trans.,' 1878, vol. 169, p. 365.

GRIFFITHS, 'Phil. Trans,' A, 1893, vol. 184, p. 361.

BARNES,
<

Koy. Soc. Proc.,' A, vol. 82, p. 394, 1909.
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lengthy without proceeding to the ultimate goiil of a comparison of the specific heat

curves of solutions with that of water, and the present paper deals only with the

results of our apparatus as applied to water.

It is unnecessary to go into the history of previous researches, since this was

carefully and compendiously reviewed by CALLENDAR and BARNES,* and we are not

aware that any further work of importance has been done since. The Callendar-

Barnes method was based on the electrical heating of a stream of water flowing

through a small tulie, the flow-tul>e being surrounded by a vacuum vessel, and the

temperatures of inflow and outflow Ix-ing measured by platinum thermometry.
One of the difficulties with which CALLENDAR and BARNES had to grapple arose

from the uncertainty in the electrical units and, in particular, in the value of the

Clark cell. BARNES' last correction on this score (April, 1909) involved an alteration

of about 1 part in 1000 on the 1902 results. At the present time the international

electrical units, in terms of which our results are given, are so closely ascertained

that any uncertainty in their value does not affect the third place of decimals in the

value of J. But other difficulties remain of a serious character, one of which in

particular does not appear heretofore to have received sufficient attention. Measure-

ments of the electrical energy developed in a heater usually depend in one way or

another upon the value in actual use of the resistance of a standard resistance

carrying the heavy heating current (in our case a current of 5 amperes). The

resistance of a standard carrying only the small current required for bridge measure-

ments may easily be determined with an accuracy much greater than 1 in 10,000 at

the various temperatures of the bath in which it is immersed. But the resistance of

the standard at the same temperatures of the bath when a heavy current is passing

may be quite different. It has long been known that a hysteresis effect may be

produced by the paasage of a heavy current, that is to say, a change in the resistance

which persists for a time and may afterwards disappear with a well-annealed

resistance. We have found reason to Ixslieve that, in addition to this, there is

another effect which we may call a thermoid effect, that is to say, a change in

resistance which is of the same kind as would be produced by a considerable heating
of the resistance, the greater part of which change exists only ichilst the current is

passing, the hysteresis effect being merely the small residual effect which persists

when the current ceases. We cannot find that the possibility of such an effect

has been guarded against in previous electrical determinations of the mechanical

equivalent of heat. It might differ according to the particular alloy used for the

standard resistance and the current density used in each experiment, and we suggest
that it may help to account for discrepancies such as those to which we have called

attention.

In order to meet this difficulty we atandoned the use of a standard resistance made

* See CALI.KNDAR, "On Continuous Electrical Calorimctry," 'Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 199, p. 55, 1902;

UAUNES, "On the Capacity for Heat of Water, &c.," *ime vol., p. 149.

VOL. ccxi. A. 2 D
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of an alloy and adopted a mercury resistance of a novel type. It consists of a long

spiral glass tube containing mercury, into the ends of which are sealed platinum wire

electrodes. This spiral tube is connected with a thermometer tube provided with a

scale. The spiral resistance thus forms the bulb of a thermometer and a calibration

of resistance in relation to scale-reading enables the resistance to be accurately

ascertained from the scale-reading even when a heavy current is passing. Two such

thermometer-resistances are used in our apparatus, one as the heater, the other as a

standard resistance for ascertaining the current with the aid of a battery of standard
f

cadmium cells.

The following are the principal points of the method used by us :

(a) A considerable bulk of liquid is used (about 3 litres) which is contained in a

Dewar vessel and constantly stirred.

(b) The Dewar vessel is placed in a water-bath of plate glass. The temperature of

the contents of the calorimeter is indicated by mercury thermometers which can be

read through the glass walls, and for all experiments, whether involving steady or

rising temperature, the temperature of the external bath is kept the same as that

of the contents of the calorimeter.

(c) The mouth of the Dewar vessel is closed by means of a loosely fitting obturator,

consisting of a circular platinum box, containing water which can be heated to the

temperature desired by an electric heater. The obturator is kept at the fixed

temperature of 20 C. when the contents of the calorimeter are below 10 C., and

when the contents of the calorimeter are at any temperature above 10 C. the

obturator is kept 10 C. higher. The obturator contains suitable open vertical tubes

through which stirrer, shaft, thermometers, &c., can be passed. The heating effect

due to obturator, stirring, &c., amounts to less than one-half per cent, of the electrical

heating, and was determined by a separate series of experiments.

(d) The contents of the calorimeter are heated electrically by means of a mercury
thermometer-resistance of 9 to 10 ohms furnished with a graduated scale, by means

of which the resistance of the mercury, when a current is passing, is accurately
known.

(e) The whole current is also passed through a second mercury thermometer-

resistance of about 2 ohms resistance, which is in shunt with 9 cadmium cells and a

galvanometer and key. The current is regulated by means of a resistance in the

main circuit so as always to balance the standard cells. By this means the current is

accurately known, and was kept approximately constant.

(/) There is also in the main current circuit a Kelvin ampere balance which
served as a useful check in regulating the current, and whose corrected readings
a^ived within about 1 part in 5000 with the current deduced from the standard cells

and thermometer-resistance.

(y) The current used (alxmt 5 amperes.) was obtained from a dynamo driven from

power mains by an alternating current motor. The poles of the dynamo were
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bridged by tliirty secondary cells in series, which were not themselves capable of

giving out a continuous current of more than 4 amperes, but served to take off the

small variations of the dynamo current and rendered the regulation of the current

more easy.

(h) For continuous-flow experiments water from the water-mains was used (which
we may shortly designate as

"
tap-water "). The volume of water required in these

experiments, which involved a flow of many litres of water per hour for several

hours for one experiment, rendered the use of distilled water inconvenient. The

water was passed through a large thermostat, and the regulation was such that it

was easy to keep the temperature constant within 0'01 0. The relative value of

the specific heats of distilled water and tap-water was subsequently determined.

The fundamental experiment was the determination of the mean value of J by the

method of steady flow and steady heating, and its accuracy depended on maintaining

all the conditions steady for a sufficient time. The temperatures at the points of

inflow and outflow could be read by means of mercury thermometers to 0"005 C.

This involved a possible error on the temperature interval of 0'01 C. To obtain the

order of accuracy at which we were aiming, it was therefore necessary to have a

temperature interval of about 40 C., so that an error of 0'01 C. would not vitiate

our results by more than t part in 4000. For convenience the temperature of inflow

was fixed at 13 C., as during the portion of the year in which the continuous-flow

experiments were made, water could always be obtained from the mains l)elow that

temperature. The temperature of outflow was in the neighlxmrhood of 54 '5 C.

This temperature range had many conveniences. The liberation of air was negligible

up to alwut 55 C., and with a heating effect of about 240 watts the weight of water

and the time of flow were such as to be easily ascertainable with an accuracy equal

to that required. Moreover, the necessary corrections could be more accurately

determined below this temperature than for higher temperatures.

The result of these experiments was to give the mean value of J for tap-water over

the interval from 13 C. to 54'5 C. as

4-179.

second set of experiments was to determine with the aid of the figure 4'17'J

the mean capacity of the calorimeter. For this purpose a weighed quantity of tap-

water at the temperature of 13 C. was placed in the calorimeter and heated through

the same interval. The result was to give the mean capacity of the calorimeter from

13 C. to 54'5 C. as 595'5 joules per degree.

The third set of experiments was similar to the last, except that distilled water

was used. The result of these experiments, in conjunction with the capacity figure

previously obtained, was to show that the mean value of J for distilled water over

the interval of 13 C. to 54"5 C. was slightly higher, that is to say,

4-182.

2 D 2
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In order to determine the variations in the value of J from point to point it was

necessary to know what, if any, variation of capacity there might be in the calo-

rimeter. For this purpose we made a separate series of experiments on the specific

heat of glass. They showed a considerable rise in the specific heat of glass in the

range from C. to 80 C., the expression for the mean specific heat of glass from

to 6 being
S* = 0'1949 + 0-000090.

From this we were able to deduce the mean heat capacity of the a calorimeter at

various parts of the scale, which was requisite for the next experiments.

The fifth set of experiments was designed to determine the variation of the specific

heat of water from point to point between C. and 80 C.

It has been already observed that the apparatus was primarily designed so as to be

specially convenient for making, with reasonable rapidity, a large number of observa-

tions on salt solutions. This involved the use of the open-mouthed Dewar vessel

loosely closed by an obturator. From 80 C. to 100 C. the rise in the vapour

pressure brings in corrections of too great magnitude for work of the order of

accuracy required, and hence our experiments have been limited to the range from

C. to 80 C.

In these experiments a known weight of water was placed in the calorimeter and
heated from C. to 80 C. with various breaks. It has been already observed that

any temperature interval, small or great, may have a possible error of 0'01 C. in

its estimation. For this reason we took a 40 C. interval for our fundamental

experiment, involving a possible error in any individual result of 1 part in 4000.

With shorter intervals of only 12 or 15 degrees, we now have possible errors due to

this cause of 1 part in 1200, but, by taking the average of repeated observations, the

probable error due to this cause is again reduced to errors of the order of 1 part in

These experiments were conducted in the same manner as the third series
of observations above described. The results are as follows :

Temperature interval. Mean value

C. of J.

Otol3 4-1937.

13 27 4-1752.

27 40 .... 4-1756.

40 55 4'1935.

55 73 4-2024.

55
.. 80 4-2056.

No value is to be attached to the fourth place of decimals, except for the purpose of
the value in the third place. But it may be noted that whilst the result of the

third series of experiments was to give

Ji3
M =

4-1821,
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the result of the ahove entirely independent series on the shorter periods gives

J,3
M = 4-1819.

Thus the temperature errors on short periods with mercury thermometers seem to

disappear in the average in a satisfactory manner. The most recent figures previous
to our own (BARNES, 'Roy. Soc. Proc.,' A, voL 82, 1909, p. 390) yield a lower value

for this interval, viz.,

Jw
65 = 4-175.

From the above values for the periods we obtain for the average values of J from

C. to any temperature 6 the expression

J' = 4-2085-0-0015110+0-000026110a-0-000000122503
.

This expression gives values which agree with the observed values within 1 part
in 4000.

To obtain the series of values of J at various points from the above expression
we have

This gives the value of the 15 C. calorie as

4'179.

BARNES' most recent value -for the 15 C. calorie is

4-184,

and, indeed, the only value lower than ours which has been obtained by previous

workers is the figure

4-174,

which results from the mechanical method employed by JOULE in 1878. We are

inclined to attribute these differences from BARNES and other observers who have

employed the electrical method in part to the thermoid effect, to which reference has

already been made, and which appears to have been hitherto unnoticed.

We regard our fundamental figure, that is to say,

Ju
55 = 4-182,

for the mean value of J from 13 C. to 55 C. as being probably correct within

0-001.

2. Description of the Calorimeter. In fig. 1 is shown the general arrangement of

the calorimeter, with the inflow and outflow arrangements installed which were

necessary for the continuous flow series of experiments. A is a Dewar vessel of clear
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Fig. 1.
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jlass having a capacity of alxmt three and a half litres. The Dewar vessel is held

I

iy means of a copper clip B in a hath with plate-glass sides (not shown), which is

filled with wut IT nearly up to the top of the clip. The Dewar vessel is closed

by a wooden lid D which carries the obturator E (separately shown in fig. 2),

which is suspended from the lid by means of the three tul)68 G, G, H, which

communicate with the interior of the obturator. The obturator contains water which

is introduced through one of the tubes G and is

heated by an electric heater of wire (not shown)

to which leads K pass through the other tulx\

A thermometer inserted in the tube H shows the

temperature of the water in the obturator. A
baffle plate F is attached to the underside of the

obturator. The obturator is furnished with six

tubular openings and the baffle plate is pierced

with holes to correspond. Through the centre hole

passes a glass rod which carries at the lower end a

stirrer and at the upper end a pulley, by means of

which the stirrer is constantly rotated at a speed

Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.

of 340 revolutions per minute. The front pair of tul)es served for the insertion of two

standard thermometers in the point-to-point experiments, but in the continuous flow

experiments the outflow pipe LL passed through one of the front tubes, whilst the

inflow pipe M (which is shown separately in fig. 3) passed through the back tube of

the obturator. The other tubes served for passage of the tubular glass leads NN of

tlie mercury thermometer-resistance, which is shown clearly in fig. 1, and forms the

electrical heater of the contents of the calorimeter. This thermometer-resistance
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consist* of a long spiral of glass tube which is fused at each end to the tubular leads

NN there Iwing at the points of fusion a short piece of platinum wire fused in winch

nukes electrical connection between the mercury with which the tubular leads are

filled and the mercury contained in the glass spiral. A thermometer tebe

furnished with a scale communicates with the spiral glass tube, and the mercury in

the spiral rises to a convenient height in the thermometer tube, so that the spiral

heater forms in effect the bulb of a thermometer, the indications of which can be

read off on the scale of the tube P. Thick wire leads dipping into the mercury in

the tubes N served to connect the heater electrically with the dynamo.

The resistance of the heater was from 9 to 10 ohms, so that with a current of

about 5 amperes a heating effect equal to 230 to 250 watts was obtained. The bore

of the lead tubes NN was made of such a size (6 mm. diameter) that when using a

current of about 5 amperes, which would raise the contents of the calorimeter

(3 litres of water) at the rate of about 1 C. per minute, the heating effect of the

current on the mercury leads in the tubes should be approximately such as to raise

their temperature at the same rate. The portion of the mercury leads below the

baffle plate P was taken as forming part of the heater (see Section 5).

Another mercury thermometer-resistance similar to the above, but of 2 mm.

internal diameter and only 2 ohms resistance, was used to determine the current in

conjunction with the standard cells. This is shown diagrammatically as M t in fig. 4,

but does not require further description.

For the continuous flow experiments a large volume of water was required which

was brought into a large thermostat raised above the level of the calorimeter. A

large toluene mercury regulator of a modified Lowry type was used, and with this it

was easy to maintain the inflow water during a run of some hours at a practically

constant temperature (within 0'005 C.). This cistern, in which a constant level of

water was maintained, was connected with the calorimeter by a tube Q which

bifurcated into two branches a and b. As the obturator was maintained at a

temperature 10 C. above that of the calorimeter, it was necessary to provide for the

inflow water being passed through the obturator without sensible change of

temperature. The arrangement of the inflow by which this was secured is shown in

detail in fig. 3. The inflow water comes in through the tube a, round the thermo-

meter which indicates the inflow temperature, and passes down through the tube c

into the calorimeter and mixes with the water there, after passing through a bent

prolongation of the tube c, which is immersed in the calorimeter water so as to bring
it up to nearly the temperature of the contents of the calorimeter before mixture

therewith. The inflow water rises up to the level of tube d, and a slight excess

overflows through that tube. In this way .a sufficiently constant level and flow was
obtained. The volume of water which passes through the tube Q and thence through
tul ft is only about a tenth of that which passes from the tube Q through the tube I.

This latter water passes down through the jacket-tube surrounding the tube c and
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thence up outside the jacket-tube and out by the exit tube e. By this means the

inflow water is effectively shielded from heating by the obturator. The level of the

top and bottom of the obturator in relation to the inflow is indicated byf and g in

fig. 3.

For the outflow there is provided a tube L furnished with a side branch V. The

tube L is closed at the Iwttom, except for a small hole S, and has an opening at the

top which is closed by a cork R, through which passes the thermometer W, which

indicates the outflow temperature. The bulb of this thermometer is adjacent to the

orifice S through which the water passes to the outflow. Instead of taking the

outflow through S direct from the main body of water in the calorimeter, it is taken

through a bent tube T immersed in the water for two reasons. In the first place,

the surface of the water is a good deal agitated by the stirrer, so that the tube T

provides a small space in which an undisturbed surface can be maintained. In the

second place, by causing the outflow to travel through the tube T a steady outflow

temperature is more easy to maintain. It should be noted that the tube L jackets

the lower part of the thermometer where it passes through the obturator and into

the air, so that the thermometer could be read in the condition of being immersed to

the level of the cork R. The reading point on the scale of the thermometer was just

above the top of tube R. This arrangement secured true readings of this ther-

/vVWVV
Fig. 4.

mometer from calibration when immersed to the same level. A thermometer placed in

the side branch V showed that the temperature of the water after it had passed

through the tube L was practically the same as at the outflow point S.

From the tube V the outflow water passed by gravity through a tube of

convenient length to the weighing flask X, which was placed upon a block on an

adjacent table.

VOL. ccxr. A, 2 E
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3 The Electrical Arrange**-** are shown diagrammatically
in fig.

^

M ishe r Ury thermometer-resistance
heater. M, is the 2-ohm resistance, of

The spirals of the resistance M> were immersed in a current of

W-. - ** ** p A ^l. ampere

, the seL coils of a watt balance, W2 the shunt coils of this balance in

the watt balance resistance. Where used quantitatively B. indicate.

sun resistance from Vu to V2, amounting to about 500 ohms and
Medicates

he total series resistance from V to V2 ,
for observations in which the watt balance

was used so that the resistance W, and the leads and part of the mercury leads had

to be deducted to give the net resistance B of the heater. The resistance R was

carefully calibrated for different temperatures and was checked from time to time.

The main current passed from the point V through the series coils of

balance W, and the heater to the point V

At V, is placed a switch by means of which the current could be shunted from the

heater M, through an equivalent idle resistance X, This shunt was arranged so as

to be able to turn on the current in the heater at the required instant without

disturbing the readings of the ampere and watt balances.

The ends of the resistance Mt were connected up through a key and galvanometer

to a battery of nine standard cadmium cells S. By means of an adjustable resistance X2

in the main circuit the current was regulated by hand so as to keep the galvanometer

always at zero. The resistance of M! being nearly constant and always accurately

known, the total current d passing in the circuit was thus kept nearly constant and

always accurately known. A series of thirty secondary cells D across the poles of

the dynamo served to steady the dynamo current. The current C passing through

the heater is given by the expression C = C,Ro/(Bo+Ma).
Whilst the watt balance

was in circuit, the temperature of R was noted from time to time and E was thus

accurately known.

It was finally found that the watt balance was not sufficiently accurate, and its

use was discontinued. The shunt circuit V W2IloV2 was then disconnected and the

coils W, were cut out, leaving everything else the same. The whole current Ci then

passed through the mercury heater. In the later experiments without the watt

balance M2 where used quantitatively indicates the resistance of the mercury

thermometer-resistance only, including the long tubular mercury leads, part of which

had to be deducted from M3 to give the net resistance R of the heater. The ampere

balance was always very useful, as its indications were found to keep accurate to

1 in 5000, even in a long run, and though the actual regulation of the current by the

resistance X2 was determined by the standard cells and galvanometer, any fluctuation

of the current showed itself at once on the ampere balance and gave warning of the

necessity for regulation.

4. The Primary Standards. Time. The timing of all observations was made by
a Dent's ship's chronometer. This was compared at frequent intervals, and found to
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less than 30 seconds between 7th January and 9th August, 1910, or less than

1 part in 70,000. The correction was therefore inappreciable.

Mass. The weights used were kindly calibrated under the direction of Major

MAOMAHON, F.R.S., at the Standards Department of the Board of Trade. The

errors were of the order of 3 or 4 parts in 1,000,000. All weighings were corrected

for air displacement.

Temperature. Four mercury thermometers, each having a range of 50 C., were

used for determining the temperature of the contents of the calorimeter, and for

calibrating the other thermometers used. These four standards were specially

calibrated at the National Physical Lalx>ratory, and corrections (to the nearest

0'005 C.) were given for every five degrees to reduce the readings to the hydrogen-
thermometer scale. Two of these thermometers had been previously calibrated in

1903 at the lieichsanstalt at Charlottenburg. The two sets of calibrations did not

differ, except at one point, by more than 0'01 C. All these four standards bad

freezing-points marked, which were checked from time to time. The two chief

standards (from C. to 50 C. and from 50 C. to 100 C.) experienced a change of

only 0'01 C. in the freezing-point between the years 1903 and 1910. The two

other standards (from 25 C. to 75 C. and from 75 C. to 125 C.) were calibrated at

the National Physical Laboratory in July, 1910, and the first of these (owing to some

suspicious readings) was carefully re-calibrated at the National Physical Laboratory
in December, 1910.

These thermometers were of boro-silicate glass, and the depressions of the freezing-

point, after heating them to 100 C., ranged from 0'025 to 0'045, and some days
were required before the normal condition was again restored after heating. The

thermometers were not heated beyond 80 C., and generally not beyond 73 C. The

two lower-range thermometers were not heated beyond 55 C. The outflow ther-

mometer for the continuous-flow experiments was always used at a steady temperature
of about 55 C., so that no question of zero depression arose upon it. The inflow

thermometer was never heated above laboratory temperature. The outflow and

inflow thermometers, each of which only required to be read at one point, were

repeatedly compared with the standards under the conditions of actual use. All

thermometers were always used in the vertical position.*

Electrical Standards. The electrical calibrations necessary for this investigation

were originally founded upon a cadmium cell (N.P.L. 5179) and a 1-ohm manganin
resistance (N.P.L. 5180). Special care was kindly given to the comparison of these

standards with those of the National Physical Laboratory. The international ohm
is based upon the resistance of a column of mercury 106 '3 cm. in length. The

international volt is such as to give the normal Weston cell, set up in accordance

N\ith the standard specification, a value of T0184 volts at 20 C. Dr. GLA/EBROOK

* No tapping of the thermometers in use was required, as the apparatus had a stirrer always rotating at

a speed of 340 revolutions a minute, the vibrations of which were more effective than tapping.

2 E 2
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tells us that the values realised for the international volt and ohm at the National

Physical Laboratory as from the 1st January, 1909, cannot differ from the absolute

values by more than 2 parts in 10,000, and hence, within the hmits of accuracy c

the ,xperimental work of this investigation, the values of the international volt and

ohm may be taken as identical with the absolute values.

The cadmium cell (N.P.L. 5179) was tested at the National Physical Laboratory in

June 1908, and, after the preliminary
work of this investigation was finished, it was

again tested in December, 1909. It was found to have fallen in value m the interval

by about 15 parts in 100,000. A battery of nine cadmium cells was used in our

actual experiments. Each of these cells was calibrated from the standard, and the

value so derived for the nine cells was 9'167 international volts at 16 7 C.

In December, 1910, when most of the work was finished, the standard 1-ohm

resistance was again sent to the National Physical Laboratory. It was found that

this resistance had gone up by about 2 parts in 10,000. A re-calibration of the

bridge, on which the accuracy of the working standards depended, showed that the

change in the bridge resistances during this time was of the order of only 4 parts

in 100,000.

The battery of nine cadmium cells was sent to the National Physical Laboratory at

the same time, and its value was found to be 9'167 volts at 17 C., so that it had

undergone no sensible change.

Our best thanks are due to Dr. GLAZEBROOK, F.K.S., and to his assistants,

Mr. F. E. SMITH and Dr. J. A. HARKER, F.R.S., for the trouble which they so kindly

gave to the calibration of the thermometers and electric standards, and for the

detailed information with reference to them which they furnished from time to time.

5. Calibration of the Mercury Thermometer-resistances. For this purpose a large

bridge was used which, as subsequently appears, was in good working order

throughout the range of comparison coils used (from 10,000 ohms .to O'l ohm). By
means of this bridge resistances could be obtained in

"
bridge ohms," and in order to

eliminate errors in the ratio coils, and to obtain results in international ohms,

corrective factors were obtained at different temperatures for resistances of the

approximate value of the resistances which were being calibrated. Thus, in measuring

resistances of the value of 1 to 2 ohms, the corrective factor for reducing bridge ohms

to international ohms was found to vary from 0'99985, at a temperature of 10 C., to

1 '00000 at 19 C. In measuring resistances of 9 to 10 ohms it was found to vary

from 1 '00010 at 11 C. to T00021 at 18 C.

To obtain these factors the large 10-ohm manganin standard, to which reference is

subsequently made, which contains coils of 1, 2, 2 and 5 ohms, was calibrated from

the 1-ohm primary standard by the method of substitution, and the value of each

coil at 20 C. was thus found in international ohms within 1 or 2 parts in 100,000

by reference to the primary standard. Measurements of these coils on the bridge at

various bridge temperatures gave the required corrective factors.
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Tliis method eliminated errors in the ratio coils, and temperature errors in the

I .ridge, leaving only the possibility of casual errors in the range of comparison coils of

the bridge. The result of the series of values obtained in the calibration of the

mercury thermometer-resistance, where the maximum error found was less than

1 part in 20,000 (which error included errors in reading the thermometer graduations

of the resistances), was taken as showing that the bridge itself was in sufficiently

good working order, and needed only the application of the proper corrective factors

to reduce bridge ohms to international ohms.

The Mercury Thermometer-resistance M,. When in use, this resistance had a

stream of cold water flowing over the spiral, so that its temperature range was small.

Within this range it was found that the temperature-resistance curve could be taken

as a straight line. One calibration is given below :

TABLE I. Calibration of Thermometer-resistance M,. Experiment 35s.

Temperature.
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TABLE Il.-Calibration of Thermometer-resistance M3. Experiment 34.
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In the above formula; for MI and Ma the coefficients of mi and of ma and m*
remained constant over a long period of time, but small changes in the constant

1 1 THIS took place owing, perhaps, partly to contraction of the glass and partly to the

working out of minute bubbles of air. In order to avoid errors arising from these

causes the resistances were constantly re-calibrated at points in the neighlxmrhood of

those at which the resistances were actually in use. This re-calibration was usually

carried out immediately after the conclusion of an experiment in which the resistances

were used, which had the additional advantage of eliminating any correction for the

effect of changes of lalx>ratory temperature on the exposed stem of the thermometer

tube of the resistance. Examples of such re-calibration may be seen in the details of

experiments set out in Appendices A and B.

Definition of the Mercury Heater. One of the difficulties involved in any system
of calorimetry by electric heating is the definition of the limits of the heater. The

heater necessarily is connected with leads which are also heated by the passage of the

current, and as the leads conduct heat as well as electricity, it is always difficult to

say at what precise point the resistance is to be reckoned as belonging to the leads

and not to the heater. There must always l>e a certain debatable portion at the

junction of leads and heater, and the endeavour must be to make the resistance of

the debatable portion negligible in relation to that of the heater within the limits of

accuracy desired.

For the purpose of heating from one temperature to another the problem is slightly

different from that of heating for continuous flow. For instance, in the design of the

present heater the diameter of the mercury leads was chosen so that with a current

sufficient to heat the contents of the calorimeter at the rate of 1 C. per minute the

heat developed in the mercury leads should be about sufficient to raise the tempe-

rature of the leads at the same rate. The resistance of a portion of the leads could

be then included or not in the resistance of the heater, the only effect being to alter

the capacity of the calorimeter.

But for the purpose of continuous-flow experiments the leads remaining at a steady

temperature might still serve as a source of heat to the contents of the calorimeter.

Referring to fig. 1, showing the position, of the obturator and the water level in

continuous flow, it was decided to include the portions of the mercury leads above the

water and up to the baffle plate F (each portion being about 1 cm. in length) as part

of the heater. The heat generated in this portion and the portion next above it

would be disposed of partly in the air space and partly by conduction to the water.

As the resistance of the mercury leads was only 0'00025 per centimetre of length, and

as the total length of the portions of the leads above the water and up to the baffle

plate was about 2 cm., their total resistance would be about 0'0005 on a total of

about 10 ohms. We estimate that the possible error due to the inclusion or exclusion

of the debatable portion cannot exceed 1 in 10,000. It may be noted in passing that

the element of heating due to conduction of heat from the obturator along the
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mercury leads to the water is included in the heating effects, the determination of

which is described in Section 7.

The total resistance of the two mercury leads from the level of the baffle plate

upwards in the earlier range of experiments was 0'0045, and this was subtracted from

the total resistance of the thermometer-resistance M3 in order to obtain the net

resistance of the heater for calculating the electrical energy.

6. Considerations in Reference to Working Standards of Resistance for Carrying

Heavy Currents. We must now turn aside for a moment in order to explain the

reasons which led us to abandon the use of manganin or other alloys, and to design a

type of calorimeter in which the mercury thermometer-resistances could be con-

veniently employed. For quantitative measurements of electrical heating, unless one

could rely on absolute measurements of current used, it is necessary to work from a

standard resistance of known magnitude which carries the heavy current used for

heating. At an early stage of these experiments a standard 10-ohm manganin

resistance was procured which was made by the Cambridge Scientific Instrument

Company and designed to carry 5 amperes. It was intended to use this resistance in

conjunction with standard cells to determine the current. This resistance consisted

of two sets of coils of manganin wire in parallel. The diameter of the wire was

1'2 mm. and the length per ohm of the two wires was 1065 cm. This gave a total

cooling surface per ohm of about 400 cm.
2
,
so that with a current of 5 amperes

through the resistance, developing 25 watts per ohm, the cooling surface was 16 cm.''

per watt. The wire was wound on brass tubes of about 3 cm. diameter, and the

whole resistance was immersed in a large bath of paraffin oil provided with an

efficient stirrer.

The standard resistance used by BARNES* consisted of eight wires of platinum-

silver in parallel of 0'4 mm. in diameter, and each 1 m. in length, immersed in oil.

Four watts were developed in each wire, so that the cooling surface was 3 '2 cm.
2

per

watt. He observes that
"

it was impossible to imagine that the temperature of the

wire could have been sufficiently different to that of the oil to appreciably affect

the resistance." BARNES' wires were bare. Ours had a thin coating of insulating

material, but a cooling surface per watt five times greater than his. We were at

first under the belief that the possible difference of temperature between the wire and

the bath might be a serious source of error in inferring the resistance under a heavy

working current from the temperature of the bath. This suspicion originally led to

the device of the mercury thermometer-resistance, the calibration of which has been

just described. When this had been installed, it became possible to use it in order to

test the value of the manganin resistance during the passage of a heavy current so as

to put our suspicions to the proof. We found, not the temperature difference which

we had suspected, but a result of a different kind.

In fig.
5 the curve A is the temperature-resistance curve of the manganin standard

* ' Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 199, p. 180, 1902.
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as supplied by the makers, which was, of course, ascertained liy bridge measurements

with a small current only.

Curve B, in fig. 5, shows the result of an experiment in which the bath was

gradually heated by passing a current of about 5 amperes through the resistance, by
\\-hirli means the bath was heated by steps from about 13 C. to 50 C. The current

was turned off every five or ten degrees, and the resistance measured on the bridge
with a small current. These resistances, plotted on temperatures, gave the curve B.

10005

I-OOOO

3905

9990

Fig. 5.

The bath was then allowed to cool, and the resistances measured from point to point
are set out on the curve C, the arrow heads indicating the direction in which the

temperature was moving. It will l)e observed that the passage of a current of

5 amperes produced a raising of the resistance above the value due to the temperature
of the bath with the hysteresis effect which had been previously noted by other

observers (see CALLENDAB,
" On Continuous Electrical Calorimetry,"

'

Phil. Trans.,' A,
vol. 199, p. 77, 1902).

In the foregoing experiment the resistance measured is that which jtersists after
tin' /ii'ttrtf current has ceased. In curve D is given the result of an experiment to

determine the variation of resistance during
flic

jitis.ttttfc <>/ a licnry current. The man-

ganin resistance was arranged for an ordi-

nary bridge measurement, as shown in fig. G,

in which R is the manganin resistance of

In ohms, and M a mercury thermometer-

To Dynamo

Fig. 6.

resistance cit'alMiiit 5'6 ohms, p Ix-ing a fixed resistance of 180,000 ohms, and p an

adjustable resislam t' alxiut 73,000 ohms. The bridge current was varied step
\"l.. OCXL A. 2 V
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by step from 0'5 to 5 amperes, and the resistances measured thereby. Special

insulation precautions were taken. The oil-bath of the manganiu resistance was kept

constantly stirred, and the temperature of the bath during the experiment only rose

from 17'9 C. at the start to 20'l C. at the end, the change of resistance due to this

slight change of bath temperature being for our present purpose negligible.

In curve D the results of this experiment are set out, the ordinates representing

llBMtlllinm as before, but the abscissa; now representing amperes. It will be noted

that the form of the resistance-current curve closely follows that of the resistance-

temperature curve, and it might be supposed for a moment that the resistance might

be taken as an index of the actual internal temperature of the wire when the current

is passing, as in platinum thermometry. Thus when 4 '4 amperes are flowing the

resistance is that corresponding to a temperature of 80 C. on curve A. It is,

however, clear on consideration that the temperature of the wire could not be 60 C.

above the temperature of the bath. With a mercury thermometer-resistance in a

glass tube of about 1 mm. internal diameter, the rise of the mercury on passing a

current of 5 amperes indicates a temperature only of five or six degrees above the

bath, although the heat generated has all to escape through the glass walls of the

tube. An increase of temperature of 60 C. in the case of the 1 '2 mm. wire with

4 to 5 amperes was clearly out of the question, and we think that such increase, could

not have exceeded 2 C. or 3 C. with a cooling surface of 16 cm.
2

per watt. We
infer, therefore, that the passage of a heavy current through an alloy such as

manganin produces an effect on the molecular structure of the wire whilst the current

is passing, which affects the resistance in the same way as heating the wire would do,

but to a much greater extent. Thus the passage of a current of 4 '4 amperes through
our manganin wire has about the same effect on the resistance as would be produced
by raising the temperature of the bath to 80 C. We propose to designate this effect

of the passage of a current through an alloy as a thermoid effect, since, although it is

not a thermal effect depending on increase of temperature of the wire, the resulting

change in the resistance appears to be of the same kind as that produced by heating
the wire. The ordinary hysteresis effect we regard as a comparatively small residuum
from the thermoid effect. It would naturally follow that if the passage of the current

produced a molecular strain there would be a residual effect after the cesser of the
current, though the greater part of the thermoid effect mignt quickly disappear.

Die above test was founded on the assumption that there was no thermoid effect
in the mercury thermometer-resistance, so that the scale readings would give accurate
indications of the resistance even when a heavy current was passing. A priori this
s probably true, since a hysteresis effect indicates a state of strain which is gradually
disappearing, and no hysteresis effect is observable with a resistance of liquid
mercury.

It is not an easy matter to devise a test. If a very heavy standard resistance
rere available having so large a cross-section that the current density due to a
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current of 5 amperes was very small, the test could be made. Not having available

such a heavy standard, the comparison was made with the resistances MI, M2 ,
the

calibration of which was described in the last section. MI having a bore of 2 mm. and

Ma a bore of only 1 mm., the current density in M, was four times as great as in MI.

The constant terms were ascertained at the date of the test, and in Ma all the

mercury in the leads above the level of the baffle plate was removed, the coefficients

of Ma and Mj" Ixjing thus slightly altered. The values of the resistances were :

M, =

To Dynamo

-0278ms+0-0001354m a
3
.

The resistances were arranged in bridge, as shown in fig. 7, the resistance It (alxmt

19,000 ohms) Ijeing adjusted to obtain equilibrium with different values of current.

A stream of water was kept flowing around

the glass spirals containing the resistances,

but, as the current was kept on con-

tinuously, the temperature rose slowly,

and gave some trouble in getting the

required simultaneous scale readings. In

the accompanying table, the current used is placed in the first column, the next

two columns give the thermometer-resistance scale readings, the next two the

TABLE III. Test of Thermometer-resistances under Various Currents.

Experiment 147.

Fig. 7.

Current.
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differences from which are set out in the last column. Most of these differences must

down to experimental inaccuracies, resulting from the difficulty _de
to the

rise of tempefature in the short interval which is necessary to get the readings

a balance is obtained. There appears, however, to be a shght d.fference m h

ratios as between no current and the full current of 5 amperes of the order of about

-
parts in 10,000. Even this error is possibly

not genuine, but due to a

thermoid effect in the resistances of 100,000 and 19,000 winch were used m

the other arms of the bridge. But in the case of the manganm resistance, the

curve I) (fir. 5, p. 217), shows an error of 10 parts in 10,000 for a smnlar range of

runvnt There is, therefore, no doubt that the mercury resistance is much bet

adapted as a standard to carry heavy currents than the manganm resistance.

7. Heating due to Obturator, Stirring, cfeo.-The obturator, situated about 3 cm.

above the level of the liquid in the calorimeter, and kept at a temperature of 10

above that of the liquid, constitutes a source of heat which it was necessary to

determine accurately. This determination also includes various sources of heat gain

or loss which must be enumerated :

(a) Radiationfrom obturator, which is the main effect.

(b) Conductionfrom the obturator through the mercury leads of the heater. The

portion of the leads passing through the obturator, being 10 C. higher than the

contents of the calorimeter, thus constituted a source of heat by conduction.

(c) Stirring. The stirrer was driven from an alternating-current motor running at

a constant speed. The rate of revolution was frequently counted and found to be

practically constant at about 340 revolutions per minute. The heat due to stirring

is included in the determinations.

(d) Evaporation. Any escape of vapour would of course constitute a heat loss

which might be considerable. It was the function of the obturator, kept at 10 C.

above the temperature of the water, to minimise this. In a preliminary series of

experiments, in which only 2 litres of liquid were placed in the calorimeter, thus

leaving an air space of over a litre above the surface of the water, it was found that

the heat loss due to this cause became sensible at 60 C. and considerable at 80 C.

Hence the volume of water used in the experiments described in this paper was

increased to nearly 3 litres, and the obturator was lowered so as to reduce the air

space to the smallest dimensions consistent with allowing for the expansion of the

contents on heating. With this alteration the observations show that this element

of heat loss introduces no uncertainty until a temperature of about 75 C. is reached.

Detomination of Heat Gain and Loss. The joint effect of all these elements was

determined in a series of about 30 experiments in which all the conditions were the

same as during a run, except that there was no electrical heating of the contents of

* A short note of further experiments on the thermoid effect is added at the end of this paper (p. 242), Imt

the matter is being made the subject of further investigation, the results of which we hope to communicate.
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the calorimeter. That is to say, the contents of the external bath were kept at the

same temperature as the contents of the calorimeter, the obturator was kept 10 C.

higher and the stinvr was kept rotating at 340 revolutions per minute. Each

<-\|eriment lastnl tVuin (id t,, <0 minutes, and the results are tabulated in the

following table as degrees per hour rise in temperature of the contents of the

calorimeter (2950 gr. of water) :

TAHLK IV.
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of moisture through the holes in the obturator as the vapour pressure rises. This

uncertainty seemed to show that the method, involving as it does a free surface of

water, is not likely to yield accurate results beyond 80 C. In a point-to-pomt

experiment the rise of temperature from 75 C. to 80 C. takes 5 minutes, so that,

untuning an uncertainty of 0'05 C. in the rate of rise of temperature per hour there

would thence arise an uncertainty of 0'005 C. in the temperature interval from 55 C.

to 80 C., i.e., an uncertainty of 1 in 5000.

Obturator Heating in Cmtinuous-flow Experiments In the
j
continuous-flow

experiments a further element comes into play. In order that the cold water (at

13 C.) might flow through the obturator without sensible heating, the flow tube

was jacketed, as previously described, with a larger tube through which flowed water

at the same temperature in much larger volume. This cold-water jacket terminated

at a point near g (see fig. 3, p. 207) on a level with the bottom of the obturator, and

formed a small cold area on which steam condensed. To determine the total effect

of obturator heating with this new element, experiments were made at a temperature

of about 54 '5 C., similar to those before described, but with the new element of a

flow of cold water through the water jacket. Most of these experiments were made

after the two first series of continuous-flow experiments were concluded, as it was

not discovered till later that a deposition of moisture had taken place which varied in

each experiment. The earlier results were consequently erratic, and it was not till a

much later period that the cause was traced to the fact that the lower surface of the

obturator was so much cooled in the neighbourhood of the cold-water jacket as to

permit of the condensation of water upon it, the evaporation or fall of which

produced irregular results.

It was therefore decided to make a third series of continuous-flow experiments.

In these the end of the inflow water-casing was surrounded by a short piece of

rubl>er tubing y
l

,
which was shaped to fit it and which was cemented into the end

of the opening through the obturator with rubber solution. The under surface of

the obturator, just round the opening g, was also painted with a coat of rubber

solution. It was found that these precautions entirely prevented the deposition of

moisture on the obturator, and reduced the whole correction to so small an amount
that variations in its amount were of small importance.

Experience showed that the circumstances which determined the amount of the

correction differed in different experiments from some obscure cause. . In the third

series of continuous-flow experiments the determination was therefore made at the

conclusion of each run, so that the apparatus was in the same condition in all respects
as during the run.

As regards the first and second series of continuous-flow experiments, there were

fortunately two determinations of the correction which were also made at the end of
runs. The other determinations, which were made under conditions in which there
had been no accumulation of moisture on the obturator, were rejected. These two
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experiments (Nos. 67 and 68) gave respectively
P

0018 C. and 0'0022 C. rise of

temperature per minute, which, on the weight of water contained in the calorimeter,

is equivalent to a mean heating effect of 0'43 watts a very high figure, which

would import a possihle error of 1 in 2000 into the results of the first two series of

experiments.

In the third series of continuous-flow experiments the amount of the correction is

reduced to about 0'15 watts, and the resulting uncertainty is of an order of less than

1 in 4000. The correction for each experiment was obtained by olwerving the rise of

temperature during 60 minutes after the conclusion of the main run, and the results

;ire given iii the third table in Appendix C in joules per minute. The figures of one

experiment are given in Appendix B.

8. Continuous-flow Experiments. The special arrangement of the calorimeter for

these experiments has been already described with reference to figs. 1, '2, and 3.

There were three series of these experiments. In the first two the watt balance as

well as the ampere balance was in series with the calorimeter, the resistance of the

watt balance being in parallel with the calorimeter heater as shown in fig. 4. Before

the third series of experiments the watt balance had been disconnected, it having

been found that whilst the corrected readings of the ampere balance could be relied

on as a check to an accuracy of 1 part in 5000 the accuracy of the watt balance was

considerably less. The abandonment of the watt balance simplified the arrangement

and the calculations.

In Appendix A (p. 244) are set out the notes of one experiment in the first two

series of experiments, and in Appendix 3 the notes of one of the third series. We
will describe the course of a continuous-flow experiment by reference to the notes in

Appendix B, which only differs from the earlier ones in the absence of the watt

balance and the introduction of the rubber-cap </, over the end of the inflow tul>e as

shown in fig. 3. In this experiment (No. 164) the continuous-flow run lasted only

three hours, as steady conditions were practically attained soon after the end of the

first hour.

Water from the mains flowed continuously into a cistern, where it was brought to

the required temperature (as described in Section 2), and thence flowed through the

pipe Q to the calorimeter.

The outflow water passed into the flask X which stood upon a block, upon the

removal of which the flask could be lowered and withdrawn laterally. By inclining

two flasks until the mouths touched, it was easy to substitute one flask for another

by a lateral tipping at the exact instant indicated by the chronometer ticks without

loss of any water. The space between the tube and the neck of the flask X was

tilled by a cotton wool plug. Careful experiments showed that there was no

appreciable loss of water owing to vaporization with this method of stoppering.

The plug was weighed with the bottle and dried after each use before being used

again.
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The flasks for noeiving the outflow water were introduced one after another at

intervals of half an hour. The weighings are given in the last three columns of the

table, and are set opposite the middle of each period of 30 minutes. For the purpose

of the calculation the last four results are taken, the mean of which is a i

86 '04 gr. of water per minute.

The current from the dynamo was maintained throughout so as to balance

E.M F. of the nine cadmium cells on the resistance M, as indicated in fig. 4.

Readings were recorded every quarter of an hour, the time being shown in the first

column of the table. Thermometer readings are recorded uncorrectkl, except that

the hath tlu-rmometer is corrected so as to read with the outflow thermometer, in

,,nler to show the difference of temperature between the bath and the interior of the

Dewar vessel. It will be observed that the slight variations of the temperature of

the supply cistern (which are shown in the second column) do not affect the

temperature of the inflow water (shown in the third column). To secure this result

a bottle containing about 8 litres was sunk in the cistern and the inflow water was

taken from near the bottom of this bottle, the temperature of which was practically

constant.

At 3 o'clock the conditions had been steady for over an hour and the main run

then ceased, and the subordinate observations were made to check the resistances and

determine the heating effect of the obturator, &c. The flow of electricity and of

water through the interior of the calorimeter was stopped, everything else being

continued as before, including the flow of water through the pipe b (see figs. 1 and 3)

into the water jacket of the inflow and out by the pipe e. A very slow rise of

temperature took place under these circumstances, the record of which for an hour is

shown in the notes (Appendix B). The total rise of temperature during the hour

was 0'04 C. The water contents of the calorimeter together with its water

equivalent amounted to 3170 gr., giving a total heating effect of 015 watt, or

9 joules per minute.

The measurements of the resistances MI and M2 are also recorded in the notes

(Appendix B). The formulae for those resistances are those given before in Section 5

except for the constant terms. These are obtained as shown in bridge ohms and

converted into international ohms by the appropriate factors. For the third series of

experiments the resistance of the mercury leads of the heater was re-measured and

found then to be 0'0055.

With the exception of the complication introduced by the watt balance the notes

of Experiment 66 recorded in Appendix A are of the same character and seem to

require no further explanation.

In order that the inflow water might be brought to a temperature near to that of

the contents of the calorimeter before mixing therewith, it was carried through a

zig-zag tube of a length of about 4 feet immersed in the calorimeter. The resistance

thus offered to the passage of the water produced a heating effect which was ascer-
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t.iined by a separate experiment (No. 171). This experiment was conducted in the

same way as the other continuous-flow experiments, except that there was no

electrical heating, no heating of the obturator, and no stirring. Under these circum-

stances water flowing in at 13'00 C. flowed out at 0'02 C. to 0'025 C. higher. In

the actual experiments, owing to the heating of this tul>e by the contents of the

calorimeter, the viscosity of the entering water and its consequent rise of temperature
would be diminished. We have taken the lower figure 0'02 C. as representing this

frictional heating, and this is deducted from A0 in order to get the rise of temperature
due to electrical heating only.

The data furnished by these three series of experiments are summarised in

Appendix C.

The first series embraces eight experiments, the second six, and the third five.

The headings of the columns are in most cases self-explanatory. The temperatures
are given corrected. For the first two series the correction for heating by obturator,

stirrer, &c., is taken as 0'43 watt for all the experiments of both series and the total

heating is given in the column headed
"
C'lt+ O^S." Also M3 in the first two series

includes the resistance of the primary leads of the watt balance as well as that of the

mercury leads of Ma . The leads are deducted to obtain the figure entered in the

column headed
"
Resistance of heater." Ci (see fig. 4) is the total current through

MI and C = CiR /(Ro+M2) is the current through the heater. For the third series

the correction for heating by obturator, stirring, &c., is given for each experiment in

the column
"
Obturator, &c."

Looking at the columns headed
"
Difference from mean," it will be seen that there

is an ascending degree of accuracy as between individual experiments in the three

series. This is due in the second series to the fact that the runs were longer than in

the first, and in the third to the additional fact that the correction for heating by

obturator, stirring, &c., had been reduced to a much smaller amount. When
corrected to correspond with the exact period from 13 C. to 55 C. the result of the

first two series is to give the mean value of J for tap-water from 13 C. to 55 C. as

4'177 and that of the third series 4' 179. Owing to the largeness of the correction for

IM -a ting by obturator, &c., in the first two series we do not bring the results into the

average, but take the exact corrected figure yielded by the third series as the basis

of our calculations, that is to say, for
"
tap-water

"
the mean value of J for the

interval from 13 C. to 54'25 C. is 4'1785, or corrected to the interval from 13 C. to

55 C. we have
J13

M = 4-1788.

This figure is also entitled to special weight owing to the fact that the thermometer

and the standard resistance and battery of nine standard cells had all been sent

to the National Physical Laboratory to be re-calibrated, and had been returned

a t'r\v days before this third series of continuous-flow experiments was made,

and that the bridge and mercury thermometer-resistances were also re-calibrated from

VOL. CCXI. A. 2 G
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the standard for the purpose of this series. In the third series the mean error of a

single observation is 0'0006, and the probahle error in the result, so far as it

depends on casual experimental errors, is only 0'0002.

9. Point-to-Point Ezperitnents. General Description. For experiments subsequent

to the continuous-flow experiments the inflow and outflow tubes shown in tig. 1 were

removed, the inflow aperture through the obturator being stopped and the outflow

ujxTture used for a second thermometer. The general course of a point-to-point

experiment may now be described. A quantity of water was weighed into the

calorimeter sufficient to fill it to within about half an inch of the baffle -plate F. The

wooden lid D carrying the obturator, heater, thermometer, &c., was then put in place

and the requisite connections made. The current was turned on by the switch Va

(see fig. 4) through the by-pass Xi, and adjustments of the resistance XiX3 were

made so that on turning the current by the switch V2 to pass through the heater Ma

the current at the commencement should be such as to balance the cells S. The

reading of the ampere balance A enabled this to be done with sufficient accuracy.

The timing was done with the help of the chronometer beating half seconds, the

switch being thrown over usually at the exact minute or half minute so as to turn

the current through the heater Ma or to switch it off. It was then the business of

one observer to regulate the temperatures of the bath and obturator, so as to keep

pace with the temperature rise in the calorimeter, which averaged about 1 C. rise

per minute. The bath was kept at the same temperature as the contents of the

calorimeter ; the obturator was kept 10 C. higher, except that whilst the contents of

the calorimeter were below 10 C. the obturator was kept at a constant temperature
of 20 C. This observer noted down at frequent intervals the excess or defect of

temperature of bath and obturator, and also noted down the readings given by the

other observer.

As an illustration the notes of Experiment 125 are given in full in Appendix D.

The excess or defect of obturator and bath temperatures is noted in the fourth and
fifth columns in tenths of a degree. The other observer was occupied in regulating
the current by means of the adjustable resistance X2 so as to keep the galvanometer
at zero. He had also to read the graduations of the thermometer tubes of the
resistances M, and M2, which are noted in the second and third columns under ra

and 7n He read also from time to time the temperature of the watt balance
resistance Ro, so long as the watt balance was kept in the circuit (but it had been
abandoned before Experiment 125). In the final column are given the uncorrected

readings of the temperature of the contents of the calorimeter. At each stop three

readings are given which indicate a lag of about 0'005 C.

''our standard thermometers were in use in this experiment, two being in use

simultaneously throughout the experiment. For the range from C. to 27 C. a
thermometer was used whose zero depression after heating to 50 C. is only 0'01 C.
No correction is made for this, but, assuming that the whole of it persisted at the
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Commencement of this experiment, its effect would only be to increase each of the

temperature intervals by 0'0025 C., which would be insensible. The first 40 C.

point is read on the second range thermometer. The third range thermometer was

then substituted for the first and the 40 C. to 55 C. interval determined by this

third thermometer. At 55 C. the fourth range thermometer was substituted for the

second. In each case the error due to a possible zero depression, which had not

entirely disappeared at the time of the experiment, would not produce an error of

greater magnitude than 1 in 4000 on the interval.

At the close of the experiment the constants of the resistances MiM, were obtained

in the manner previously described, the data being shown on the notes (Appendix D).

The allowance for heating by obturator and stirring is obtained from the curve

described in Section 7. It amounts in the middle range of temperatures to 0'21 C.

rise per hour. The correction for this, in the point-to-point experiments, is made by

deducting this rise from the temperature interval. Thus in Experiment 125 (see

Summary, Appendix D) there is a rise in the second period of 14*235 in 13 minutes.

13 x 0'21Of this - = 0'045 C. is due to obturator heating, stirring, &c. This is

deducted from the total temperature interval to give the interval A$, which is the

rise of temperature due to electrical heating.

With regard to small defects or excess of temperature of bath or obturator during
a run, the effort of the observer was to make these balance as far as possible. With

practice it was found fairly easy to regulate the rise of temperature in the bath, so

that no correction for temperature difference between the inside and outside of the

calorimeter was required. But it was deemed advisable to ascertain the effect of any
such difference, and an experiment (No. 51) was made for this purpose. It was

found that, with about 2950 gr. of water in the calorimeter, if $ represents the

difference of temperature between the bath and the contents of the calorimeter, the

change in temperature of the contents of the calorimeter was

0-00322^

degree per minute. This amounts to a heating (or cooling) effect of 0'66($ watt.

The electrical heating employed being of the order of 230 watts, an excess of

temperature of one-tenth of a degree maintained throughout the whole of any
interval would have involved a correction of the order of 1 in 3000 on the result. It

was not, however, difficult to regulate the temperature so as to make excess and

defect of temperature substantially balance, and experiments where the regulation

went wrong were not corrected, but rejected. The only exception to this was in two

or three cases where towards the end of a run there was for the last few minutes a

drop in bath temperature owing to the gas pressure being insufficient. In such cases

the temperature difference could be represented as $ = at, and the necessary correction

could be obtained from the formula A0 = 0'001Gla
a
. Two or three corrections of the

order of 0'01 C. were made in this way.
2 o 2
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10. Donation of Mean Capacity of Cal^eter^e
continuous

_

flow

experimea* gave us the mean value of J for tap water between 13 C and 54 5 C.

J> - 4-1786 With the aid of this figure the next step was to determine the

mean capacity' of the calorimeter between the same limits. For this purpose

*lorimete7was filled with about 3 litres of tap water at a temperature of about

13 C which was heated for a period of 39 minutes with a current of about

5

'

amperes, thereby raising its temperature to about 54"5 C. The method of the

experiment is that described in the last preceding section, and the notes of

Experiment 125 in Appendix D will serve to show the course of these experiments,

the only difference being that there was one unbroken run of 39 minutes instead of

the shorter periods.
The result of eight experiments is set out in Table V. The

corrected A0 due to electrical heating is given in the second column, the weight of

water employed in the experiment in the third column, and the number of joules

employed to produce the rise of temperature A0 in both the water and the calori-

meter in the fourth column.

TABLE V. Capacity of Calorimeter.

'

Experiment
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11. Value. ofJa
K
'for Distilled Water. The value of JIB*** having been determined

for "tap water" and the capacity of the calorimeter having been thence deduced,

the next step was to determine what correction of the value was required for distilled

water. The experiments for this purpose followed precisely the same course as the
"
tap-water

"
series described in Section 10. The distilled water used had a con-

ductivity of about 1 x 10~6
at laboratory temperature. Experiments were made to

determine whether the air contained in the distilled water affected the specific heat,

but the results were inconclusive, as the differences which appeared were of the

same order of magnitude as the possible experimental errors.

But in nearly all the experiments made with distilled water, the water used was

Substantially air-freed. This precaution was necessary in later experiments in which

the water was heated up to 70 C. or 80" C., as at these temperatures dissolved gas
would otherwise come off freely, probably in sufficient quantity to render the results

inaccurate. For this reason we adopted the plan of keeping the water in bottles of

a capacity of 8 litres from which the air was exhausted. In Appendix E are set out

the data obtained from 15 experiments, the result of which is to show that the mean

value of J over this interval for distilled water exceeds that for tap water by about

0'003. The table sufficiently explains itself. In the table in Appendix E the rise of

temperature due to obturator, stirring, &c., is deducted from the final temperature
before entering in the table. The joules required for heating the calorimeter are

obtained by the multiplication of A0 by the mean capacity per degree of the

calorimeter, as determined in the preceding section. The average initial temperature
of the 15 experiments is 13 '11 C., and the average final temperature 54 '51 C.

Making a small correction to reduce to round temperature figures, we obtain as the

value of the mean calorie, from 13 C. to 55 C., 4*1821, or in round figures

J18 = 4*182.

This may be regarded as our fundamental figure, and we believe it to be accurate

within 0'001. The deduction of the value for distilled water from that for tap

water is based on the mean of 15 experiments, of which the mean error of individual

observations is about 1 in 2600, whilst the mean probable error in the result is

O'OOOS, so far as it depends on casual errors of experiment.

In confirmation of the result at which we arrive, regard may be had to the results

of the experiments for shorter intervals described later in Section 13, which were

made to determine the variation in the value of J from point to point for smaller

intervals. From the mean values of J for the intervals 13 C. to 27 C., 27 C. to

40 C., and 40 C. to 55 C., we can deduce the mean value for the interval 13 C. to

55 C. The value so deduced is

J,3
M = 4*1819,

which is in close agreement with the figure to which the experiments already
i It -scribed lead.
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12 Specific Heat of Glass. In the continuous-flow experiments the heat capacity

of the calorimeter does not come into the account, but in the experiments from point

to point of the range it is necessary to know the capacity. This has been found to

have a mean value of 595 "5 joules per degree, between 13 C. and 55 C.

The assumption that this capacity would be substantially constant for the range

from C. to 80 C. seemed hardly justifiable,
and a rough experiment showed a

probable variation of 3 or 4 per cent, within these limits. It was therefore decided

to make a more careful determination of the specific heat of the glass. For this

purpose the broken remains of a similar Dewar vessel (one of the same batch) were

taken and the fragments were enclosed in a string bag. The weight of glass taken

was 1000 gr. The weight of the string bag was 14 gr., the effect of which was

neglected. A small glass tube was inserted into the mass of glass fragments, so that

a thermometer could be readily inserted into the interior.

The observations were made by observing the change produced in the temperature

of a given weight of water by the introduction of the mass of glass. The glass

was placed overnight, before each experiment, in a suitable Dewar vessel which was

kept in an air thermostat regulated at a temperature about a degree above laboratory

temperature. This was deemed necessary in order to secure that the temperature of

the glass should be uniform throughout, About 2^ litres of water was placed in a

Dewar vessel, which was closed by an obturator consisting of a copper box for

holding water at a suitable temperature. The construction of this obturator was

very similar to that of the platinum obturator described in Section 11. For the

experiments at the higher temperatures an electric heater was used in the obturator

so as to maintain the temperature of the obturator at about 10 C. above that of

the water in the Dewar in order to prevent deposition of moisture. The Dewar

vessel was immersed in a water-bath, the temperature of which could be regulated so

that (in conjunction with the obturator) steady conditions of temperature could be

maintained in the interior of the Dewar vessel. Temperatures were taken every

minute, so that accurate allowance could be made for any small steady variation. At

the higher temperatures the time required for lifting the obturator, inserting the

mass of glass, and replacing the obturator, was from 15 to 20 seconds. This

exposure of the contents of the calorimeter involved a small reduction of tempera-

ture, which was accurately ascertained, and a proper correction was made therefor.

The glass being in all cases at about laboratory temperature (15 C.) no correction

was considered to be necessary for the exposure of the glass in transferring it from

one Dewar vessel to the other.

Four experiments were made with the water only slightly above the freezing-point.

These, together with the experiments at higher temperatures, are included in

Table VI., in which the first column gives the reference number of the experiment ;

the second and third columns the temperatures of the glass before and after the

experiment ; the fourth column gives, under the heading Ai0, the difference produced
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in tlie inii|>rrature of the water; the fifth column, under the heading Aj0, the

difference pnxlinvd in the temperature of the glass; the sixth column gives the

\\virlil of the water in the calorimeter, to which is added the approximate water

equivalent of the calorimeter (137 gr.) ;
the seventh column gives the mean specific

heat of glass for the temperature interval indicated, taking the specific heat of water
as unity in all cases.

TABLE VI.

Reference
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observations in Table VI. gives the value S
16 = 01965. This value is used to obtain

the values of S. from the values SM*. The last columns of the table show the values

of S,' calculated from the formula So' = <ri949 + <r000090, and also the differences

between observed and calculated values.

The experimental values of S *
are set out in fig. 9.

The mean capacity of the calorimeter employed for the main research was found to

.-.I5-5 joules between 13 C. and 54'5 C. To apply the above result to this we

must note that this capacity includes not only the glass, but also about 170 gr. of

202

201

200

199

131
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13. Determination of Mean Values of J for Various Intervals. In the deter-

mination of the value of J at any point most experimenters have determined the

value for a small range of temperature, and have taken the mean value of J for the

interval as the value at the middle point of the interval. Where the slope of the

J curve is sut>stantially constant during the interval this gives a correct result ;

where, however, this is not the case, the curve obtained for the values of J must be

slightly distorted. We have endeavoured to obtain the mean value of J for

consecutive intervals, and by the aid of the values so obtained to construct a curve

which should represent the values of J ', i.e., the mean value of J from zero to any

temperature 0. The values of J are then given by the expression J = (0J *).
(if)

The course of these experiments has been already descritad in Section 9 by
reference to the notes of Experiment 125, which are given in Appendix D. We will

briefly indicate the method of calculation of the results also by reference to the notes

of this experiment. A graph was first plotted of the values of mi and m* to help in

getting the mean values for each of the five intervals into which this experiment is

divided. The mean values of Wi could be got with sufficient accuracy from the curve,

and the values of MI were then obtainable from the formula M! = r8117 + 0'0017mi.

The value of ma was obtained from the observed values by calculation. Thus, for the

third interval of 12 minutes (see Appendix D, from 10.58 to 11.10 a.m.), the observed

values of m, give * = 1.T65 + 0-30W,

where t is time in minutes from beginning of interval. This gives for the middle ot

the interval m-j = 15 '49. From this figure the value of M2 is calculated from the

Ma = 9-2208 + 0-02781ma+0'0001355m/.

This gives for the total value of the mean resistance of the heater, including the

mercury leads, the figure 9'6839. From this has to be deducted the resistance of

the mercury leads above the obturator baffle-plate (which was 0'0045), giving for the

mean resistance of the heater during this interval the net figure 9'G794, which is

entered in the appropriate place in the column of the summary in Appendix D.

Ci being the current passing through the heater, C^Tl multiplied by time in seconds

gives the electrical joules expended in heating the water and calorimeter through A0.

To calculate the joules for heating the calorimeter the appropriate capacity figure for

the interval is taken as worked out in Section 12. The summary of the experiment
in Appendix D shows how the results are worked out. It should be noted that in

this summary the corrected temperatures a and b for the beginning and end of an

interval are given, and that the rise of temperature, due to heating by obturator,

stirring, &c., is deducted from the total temperature rise so as to give the value of A0,

which is due to electrical heating only. The results of Experiment 125, so far as

regards the interval from C. to 13 C., are set out in Appendix F.

As the object of the point-to-point experiments was to determine the series of

VOL. coxi. A. 2 H
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values of J ', special care was given to the determination of the first interval from

0* C. to 13 C. In Appendix F are given the data obtained from 17 experiments,

like that above described, in which this interval was measured. The table shows the

initial and final temperatures a and b, the final temperature b being diminished by

the rise of temperature due to obturator and stirrer-heating. In the fourth column

is given the difference, A0, which is rise of temperature due to electrical heating only.

The total joules expended are placed in the next column, the joules required for

heating the calorimeter in the next, and the difference, i.e., the joules expended in

heating the water, in the next. The weight of water, multiplied by A0, which gives

the mean calories for the interval due to electrical heating, is placed in the next

column, and the ratio joules/calories, which gives the mean value of J for the interval,

in the next.

Taking the means, we get for the mean interval 1'30 C. to 13'09 C., the mean

value for J, which is 4 '1921.

In the last column are shown the differences of the individual experiments from

the mean. We may correct for the interval from C. to 1'3 C. without sensible

error by taking the approximate value for J as 4 '2. The value at which we thus

arrivei8
Jo

13
4-1937.

The mean error in individual values works out at about 1 in 2000. We estimate

that in reading any interval, long or short, by means of thermometers such as we
were using, there may be a casual error of 0'01 C., so that on an interval of 12 C.,

the mean error of 1 in 2000 on individual values is about what we might have

expected. The mean probable error in the result is less than 1 in 6000, so far as it

depends on casual errors of observation.

In Appendix G are set out shortly the results of the other point-to-point experi-
ments, which cover the intervals 13 C. to 27 C., 27 C. to 40 C., 40 C. to 55 C.,
55 C. to 73 C., and 55 C. to 80 C. These results are calculated in the same way
as for the interval C. to 13 C. When these results are corrected for small
differences of temperature at the beginning and end of the intervals, we obtain for
the mean value of J in each interval the figures set out in Table VIII

TABLE VIIL Mean Values of J for Intervals.

Interval.

6. J/.

C. C.

13 4-1937
13 27 4-1752

40 4-1756
40 55 4-1935
55 73 4'2024
55 80 4-2056
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From these figures we obtain for the mean value of J from C. to any tempera-

ture 6 the values set out in Table IX.

TABLE IX. Values of J from C. to 6.

e. J'.

C.

13 4-1937

27 4-1841

40 4-1813

55 4-1848

73 4*1892

80 4-1913

An important test of our methods of working and of computing the results is

obtained by working out the figures for the mean value of J for the interval from

13 C. to 55 C. from the figures for the intervals from 13 C. to 27 C., 27 C.

to 40 C., and 40 C. to 55 C. now obtained. By this process we arrive at the result

J,,
M = 4-1819.

The figure, at which we arrived by the series of direct experiments over the

complete interval, without any breaks, was

J13
M = 4-1821.

The two sets of experiments were entirely independent, and the close agreement

indicates that the various small errors of observation which occur in obtaining the

time and temperature values at the beginning and end of short intervals, and the

small errors of computation, which result from taking the mean values for current and

resistance as the values at the middle points of the intervals, all average out in such a

way as not seriously to impair the accuracy of the results.

14. Deduction of Values ofJfor Various Temperatures. The values of J probably

require a curve of the fourth degree for their accurate expression, or even of the fifth

degree over the range of C. to 100 C. This would be in accord with the expression

required for the density of water from C. to 100 C., which can be accurately

represented by an expression of the fifth degree. It is probable that liquid water is

a mixture of three species of molecules, to which SUTHERLAND has given the useful

names hydrol (Ha(), or steam molecules), dihydrol (H 4O), and trihydrol (H8O S,
or ice-

molecules) (see
"
Liquid Water a Ternary Mixture," BOUSFIELD and LOWRY, 'Trans.

Faraday Soc.,' vol. G). It is further probable that both the specific heat aud the

drnsity of liquid water would depend additively upon the specific heat and density of

their components, and hence that if an equation of the fifth degree represented the

density of water, an equation of the same degree would be required for the specific

2 H 2
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heat But within the range of C. to 80 C. an equation of the third degree

represents the experimental values of J within the limits of accuracy of 1 part m

4000 which is quite within the limits of experimental accuracy. The

expression accords with the experimental values within these limits, the differences

between observed and calculated values being shown in the table :-

J/ = 4-2085-0-0015110+0-000026110
2-0-00000012250

3
.

TABLE X.

e.

13

27

40

55

73

80

observed.
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as that which a formula of the third degree gives. Any formula of the third degree
which fits the curve from C. to

70 C. tends to give too much drop
in the values in the neighlxmrhood

of 80 C., as may be well seen with

the curve which we have calculated

for BARNES' figures, and which is

given in the next section.

15. Comparison of Results ivith

Former Determinations. Some of

the results of former observers are

given only relatively, and others in

absolute values. Relative figures

for the specific heat of water at

various temperatures referred to

the value at 15 C. as unity, and

taken with reference to the scale

of the hydrogen thermometer, are

set out in the
'

Landolt-Bornstein

Tables
'

(ed. 1905, p, 393). BARNES'

latest absolute values corrected for

the later value of the Clark cell

were not published till July, 1909

(' Roy. Soc. Proc.,' Ser. A, vol. 82,

p. 390), but the relative values

remain the same as given in the

above tables in 1905. In Table XII.

all these figures are set out, together

with our own figures obtained by

dividing our absolute values by our

absolute value for the 15 calorie.

The differences between our own

figures and the others are also

shown in the table. In fig. 10 all

these results are set out, together

also with REGNAULT'S figures, which,

though calculated for the air ther-

mometer scale and therefore not

entirely comparable, still afford a

useful basis for comparison when

such large divergencies exist. As regards the general course of the curve, it will
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be seen that ours corresponds much more nearly with the curves of LtJDm and

RBGNAULT than with BARNES' curve, except from C. to 15 C. In this portion of

the range our curve is very near the mean of the observers since REGNAULT,

and is almost identical with that of BABTOLI and STRACCIATI.

TABLE XII Comparative Values of Specific Heat of Water, taking the 15 Calorie

as Unity.
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Mechanical Methods. C.

JOULB 4'173 at 16'5

ROWLAND . 4'187 15

REYNOLDS and MOORBY .... 4'183 15

Electrical Methods, C.

GRIFFITHS 4'193 at 15

MICULESCU 4'185 11 '5

SCHUSTER and GANNON 4'193 15

CALLENDAR and BARNES .... 4'184 15

JAGER and STEINWEHR 4 '19 15

The different absolute values are set out in fig. 11.

Looking first at the general course of the curves as shown in fig. 10, we note that

our curve is in comparatively close accord with the others, whilst BARNES' curve

+22

differs from them all in being flatter and with the minimum carried further to the

right. The minima, according to different observers, are as follows :

C. C.

BARTOLI and STRACCIATI . . 20 ROWLAND 30

LUDIN 25 BARNES 38

BOUSFIELD 25
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Henoe the preponderance of the results by various methods is in favour of the lower

minimum. We are confirmed in the view that the minimum is in fact at about 25 C.

by an entirely different set of experiments which were made by us by heating with a

constant power of about 250 watts regulated by a watt-balance, so that determina-

tions of current and resistance were unnecessary. This set of experiments also gave

the minimum value at about 25 C. We have not here set out the details of these

experiments, as they could not be relied on for absolute values, and would have

h'ligthfiH'd this communication without corresponding advantages. But for relative

values, which alone are required for determining the minimum, such measurements are

better adapted than any others for determining the comparative rise of temperature
at different points of the scale for the same heating, and they strengthen our view as

to the probability that the minimum is in fact in the neighbourhood of 25 C.

On the other hand, as regards the absolute value of the 15 calorie which we place

at 4'179, the preponderance of the results is against this low figure and in favour of

the value of 4'184, at which it is placed by BARNES. JOULE'S determination, which

works out at 4'173 at 16'5 C., or about 4'174 at 15 C., is the only one which is

lower than our own
(JOULE, 'Phil. Trans.,' vol. 169, p. 3G5, 1878). All the electrical

determinations give higher values than ours.

For the purpose of further comparing our figures with the most recent figures

given by BARNES, we have worked out a formula for BARNES' figures and have found
that BARNES' values from C. to 80 C. may be represented with sufficient accuracy
by the equation

J = 4-2146-0
>

002G90 + 0-00005102
-0-00000026503

.

In the subjoined Table XIII. BARNES' values for J are given and the values
calculated from the above expression, and also the differences.

TABLE XIII.
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of the third degree, which is, however, of no importance for the present purpose.

To get the mean value for any period we have

J,, = 1 I Jrle = 4
>

2146-0-0013450+ 0-0000170
a-0-0000000660il

,

Jo

from which we get from BARNES' figures for the mean calorie from 13" C. to 55 C.

the result

J,3
15 = 4-175.

Our own result is

Ji3
M = 4-182,

which is higher than the Callendar-Barnes value by 0"007. On the other hand, our

value for the 15 calorie is less than that of BARNES' by 0'005, whilst the values for

the 26 calorie are identical, and the values for the 80 calorie differ by nearly 2 per

cent. Our value for the 30 calorie is identical with that obtained by ROWLAND for

30 with the mechanical method.

It is difficult to explain these discrepancies, which clearly result from differences of

method involving defects which are more or less concealed. We are inclined to

attribute them to some extent to the thermoid effect described above in Section 6.

Another point which might lead to discrepancies between different observers is one

necessarily incidental to electric calorimetry, and which has been already discussed in

Section 6, i.e. the difficulty of exactly defining where the leads to the heatitig

resistance end and the heating resistance begins. Owing to the large scale of our

apparatus, it was possible to reduce the debatable portion to an amount of not more

than 1/10,000 of the heating resistance. We do not find sufficient data to enable us

to say how this matter was dealt with by former observers.

It is obvious that both the above matters- might affect not only the absolute values,

but also the relative values obtained at different parts of the temperature scale.

Whether these causes in fact account for the differences in the values obtained for

the 15 calorie, and in the still larger differences beyond 35 C., it is impossible to say

with certainty.

It is particularly unfortunate that such differences should exist with reference to

so widely accepted a standard as the 15 calorie. But it is clear that, apart from the

points above mentioned, there is a general consensus of observers that the value of J

for 15 C. comes on a very sloping portion of the curve and may therefore be affected

by small temperature differences. It is curious that the result of all observers who

have given a range of absolute values of J (i.e., ROWLAND, GRIFFITHS, BARNES, and

ourselves) is to give the value of the 30 calorie as 4'174 within 0"001. This may
be seen by reference to fig. 11, and may be connected with the fact that at 30 C.

the value of J comes on what is generally recognised to be the flat portion of the

curve near the minimum value. But it would be much better were the standard

value chosen over a longer range on the flat portion of the curve, and in such a way
VOL. CCXI, A. 2 I
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as to be easily reproducible in any well-equipped physical laboratory. The present

mean calorie from C. to 100 C., which is sometimes used, cannot be accurately

determined without extraordinary precautions. If the mean calorie from 15 C. to

55 C. were taken as the standard practical unit, it would have the following practical

advantages :

1. The Imvrr limit of 15" C. would enable the unit to be .readily realised with

convt-iii'Micf at any time of the year.

2. The upper limit of 55 C. is so low that no trouble would arise from dissolved

air, and the vapour-pressure of the water would be so small that effective precautions

against error on this score could be easily taken.

3. The range of 40 C. would embrace the flat portion of the curve, and allow the

temperature interval to be easily ascertained with mercury thermometers with an

error not greater than 0'01 C., or 1 part in 4000.

4. The value of the mean calorie from 13 C. to 55 C. is nearly the same as the

value of the 1 5 calorie. When the data are ascertained with sufficient accuracy, it

would be easy to adjust the interval so as to make the mean calorie over the interval

exactly equal to the 15 calorie.

Received January 30, 1911. Additional Note on the Thermoid Effect.

Further investigation appears to indicate that the thermoid effect is not dependent

upon the conductor being made of an alloy, but that it occurs with pure metals.

Where the temperature coefficient of a resistance is positive, so is the coefficient of

the thermoid effect ; and where negative, negative.
Sir J. LARMOK suggested to us that the effect might be due to strains in the wire

caused by the steep temperature gradient from the centre line of the wire to its outer
surface. To test this we have taken three wires of pure platinum of different

diameters and measured the coefficients. Platinum was chosen because the hysteresis
effect with platinum is very small, and one has therefore to deal with a simpler case
than manganin. For currents not so heavy as to strain the wire unduly, we have
found that, if R is the resistance in ohms of the wire at a given temperature, and E
the resistance of the wire at the same temperature whilst a current of C amperes is

passing through the wire, we have

H = Ra(l+aC
2

).

Further, if we take as the unit of current density that which exists when a current
e ampere is passing in a wire of one square millimetre section, then, if r = radius

of wire in centimetres and D = current density,

D = C/lOO^r
8

,and we have

R = Ro(l+/3D
2

).
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It is clear that the thenuoid effect must be considered in relation to current

density. We may therefore call ft in this last expression the thermoid coefficient for

win- of a given material and HI/I-.

In the following table an- given the particulars of the three platinum wires above

mentioned, and the values of a and ft which result from our experiments. These

were of the same nature as mentioned in Section 6 of the paper, i.e., the wire was

THERMOID Effect in Pure Platinum Wires.

Radius of wire

in cm.
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APPENDIX B. NOTES OF EXPERIMENT No. 164.

26th December, 1910. Laboratory at 13'2 C. Nine cells at 17'5 C.

E.M.F. 9. 1669 volts.
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APPENDIX D. POINT-TO-POINT EXPERIMENT, No. 125.

August 6, 1910. Distilled water air freed. Nine cells, 17 '8 C.

W = weight of water = 2950'6 gr.

Time.
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APPENDIX D. POINT-TO-POINT EXPERIMENT, No. 125 (continued).

Time.

11.57

11.58
11.59
11. 59J
12.0
12. OJ
12.1

mi.

21-89

BtOp

28-21

Obturator.

-2
-5

Bath.

3

a
-3

Calorimeter.

80-605
80-61
80-61

M2 + leads

Leads . .

Test of Resistances.

Bridge 17 C.

Constant in bridge ohms . . .

Bridge factor

Constant in international ohms

MI + leads

Leads . .

Constant in international ohms

Bridge factor ......

=10-1320
= 0-0710

10-0610
0-8420

= 9-2190
= 1-00020
= 9-2208

= 1-8499
= 0-0021

1-8478
0-0361

1-8117
1-000

26-78

TO! = 21-26

SUMMARY.

1st. 2nd. 3rd. 4th. 5th.

Duration of period 11 minutes. 13 minutes. 12 minutes. 13 minutes. 22J minutes.

Corrected tern- f start (a) .

peratures \end (6). .

Difference

Obturator, &c., heating . .

A0 due to electrical heating

1-095
12-980
11-885
0-047
11-838

Average values wi . . . .

Average values MI . . . .

C, = 9-1666/M,
Mean values m?
Mean values R = M- 0-0045

C,R
Joules expended
Joules for calorimeter . . .

Joules for water

Calories = W x A0 .

21-93

12-980
27-215
14-235
0-045
14-19

27-215
40-52
13-305
0-042
13-263

40-51
55-05
14-54
0-045
14-495

21-92 21-90 21-87

55-025
80-563
25-538
0-075
25-463

21-91

4'

7-97
9-4465

232-22

153,265

6,885

146,380

34,929
4-1906

8488
9581

11-65
9-5586

234-98
183.281

8,351

174,930

41,869
4-1780

15-49
9-6794

237-97

171,343

7,897

163,446

39,134
4-1766

1-8487
4-9584
19-34
9-8046

241-05

188,021

8,733

179,288
42,769
4-1920

24:85
9-9906

245-62

331,587
15,604

315,983

75,131
4-2058
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APPENDIX G.

Mean Values of J for Intervals.

No.
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VI. The Vertical Temperature ])ixti-il>titi<>n in the Atmosphere over England,
and some Remarks on the General and Local Circulation.

W. H. DINKS, F.K.S.

Received March 14, Head May 11, 1911.

DURING the past four years a considerable number of small free balloons carrying self-

recording instruments have been sent up in the British Isles, and sufficient observa-

tions have now accumulated to give some idea of the conditions which prevail over

England, to a height of about 10 miles, in summer and winter, in cyclonic and anti-

cyclonic weather.

Material Available.

The method of obtaining observations is fully described in a publication of the

Meteorological Office, M.O. 202. It wiU suffice here to state that a small self-

recording instrument, weighing 1 oz. (35 gr.), is attached by about 30 ft. (9 metres)
of strong thread to a small rubber balloon. The balloon is 1 ft. diameter when
unstretched. It is filled with hydrogen until it is expanded to about 1 m. diameter,

securely tied up, and then let go. Tn"e balloons generally rise until they burst, and

carry the instrument on the average to a height of 10 miles (16 km). A label

offering a reward of S.s
1
. is attached to the instrument, and the reward is claimed and

the instrument returned in two cases out of three.

The trace when recovered consists of a pressure-temperature diagram, from which

the temperature at any height may be obtained within about 1 C. It is compara-

tively seldom that a balloon fails to reach 10 km. height, or that the record is

undecipherable ; and more than 95 per cent, of the instruments recovered are able

to yield a more or less satisfactory record. The heights reached have been very

uniform, and mostly lie between 14 and 18 km., but in order that there may be no

doubt as to the effect of extrapolation the tables are not carried beyond 14 km.

In all about 400 balloons have been sent up, and rather over 250 records have been

obtained, but in forming the averages given in the following tables all these have not

been used. The ascents of the first six months of the series are excluded, partly that

the period dealt with may be an exact number of years, viz., the years 1908, 1909,

and 1910, and partly because owing to want of experience the earlier results cannot

be as reliable as the later. Thirty-two ascents are thus cut out. Of the remainder,

nine either failed to reach 10 km. or had a defective trace. But the 200 odd ascents

VOL. ccxi. A 476. 12.6.11
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that are left are not all available for the following reason. There are two sets of

twenty relating to the same day, which were sent up at Manchester (at hourly

intervals) for the purpose of investigating the daily temperature variation, and it is

obvious that if all these were used in forming an average value, that value would 1*

vitiated if any unusual conditions prevailed on the days in question. On other days,

too, notably on the date of the supposed passage of the earth through the tail of

HALLEY'S comet, the individual ascents are crowded too closely together to render

them fit for the purpose. In cases where more than two ascents, have occurred

within eight hours the mean of such ascents has been formed and that mean taken as

equivalent to an individual ascent.

The ascents have been made chiefly at Manchester, in Oxfordshire, and in Sussex,

but there are 14 from Scotland and 6 from Ireland. All meteorologists are indebted

to the liberality of Prof. SCHUSTER and to the Manchester University for the 145

balloons sent up there, of which 105 have been found. They are also indebted to

Mr. C. J. P. CAVE who, notwithstanding the obstacle of his geographical situation at

Petersfield, near to the Sussex coast-line, has made 42 successful ascents out of a

total of 70. Pyrton Hill, 16 miles S.E. of Oxford, is the official station of the

Meteorological Office. From it, and from Crinan, N.B., 125 balloons have been sent

up and 81 found. For the others we have to thank the Joint Committee of the

Koyal Meteorological Society and the British Association.

The observations are fairly well distributed over the three years. The ascents have
been made (mostly about the time of sunset) on days previously appointed by the

International Aeronautical Commission, and thus it happens that three ascents are

often available for the same day, one from Manchester, one from Pyrton Hill, and one
from Ditcham Park, Petersfield. There is generally close agreement between the
results from Ditcham Park and Pyrton Hill, since the stations are only 40 miles

apart, hence the observations cannot be accounted independent, but in forming the

averages the two observations have the merit of helping to cancel out any chance
instrumental errors.

It cannot be contended that 200 observations distributed more or less by chance
into 36 weeks spread over a period of three years will suffice to give good average
values for the temperature of the upper air, but it seems desirable that the figures
should be worked up and the best results that they afford obtained. It is also of
interest to see what agreement there is with the tables similarly obtained on the
Continent.

Annual Temperature Variation.

To obtain the annual temperature variation the observations have been sorted into
ths, and the mean temperature for each month at each exact kilometre of height

The crude result is given in Table I., but it is obvious that the values may
noothed with advantage. Also, anyone working up these figures cannot fail to
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notice that the temperature of the upper air over England is largely dependent upon
the height of the barometer, and that above 10 km. the temperature is far more

dependent upon the barometer than it is upon the season. If the number of observa-

tions were great enough in each month, variations due to the barometric height

TABLE I. Mean Monthly Temperature at each even Kilometre.
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Obviously the figures may be smoothed with advantage, and I consider that the

best way is to form the first term of a Fourier series and use the values that it gives.

The figures would doubtless give an appreciable coefficient to the second, and perhaps

TABLE II. Mean Monthly Temperatures Corrected for Barometric Height.

Height.
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the amplitude of the annual and other terms in the temperature curve at each

kilometre up to 15. The figures are based on some 400 ascents made from 10 stations,

chiefly on the Continent.

Dr. ARTHUR WAGNEU has also given values based on 380 ascents between July,

1902, and June, 1907 (' Die Temperaturverhiiltnisse in der freien Atmosphare,'
III. Band, Heft 2/3, Leipzig, 1909), and in the

'

Meteorologische Zeitschrift' for

January, 1911, the translation of a paper in Russian by M. M. RYKATCHEW, jun.,

appears. In it the results of 143 ascents in Russia, mostly at Pawlowsk, are brought

together.

The four values thus obtained are shown side by side in Table IV., and I do not

think that anyone can fail to notice the close agreement. With regard to the mean
annual temperatures, except at Pawlowsk, the values hardly differ by 1 C. at any

TABLE IV.
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the monthly values that the dates of the minimum would agree closely with those in

columns B., G. & H., if they were available.

It must be borne in mind that these are independent investigations, excepting that

the figures in columns G. & H., and W., are mostly dependent on the same material.

The observations in England were nearly all made at or after sunset, so that solar

radiation is excluded ; they were also made with an entirely different type of

instrument, and refer to a different period. The observations on the Continent were

made in the morning ; about 8 or 9 a.m. would, perhaps, be a fair average. (With

regard to the greater range on the Continent, see p. 261, line 5.)

The following facts appear from the tables. The temperature decreases steadily up
to a height of about 10 or 11 km. (9 or 10 km. at Pawlowsk), and remains almost

stationary above that height. The annual range decreases from the surface up to

2 or 3 km. ; it then continues nearly constant, with perhaps a small increase at

7 or 8 km., up to about 11 km., at which point it is abruptly reduced to less than half

its former value. In the strata above 1 or 2 km. the maximum and minimum values

are delayed for about a month, but above the point at which the vertical temperature

gradient ceases they come back and occur at the summer and winter solstices.

This point is higher in summer than in winter
; it is higher in England and the

central part of the Continent than at Pawlowsk (59 41' N., 30 29' E.). Up to it

the gradient of temperature is much the same in all places and at all seasons,

excepting in so far as the larger annual range of temperature in the East produces a

modification near the surface. Above it the annual range is nearly the same, and
small in all four results.

In showing the monthly values decimals of a degree have not been given, though
they have been used in the work. The observations are not numerous enough to give

TABLE V. Approximate Gradient in Degrees Centigrade per Kilometre.

Height.
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a mean accurate to 0'l C., and I do not care by giving decimals to pretend to a

degree of accuracy that does not exist. The temperatures are given in aljsolute

measure, MI id the first 2 is omitted to save space.

Table V. shows the temperature gradient. The values might probably be smoothed

with MdvMiitii^v. hut they have been taken from Table III. The uniformity through-

out the year between 3 and 8 km. is very striking.

The Daily Temperature Variation and the Effect of the Time of Observation on the

Mean Values.

The information available about the daily temperature variation is at present of a

somewhat meagre character when we pass the height that can easily be reached

by kites.

On June 2nd and 3rd, 1909, starting at 7 p.m. on the 2nd, 25 balloons were sent

up at Manchester at hourly intervals, and 21 were recovered. The experiment was

vt-ry successful, for all but two reached 16 km. and eight reached 21 km. A similar

series of ascents was made on March 18th and 19th, 1910, when 28 were sent up and

18 recovered.

The results are discussed in the
'

Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society
'

(April, 1910, vol. xxxvi., No. 154; and January, 1911, vol. xxxvii., No. 157).

Neither series shows anything in the higher strata resembling the ordinary daily

change of temperature at the surface, neither is a sudden change at sunrise shown,

such as would occur if the solar radiation had any serious effect on the instruments.

On June 3rd the temperature began to rise three hours before sunrise, and a minimum

occurred at noon.

At a meeting of the International Aeronautical Commission, held at Monaco in

April, 1909, it was decided that 7 a.m. Greenwich time should be the time for sending

up balloons on the appointed days. Previously, nearly all the ascents made in

England had been made at or after sunset. The instruments used on the Continent

carry a clock, and thus the rate at which they are ascending or descending is known.

It is also known that for correct registration the velocity of the air current past the

thermograph must reach a certain value, and when the rate of ascent is shown by the

trace not to have reached this value the record is rejected. But in England we use

no clock, our instruments weigh alxnit one-tenth of those used on the Continent, and

hence the rate of ascent is unknown, and we cannot say if the thermograph was

sufficiently ventilated, and are thus compelled to depend on our unaided judgment as

to whether a doubtful trace should be accepted or rejected.

Since the meeting at Monaco, balloons have been sent up at Pyrton Hill on most of

the appointed days at 7 a.m., but a fair number of additional balloons have also been

sent up at sunset, either the same evening or the evening before. This renders a

comparison possible in ten cases of the temperature at sunset and at 8 a.m., 8 a.m.

Mud not 7 a.m., because the ascent takes two hours. The values are given in detail

2 L 2
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in Table VI., the ascent at sunset is taken as the standard and the temperature of

the other expressed relatively to it.

In winter at 8 a.n, the sun has hardly risen, and m any case ito rays have passed

through so large a mass of air that little heating power can remain. In summer t

hatL the balloon and meteorograph are exposed to full radiate, The balloon at

sunset is timed so that it may reach its maximum height when the sun is

TABLE VI Difference of Temperature at Sunset and 8
v
a.m.

'

Height.
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How much the results are vitiated it is impossible to say, perhaps not greatly, for

the record for the fall seldom differs much from that for the rise. But any comparison

between the Continental and English results has got to reckon with this point,

because nearly all the English observations were made at or after sunset, and all

those on the Continent in the daytime. To this cause I am inclined to ascribe the

greater annual range shown on the Continent at heights above 2 or 3 km.

It may be remarked, in passing, that the two series of hourly ascents at Manchester

have afforded the best possible practical test of the accuracy of the instruments. If

we assume that the temperature at any height at any hour, 10 a.m. say, was exactly

midway between the temperatures at 9 a.m. and 11 a.m., then, in general, the

instruments record the true temperature within about 1 C. If two separate

instruments of any kind are sent up, differences of temperature at a definite height

may be due to errors in the observed pressure, since the height can only be obtained

by means of the pressure. In some cases the instrument carries two thermographs

writing on the same sheet, and in this case the differences for a definite height are

solely due to the thermographs.

Temperature and Barometric Pressure.

The relation which undoubtedly exists between the barometric pressure and the

temperature of the air at various heights has been investigated by arranging the

observations in six groups, and taking the means. The pressure at the place and

time of starting the balloon, reduced to sea-level, has been taken as the standard.

In certain cases the balloons have travelled long distances. One sent up at Ditcham

Park went 800 miles to the E.S.E., and another from Pyrton Hill 660 miles. It is

obvious in such cases that the pressure at starting can be no guide to the surface

pressure at the time and place where the balloon was at its highest point, and there-

fore all such cases have been excluded, 150 miles (240 km.) being taken as the limit.

The remaining ascents, which amount to 124, have been arranged thus :

Group I. Sea-level pressure under 741 mm. (29*17 in.).

II. between 741 and 750 mm.

Ml. 751 756

IV. 757 762

V. 763 769

VI. over 769 mm. (30'28 in.).

The numbers for each group are 6, 12, 15, 30, 41, 20 respectively, so that, excepting

for the group under 741 mm., there are quite enough observations to form a good

mean. But a difficulty occurs from the fact that the low pressures are concen-

trate.l into the winter months, for extreme values in North-Western Europe

only occur in the winter, and no number of observations can cure this. It is

then- fore absolutely necessary, if we wish to compare the temperature conditions that
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prevail in cyclones and anticyclones, to allow for the annual temperature variation,

and this has been done by means of Table III. It is true that Table III. itself

<lr|H-nds on Table VII., and therefore Table VII. ought not to be indebted in any \v,i y

to Table III. The corrections might l)e applied by means of Table I. instead of III.,

but the method of continued approximation seems the more suitable notwithstanding

that it suggests reasoning in a circle. The inter-relation of the two quantities

presents a difficulty, but it is not serious except for heights between 8 and 12 km.

Kadi height in each group has been treated separately, and, using the annual

temperature variation for each height taken from Table III., the temperature has

been reduced to what it presumably would have been had the ascent occurred at the

beginning of May or November, the times of mean temperature for the upper air.

As previously stated, both high and low barometric heights are common in the

winter, and a comparison between such as are available has been made, and the

result is identical with that shown in the table.

The results are shown in Tables VII. and VIII., and the difference A-C in

Table VII. shows the difference of temperature at each height that is found to

prevail at times of very low and of very high barometer. Table VIII. shows the

gradients in a convenient form.

TABLE VII. Temperature at each Height for Various Barometric Readings.

Barometer.
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Tin- vi-ry Host- ri.imi'c'tion (hat exists between the temperature of the upper air and

the height of the barometer is plainly shown in these tables. One can form an idea

of the reliability of the figures by taking the surface temperature, where the relation

is fairly well known. The value 83 C. for the mean barometric pressure of 754 mm.

is probably too high, and would be reduced if sufficient observations were available. The

mean temperature of the South of England is close to 83 C., but Pyrton Hill is at

an elevation of 500 ft., so that its mean temperature is about 82 C., so also is that

of Manchester. Thus the mean of these 124 observations is close to the value it

ought to have. Also at the surface the temperature, taking the year through, is

below its average in times of low barometer, for in winter, the statements in text-

books notwithstanding, in England the height of the barometer has but little, if any,

effect upon the temperature, but in summer cold is nearly always associated with a

low barometer. Thus the values at the surface are and should be below the mean in

cyclonic weather.

It is probable that if a very large number of observations were available, the

roughness shown in the gradients for the first few kilometres with pressures of 754

and 760 mm. would be smoothed out, but taking the table as a whole the values are

remarkably smooth.

These tables show how the lower strata are cold in a cyclone and warm in an

anticyclone, and how this is reversed above ; how at 10 km. the intermediate type of

weather has the lowest temperatures, and how the temperature gradient ceases at

8 km. in the cyclone but not till 12 km. in the anticyclone.

All these particulars have been noted in the Continental results, but not in so

pronounced a manner. It will be seen in the line
"
A-C," in Table VII., that in

England at a height of 7 km. the difference amounts to 15 C. In Messrs. GOLD and

HARWOOD'S report the greatest difference occurs rather lower and only reaches 8 C.

This is for barometric heights of below 750, and over 770, but the number of

observations on which the figures depend is not stated. Dr. WAGNER gives 18 C. at

8 km., but his values for the centre of a cyclone depend on two ascents only.

M. RYKATCHEW gives much smaller differences, but the barometric heights are not

defined in either case, the tables being simply headed
"
cyclonic" and

"
anticyclonic."

About the actual fact there is no doubt ; it was stated by M. TEISSERENC DE BORT

long since. It would be of interest to know if the distinction is more pronounced in

England than on the Continent, but the question is somewhat involved. Cyloues of

any depth are rare on the Continent, except perhaps at Hamburg and Pawlowsk, so

that the opportunities for studying it are not so good there as here.

The Isothermal Region.

It will be noticed in the tables previously given that the decrease of temperature

mostly ceases at a height of about 10 or 11 km., but tables showing mean values do

not fairly indicate the nature of the phenomenon. In nearly every individual ascent
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thi-re is a definite height at which the temperature gradient becomes zero, or is

reversed in sign, and with a very few exceptions this definite height lies between 7 '5

and 12'5 km. In three cases out of four the lowest temperature met with occurs at

this jx>int. No appropriate and convenient name has been as yet assigned to it ;

following Messrs. GOLD and HAKWOOD, its height will be denoted by H, and the

temperature at the same point by T,.. There are, however, some few cases in which

\] c is indefinite, the temperature gradient gradually decreasing, but never reaching

zero. In such cases H c is measured to the point (excluding the inversions in the

lower strata) where the gradient becomes less than 1 0. per kilometre. The region

above this has had various names given to it, viz., the "isothermal region," or more

usually the
"
isothermal," the stratosphere proposed by M. TEISSERENC DE BORT, or

the
"
advective region

"
by Messrs. GOLD and HARWOOD. The first is the most

common, but the region is not isothermal laterally though nearly so, as far as it has

been explored, in the vertical direction.

Annual Variation in Hc.

The actual mean value of Hc for each month is given below in kilometres :

Jan. Feb. March. April. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

11'8 10*5 107 9'8 1T6 10'3 121 11'8 14'0 127 10'4 97

but He is so dependent on the height of the barometer that it, far more than the

monthly temperature, requires correction.

The necessary data for correction are given subsequently (p. 265), and we get :

Jan. Feb. March. April. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
11-3 10'5 107 10'8 1T9 10'9 10'9 11'5 13'3 12'0 11'2 107

The values for May and September are discordant, but the causes previously stated
vitiate the value for May, and a paucity of observations in September make the
value 13'3 for that month of little weight. StiU the four observations for September
are well distributed, and it is noteworthy that whereas Messrs. GOLD and HARWOOD
found an especially low value for September, the British Isles show an exceptionally

high value. Smoothing May and September by the formula
a + b + c

, and then

putting into a sine curve with an annual period, we get :

Jan. Feb. March. April. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
0-6 10-5 10-6 10-9 11-2 11'4 11'6 1T6 11'5 1T3 1TO

The second and third terms of the Fourier series are not taken into account, for
ons previously stated. The figures refer to the middle of each month, and
mnimuiu occurs at the beginning of March, the amplitude is 0'55, and the

mean in km.
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Messrs. <!tn.n :m<l 1 1 AHWOOD give a very similar range and phase, but their mean

height is only 10'G for the whole set and 10'8 for the British Isles. Dr. WAQNEK

gives a somewhat larger range with a minimum in March and a mean height of 10'5.

M. RYKATCHEW gives for Pawlowsk about the same range, but his mean height is

only 9 '6 km.

The lower height at Pawlowsk may be explained by the higher latitude. The values

at Pawlowsk are included in Messrs. GOLD ;mil HAKWOOD'S and in Dr. WACJNER'S

results and reduce their mean, but on the whole tin- < 'ontinental stations are not as

far north as England. It does not seem possible that there can be any large

systematic error in the calibration of the instruments, 0'5 of a kilometre is at this

height equivalent to 14 mm. of pressure, so that it appears that the mean value of

He is greater for England than for the Continent, and this confirms Dr. WAGNER'S

statement. He says the Hc decreases from south to north, and from the ocean to the

Continent.

Dr. SOHMAUSS pointed out the annual variation in 1909. Whatever the explana-

tion of the isothermal region may be, it seems reasonable to expect it to occur always
at the same pressure rather than always at the same height. In August the mean

temperature of the air, up to the isothermal, is 13 C. above its value in February,

and in consequence at 11 km. the same pressure is met with some 0'5 km. higher,

but this does not suffice to explain the whole variation.

The Value of Ifefor Various Heights of the Barometer.

Height of barometer ... 738 744 755 7GO 76G 77:3 mm.

Value of Hc 8'4 9'1 10'3 ll'O 12 '4 12 '3 km.

Number of cases G 12 15 30 41 20

These figures have been corrected for the annual variation.

It will be seen that, if we exclude the last group, the relation between Hc and the

height of the barometer may be taken as practically a linear one. I am inclined to

think that, notwithstanding the large number of observations in the 766 mm. group,

the value 12 '4 km. for this group is accidentally high. In the lower groups the

individual values are very consistent. In the 18 ascents made with the barometer

In-low 750 mm. in one only was a value of H,, above 10 km. met with, and the lowest

was 7 '5. In the higher groups there is great irregularity, so that it may be said

with fair certainty that a low value of He will be found with a low barometer, but

the converse does not hold. Of all the quantities relating to the upper air this value

of He is the most capricious and uncertain, save during pronounced cyclones. There

is evidence that, in the 40 miles between Pyrton Hill and Ditcham Park, it may
<lin"t>r by at least 1 km., and that the same change may occur in the same locality in

less than an hour.

1 1' we combine the last two groups we get the rule that a rise of 3 mm. in height of

VOL. ccxi. A. 2 M
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the barometer will be accompanied on the average by a rise of 0'4 km. in the vain, of

. Il^ler this rule holds for the upper part of the barometnc scale M a matter

that must be left for future observations to settle.

Value of TV

Closely connected with the value of H, is the value of T, the temperature of the

air at the commencement of the isothermal. The values corrected for the annual

variation are

10-3 ll'O 12-4 12-3 km.

15'0 12'8 13'0 C.
Hc

8 '4

24'5 21'4 18'4

Plotted 0,1 squared paper these are not quite linear, but a straight line can be drawn

that lies within less than a degree of the given temperatures everywhere.

is nearly 3"'0 C. to 1 km.

The rule holds for change of latitude, for Hc is large and Tc low near the equator.

It holds as shown above for barometric change, but fails for the annual variation,

since He and Te both reach their maximum values in the late summer. No daily

change in the value of Hc can be detected with certainty, but more observations are

required.

Average Height reached and Distance run by the Balloons.

In the following table column A gives the average maximum height, column B

gives the difference between the value of Tc and the temperature at the highest

point, T, being the standard, and Column C the distance in miles of the place of fall

from the starting place of the balloon.

The corresponding values for the various pressure groups are in the shorter table

on the right.

TABLE IX.
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It will be seen from these tables that the average maximum height reached is

greater in summer than in \vinter. This is partly due to the fact that the bursting-

point of a balloon depends on the pressure, and in summer a greater height must be

reached to attain the same low pressure. This does not account for the whole

variation, and the part left must be ascribed to the effect of temperature on india-

rubber. It becomes hard if left unused hi cold weather. For reaching great heights

the quality of the rubber is of supreme importance.

The figures in column B are instructive. Large inversions of temperature are to be

met with at the commencement of the isothermal in summer rather than in winter ;

and at times when the barometer is near its normal value, and not when it is low.

The figures in column C are not what would be expected. The surface wind in

England is certainly stronger in winter than in summer, but the distances run are

reversed and are rather greater in summer than in winter. The exact time taken for

any ascent is not known, but judging from the few cases where the balloon has been

seen to fall it may be assumed to be about two hours.

In the pressure group, places with an average barometer are naturally places where

there is a barometric gradient, and hence a long run for a balloon is to be expected,

but the value 36 miles, the lowest in the table, for the six cases that occurred in or

near the centre of a deep cyclone does not favour the idea that cyclones are eddies

produced by a strong upper current in the general circulation. So many of the

balloons have doxibtless fallen in the sea that there must be large systematic errors

in the means of the distance run. Balloons often fall within a short distance of their

starting place, and it is certain that there is no strong and permanent upper drift

from the west.

With reference to the bearing of the place of fall, no definite statement can be

made. The prevailing wind in England is from some westerly point, and so in general

a balloon falls towards the east ; they seldom seem to go due west, but south-west

and north-west are quite common directions, and I do not think the frequencies of

winds from various points of the compass are very different above and below. On

many occasions a strong current from the north and north-west has l>een met with at

great heights when it has been calm up to the cirrus level, and while the track of a

balloon will in general follow an isobar, the track cannot be foretold with certainty

from the surface distribution of pressure.

Wave Motion on the Lower Boundary of the Isothennal Surface.

In a fair number of the ascents that are made it is found that the values of Hc and

of T,; have changed in the short time that the instrument has remained in the

isothermal region. The variations are much too large to be ascribed to casual

instrumental errors, neither are they due to any systematic lag of the aneroid or

of the thermograph, for they will sometimes be shown on one instrument in one

2 M 2
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,
ana then not on the same '

ttfn*
IThtstations in England will show these irregulant.es,

wh.le on some other

m
at the boundary, changing H, rapidly by from 0'5 to 1 km., and T. by 5

lasionaUy even n,ore, and I am inclined to think that there some connect

b^Z, these disturbances and the small pressure waves of short penod that are not

infrequently shown on the micro-barograph.

Discussion of the Results.

The tables and figures given in the preceding part of this paper are, I hope,

observational facts about which there can be no serious dispute. In addition to

observations in Europe we have a certain amount of information from the tropical

and equatorial regions, and from America. It is certain that as the equator is

approached the value of Hc rises, and that of Tc falls. The observations are not

sufficient to show the connection between H., Tft and the latitude, but as an

approximation we may take H, = 16 km. and Tc
= -80 C. at the equator.

Any theory that is to explain the general circulation of the atmosphere, 1

distribution of temperature, and the formation of storms, must agree with the

observed facts, but it is extremely difficult to form any theory without being involved

at once in a mass of contractions. Yet the motion and temperature, of the

atmosphere must be dependent on the well-known principles of mechanics and

thermodynamics, and it ought to be possible to get some clue that may lead to a

reasonable explanation. The making of observations and then tabulating them is a

tedious business unless it leads to something further, but all I can do in discussing

these results is to point out difficulties which I do not profess to have solved.

Firstly, with regard to the vertical distribution of temperature.

Mr. GOLD'S theory as to the reason of the decrease of temperature up to a certain

height, put briefly, is this (' Roy. Soc. Proc.,' A, vol. 82, p. 43, 1908). Any layer of

air is dependent for its temperature on the four following sources of heat :

radiation from the sun, radiation from the earth, radiation from the neighbouring layers,

and convection from below, this latter including the supply due to condensation. Its

temperature will be such that its loss of heat by out radiation will just balance these

sources of supply. Above, the isothermal convection ceases and absorption and

radiation are equal. The paper should be consulted. The numerical values are of

course somewhat doubtful, especially since the amount of aqueous vapour at different

heights is uncertain, but the whole theory seems eminently reasonable, and apart from

details explains the general fact of the isothermal region. If this theory be correct,

then air that is below the mean temperature for its own height and for the season
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will be air that has recently risen and conversely, for the air changes its temperature

slowly under the influence of radiation, but instantly under the influence of change
of pressure. Also, the magnitude of the temperature departure from the mean

should be an index of the intensity of the ascending or descending motion.

For convection to occur it would seem necessary that the lower layer should be

potentially at least as warm as the air above it, that is to say, that if the lower layer

rises it shall, after cooling adiabatically, still be as warm as the air on its fresh

level. For unsaturated air the adiabatic gradient amounts to 10 C. per kilometre,

and this is the practical limit to the gradients met with in the individual ascents, but

for saturated air at ordinary temperatures the value is much less, the exact value

being dependent on the temperature. A fair average for the year in the first few

kilometres in England is about 6 C. per kilometre, and this is somewhat over the

mean gradient up to 3 km. As the height increases so also does the adiabatic

gradient, because the colder air contains less moisture to be condensed, and con-

sequently the latent heat set free is less. The observed gradient also increases, but

never becomes as great as the adiabatic gradient for saturated air at the temperature

that usually prevails at the corresponding height. The lower layers are potentially

the colder by about 1 C. per kilometre, even for saturated air, and convective currents

should not occur. One would have expected to find the adiabatic gradient up to the

point to which convection extends, or at least up to the limit of the clouds, 7 or 8 km.

Probably owing to the general disturbance caused by winds and the convection

currents of the lower strata, a certain amount of forced mixing occurs, and since the

lower layers are potentially colder than the upper, the mixing will cool the upper

strata. Mixing means the existence of vertical currents, and therefore raises the

height of the isothermal region, which begins at the point where vertical currents

cease. Could we by any means thoroughly mix up the vertical strata, just after the

mixing we should have the same potential temperature throughout, that is to say,

the surface layers would be very much warmer and the upper layers very much colder

than they are now, there would be no isothermal region, but the adiabatic gradient

would prevail to the very top.

It seems possible that the strong convection currents that prevail in the equatorial

regions may produce this forced mixing up to a considerable height, and thereby raise

the height of the isothermal and lower the temperature. Or the explanation

subsequently given as to the conditions that prevail in cyclones and anticyclones may
hold (see p. 277). The general rule is that the greater the height He the lower the

\alue of Tc. This holds for change of latitude and for the change from cyclone to

anticyclone, but it fails in the case of the annual variation, where apparently the

values of VLe and Tc should follow those produced by change of latitude.

To have met with the lowest natural temperatures ever recorded in the equatorial

region is not what one would have expected, but is what has happened. The

isothermal region over the equator receives at least as much solar radiation as it
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does elsewhere and, as the earth and lower layers of air are warmer there, it should

receive more radiation from below. It is true that the greater amount of water

vapour may cut off radiation from the earth, hut if so this radiation must warm up

the strata that absorb it, and they in turn should radiate upwards.

The question naturally arises whether there is any appreciable interchange of air

between the isothermal region and the strata below it. The diffusion over the whole

earth of the dust thrown up into the very highest strata by the Krakatoa eruption in

1883 proves that the air at these levels circulates between the equator and the poles,

and if, as we have good reason to think, the air above 16 km. is much colder over the

..quator than over Europe we should expect this circulation. It is certain, too, that

the trades and anti-trades above them do not form a closed system confined to the

region between 35 S. and 35 N. This may be proved as follows. The sum total of

the angular momentum of the earth's atmosphere about the axis of rotation remains

approximately constant from year to year, and hence the moment of the couple acting

upon the atmosphere is on the average zero. The only forces that form this couple

are forces due to friction at the earth's surface, for the mutual reactions of the

atmosphere as a whole cannot alter the angular momentum. From the fact that a

persistent wind produces a powerful ocean current we know that the frictional force

between the atmosphere and the earth must be considerable. Such a force is

persistently exerted in the region of the trades over nearly half the earth's surface,

and is constantly acting so as to give an easterly directed momentum to the

atmosphere. It is balanced, as FERREL pointed out, by the westerly directed

component produced by the friction of westerly winds in temperate latitudes. This

requires an interchange of angular momentum between the tropics and temperate

latitudes, and this can hardly occur in any way save by the interchange of masses of

air which must have both a N.-S. and an E.-W. component. Hence at some level

across parts of the boundary either N.E. and S.W. or N.W. and S.E. winds must blow.

The Local Circulation.

When it first became possible to obtain correct observations of the temperature up

to 5 or 10 km. height, it was supposed that a few years' observations would show the

mechanism of a cyclonic storm, and enable us to say to what it was due. This

expectation has not been fulfilled.

There were two theories to account for these storms one, due to FERREL, that a

cyclone consisted of a current of warm ascending air at the centre, which current

drew in the air from neighbouring districts and, aided by the directive force of the

earth's rotation, produced the characteristic whirl; the other, due I think to

Dr. HANN, was that they were eddies in the general circulation, just as small water

eddies are formed in a swiftly flowing stream. The facts brought to light by

registering balloons do not, so far as Europe is concerned, favour either hypothesis.
The cyclone is cold, not warm, and the strong upper westerly current in which the
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eddies were supposed to be formed is often non-existent, for balloons after rising to a

givjit height frequently fall near to their starting point or to the westward.

It must be borne in mind that the velocity of the air in a vertical direction, save

over small areas as in thunderstorms, is very small. It is more conveniently measured

in feet than in miles per hour, and the principle of the equation of continuity shows

that it cannot exist at all close to the earth's surface.

The information that has been gathered from the English ascents about the

distribution of pressure and temperature in cyclones and anticyclones is shown in a

graphical form in fig. 1.

The figure may roughly be taken as a section of the atmosphere stretching from a

region of low (29'00 in.) to a region of high (30'50 in.) pressure, but with the

following qualifications. As in all such diagrams the vertical scale is out of all

proportion to the horizontal, but also the horizontal scale is not the same in different

parts. The horizontal distances represent differences of pressure at sea-level, but

since the barometric gradient is never uniform, equal distances on the diagram do not

represent equal geographical distances. The gradient is always slight in anticyclonic

regions, and steepest in the intermediate regions, and hence the right-hand part

requires to be opened out. An attempt is made to correct this in fig. 2, where the

horizontal distances are meant to represent geographical distances. How to open out

the scale on the sides is a matter of judgment, but the amount of enlargement is

based on the fact that the mean temperature shown along any even kilometre height

should coincide with that given in Tables II. and III. The distance across may be

taken roughly as 1000 miles.

Fig. 1 obviously fails in this respect ; it is only meant as a representation of the

facts disclosed in the tables previously given. In both figures the full lines represent

the section of the isobaric surfaces by a vertical plane, and the dotted lines the

sections of the isothermal surfaces. The broken lines show the departure of the

temperature + or at any point from the mean value for that height. In drawing
the lines irregularities that seem to 1x3 due to an insufficient number of observations

have been ignored, and the lines are not carried to the ground because the distribution

there depends upon the season. If we take a temperature below the mean to indicate

that the air there has recently ascended and conversely, the following points appear

from the diagram. There is an ascending current in the cyclone starting from close

to the ground and reaching up to the isothermal. As the height from the ground

increases this current is extended over a larger area and reaches a greater height, so

that roughly it forms the frustrum of a cone with its apex downwards. In its outer

parts it reaches to about 12 km., and seemingly the air that rises in the centre

spreads out still rising obliquely just under the isothermal. Of course, this refers to

the conventional cyclone ; the actual cyclone is unsymmetrical, but if we could get a

series of simultaneous observations in a straight line running from a low pressure to a

high-pressure area, say 1000 miles distant, although there would be many local
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irregularities, and different sectors of the cyclone would probably show systematic

variations, yet the distribution of temperature would certainly be in its main features

the same as that shown on the diagram.

Using the same data, viz., the indication given by the temperature, we see that the

descending current of the anticyclone starts from a height of about 1 1 km. and also

spreads out as it descends ; it, too, forms part of a cone, but has the apex upwards.

Unlike the upward cyclonic current, its intensity slackens some distance before the

end of its course, neither does the current seem to be so pronounced, since the

departure only reaches +5 C. against -10 C. for the cyclone (29'06 in.).

The nature of the circulation thus indicated agrees well with what is known from

other sources. The ascending current in the lower part of a cyclone can be inferred

with certainty from the inward tend of the surface winds ; it is also proved by the

formation of clouds and rain. That the region of ascending air increases with height

may be deduced from the fact that the formation of cirrus is often the first sign of an

advancing cyclone, and rain may fall from high clouds some time before the lower

cloud sheet and scud are formed. Also high clouds are generally visible after the

lower sheet has cleared when the depression is passing away.

The descending current of the anticyclone is proved by the absence of high cloud

at the centre of an anticyclone, for no cloud can remain unevaporated in a descending

current, also by the great dryness that prevails at such times on mountain summits.

But the descending current does not reach the earth at the centre, for Messrs. SHAW
and LEMPFERT, in their

'

Life-History of Surface Air Currents
'

(M.0. 174, p. 24), state :

"These latter," i.e., the central areas of well-marked anticyclones near the ground,
"
are for the most part inert and comparatively isolated masses of air, taking little

part in the circulation that goes on around them." Also, in England at all events,

an anticyclone is in the winter usually associated with a belt of low cloud, just above

which, as we know from kite and balloon ascents, there is nearly always a sharp
inversion of temperature. The descending current cannot reach the cloud, for if so

it would dissipate it at once, and there can be no mixing of air at the boundary, for

often just above the cloud the humidity is as low as 20 or 30 per cent.

The question of the difference of temperature in the various segments of cyclones
and anticyclones has not been dealt with. In my opinion the number of observations
is nothing like sufficient to eliminate chance differences that would inevitably occur.

There seems to be no obvious correlation between the direction in which a balloon

travels and the temperature conditions, neither can I see that it makes any difference
if a cyclone is travelling quickly or slowly. The only point that I have noticed is that
there is a tendency for a higher temperature at the first few kilometres in the rainy
belt of south and south-easterly wind that lies in front of an advancing disturbance.

t is not safe in meteorology to draw conclusions from a single instance, but the

following case may be of interest : On November 3rd, 1910, at 2.30 p.m., a balloon
was sent up at Pyrton Hill. The liaroineter, reduced to sea level, stood at 735 mm.
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.-mil \\:is falling with unusii.-il rapidity. The wind was east, and it was raining

heavily. Tin- (litre of tin- depmnon, which came from W.N.'W., passed directly

over in the evening. A balloon was sent up in the evening, but not recovered. At
7 a.m. on Noveml)er 4th a third balloon was sent up, the l>;m>meter being at 742 nun.

and rising rapidly. The sky was dear save for a little cirrus, and the wind S.W.

It had shifted through N.E. and N.W. The two balloons, 2.30 p.m. and 7 a.m.,

were recovered, and both gave specially clear records, but, excepting that up to 5 km.,

the afternoon temperatures were a few degrees the higher, the temperatures recorded

\\ere practically identical. In this instance, at least above 5 km., the front and back

segments of a cyclone were alike. Both balloons reached 16 km. and travelled

(JO miles to tin- eastward, one falling at Chelmsford and the other at Gravesend.

In discussing the mechanics of a cyclone, it is absolutely necessary to consider the

question of barometric pressure. It will be seen from the diagram how the low

pressure of a cyclone lies under a column of cold and therefore heavy air, and this

shows how fallacious it may lie to explain high or low pressures by the presence of

cold or warm air above them. Also it must be remembered that the atmosphere is

perfectly free and unconfined save at its lower boundary. If two large sealed vessels

communicate with each other by even a small pipe, it is impossible to maintain

any difference of pressure between their gaseous contents unless some force acts

tangentially on the gas in the connecting pipe, as, for example, when one vessel is

above the other and gravity alters the pressure. Much more so, therefore, with the

atmosphere. Suppose a certain pressure at a point A and a lower pressure at a point

C, and to exclude gravity let A and C be on the same level. If this difference of

pressure is to be maintained a sufficient force must act along every possible line of

communication between C and A, that is to say, along every line that can be drawn

from A to C without passing through the earth or leaving the upper limit of the

atmosphere. Failing this force the pressures at A and C will be equalised in some-

what the same time that it will take for sound to travel along the unopposed line of

communication between A and C. At all events, the velocity should be of the same

order as that of sound. This statement hardly seems to me to require proof, but if it

does the following facts may IKJ quoted. The wave of pressure produced by the erup-

tion of Krakatoa passed round the earth with the velocity of sound. On the equator,

where there is no possibility of any opposing force, there are hardly any appreciabfe

differences of pressure, save those due to the semi-diurnal pressure wave which travels

with a velocity of about four-thirds of that of sound. The nature of the force that

acts between A and C in parts of the earth away from the equator was pointed out

by FERRBL. If C be the centre of a well-developed cyclone, it is largely supplied by
the centrifugal force of the curvilinear winds that blow round C, but in moat cases it

is due to the tendency of a moving body to turn to the right hand (in the northern

hemisphere), which again is due to the earth's rotation. (See a paper by Mr. GOLD,
'

Barometric Gradient and Wind Force,' M.O. 190.) Briefly, we may say that a

2 N 2
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force acting from C to A is produced by the component of the wind at right-angles to

\\ V d C being any point* whatever on the same level, although we cannot say

produces thi; 2l Thi. comport is called the gradient wind, if it has the

5Ll velocity. Also it is found that at a height of 500
metres

the

wind agrees well, on the average, with that observed by m, ;ms o

pilot
balloons.

Suggested C*> "f '/"' />/*/, v7,,,,/,m </ Temperature in Cyclone and Anticyclone.

To return to the diagram, fig. 2. Let us take a point C on the* left hand at a

height of 9 or 10 km., and a point A at the same level on the right, and suppose that

a powerful wind is blowing across the line CA, i.e., perpendicularly to the paper.

This produces a force acting from C to A, and hence a decrease of pressure at C and

an increase at A. The air therefore tries to flow back from A to C. The direct path

and neighbouring paths on the same level are blocked by the acting force and a

circuitous path has to be followed. Let us take a path ABDC falling vertically from

A to 1 km., there running along an isobaric surface to the vertical through C, and

then rising to C. The air from A falls towards B and is thereby warmed adiabati-

cally, the air from B goes towards D and is unchanged in temperature excepting near

the point B, where the supply has come from above. In the part DC the air is cooled

as it ascends, and thus we get the temperature distribution shown in the diagram.

It is obvious that this distribution at once raises a force that stops the flow, for the

air in DC soon becomes too cold to rise further, and that in AB too warm to sink.

The path BD need not be straight, but may follow any track whatever in the isobaric

surface, neither need AB and DC be vertical. It will be seen, too, that the amount

of circulation is very small. The air falls in AB and rises in DC until its departure

from the mean is, say, 5 C. The average gradient is 7 C. per kilometre, and the

adiabatic for dry air is 10 C., a displacement therefore of only if km. is required, and

this in a track of at least 1000 km. length is inappreciable. Each possible path of

this kind will, so to speak, be tried and blocked by the air in its attempt to pass from

A to C, and the temperature below A will be raised and that below C lowered. As

the temperature in the two vertical legs gradually approximates to its average value,

under the slow process of in-and-out radiation, the path will be opened again, but

only to be rapidly closed by the same means as before, still in this way a slow

circulation can occur.

Exactly similar conclusions apply if we take a path which first rises from A and

then falls back to C, but here the low temperatures are found on the right of the

diagram and the high on the left. Thus we see that if it be first granted that there

is some force acting from any point C to another point A on the same level sufficient

to maintain a difference of pressure between A and C, notwithstanding a small but

appreciable flow of air across, and further that the line integral of the force for every
level path from A to C is the same, but greater than on neighbouring levels, then the
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air, in its attempt to get back from A to C, will produce and maintain tin- distri-

bution of temperature which we know to exist when C lies about 9 km. high in an

area of low pressure and A at the same height in an area of high pressure. The

force must exist in tin- neiglilxmring levels to that of AC, but may decrease rapidly

in intensity as that level is left either above or l)elow. Furthermore, A and C are not

necessarily points, but may represent areas of large extent and of any form, regular

or irregular. The only difficulty is to find the source of the necessary horizontal

force. We can think of nothing save wind to supply this, and it could IKS supplied by
a wind of sufficient velocity and of sufficient lateral and vertical extent. If we guess

at the curvature, for after all it can only be a guess, we can calculate the required

velocity. Near the earth's surface winds of 50 miles per hour, and extending

laterally over 400 or 500 miles, produce differences of pressure sufficient to show on a

weather chart the isobaric system of a deep cyclonic storm. The slope of the isobaric

surfaces at 9 km. is greater, in the ratio of 3:2, and hence the winds must be

stronger, but the velocities need not exceed 75 miles per hour. But the momentum

of such a wind system is very great, and it is hard to see how it can be originated

and how destroyed.

The Isothermal Region.

The explanation that has l>een given of the temperature distribution carries with it

an explanation of the fact that the value of He is greater over the high-pressure area

than over the low. For if we take a line starting from A and rising vertically, then

turning and descending vertically to C, the displacement of the air along such a

line from A to C will carry with it the displacement of any peculiarity of the

temperature gradient. For the same vertical displacement simply alters the tempe-
rature of each element by the. same amount, but leaves unaltered the difference of

temperature between any two elements of the vertical parts. Thus the isothermal

region, which begins where the abrupt change of the temperature gradient sets in, is

shifted bodily upwards over A and downwards over C, and the invariable phenomenon
of a high value for He with the anticyclone and the low one with the cyclone is

produced. The slow warming by radiation over A does not alter the level, for

presumably the neighbouring strata are about equally warmed, but the readjustment

required to meet this warming carries the isothermal upward again, and thus a

considerable increase of its height may be brought about.*

Velocity of the Wind at Various Levels.

If this theory of the local circulation be correct, it follows that the winds must

continue upwards to a considerable height. In fact, it seems inevitable that the

*
May 30. Since this was written it has been found that at least for the English ascents there is a very

close relationship between the value of He and the pressure at 10 km.
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or

must continue up to the height at which the isobaric surfaces suv level planes,

rather spheroids concentric with the earth. It will be seen from the diagrams that

this point lies at a height of about 20 km., and the numlier and consistency of the

observations is sufficient to make this fairly certain. The slope of the isobaric surface

reaches the same value that it has at the earth's surface at about 16 km., and if we

denote this by 1, it reaches its maximum value 1'5 at about 10 km. Our knowledge

of the wind above the level of the highest clouds is very limited. It is true that

balloons have been followed by a theodolite up to 16 km. or more. Mr. CAVK, who is

an authority on this point, considers that the wind falls oft' as the isothermal region is

reached, but on some occasions a strong wind is found at 15 km. ; there are four such

instances on record at Pyrton Hill. But the balloons can only be followed to great

heights when the air is clear and the lower winds light. If the lower winds are

strong, the balloon is too far off to be visible long before it has reached the

isothermal region.

On many occasions there is no great wind up to at least 20 km., so that the

supposed strong westerly winds, if they exist at all, are intermittent, and different

in character to the N.E. and S.E. trade winds.

The fact that from a station in England many quite likely tracks for a balloon end

in the sea introduces a large systematic error, so that no just conclusions can be

drawn from registering balloons in England as to the prevalence of certain winds.

In most cases the track runs parallel, or nearly so, to the surface isobars, so that

generally the direction of the upper wind does not greatly differ from that of the

lower, and since also very high ascents do not show longer runs than those of average

height, it is certain that the wind velocity decreases rather than increases above 1 or

12 km. But there is nothing in the observational results to negative the supposition
that strong winds may on some occasions exist at a height of 15 km. A persistent

current of this kind in the general circulation would be easily explained, but it is

hard to see in the case of intermittent winds whence the energy can come and where

it can go. Also cyclones cannot be caused solely by the upper winds, for if so they
would have no reason to avoid continental areas, and prefer moist areas, such as the

sea or the chain of the Great Lakes of North America, as they undoubtedly do.
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Introduction and Historical Summary.

IN their efforts to place mathematical analysis on the firmest possible foundations,

ABEL and CAUCHY found it necessary to banish non-convergent series from their

work
;
from that time until a quarter of a century ago the theory of divergent series

was, in general, neglected by mathematicians.

A consistent theory of divergent series was, however, - developed by POINCARK in

1886, and, ten years later, BOREL enunciated his theory of summability in connection

with oscillating series. So far as diverging power series are concerned, the theory

of BOREL is more precise than that of POINCARK.

VOL. crxi. A 477. 19.7.11
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Since the paper of POINOARE appeared, researches have been published by a host

of mathematicians. It is sufficient to mention the names of CESARO, LE ROY,

VAN VLECK, STIELTJES, MELLIN, MITTAG-LEFFLER, BARNES, HARDY, and LITTLEWOOD

as investigators, either of the general theory of oscillating and asymptotic series, or

of the asymptotic expansions of particular classes of functions. Complete biblio-

graphies are to be found in BROMWICH'S
'

Theory of Infinite Series/ and BARNES'

'Memoir on Integral Functions.'* The former work contains an excellent history of

the subject.

It might be considered that, when the theories of POINCARE and BOREL had been

discussed with such vigour, there would be comparatively little room for further

general developments of the subject. In this memoir, however, I propose to discuss

an aspect of the theory which has hitherto remained unnoticed, and which promises

to have many useful applications. In fact, I have already found it to be of

importance in connection with the problem of expanding an arbitrary function in a

series of inverse factorials, and it is highly probable that the theory can be employed

with advantage in particular cases of the problem of expanding an arbitrary function

in a series of normal functions. A simpler application is that of determining an

upper limit to the number of terms that should be taken in a given asymptotic series

in order that, for a given value of the variable, the difference between the asymptotic

expansion and the analytic function represented by the expansion should be as small

as possible.

It is convenient here to specify precisely the meaning of certain expressions used in the sequel :

(i) If x be a real variable, the statement . > a means that some positive number A (independent of x)

exists, such that xz a + A. Thus it might be convenient to take A = 10~ 100
.

(ii) A function /(x), of a complex variable x, is said to be analytic in the region |

x < a when the

function has no singularities in the interior of the region, although it may have singularities on the

boundary x\
= a.

We say that the function is analytic in the region |

x
\

S a when some positive number A exists such

that the function is analytic in the region or
|

< a + A.

(iii) A function f(x) is said to be analytic in the sector a s arg x /J when, if o be any singularity of

/(x) in the finite part of the plane, / is not within the sector, and the distance of o from the boundary
of the sector is at least equal to A. The statement does not iman that /(*) is "regular about the point
x = at," i.e., that f(x) can be expanded in a convergent series of negative integer powers of ./ if \x\ be

sufficiently large.

(iv) When a region is specified by means of two inequalities (e.g., |arg;| < Jir, \x\ < 1) we mean the

region in which both the inequalities are satisfied, unless an explicit statement is made to the contrary.

(v) It it necessary to make use of the ideasf of " Orders of Infinity
"
so frequently that attention is rarely

directed to their use. Thus, if we have |x| < p
n where p is finite, and n is any integer, no matter how

large, we should, if necessary, say at once that
|a-,,| < K . n \ where K is finite.

Before proceeding, it is desirable to summarize the chief points of the theories of
POINCARE and BOREL :

*
'Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 199, pp. 411-500, 1900.

t HARDY, "Orders of Infinity" ('Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics,' No. 12).
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(i)
A function f(x) is said to possess an asymptotic expansion (in the sense of

POINCAUK) for 1m ^v values of \x\ t
and for a certain range of values of arg x, if, for

such values of arg x, the function can be expressed in the form.

where |RJ,|r J,]*!'"'
1 when |a?|>y.

The quantity y is finite, n is any assigned finite integer, and J is a finite quantity

depending on y and n, but not on x\.

(ii)
BOUEL'S theory is an attempt to associate with the series

a quantity, S, which shall be equal to the sum of the series if the series happens to be

convergent, and which shall have a definite meaning if the series be divergent.

Putting

BOREL defines S by the equation

S =

when the integral converges, the original series is said to be " summable."

This theory requires some knowledge of the singularities of the function
<j>.

Such

a requirement is a defect of the theory, so far as many applications to asymptotic

expansions are concerned, for it will often happen that, when we are given a function

./('') we can obtain an asymptotic expansion of POINCARE'S type with some knowledge
of the values (or the upper limits of the values) of a , a,, ..., a., 11,; we may be able

thence to deduce the radius of convergence* of the series for the function
<f> (t),

and

yet have no knowledge of the singularities of
<f> (t) outside the circle of convergence of

the series for
<f>(t). By this lack of knowledge BOKKL'S theory is robbed of a great

deal of its usefulness.!

Some severe stricturesj have been passed by MITTAO-LEFFLER upon BOREL'S theory

for other reasons.

After these preliminary statements, we summarize the objects of this paper. In

Part I. we define certain quantities called characteristic*, which l>ear much the same

relation to an asymptotic series as the radius of convergence bears to a convergent

series. The definition is a natural consequence of an attempt to impart more precision

* Which may l>e finite, as in the case when a n (
-

)" . n !.

t See, e.g., the assumptions made in 104 of BKOMWICH'S 'Theory of Infinite Scries."

I At the Fourth International Congress of Mathematician* See the ' Bulletin of the American

Malhcmatiral Society," vol. xiv. (ser. 2), p.

VOL. ccxr. A. 2 o
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to PoiNCARg's theory by making use of some of BOREL'S ideas, but without making

of any of the properties of BOREL'S associated function, $ (t), so fur as the

singularities of this function outside its circle of convergence are concerned. After

defining the characteristics of a series, we proceed to prove a number of simple

theorems concerning the characteristics of series derived in various manners from a

series with given characteristics.

So far the analysis would not appear to have any practical importance. To justify

its existence we investigate, in Part II., the circumstances in 'which an analytic

function, known to possess an asymptotic expansion with assigned characteristics, is

<!!, riniiied uniquely by its asymptotic expansion* It is then possible to determine

circumstances in which an asymptotic expansion, with given characteristics, is

" .Minimal ilr
"
by the method of BOREL.

Finally we investigate the characteristics of the asymptotic expansion of a function

derived from the "
logarithmic-integral

"
function, as a simple example. Further

examples, namely, of the gamma function and of MITTAG-LEFFLER'S function, Ea (x),

are contained in another paper by the writer. t

It should be mentioned here that the theory described in this memoir does not

cover the investigation of those functions for which BOREL'S associated function, <f> (/.),

has a sequence of singularities at the points tl} t2 , ..., such that L arg tn
=

; such
II = on

an associated function would be, e.y., cot ir(t+i), which has singularities at the points
t = i+n (n any integer). It seems, however, that none of the ordinary functions

of analysis possess associated functions of this nature.

PART I. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF ASYMPTOTIC SERIES.

1. The type of function.f f(z), which we shall discuss, is subject to the condition

that, when |z| > y, a :Sarg x ^ ft (where a, ft, y are given finite quantities), it can

be expressed in the form

...

where

o-
n

. . . ...... (IB)

The number n is any integer, and the quantities A, B, /-, /, p, a- are independent of
n and \x\.

'. is known that an asymptotic expansion of POINCARK'S type does not determine an analytic function

n^u.ly; thus (!+*)-> and (!+*)-> + <-* have the same asymptotic expansion, viz., 1 -*-'+*-'- ....

when
|ar|

is largo and |argr| < fa.
To lx) published shortly in the 'Quarterly Journal of Mathematics.'

hroughout Part I. of the paper the functions are not restricted so as to 1x5 analytic.
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The novelty introduced in these assumptions lies in the fact that we consider a,

nnd II. (or, more precisely, the moduli of these quantities) as functions of for all

values of n, no matter how large.

It will be convenient to give names to the quantities A, B, k, I, p, cr; we shall call

k, I, p, a- characteristics of the series (1) ; k will be called a grade, I an outer grade,

p a radius, cr an outer radius of the expansion. The quantities A and B will be

called constants of the expansion.

If an inequality of the form (!A) can exist when k ^ kg, but not when k < k
, we

might, for greater precision, call / the princijxd <//</,/, of the series
;
and the smallest

possible value of p associated with / might, in like manner, be called the principal

i-nili'ix; similarly we could define the i>ri:i,-ijial outer i/rn<fi- and the principal outer

radius. But it is found that this additional precision is unnecessary, and we will

accordingly prove all our propositions for any possible characteristics ; and, further,

it may be stated that the characteristics, determined for particular series (such as

the asymptotic expansion of the gamma function) by the ordinary processes of

analysis, are of such a magnitude that, although they may not be principal

characteristics, we could not expect to obtain any additional knowledge of the

functions investigated by knowing the actual values of the principal characteristics.

Examples :-

(i) Let

log o = kn log n + tn (1 + ),

whore
| |

- as n -* oo^and k is real and positive.

The principal yrade is I:

The prinfipal radius is (by the asymptotic expansion of the gamma function) |exp {r
-
k(\ogk

-
1)} |,

provided that the upper limit of R (rne n ), as n -* oo, is not + oo.

If the upper limit of R(rn,,) is + <x, the quantity jexp {c
- k (log k - 1)} |

+S is a possible radius, where

5 is an arbitrary positive quantity, but not zero.

(ii) Let

log an = kn log n + en
{ 7(log ) + <},

where k and c are real and positive.

The quantity k + 5t is a possible grade ; and Sj is a possible radius ; Si and &.. being arbitrary positive

quantities, but not zero.

(iii) The reader may prove that, if f(x) be defined by (1), then
)

{/(f) -a^-aix'
1

}
Jx has the same

rli.-iracteristics as f(x) when k ^ 1 and / i 1, where the path of integration is the straight line which, when

produced Iwckwards, passes through the origin.

Theorem I. If k, I, p, tr are possible characteristics of an expansion, then, if we

rc;/ard I and cr as bcimj i/ii'fii, tve may always assume that the quantities k arul p arc

such that

(i)
k == I

; (ii)
if k = I, p ^ a:

For from equation (1) we have

+, = (U.-R. +I)x"
+1

,

2 o 2
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Z/1 + / + 1)}.

Now, for all values of , F(/n+l) < Kr(/n+J+l), where K may be taken to be a

finite number independent of n.

Therefore, since \x\>y, assuming that y is not zero, we have

Comparing this equation with (U), we see that / is a possible grade; in other

words, if we are given a number I as an outer grade, and a number k, greater t

/ as a grade, we may take I as a new possible grade.
'

We also see that if k = I, and we are given a- as an outer radius, and a number p

greater than <r as a radius, we may take <r as a new possible radius.
'

2. Let us now consider the product of two functions f, (x), f, (x) whose expansions

(valid over a common range of values of arg x) are

Let possible constants and characteristics of these expansions be A1( B1} klt Zt , pi, ^ ;

A,, Bj, k2,
la , pa, <ra respectively.

We shall show that, for the range of values of arg x for which both these

expansions are valid, the product fl (x)/2 (x) can be represented by an asymptotic

series of which possible characteristics are &
. k, PO, <TO 5

where ka ,
1

, p ,
ora denote th

greater of the numbers &i, k2 ;
llt 12 ; p1; p2 ; <TI, <r2 respectively.

By direct multiplication

where

S. = a
X X

so that

r =

Now, when* f> 0, T(l + )
is positive and decreases as increases till

= 0-461. ..(= ^o, say); when f> ,,r(l + f) increases with f ;
and when 0< <1,

* DE MORGAN'S '

Diflferential and Integral Calculus
'

(1842), p. 590.
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Also r (! + ,)
= 0-8856... =770-', say.

So that if

and if, further,

fi, r(i +O<r(i + ).

Returning to the definition of bn ,
we get from these results

1
6. |* A,A, 2

r =

[(i +17.) r (/*+ 1) + 77, 2 r (r + 1) r {(->) *+!}],
r 1

where

77,
=

T;O
if X'u < 1 and A', ?* L,

and

77,
= 1 if either or hoth of the conditions i 1

, A-,
= Ic3 are satisfied.

Now consider F(f) = r(^+l)r{(nf)!+!}, 7a function of a continuous real

variable If
/>
denote the logarithmic derivate of the gamma function, we have

AF(f) = A-

d *
I

But, since -^^(f) = 2 TZ-n ,
we see that iA (f ) increases with ^ when > 0.T '1

Hence -^F() is negative when : ?i f ; and therefore, in the summation

r= I

the terms decrease until the middle term (or terms) and then increase, terms

equidistant from the beginning and end of the summation being equal.

Two distinct cases now come under our consideration, (I.) when ^ 1, (II.) when

<!.

In the first case, using the equality

we have, from the result just proved,

2 r(r +l)r{(n-r) +l} ^(n-1) r(A- +l) T {(7i-l)& + 1},

<
(71
- 1

)
T (nk + I

) \ (I- a
1

*)
_' A

r= 1
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From this we deduce* that

(2)

In the second case, let m be the greatest integer such that *, < 1.

When n * 2 + 1, we have, as in the first case,

("since
the integrand is less"!

S (?<
- 1

)
T (nkt+ 1

), than or equal to uni ty ]

so that, when* n S 2m+l, we deduce from the inequality on the preceding page :

lastly, when n 2: 2m+2, we have

2 1

r- I

= 22 r(rJt +i)r{(i-r)^+i}+
n

T"r(^ +i)r{(w-r)A;o+i}
r=l

^2 2

since r(r*.+ l)<l when lsrs=m, and the largest terms of the summation

2 are the first and last.

But, when 1 == r S m, r{()i-r) ka+ 1
} S T (*+ 1) ; and hence

r(rt,+l)r{(n-r)*,+l}

< 2mr(n*b+l)+ (n-l-

[since l-

and consequently, in the second case, for all values of n, we have

We see at once that this formula covers the first case also (m being then zero)

* This is only proved when nil; but it is obviously true when n = 0.
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MV Inn-, t/n/s proved that fi (jr) f.t (x) possesses tin asymptotic expansion ofwhic/t /.
,

M a yrade and
/>

is a radius, am/ n

1 (2m+l+/
<
" 1

)},

where m is the greatest integer such that ink,, < 1, and iji
is defined as above.

We now wish to determine an outer grade and an outer radius.

% We have seen that

8. = m ._ ...
-'' X

so that*

|
S.*"*

1

|
< A.B, 2 r (//-, + 1

) r{( -/) /,+ 1 }PW+ B,rK+ 1) o-r (A,
r =

!.( us .suppose tliat /8 S/j, so that /;,>: A-, ; then, since p,^o- , <rSor ,
we get, as in

the previous work,

/, (2m'+ H-/-
!

)}r (n/ + 1) CTO
"

+ A2B,i?", r (7^+ 1
) o-

"+ B.B*'?", T (n/ + 1
) y-V ",

where IM' is the greatest integer, such that ?>i7 < 1,

VK= ^o if 'o > ^i and / < 1 (otherwise 1/1
=

1),

^"i
=

TJ
if /u > ^i and / < 1 (otherwise 77",

=
1).

We consequently get always

|
S..T-"

I
< [(AA+ A,B,){ 1 +r,3 (2m'+ 1 +/.-)} + B.B^y-

1

] <7UT (n/.-f 1),

where 17,
=

iy
if

'

/ < 1
, ^a

= 1 if / i 1 .

t* to say, 1 is an outer grade, <TO an outer radius, il

is a possible outer constant of the usi/mjifotir c.rjxtusion of f^ (jc) J\(x).

We have thus oht.-iim-d tin- n-sults stated at the beginning of the section.

We deduce that it' two functions /j (.<), j\ (./)
lx>th have asymptotic expansions with

k, I, p, a- as a set of characteriatwa, and possible constants Ijeing AI, B, ; A3 , B,

respectively, then the product /i (x)f3 (x) has an asymptotic expansion with the same

rli.u-acteristics, the constants U'ing A u , BO, where

A = A,A, (:>// + :> + *-'), a =
(

f The quantity y is <liTmc<l in ciiinu-ctioii with equation (1).
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where m, p are the greatest integers, such that

mk < 1, pi < 1,

,,
= , if /<!, r?2

= 1 ^ J^l-

Also, by induction, we deduce that if f(x) have an asymptotic expansion with

k, I, p, a- as characteristics, {/()}' has an asymptotic expansion with the same

characteristics, r being any finite positive integer.

Let us, however, examine the series for {f(x)}
r
in greater detail when r is a positive

integer.

Changing the notation slightly, let A, B, k, I, p, a- be possible constants and

characteristics of f(x) ; we may therefore take A r ,
Br , k, I, p, a as constants and

characteristics of {/()}', where

Ar
= XA,A r_,, Br

=
(A^,., + A^B.) X'+ B^^y-'.

This follows from (3A) and (SB) combined with the identity

we have written Aj, Bj for A, .B, and we have also written X, X' for the quantities

L'//i + 2 + />"', l+i}a (2p + l+r
1

)
of (3A) and (SB).

We see at once that

Ar
= X'-'A', Br

= (AX'+By-
1

)
Br_ t+Ar- 1BX'- 2

X'. . . . (4A , B)

Dividing through (4B) by (AX'+By"
1

)

1

", putting r = 2,3, ... and adding the results,

we get without difficulty

Br
=

From equation (4s) we see that we should get a rather larger value of Br than is

given by that equation if we put /* for both X and X', where

It
=

so that /uiX, /iSrX', since m>p, k~ l

szl~\

The result is so much simpler that we shall do so ; and the result we get is that
H'r is a possible outer constant of {f(x)}

r
where

B'r
= y{(A /

i + By-')'-(A/x)"}, . . . ..... (5)

We shall now prove that, if f(x) has an asymptotic expansion with k, I, p, cr as

characteristics, then exp {f(x)} possesses an asymptotic expansion with the same
characteristics.
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Let A, B be possible constants of /(x) ; from the definition of f(x) we have, with
the usual notation,

exp *} = exp a . exp

Now, by the work of the preceding section, we can expand E," in an asymptotic
series with characteristics /, I, p, <r ; and the expansion will be of the form

where, by (4A) and (5),

|A|s

A =
(r < m)

and

|x"
+1

. n,S.|S

We may consequently write

x
where

and

T. = (exp a.) f^ + ^' + + "S"
>;

Ll!
+

2!
H

n!

Consequently, if n > 0,

r A\"-I -i

|c.|s|expa 2 - *_r(*n+l) p
"

L - 1 m !

" -I* A \ / j
-

^
- - ,

f f t * I/A.)

I

c
1

=
I exp OQ I .

Further,

4

"(n+l)!
+
(n+2)!~

K
"J">

VOL. CCXI. A.
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NO that

Now, by the asymptotic expansion of the gamma function, it follows that

for all integer values of n, where K is finite and independent of n, so thai/

|af
+1
T.|<[y{exp(A/t+By-

1

)-exp(A/i)}+Kexp(By-
1

)]
x |expa |.r(/+l)o-

B
. (7u)

Combining the equations (7A) and (7fi), we see from (7) that exp f(x) possesses an

asymptotic expansion of which k, I, p, cr are characteristics.

4. We shall conclude this part of the paper by proving three general theorems.

Theorem II. Let f(x) possess an asymptotic expansion with characteristics

k, I, p, a; and constants A, B. Then, if
<

(f)
be a function of g ivhich is regular*

inside a circle of radius greater than A/A+ By"
1

,
the centre of the circle being at

= a
(/i and y having their usual significations], then <fr {f(x)} possesses an

asymptotic expansion with characteristics k, I, p, a; ivhich is valid for the same range

of values ofx as the expansion off(x).

Let "^(ao+f) be expansible in the series

Then

and hence

where G is finite and independent of m. [These statements are true if the less

stringent condition be satisfied.]

Now, f(x) = a +Ko, so that

this series being convergent since |R| < By"
1

.

u condition may be replaced by the slightly less stringent condition that the series for *(oo + )

should be absolutely convergent when || = A/* + By-1
.
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Using the expansion (6) and keeping the notation of that equation, we find that

*{/(*)} -'.+ ! + ^ + ... +
!+T., (8)

\\licie <, c,, ..., T. are now defined by the equations

<-o
= </, T = i gjtf,

M-l

and, when n > 0,

c.= i7..A, T,= 2flr..S.+ 2 ^.Ru".= 1 -! M-+l

Consequently, if n > 0,

|c.|s 2 \g.\A.
m\m

- l r

s
r A \

->
i

-L
1
JlA/t + By-

i.e.,

AG
^'^Af -M Bv-'

r
(

1
) />

' '

' ....... (
8A

)

Also

I
"

I

~ ^
I y<* \ I

^
I

"I" ^
I i/mT^O*

1

I )

' = 1 m = + 1

2
" '

But, from the asymptotic expansion of the gamma function,

where K' is finite and independent of n.

Hence

IT^KIyG + GK'BA-y-'llX/n+l)^...... (8B)

Comparing (8x) and (SB) with (8), we see that *{/(*)} possesses an asymptotic
expansion with characteristics, /-, /, p, cr, valid for the range of values of x stated in

the enunciation.

2 P 2
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In particular, we notice that this theorem is true if 4> be an integral function.

The result of the last section concerning exp {/(*)} is, of course, a particular case of

the theorem.

5. Theorem HI. Let f(x) possess an asymptotic expansion with constants and
oharaotorittict A, B, k, I, p, a-, valid when \x\^. y and for a certain range of values

of arg z. Then, if <J>, (a +) be a function of which is regular ivlien
|
f

|

S c, u-licn-

c<A/* + By~' (ft having its usucd signification), then, when \x\ is greater than

the two quantities y and B/c, 4> {/()} possesses an asymptotic expansion, valid

for the same range of values of arg x as the expansion for f(x), with characteristics

k, I, p, <ra ,
wlmre pa is the gi-eater of the quantities* p and p. (AX/c), while

where y, is the larger of the quantities y and B/c.
Let the expansion of 4>, (a + f),

when
| |
S c be

since this series is absolutely convergent when
| |

=
c, we have

I |A.|c"<H,
|
A.

|
< He-,

vfl

where H is finite and independent of m.

Since f(x) = a +E
, we may expand <J>, {/()} into the series

provided |R,jSc.
Since |R |s E\x\ ~\ the expansion will be valid when

|*|iy and E\x\~
l Sc.

Substituting for R,, R,
8
..... R,- ^ in Theorem II., we get

...... (9)
where

rf.
= /J

, U = S A.R,-
and wlien n >

*=?,* * U.= SA..A+ S A.R.-.m = m = n+1

The quantities .6., .8. are the same as those which occur in equation (6).

", Po = P + &, where S is an
arbitrary positive quantity as small as we please.
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Consequently, if n > 0,

|4,|< 2 IA.IA-X ^(foi+ijp-
:

< i \- I

H(AX/t-)-r(A-n+l) /}

"....... (9A)
m = 1

If AX ^ c, we have

From this result, combined with (9x), we see that, if AX ^ c, we take pa,
the inner

radius of*, {f(x)}, to be the smaller of the quantities p, pA\/c.

If AX = c, we have

and if S > 0, we have up* < K, (p + 8)*, where K, is a finite quantity depending on p

and 8, but not on n. That is to say, if AX = c, p + 8 is a possible radius of <I>,

and k is a possible grade.

Further,

HI = 1 10 = -H

_ _ _ ,11+1

= +i i|ar|

I!

Hfi-^l"
1

.

Using the inequalities B<c|x|, (A/i + By'^c"^ 1, and (Be"
1

)'*
1 < K,r(/'*+ l)a",

(where K 3 is independent of n), we get a formula of the form

where K 3 is independent of n. That is to say, / and <TO ,
defined as above, are a

possible outer grade and a possible outer radius of <I>, \J (*")}

6. Theorem IV. Suppose that for a certain range of values of arg (x+a), f(x+a)

possesses an asymptotic expansion in negative powers of x+a valid when |x+a|>y
with coiixttiitt.* iiinl characteristics A, B, k, I, p, <r. Then for the same range of values

of&vg (.c+ a),f(x+ a) possesses an asymptotic expansion in negative powers of x valid

when |x|iy+ |a| with cltaract<-ri*t;,-x k, I, plt o-,, where

Pi =p-t||,
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and cr,
the greater of the quantities ^ and \a\ +p+P

\ay
where p., ?

greatest possible
values of \

x (*+ a)'
1

|
,

| (*+ a)-'| respectivelyfor the values of x unde,

consideration.

It is easily shown that

Differentiating r times with respect to a, we get

-

where
dr

I a

But, by LEIBNIZ' theorem,

dr
I a

tt
r 12 T

the quantities ,C,, A, ... being the binomial coefficients.

Consequently

d' I a" \l nl| o|"-
r

f,
. (n-r) '.[ x+a

a

.x+ a

so that

' r+1
'

*

|z+a|.(n-r)

Now f(x+a) possesses an expansion of the form

nr -fi +JLT.
|.(n r)!L |*+ |.

where
|
a,

| Ap"F (i-
+ 1),

Substituting for the negative powers of x+ a from (10), we get

f(x+a) = l
<>+^+ ...

where
a;

6. = a.-.-A . a . a.-i+.-iC, . a2
. a,_3

-
. . .
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and

S. = R. + (-)"a,Y 1 + (-)'"
1

3Y3+ ... -
so that

|&.|=KI +.-iC,|o| |o..,| +.-,C,|a| |
a,.,

|

+ ...

^

Now
T{k(n-r)+l} s

where

V 1 = '8856 ... if k < 1, T?,
= 1 if * 1.

Consequently

IM^A^r^+iKp+H}"- ....... (IOA)
Also

^Br(fa+l)a V A n!|a|-' L Ja
i|(n-r)!L

And for the values of r under consideration (since k
Z),

Tlierefore

ffLl

r,"........... ." . (10B)

From (IOA) and (10B) we see that k, I, ply o-, are characteristics of the expansion of

/(a;+a) in descending powers of x.

We have now proved all the theorems which seem to be of importance concerning

asymptotic series in general. We proceed to discuss properties of analytic functions

of which asymptotic expansions are given.

PART II. ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS DEFINED BY ASYMPTOTIC SERIES.

7. We first propose to consider the question of the uniqueness of an analytic

function which is defined by means of an asymptotic expansion possessing given

characteristics.

The discussion will be based on the result of the following important lemma, of

which we shall give a proof before proceeding further :

Lemma. Let f(x) be a function of x which is analytic* in the sector defined by

* Soe (iii.) on p. 280.
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x\*br+* where X> 0; and let the region in which f(x) is

-- x ...i.-~~ distance from the

y c w <* P* <"
boundary of the sector does not exceed 2A, where A > 0.

Le, x . fc Hri >/"", I*"*** Ae ctor and * to

the sector, then- exists an inequality of the form

|
<Aexp{-HK

where A is a constant independent of x.

Then the functionf(x)
is identically zero

Let x. be any point within or on the boundary of the region \VgX\*

Then

round an appropriate contour.

Since any singularity of f(x) is, at a distance, greater than or equal to 2A from x
,

we may take the contour to be a circle of radius A with x* as centre.

We then get, without difficulty,

j/w(ab)|SlA-.M

where M is the greatest value of |/()| on the contour, and /<"> denotes the nth

differential coefficient of /.

But on the contour

|/(0|<Aexp{-|m

<Aexp{A-|.ro|} since j<|a|ob|-A.

That is to say, if
| arg x 1

2 ir+ X,

Let us denote the integral of a function taken along a line from the origin to

infinity, inclined at an angle to the real axis, by the symbol (

.

Consider the function F defined by the equation

The function F (y) is analytict in the interior of the region given by | arg y \
< TT + X

(but possibly it is not analytic on the boundary of the region).

* The proof of the lemma is suggested by a paper by PHRAGMEN, ' Acta Mathematics,' vol. 28,

pp. 351-368. His paper, however, deals with integral functions, whereas we know nothing at all about

the behaviour of f(x) outside a certain sector of the plane.

t The condition given by BROMWICH,
'

Theory of Infinite Series,' p. 438, is satisfied by defining his

function M
(/) by the equation M(/) =
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We shall show that F (y) is a constant, independent of y.

If ATT -r X i arg y i \X, we have

f /(y) -*.[ f(ty)e-*dt;
J(0) J(-J-t-|A)

for, by CAUCHY'S theorem, the difference between these two integrals is f(ty) e~ v dt

taken along the arc of an indefinitely great circle terminated by the lines arg t = 0,

arg t ir+X; on this arc we have |arg(/y)|:< n-+X, |arg*|<ir; it follows,

without difficulty, that the integral along the arc is zero.

But f(ty)e~^dt is uniformly convergent over the interior of the region
'(-| + A)

TT+ JX a argy jX.

Oontoquetttly tin' nmtli/tlc continuation of F(y) over the interior of the region

n + |X i arg ?/ i fX is given by the equation

F (?/)=[ f(ty)e-dt........ (12A)
J(-JW+}A)

In like manner, the analytic continuation of F (y) over the interior of the region

it X ^ arg y ^ %\ is given by the equation

f*
Also F(0) = I f(0)e~^dt = 2/(0) ; and we may show, by xising equations (12A)

Jo

and (1-a), that L<F(y) =
2/'(0) when y aj)proaches the origin by any path which

does not go outside the sector w+X i arg y ^ ^X, or which does not go outside the

sector TT X S arg y ^ |X.*

Now, if we can show that F (y) is a uniform function of y, the only possible

singularities of (y) will be at the points y = and y = oo
; and the only possible

branch point of F(y) in the finite part of the plane is at y = ; accordingly, to prove
the uniformity of F (y), it is sufficient to prove that, when y starts from any {>oint in

an assigned region of non-zero area (not including the origin) and describes a closed

circuit round the origin, the initial and final values of F(</) are the same.f

Let y9 be any quantity such that

|y|il, -77 X < argyu < -rr-f-JX;

we proceed to prove that F (y^) = F (ya).

* The integrals (
1 2x) and

(
1 2u) are uniformly convergent when y lies within or on the boundary of the

respective sectors, by WEIEKSTRASS' test for the uniform convergence of infinite integrals [BROMWICH,
'

Theory of Infinite Series,' p. 434
; we replace BROMWim's function M (t) by Ae~ JI

].

t If two analytic fun. -lions are equal at all points of a rdgion of non-zero area they are the same branch

of the same function; in the case under consideration the functions are F(y ), F(yo*").

VOL, i'\l. -A. 2 Q
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Suppose that
;/ starts from y and describes a circle of radius \ya

\

and centre at

the origin, ending at the point y^*".

We have i?/ \ fi t \ < 7.F (.Vo)= /(tye)e-**(fc
.'<}- JA)

Making the point y move from yu to y e"' round the circle, we get

F(^")= f
J*r-

Now, when

| arg /
1
< TT,

| arg (ty^T) |

Consequently \f(ty }e~^dt taken round an arc of a circle of radius N terminated

by the points N exp { (|TT-|-X) } tends to zero as N*oo; cmc/ therefore, by
CAUCHY'S theorem, we may deform the path of integration and get

/ ^)= f f(ty^
.'(-i^+w

Now make y move from y^ to yue'
M

,
and we get

F(y^)= f
. . -(-J^+J

Writing te-
3n

for ^, we get

Consequently

Now co,lsider
)/(,,,,) ,-l-rf, take,, rouud an arc of a circle of radius N terminated

by the points

N exp {(fTT+iX) i], N exp {(^._jx)}.
On this arc, which we call T,'

Consequently on T,

Therefore
I/WK A exp {-

|

pJ snce<Ajp exp{-JN}d|f| J

;ANJ7r+
and this expression tends to zero as N*

.
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CoiiK''<fi' nil}!, by OAUOIIY'S theorem, the riyht-hand side of equation (13) vanishes ;

for the integrand has no singularities between T and the rays arg = TT JX,

;irg t = lir+ ^X.

In other words, F(y,,*") = F(y ) ;
that is to say, F(y) is a uniform function of y.

Furthermore,
|

F (y) j

never exceeds a finite quantity independent of y.

For*

= f

J(-|. + |A)

< 2A cosec X.

We have thus proved that F (y) is a uniform function ot y whose modulus never

exceeds a finite quantity independent of y, no matter how large or how small \y\

may he.

Therefore by LIOUVILLE'S theorem F (y) is a pure constant.

The proof that f(y) is zero is now immediate.

For the equation

is true provided the integral on the right converges uniformly and the integral on the

left is convergent"!".

Now

< A A A-'fcT by (11) when < a 0, y i 0.

J"

f* 3
te" 1' d< is convergent, we know that| I

^-f(ty)
. e~ il dt converges uniformly

when y S 0.

Therefore

ay

when y > 0.

Put y = 0, and we get, since F (y) is a constant,

=

*
If the imaginary part of y is positive or zero, we may take S arg y ^v, and the upper sign is to he

taken in the ambiguity ; if the imaginary part of y is negative or zero, we may take i arg y i -f, and

we take the lower sign ; we have already discussed what happens when y = 0.

t HKOMWICH, 'Theory of Infinite Series,' p. 437.

J Ibid., p. 434.

2 Q 2
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In like manner, 8ince
f
V* is convergent, we may show that, when n is any

finite integer,

&- F (?/)
=

I ffM (./) e~ }' dt when y == 0,

cfy"
Jo

and /* denotes the **" differential coefficient of/

Putting y = 0, we get

=
/<"> (0) rt- d, ^e., /(B)

(0)
= 0.

Therefore /(y) is analytic when | ?y| < 2 A and all the differential coefficients off(y)

vanish when y = ;
that is to say, /(y) is a pure constant, which we wil

Furthermore, by the definition of f(y)

L< Aexp(-|y|)

when |argy|Ssfir+X,
for all values of |y| ,

no matter how large ;
since exp (- \y\ )*

as jy|*- 0. we infer that L = 0.

We have thus proved the lemma, that

8. We are now in a position to discuss the uniqueness of an analytic function

possessing an asymptotic expansion with given characteristics for a certain range of

values of the argument of the variable.

The theorem, stated precisely, is as follows :

Theorem V.Let there be two functions /, (?;), /2 (x), which are analytic in the

region dejined by the inequalities

and let them be such that in this region they possess the asymptotic expansions

x

where, for all values ofn,

Then, ?//8->ir/,

Let the i-egiou in which x is permitted to lie be called the region C.

Since
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we have

for all values of n, provided x lie in the region C.

Now choose n to depend on x in such a way that

so that we may put

-!->{ !*->! }"_*,
where : < 1.

Now let y he the greater of the two quantities (1 +/)' <r and y ; and let the region

in which \x\ > y',
a S arg j- :S /8 l>e called the region C

7
.

When x lies in the region C', we have

ln= {\x<r-
l

\}
rl-W>(l+l)-W> 1.

*

But when / > 1, hy the asymptotic expansion of the gamma function,

logr(Jn+l) =

where J does not exceed a finite quantity independent of n. Consequently, when x

lies in the region C',

I/I CO-/. (<)! <B|p[(fcn.|)log(lm-W)-fa--{n+i)log Ixcr-'i],

where B, is a finite quantity independent of n and x.

Substituting for In + Id in terms of x, we get

| /, (x) -/, (x) |< B,
|

*r"
|

- 1+ "<>
exp [- |

*r-'
1 -*].

Putting /i (*') ./() =
./((>), we want to show that if yi (x) is analytic in the

region C' and subject to the inequality

| /, (x) |< B!
|

r-
1

-

exp [- |

o
j-)
= 0.

Let us put* x = ory
1

and/3 (.r) =J\ (y).

Then/4 (y) is analytic in the region, C", in which

\'J\> *-"(/)"> sUrgy

dyi (y) is subject to the inequality (when y lies in C")

If 1 2: J, we see at once that in C"

|/,(y)|<B,exp{-|y|} . . ...... (14)

where B, is a finite constant depending mi B, and y'.

*
y = a. is a singularity of this transformation

;
but see (iii.) on p. 280.
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Also |j,rp{-*|y|} Ceases when
Jyj

> l- if I<*

T^t v be the greater of the quantities (<r y ) ,
1

SlL the e^ion in which |, |
> y - * * arg^ A ^e region C we see from

<H)t Ahis result that in the region C, whether I be greater
than or less than | we

havlan inequality
of the form \ft (y)\ < B3 exp {^\y\ },

and y is analytic in the

wh.-re A > ;
and let /, (y) =/ :

Then /(z) is certainly analytic in the sector jarg^-^+X, and at all points at a

distance not greater than 2A from the boundary of the sector ;
for when z hes m the

region just specified, y certainly lies in the region C2.

Also, in the region specified
for z,

|/(2)|<B3 exp{-]2+(|ya+ 2A)secX|}

< B3 exp {(ya+ 2A) sec X} exp {
-

|

z I

}.

Therefore, by the lemma, /(z)
= 0.

But /(z)
=

fi(x)-f,(x)', and therefore we have proved that/^ae)
= /, (x),

when

/,(*) and /,(*) are subject to the conditions stated at the beginning of the section.

The reader might be inclined to think, at first sight, that if /3-a>27r, we could infer that f,(x) is

identically zero on account of the theorem that " a non-convergent series cannot represent asymptotically

the same one-valued analytic function for all arguments of /."t

Tliis theorem w not applicable, because /, (4 />(.) may not be analytic inside the circle |*j-yj a

multiform function may have an asymptotic expansion valid for a range of values of arg x greater than 2ir.

Thus, the generalised hypergeometric function formula J

(a) V(l
-
P) ,F, (a ; /; /) + I

1 (+ 1 - P) r (p
'
l)*

a+ '" P
iF, (a

- p+ 1 ;
2 -

p ; )

is valid when |argz| <Jir.

9. We can now show that if an analytic function, f(x), possesses an asymptotic

expansion for large values of
|

x with a grade and an outer grade equal to unity, the

range of values of arg x over which the expansion is valid being greater than TT, the

function f(x) is absolutely summable by the method of BOREL for a range of values

of arg x just less than the range over which the expansion is valid, provided that

MOREL'S integral be taken along an appropriate path from to oo, not necessarily the

real axis.

* The definition is possible since P - a.>vL

t HROMWICH, '

Theory of Infinite Series,' p. 335.

J See BARNES,
'

Cambridge Philosophical Transactions,' vol. 20, p. 260.

The range of validity being taken less than 2ir.
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Let us suppose that the expansion is valid when I j f

|i y and a ^ arg ,r -^ ft, where

/J-a = 7T+2X and < X < TT.

Putting : = .rexp { (a + )t} and /(.r)
=

F(z), we see that F(z) possesses an

asymptotic expansion of the form*

where

|a.|sA.n!

when |argz|s ^TT + X and |z]iy.
We notice that

where J, = B . n! er"y~'.

Let tin- region in which tin- asymptotic expansion of F(z)is valid he called the

region D.

Let L be a contour formed hy the following lines :

(i)
The portion of the ray arg z = (far+0) for which |z|iy|fl, being an

arbitrary quantity, as small as we please, such that < 6 < X.

(ii)
The major arc of the circle |z|

= y|<| terminated by the points

(iii)
The portion of the ray arg z = TT+ 6 for which

|

;
|

S y j |
.

us consider the function
tj>(t)

defined by the equation

when; |arg<| S X 0.

We observe that when z is at any point on tin- contour L, z/t lies within or on the

Ixmndary of the region D.

Now let us define functions
/> \jt3 , ..., fa ..... by the system of equations

The path of integration is supposed to be taken along the ray from v to infinity

which, when produced backwards, passes through the point w = 0; we deduce by
continued integration that the asymptotic expansion of

\(>n (r) is

,/, M = ' .ti xtm

n\v (n-U)!r (n f MI):
,~

where

provided that v lies within the region D or on its boundary.

* This function F will not be confused with the F of Section 7.
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Also, we notice that, by CAUCHY'S theorem,

1 f i

. i ""Vcte = the residue of ~"~V at the origin = .

ZTTIJL n \

By making use of the equations (15) in conjunction with this last result we get in
succession on integrating by parts :

. fc (z/t)]L + -L.

(16)

each of the terms in square brackets
vanishing at both ends of the contour.

We shall now estimate the value of

At all points on L we have

a

(z/t) , dz for any Vftlue

P,+
nlz/t n\z/t

*or
brevity we put

On the arc of the circle we have

and lP|Sexp| y<|,

where varies from -fr-Q to
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Consequently, for the integral round the arc,

305

On the ray arg z = \n + 0, we put

where r varies from 1 to oo; so that for the integral along this ray,

cosec 0exp { |y|sin 0};

and we get the same inequality for the integral along the other ray of L.

Combining our results we get

(16A).

|s ^ and
|/ 1
< o-"

1

,
tve may expand the integral

Remembering that p^cr, we see from this formula that, if \t \
< cr~

l

, then

uniformly as n * oo.

That is to say, when |arg

)/* the f'm-m

where 11, * as n*-oo.

In other words, when
| arg t\^\0 and t

\
< a" 1

, the integral

represents r."iti:i.s associated function defined by tlie series

converging when ||<p"'; so that BOREL'S associated function is analytic when

I'Kp-
1
-

Now the integral -i

VOL. CCXI. 2 R
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converges when |arg|s X 6; and by putting z = tu, we find that the integral is an

analytic function* of t in the region |arg t\ < A 6.

That is to say, BOREL'S associated function $ (t) is analytic in the region \t \
< p~

l

and also in the region |arg t\ < X 0.

We shall require an upper limit for
dr

when |arg 't\ < X 6.

To ohtain this upper limit we consider the integral

We may show that it can be expanded in the form

1!

when [t\<tr \ by replacing F(z/) in the work immediately preceding by

Therefore, by the theory of analytic continuation, we have

for all values of
|f |

in the interior of the region |arg t\ < K-B.
Now

< A+Bo-
so that

1-1

Making the substitutions made in
obtaining (16A ), we find that

<**]

(n = 0),

( > 0)

(n = 0).

n >

n =
,... (17)

where K, K' are finite quantities independent of t and n.

from an obvious modification of the thcorem 8tate<i
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'We iiw tin- funiml:e (17) when
\t\

is ^re.-iter than, say,

When y[r=}tr~', since the series for (f>(() converges when |/|<p~' (and p ^ cr),

we have \<f>(t)\ < K" when- K" is finite and independent of t.

Also when
1

1
\

S (i+ 3) o-"' we have
| <j> (t) \

< K"' where K"' is finite and independent

of t.

Accordingly, when !/|^^or~', we use the formula

the contour of integration heing a circle of radius

Hence we get, when |<|s {tr~\

de

Combining these results with (17), we see that for all values of t such that either

|arg t\ < X 6 or \t\^ <r~
l we have

|+()|<K,ezp|yt|, dt
. . (17x)

where K 1( K,, are finite and independent of t.

Consequently, if y, > y, and /<. is any assigned integer,

= 0,

if y, > y ; and the function <j>(t) is analytic in the region in which either of the

inequalities

(\.)\t\<p-\ (i\.)\argt\<\-0,
is satisfied.

Now let us study the function

The function F, (2) is an analytic function of z when R (:) > y, where y, > y.

If also It {2 exp ( //*)} > yi, we can see that

f
(-!)

(18)

where
/i is any ciu;mtity such that < p. < X 0, p. < J-jr.

Ecjuation (18) gives the analytic continuation of F, (z) over the whole of the area

fur which R {2 exp ( t/n)} > y,.

Let ff be a small quantity such that < ff < /n.

2 K 2
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Then F, (z) is certainly analytic in the region (see figure) in which both

inequalities

I

2
|
> y\ cosec (fjitr),

are satisfied.

In like manner, when

<argz

we have
K(z)>yi,R{zexp(i/i)}> yi ,

L-

and we can deduce that F, (2) is analytic in the region in

which both the inequalities

|z| > yi cosec (/i-^), -^n-ff < argz < ^+ 6'-^
are satisfied.

That is to say, F, (2) is analytic in the region in which

^-^), |

argz|

the
inequalities

|2|

are satisfied.

Now consider the function F, (z) in the region in which

l*l>(ri+l) cosec
(/n-fl'), jargj

We may define F, (2) in this region by the equation

F>(2)=f
J (

where the upper sign may be taken if arg z - 0, and the lower sign if arg 2 ^
By repeated integration by parts we get

,.

From

have

where

(1?A) a" thu hlte^ted Parts vanish at the upper limit; and we

-if e
JJfTM)
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Now y, 1

1
1

- H (zt) :
-

1

1 1 ; and hence from (17x)

309

: ; so that, applying the formula just obtained to

and K a is independent of n.

But we have
|
S,

|

=

SB+1 ,
we get

But we can find a finite quantity K independent of 7i such that ^
/Ji\\ < ^

when n is a positive integer ;
and a fortiori < K ; therefore, since p s <r,

< Ap"
+1

(/<
+ !)! + K, (f o-)"*

1
. (n + 2) ! .

B, . . n !
, say.

That is to say, if |z| > (y, + 1) cosec (/A ff), larg ej < %ir + ff, we have asymptotic

expansions of the form

(1'J)

Taking 1=1, and writing 2cr for <r in Tlicon-ni V., \vc conclude, since the

expansions (19) are valid when |arg z|S ^ir+ ^0' (i.e., lor a range of values of arg z

greater than n), that

K (z)
= F, (z).

That is to say, in the region |z|> (yi + 1
)
cosec

(p. ff), |urgz| < ^n+ ff, we have

proved that

F(z)=f z<l>(t)c-",/t.
.'(T.)

But
z<f> (t) e~" dt is an analytic function of 2 when R {2 exp (/*)} > y,, where

J(-)

y, is any quantity greater than y ; hence, by the theory of analytic continuation, we
have

.iiid more generally, if (X 0) < v < X 6, we have*

P| )=| z<f>(()e-
:l

<lt, provided R {2 exp (-iV)} > y,.

ia analytic along the ray arg t = - v.
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X,,, draw the circle |*|-! and draw the tangents to this c,rcle at

- y exp {
+ ,- (X-2*)} in the dictions of the rays arg z = {fcr+X-2*} respective], .

"if
- 1* any point to th, riht of the curve formed by these tangents and the arc of

th,. Circle job^ th,ir extremities (see figure),
we can find a real quantity such

that ]/! < X-0, and such that

R{zexp(-tV)} > yi.

For such a value of z we have
" summed" F(z) by the equation

which we have just proved, viz. :

F (z)= f
.!<>

/n o</ier wwifo, we have shown that F (z) is summable by means

of an integral of tlie same nature as BOEEL'S integral*

Returning to the equations at the beginning of the section,

z = xexp {-( + )}> /(*) = F (
2
)-

we see that f(x) is summable by an integral of the same nature as

BOREL'S integral ;
the formal result is hardly worth writing down,

since it usually happens that a = ft, so that z = x.

10. We may also show, by the methods of Section 9, that if we are given a

function <f>(t)
defined by the series

where |a.| < A .n!
/>",

and if
<f> (t)

have no singularities in the region | arg t
\

S X, and it

when |argt|sX, |^(<)| < K exp {y|| }, where K is a constant, then the function

F(i) defined by the equation

F(z)= f"

has an asymptotic expansion in powers of 1/2 valid when |argz| < ^ir + \ 6 (where

8 > 0), provided that
1

2
1

be sufficiently large ;
and that unity is a grade and outer

of the expansion, and p is a radius.

For, when |argt|SX 6, we have

the contour being a circle ot radius p,"
1
sin 0, where p^> p; assuming that when

\t |
a pt

~
l

, !<(*) |
< K, we find without difficulty that

< n! K[exp {y\t\ +yPl

~
l
sin 0}] { Pl cosec B}".

* From the results proved concerning <""(/) it follows that F(s) is
"
absolutely sunnnable."
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Now suppose that we can find a n-.-tl quantity v such that |v<SX 0,

R {z exp ( iV)} > y+ 1 ; then we may write

F (')=f
(

," \ 9.

and, on integrating by parts, we get

i.e.,

Y(z) = a
l,+ ^ + ... + ^

Z -

where

|R,.z"| < (n+1)! K |<-zp (ypr
1

sin ff)} {p t cosec 0}" \ exp {- \t\ }d\t\,
M-r)

i.e.,

|
R.Z"

|
< (n+ 1 )! K' (p, cosec 0)", when? K' is finite.

Now

so that.
l

. (n+l)! + (u-f 2)! K'(p, cosec 0)'}\z\
1
.

If p3 > pi, we have

p- (n+ 1
) < KV. p," (n+ 1

) (n+ 2) < K'>/,

when; K", K'" are finite and independent of n.

Therefore

< B (pt cosec 0)' . n!
|

z
|

--'.

That is to siiy, for values of z such that

R{zexp(-tV)}

where \v\ is less than or equal to X 0, F(z) has an asymptotic expansion with

grades equal to unity, a radius p, and an outer radius p, cosec 0, where p, is any

quantity greater than p. This is, effectively, the result stated at the beginning of

the section.

1 1 . We shall conclude by investigating the characteristics of the asymptotic

expansion of a function connected with the "logarithmic integral," or "It" function,

defined by the equation
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When x is real and positive
it is known that*

"11 * * real and positive, e-li(e-) has an asymptotic expansion of which

characteristics are
A; = 1, p

- i>

1=1, <r=l.

Suppose that X is complex, but not a real negative quantity.
Then we may prove

that

"H*-
Jo X+ V

so that

where

If R (x)
> 0, on the path of integration |

x + v
\

>
|

x
\

.

If R(a-)<0, then |z+||I(x)|.
Thus, if R (*)>(),

I RB I

<
|

x
\

"n" 1

f
"e"' a!v

|

a;
|

" B" 1
. n! .

Jo

Whereas, if

i7r<iargxi<^7r+ a (a < ^TT),

we have

1

1 (.r) |

>
|

x
\

cos a,

nn that

|R|Sseca.|x|~' "'. n!.

Thus, if iargxjsir+, the function e
x

li(e~
I

) possesses an asymptotic expansion

of which characteristics and constants are

k= 1, p = 1, A= 1,

1=1, <r = 1, B = 1 or sec a,

the value unity being taken for B if
| arg x \

S ^ir.

* WHITTAKER,
' Modern Analysis,' 87.
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Other functions which may be investigated in a similar manner are to he found in

BROMWICH'S 'Theory of Infinite Series," pp. 351-352.

The investigation of the characteristics of asymptotic series representing functions

defined hy integrals of types essentially different from BOREL'H type is to he found in

the paper by the writer, cited on p. 282.

12. Finally, it may be stated that it is possible to conceive a function which has an

asymptotic expansion

x

wherein, as n*-oo, jet,] increases more rapidly than any expression of the form

Ar(n+ l) p" ; such an expansion would be obtained by taking a, = G(+l) where

G (n) is BAUNES' G-function. But such series have not yet occurred in analysis, and

they do not appear to possess the interesting properties of series with finite

characteristics.

VOL. ccxi. A. 2 8
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[PLATES 5-7.]

THE alloys of aluminium and zinc have been studied as regards their constitution by
HKYCIII K and NEVILLE,* SiiKPHKRD.t and EWEN and TURNER.! The present authors

having occasion to study these alloys from the point of view of their mechanical and

physical properties in a research carried out under the auspices of The Alloys

Research Committee of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, began by accepting

the equilibrium diagram in which SHEPHERD had expressed the results of his

investigation. A few cooling-curves, however, which were taken in the first place

with the object of confirming SHEPHERD'S results, immediately showed that the

constitution of these alloys must be much more complex than had Ijeen supposed by
Smii'iir.Kh. It therefore seemed desirable to carry out a more complete investigation

on the constitution of these alloys, and the results of that investigation are presented
in the present paper.

The materials used in the present investigation were : aluminium of a high degree
of purity, kindly presented by the British Aluminium Company, and a very pure

* HEYCOCK and NEVILLE, "The Freezing-Points of Alloys containing Zinc and another Metal,"
' Journ.

Chem. Soc.,' vol. 71, 1897, p. 389.

t SHEPHERD, "Aluminium-Zinc Alloys," 'Journal of Physical Chemistry,' 1905, 9, p. 504.

\ EWEN and TURNER, "Shrinkage of the Antimony-Lead Alloys," 'Institute- of Metals,' September,

1910.

A brief preliminary account of some of the results of the present investigation has been given in the

'Annual Report of the National Physical Laboratory for 1909* (published March, 1910), and in a lecture

l>y W. KOSKMIAIN at the Royal Institution in June, 1910.

VIM.. . . xi. A 178. -2 s 2 7.9.11
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variety of zinc, kindly presented by Sir JOHN BRUNNER. The analySe8 of these

materials are as follows :-

Aluminium-
Silicon ....
Iron

Copper . .

Aluminium (diff.)
.

0'17 per cent.

0-20

Trace.

9 9 '6 3 per cent.

Zinc
The zinc used contained traces only of iron and

silicon, and was of at least 99 '98 per cent,

purity.

The alloys were prepared by melting together weighed quantities of the two

metals in salamander crucibles heated in a small furnace.

For the preparation of the alloys rich in aluminium, that metal was first melted

and the requisite quantity of pure ainc added to it, the zinc dissolving very rapidly

TABLE I. Calculated and Analytically Determined Composition of the Alloys.
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in the molten aluminium
;

in the case of alloys near the zinc end of the series a

previously prepared alloy of equal parts of aluminium and zinc was usually melted

first and further zinc subsequently added. All the ingots upon which the results

stated in the paper are based have been chemically analysed, and the results obtained

are shown in Table I., p. 316. In the majority of cases it will be seen that the

analytically determined composition agrees very closely with that aimed at } in a few

cases where discrepancies of over 1 per cent, are found this is due to repeated melting

of the ingots in question.

During their preparation and subsequent treatment the alloys were carefully

protected from contamination with foreign materials. The extent to which this was

attained is illustrated in Table II., where the analyses of two alloys are given

together with their composition (as regards impurities) as calculated from the

materials used.

TABLE II.

Alloy.
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were hot the temperature fell at a rate of 1 C. per second, the rate of cooling

decreasing as the alloys cooled, until it became 1 C. in 12 seconds. It was found

that this rate of cooling was too rapid and for the data used in the present paper a

series of curves were obtained at much slower rates of cooling, ranging from a rate of

fall >f temperature of 1 C. in 4 seconds when the alloys were hot (near 650 C.) to a

rate of 1 C. in 20 seconds when the alloys were cool (near 200 C.).

Tli is slow rate of cooling was adopted because it was found that certain of the

reactions or inversions which occur in these alloys are to a considerable extent

suppressed by the more rapid rates of cooling ;
even the rate adopted does not allow

tln-M- reactions to be completed, but they occur to a sufficient extent to allow

unmistakable signs of their existence to appear on the cooling-curves. For the

purpose of studying the alloys under conditions of complete equilibrium, it was,

therefore, necessary to adopt the method of microscopic examination of samples which

had been subjected to prolonged heating.

As already indicated, the temperature measurements were made by means of a

thermo-couple and potentiometer. One thermo-couple, composed of wires of platinum

and platinum with 10 per cent, of iridium, has been used throughout the research ;

this junction has never been broken or repaired, and it has been carefully protected

from injury by such causes as unnecessarily high temperatures or contact with

furnace gases or other injurious substances. At the beginning of the research, and

frequently during its progress, this thermo-couple has been calibrated by using it to

determine the freezing-points of a series of standard pure metals. In these calibra-

tions the thermo-couple was used in the same small furnace, and with the same fire-

clay protectors, as were employed in taking the cooling-curves, and similar rates of

cooling were used. The temperature-E.M.F. curves obtained from these calibrations

could therefore l>e applied direct to the readings of the cooling-curves without the

introduction of any corrections. At the conclusion of the research the thermo-couple

gave readings which agreed with the original calibration within 1 C.

The use of very slow cooling, and the fact that the alloys were allowed to solidity

in a perfectly undisturbed manner, would seem to involve the risk that the

observations might be vitiated by errors due to surfusiou. Surfusion phenomena can,

however, be detected readily with the apparatus used in this work, by the occurrence

of a rise of temperature following the first arrest of cooling ; although small rises of

temperature of this nature were frequently observed, the large mass of alloy used,
mid tli slow rate of cooling, always resulted in a prolonged arrest at a definite

maximum temperature, and the manner in which the observed points fall upon
smooth curves or upon straight lines shows that errors from surfusiou have been

avoided.

In the study of the cooling-curves, the cooling of the same ingot has in many cases

IH-.-M repeated three aud even four times in order to eliminate the possibility of

mistaking small irregularities due to experimental error for minor heat evolutions'
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Eleven typical examples <>t' tlirs. >ling-curves are reproduced in figs. 1 and 2. The

numbers attached to each curve refer to the alloys as numbered in Table I.
; these

stfc
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Curve No. 100 i the cooling-curve of pure zinc. This merely shows the arrest

due to the freezing of the pure metal ; no evolutions of heat can be observed at lower

temperatures down to 200 C.

No. 99 is the cooling-curve of an alloy containing 98 '8 per cent, of zinc; here a

small arrest is visible at 376 C., but nothing further. In No. 98 (97 '9 per cent,

zinc) three arrest points are to be observed : the highest is obviously the temperature

of initial freezing, the second is related to the lower of the two points in the previous

curve and occurs at the same temperature, while the third, at about 240 C., is a faint

indication of a heat evolution which becomes more marked in the following curves.

In the next, No. 95 (9576 per cent, zinc), we have two large points very nearly

merged together, one occurring at 383 C. and the other at 380 C. As the time

observations taken for these curves were made at intervals of 5 C., it would not

have been possible to separate these two points had the observer's attention been

confined to taking the data for the curve ;
in practice, however, the exact temperature

at which the actual arrest of cooling occurs is carefully noted, and as an interval of

3 C. is represented by a distance of 24 mm. on the scale of the instrument, the two

arrests in the present alloy were readily distinguished. Curve No. 95 also shows a

decidedly more marked peak at 257 C.
;

it will appear later that this is connected

with the points at 240 C. on No. 98, the lower temperature in the former case being

an example of the manner in which the temperature of a reaction is apt to be lowered

when that reaction is rendered faint by the extreme dilution of the constituent in

which it occurs.

Curve No. 90 (8875 per cent, zinc) again shows three distinct peaks: the

temperature of the initial freezing has now risen to 426 C., the second point still

occurs at the constant temperature which lies between 377 C. and 381 C., while the

third point, now very large, is again seen at 257 C.

Passing on to No. 84 (83'5 per cent, zinc) we find a curve with four points ; the

temperature of initial freezing has risen further to 450 C., and we again have arrests

at 381 C. and 257 C. In addition to these, however, there is now a very small

point occurring at a temperature of about 425 C.
; this again is the first sign of a

heat evolution which will be met with in a more vigorous form in succeeding alloys.

In No. 76 (7 5 '29 per cent, zinc) we again have four points. The faint reaction

noticed in No. 84, at 425 C., has now developed into a marked heat evolution at

443" C., the temperature of the faint reaction in No. 84 being depressed by dilution.

We still have a small point in No. 76, at 380 C., and the peak at 257 C. is still well

marked.

In No. 55 (557 per cent, zinc) the character of the cooling-curves has changed
considerably ; the heat evolutions at 443 C. and 257 C. can still be traced, but the

peaks found in previous curves at 380 C. are unrepresented here ; on the other hand,
a very small, but quite definite, peak is found at a temperature between that of

initial freezing and that of the reaction at 443 C., and appears to be the indication
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of a third group of reactions. It will be seen that a series of small heat evolutions

can be traced throughout the succeeding alloys up to and including pure aluminium,

forming a generically connected series with the point shown in this curve, but

presenting tin- curious feature that they occur at successively higher temperatures as

the concentration approaches pure aluminium.

( 'urve No. 45 (
I*', I per cent, zinc) shows the same four points which have just been

described in Curve 55, but the peaks at 443 C. and 257 C. are now much smaller.

In ( 'urve No. 35 (33'2 per cent, zinc) only the two upper points persist, all the lower

points having disappeared ; the same remarks apply to Curve No. 05.

In further reference to the points occurring in Curves 55 to 05 it should be pointed

out that the apparently feeble character of this heat evolution arises in part from the

fact that it occurs so soon after the commencement of freezing of the alloys ; that

portion of the cooling-curve upon which this peak is shown slopes backward very

steeply, and a very considerable evolution of heat is therefore required to arrest and

even to reverse this steep slope. This circumstance somewhat militates against

accuracy in the determination of these peaks, the actual peaks shown on the curves

being in some cases not very much larger than experimental perturbations which now
and then occur. In order, however, to show definite evidence of the existence and

constant occurrence of these heat evolutions, three cooling-curves of the same ingot

are reproduced in fig. 3
; a comparison of these three curves will clearly demonstrate

St

SSI

'.f

'C

Fig. 3.

tin- constant occurrence of this heat evolution in spite of the apparent smallness of

the peak on eacli individual curve.

The group of cooling-curves, as shown in figs. 1 and 2, cannot readily be translated

into an equilibrium diagram, even with the aid of the additional intermediate curves

which were obtained by the authors, and a larger amount of experimental evidence

VOL. 00X1. A. 2 T
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was required in order to render intelligible the nature of the various heat evolutions

and their mutual relations; it will, however, be more convenient to describe this

further experimental work by first giving the equilibrium diagram finally arrived at.

It will then be possible to discuss each group of alloys and the reactions which they

undergo, and to give in detail the evidence upon which the position and interpretation

of each line of the diagram is based.

The equilibrium diagram of the aluminium-zinc alloys is shown in fig. 4, where

the concentration of aluminium is plotted horizontally and temperature is plotted

ft*

aw-

f>.

4.

34

t

r* 1

603-

.fil'C

MO "6

if. H

fJ

Fig. 4.

vertically in the usual manner. The observed temperatures of arrests or retardations
on the cooling-curves are shown as crosses, while the results of quenching experiments
are indicated by dots surrounded by small circles or squares. The points plotted
include all those observed.

The liquidus, or curve of initial freezing, is represented by the line ABCD ; this
* only very slightly from the corresponding curve in the diagram of SHEPHERD,*
e diagram of SHEPHERD did not show the small break in the liquidus at the

The evidence for the existence of this break in the liquidus lies in the first

the accuracy with which the observed points on the liquidus have been

SHEPHERD, Aluminium-Zinc Alloys," 'Journal of the Physical Society,' 1905, 9, p. 504.
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determined ; this is such that a continuous curve from B to D would lie further from

the observed points than the limits of experimental error would allow, particularly as

the points on the liquidus near the point have been repeatedly determined with

special care. The existence of a break at C is further confirmed on theoretical

grounds by the evidence to be described presently, proving that the phases which

commence to crystallize along the branches BC and CD are two distinct bodies.

The solidus curve of the diagram consists of the lines AE, EB, BF, FG, GH, HD.

The evidence for this statement is to a large extent microscopical ;
the method of

prolonged amif.-iling followed by quenching has been adopted throughout and details

of the evidence obtained in this way, particularly with regard to the lines GH and

HD, will be given below.

The line EBF, lx>th as regards temperature and as regards the position of the

point B, agrees closely with the eutectic line shown in SHEPHERD'S diagram, but ;m

important difference is found with regard to the end of this line on the aluminium

side. On referring to the cooling-curves in figs. 1 and 2, it will be found that the

arrests along the line EBF are still marked in Nos. 78 and 76, yet the eutectic line in

the diagram is drawn only to the point F, corresponding to a concentration of 78 '3

per cent, of aluminium.

The reason for this discrepancy lies in the fact that although alloys cooled with

moderate rapidity exhibit a eutectic heat evolution to a considerable distance to the

right of the point F, yet both microscopically and pyrometrically this eutectic can

be made to disappear entirely by exposing the alloys to a temperature of about

430 C. for a considerable period of time.

In order to establish this point, ingots of a series of alloys lying on either side of

the point F were maintained for about 100 hours at a temperature near 430 C., and

cooling-curves of these ingots were subsequently taken at a rate similar to that

described for the series of curves illustrated in figs. 1 and 2, the observations being

taken from a temperature of 430 C. to about 200 C. The curves of alloys, Nos. 80,

78, and 75, are shown in fig. 5, the curves marked a, b, and c l>eing those taken by

ordinary slow cooling from fusion, while those marked d, e, and f are those taken

after the heat treatment just described. In No. 80 the eutectic heat evolution has

not been entirely removed by the treatment, but in Nos. 78 and 75 the well-marked

peaks of the ordinary curves have entirely disappeared after the treatment. This

indicates that the existence of stable eutectic is limited by a concentration lying

between 78 and 80 per cent, of aluminium, and probably lying quite close to 78

per cent.

In order further to ascertain the concentration at which the eutectic disappears the

method of measuring the heat evolutions in successive alloys was adopted. Although

every precaution was taken to render these measurements as accurate as possible, it

must be recognised that the method itself is not capable of any high degree of

accuracy, the reason being that although the cooling-curves generally give a definite

2x2
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indication of the commencement of an evolution of heat, no sharp indication of the

,,/ of such an evolution can be obtained.* In the present
experiments

mgots

used each weighed 150 gr, and all of them had been annealed
together

at .

temperature of 430" C. for about 100 hours, experiment having shown that

was sufficient to secure complete equilibrium.

Fig. 5.

These ingots were cooled in an electrically heated furnace placed inside a water-

jacket, and the initial temperature as well as the rate of cooling were kept as nearly

uniform as possible throughout the series. The resulting curves were plotted on a

large scale and the peaks of the inverse rate curves were measured with a planimeter,

or, in some cases, the areas were determined by plotting on thin card, cutting out the

peaks and weighing the pieces of card on a sensitive balance. The observed areas of

the peaks depend upon the choice of a point on the cooling-curve to represent the

end of the heat evolution, and it has already been pointed out that this choice cannot

be made with any degree of certainty. In the present series of curves these points

were inserted by estimation and the endeavour was made to place them on corre-

Bponding parts of the curves for all the alloys. The areas of the peaks thus measured

represent approximately the quantities of heat evolved by each of the alloys and,

within the limits of accuracy of the method, these may be taken to be proportional in

the present case to the quantity of eutectic undergoing solidification in each alloy.

These quantities as ordinates are plotted on abscissae representing the concentration

of the alloys in the upper curve of fig. 6.

It will be seen that the points thus obtained lie with considerable accuracy upon

the straight line which cuts the zero line at a concentration of 78 '8 per cent, of zinc,

this concentration representing the limit of the eutectiferous alloys as determined by

this method of extrapolation. It will be shown later that the termination of the

* See "Observations on Recalescence Curves," by W. ROSENHAIN, 'Proc. Phys. Soc.,' 1908.
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eutectic line at this concentration is really due to the formation of a definite

aluminium-due compound whose existence is confirmed by other evidence.

at ilo'C

' ~
.*'. t .

Fig. 6.

We have now to consider the nature of the heat evolutions along the lines CH and

IL of fig. 4.

The fact which has already been stated that in slowly cooled alloys eutectic is

found to the right of the point F, while this eutectic disappears when full equilibrium

has been obtained, points to the conclusion that there is in these alloys a gradual

reaction at some temperature above that of the eutectic line, and that this reaction,

when allowed to complete itself, results in the total absorption of the liquid phase

which would otherwise have solidified along the dotted line FP. The existence of a

scries of heat evolutions along the horizontal line CH at once suggests that such a

reaction is represented by these heat evolutions, and this view is confirmed when it is

rememlxM-ed that in curves of more rapid cooling these heat evolutions are much less

marked, an observation which indicates the occurrence of a gradual reaction. We
have, further, the discontinuity in the liquidus curve at the point C, which also

suggests that we are here dealing with a compound which is produced by a reaction

of the solid which had begun to crystallize along the branch of the liquidus CD, with

the liquid phase which is present when the temperature of the line CH is reached.

It is well known that such a reaction taking place between a solid and its mother

liquor results in the formation of sheaths of the new compound, and that these
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sheaths, by separating the two reacting bodies, considerably retard the further

progress of the reaction, which can then only take place by diffusion through the

sheath. An indication of the composition of this compound has already been obtained

by the determination of the end of the eutectic line, which has been found to lie at a

concentration of about 78 per cent, of zinc, and this corresponds approximately with

the composition of the compound AlZn3 which contains 7 8 '3 5 per cent, of zinc. It

was not found possible to apply the method of approximate quantitative estimation

of the heat evolutions along the line CH for the purpose of determining the concen-

tration at which this heat evolution attains its maximum value. In the first place,

the peaks representing these heat evolutions on the cooling-curves lie so near the

large peaks representing the initial freezing of the alloys that the precise shapes of

these smaller peaks cannot be ascertained even with that degree of approximation

which was reached in the other case ; further, this reaction is not complete when the

alloys are cooled even at the slowest rate practicable for cooling-curve observations,

and no reliance can be placed on the quantities of heat evolved by a series of heat

evolutions which might proceed to a greater or lesser degree of completion in the

various alloys of the series.

In the absence of the kind of evidence just referred to, it is fortunate that it is

possible to show an intimate connection between the heat evolutions which take place

along the line CH and those which occur at a temperature of 256 C. along the

line IL. This connection was established in the first place by means of cooling-curves

of a number of the alloys taken first by allowing them to cool at the standard slow

rate from fusion, and again after prolonged heating at 430 C. It was found that

the size of the peak at 250 C. increased very much after the alloy had been exposed
to prolonged heat at a temperature just below that of the line CH. This is illustrated

in fig. 7, where cooling-curves of alloys Nos. 70 and 75 are given. The peaks on the

cooling-curves of these alloys when cooled slowly from fusion are shown on the curves

marked (a) and (<), while the corresponding peaks on the same alloys after prolonged

annealing at 430" C. are shown on the curves marked (b) and (d). The curves them-
selves show that the rate of cooling was practically identical in all four cases. This

observation indicates that the magnitude of the lower heat evolution is directly

dependent upon the extent to which the reaction along the line CH has been allowed
to take place, and the inference is justified that the heat evolutions along the line IL
are due to a reaction occurring in the compound which is formed along the line CH.
rhis inference will be more completely established by the microscopic evidence to be
described below.

The connection between the heat evolutions along the line IL and those along the
line CH having been established, an attempt was made to utilize the measurement of
the quantities of heat evolved by the reactions at 256 C. for the purpose of locating
the maximum of that reaction, a maximum which would coincide with the maximum
of the heat evolutions along the line CH. An attempt to do this was first made by
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taking a series of cooling-curves of alloys cooled slowly from fusion under careful

standard conditions, the heat evolutions being measured in the manner described in

connection with the eutectic line EF. These determinations give the points repre-

sented in the second curve of fig. 6, and it will be seen that these points indicate the

t *
Timt /tltrmti

Tii u

Fig. 7.

existence of a well-defined maximum lying exactly under the point C. This un-

expected result can, however, be explained in a simple manner when it is remembered

that the compound whose reaction is being measured crystallizes freely from the

liquid along the line BC of the liquidus, while to the right of the point C this

compound is the result of a slow reaction between a solid and a liquid. In these

circumstances it is not surprising to find that in a series of alloys cooled at a standard

rate the quantity of this compound would increase steadily as we pass from the

concentration of the point B to that of point C, but that immediately on passing

beyond C the quantity of the compound would decrease. The maximum obtained

from such a series is therefore a misleading one, and does not represent the composition

of any phase. The authors believe that this is an observation of some importance in

the application of the methods of investigation styled
"
Thermal Analysis

"
by
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TAMMAN, since it indicates that the results of such heat measurements, even \vhrn

allowance is made for their unavoidable inaccuracies, must be considered with great

caution before they can be accepted.

In the present case the difficulty was overcome by measuring the heat evolutions

on the series of cooling-curves already described in connection with the measurements

of the peaks along the eutectic line EF; these curves were taken from ingots so

treated that the reaction along the line CH had been allowed to reach completion,

ami on these curves the maximum should truly represent the quantity of the

compound present in the alloy. The data from these cooling-curves relating to the

reaction along the line IL, plotted in the usual manner, are shown in the third curve

in fig. 6; this curve shows a maximum near a concentration of 77 '2 per cent. zinc.

It will be seen that tins agrees nearly, but not quite accurately, with the end of the

eutectic line, as indicated on the upper curve of this figure, which falls at 78 '8 per

cent. zinc. The slope of one of the lines in the lowest curve of fig. G, however, is

somewhat flat, so that a small alteration of one or two of the observed points would

displace the maximum to an extent quite comparable with this discrepancy. The

authors, therefore, feel justified in saying that both the end of the eutectic line and

the maximum of the heat evolutions along the line IL are consistent with the

existence of a definite compound Al2Zn3.

The determination of the position of the point H and of the curved portion of the

solidus from H to D, having been based entirely on microscopical evidence, will be

described in connection with that portion of the work, and we pass on to consider the

line of points shown on the diagram in fig. 4, mostly lying within the area CDHG.
It will be seen that these points lie on a perfectly smooth curve, starting from the

temperature 638 C., at which a minute heat evolution is observed in most varieties

of aluminium, including the comparatively pure variety used in preparing the present
series of alloys.*

Samples of aluminium have, however, been obtained which do not show this heat

evolution, and this fact would suggest that the thermal change in question does not
occur in the purest varieties of aluminium, but that its occurrence is determined, and
ita intensity accentuated, by the presence of certain other elements. One of the

authors, in a recent research on the alloys of aluminium and manganese, found a series
of small heat evolutions starting from this temperature in nearly pure aluminium, and

continuing at the same temperature, but with increased intensity, with successive
tions of manganese until the concentration of the point Mn3Al is reached.! In

the present series of alloys the addition of zinc also appears to intensity the heat

This point has
frequently been observed in aluminium, and special attention was drawn to it by

1 - \v e Failure of the Light Engineering Alloys,"
'

Faraday Society,' 1910.)
IIAIS and F. C. A. H. LANTSBERRY, "Ninth Report to the Alloys Research Committee of

5chanical Engineen-On the Properties of some Alloys of Copper, Aluminium, and
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evolution slightly, but its principal effect is the gradual depnttioa of the temperature
at which tin- change takes place.

It was thought at first that a curve joining these points near the aluminium end

might represent tin- solidus of the alloys, while the points near the other end of the

series were suspected of tunning another horizontal line running into the liquidus and

indicating the presence of another alumininin-/.inc compound. These heat evolutions,

however, although very minute are very definite, and the temperatures at which they
occur are so well defined that tin- experimental evidence, is sufficient to negative the

supposed existence of a hori/.ontal line in this case. The certainty with which these

minute peaks recur on repeated cooling-curves of the same alloy has already been

illustrated in fig. 3, where three successive cooling-curves of the alloy No. 35 are

plotted side by side. The supposition that the upper part of the curve might

represent the solidus was also negatived by the indications of quenching experiments

which, by demonstrating the absence of an upward step in the solidus between H
and D, further negative the supposed existence of a compound whose formation

might lie represented by these am
The explanation which at first sight suggested itself for this Hue of arrest-points is

that they are due to an allotropic change in aluminium, or in the phase rich in

aluminium, and that this change occurs at lower temperatures with increasing

concentration of zinc. If the line of the points in question lay entirely below the

solidus, this explanation might be regarded as feasible, but in the alloys from about

3 per cent, to 66 per cent, of zinc, these points occur very definitely a)>ove the solidus

and a transformation or inversion of any kind in a solid phase which is surrounded by
its mother liquor can only occur at a constant temperature since the composition of

such a solid phase at a given temperature is the same for the whole series of alloys in

which it occurs, and the same inversion must occur in all such Ixxlies at the same

temperature. Meta-stable conditions cannot be invoked to explain away this

difficulty, since the meta-stable formation of "cores" in such alloys implies the

presence of a solid containing less zinc than the average composition of the alloy, and

since the line of points in question slopes upwards towards the aluminium end of the

diagram these meta-stable cores would undergo transformation or inversion at a

hnjlii-r temperature than that which would occur under equilibrium conditions in the

same alloys. These considerations, therefore, afford no explanation for the depression

of these points with increasing concentration of zinc.

The oidy explanation which the authors feel justified in suggesting is that the

occurrence of these points, or rather their continual depression with increasing zinc

content, may be due to the action of a third component substance which enters into

the alloys as an impurity. Such an impurity is found in the form of 0'20 per cent, of

iron present in the aluminium employed, while a certain amount of silicon is also

presrnt in the alloys. The author's suspicion has fallen principally upon iron since a

few isolated crystals of an iron aluminium compound have been observed in most of

\OI.. i 'I'M.- -A. - I
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the alloys. Some experiments have been made by taking cooling-curves of a few

ternary alloys of aluminium, zinc, and iron with a view to establishing the connection

between the small heat evolutions under discussion and the presence of the compound

referred to. It would seem, however, that the iron-aluminium diagram itself requires

to be worked out afresh and that the relationships between these three metals are of

a complex kind, so that a great deal of further experimental work will be necessary

before the truth of the suggested explanation can be tested. In view of these

circumstances the authors have not thought it desirable to delay the publication of

the present research until this further and larger investigation could be completed.

They therefore content themselves with indicating this series of heat evolutions on

the diagram, but without drawing a line through them or offering more than the

tentative explanation outlined above.

We now pass on to the consideration of the micro-structures of the alloys. As has

already been indicated, much of the evidence for the lines of the diagram, and

particularly for their interpretation, is based upon microscopic evidence, and the

micro-structures will be described from this point of view.

For the purpose of microscopic examination small specimens were, as a rule, cut

from the ingots used for cooling-curve determinations. In some cases complete
vertical sections of the ingots were examined in order to avoid risks of error from

segregation. The polishing of the specimens near both ends of the series proved very
difficult. Most of the specimens were etched with a 10-per-cent. solution of caustic

potash in one or two cases weak nitric acid was used.

Commencing at the zinc end of the diagram we have first a very narrow area

marked in fig. 4 as representing alloys consisting entirely of the meteral a. This

designation includes pure zinc and the solid solution of aluminium in zinc. The exact

limits of the solubility of aluminium in solid zinc have not been finally determined,

although an alloy containing 1 per cent, of aluminium has been found to show signs
of the presence of eutectic after 24 hours of annealing at a temperature just below
the freezing-point of the eutectic. This observation indicates that unless the rate of
solution is extremely slow the limit of the a region lies within 1 per cent, of pure

The line indicating the limit of this region is therefore shown as a dotted line

only, and has, for convenience, been drawn further to the right than the evidence

justifies.

The diagram next indicates a group of alloys consisting of the meteral a embedded
in eutectic, the constituents of the eutectic being termed a and ft above the line IJ,
and a. and y below that line. The general structure and appearance of one of these

s shown in Plate 5, fig. 8, under a magnification of 150 diameters. This
the alloy containing 98 per cent, of zinc slowly cooled, and shows a with

ies of eutectic. If such a specimen is quenched from a temperature
256 C.) the appearance of the micro-structure under moderate magni-

tion, such as that of
fig. 8, is as shown in that figure, but under higher
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magnifications there is a distinct difference l>etweeii such a quenched alloy and one

which has been slowly cooled. It is found that while the ft, or dark-etching,

constituent of the eutectic is homogeneous in the quenched alloy, in the slowly cooled

specimens the ft meteral has undergone decomposition and exhibits a duplex structure

which may take the fonn either of parallel lamellae or of minute granules. Fig. 9

shows the structure of this decomposed eutectic under a magnification of 1000

diameters ; the large dark areas represent the structure of the eutectic while the

minute granulation in these areas indicates the decomposition of the ft constituent.

The photomicrograph in fig. 9 is actually taken from an alloy containing 95 per cent,

of zinc, but the same features are found in all the alloys in which the eutectic is

present.

The typical structure of the eutectic alloy, seen under moderate magnification

(200 and 150 diameters respectively), is shown in figs. 10 and 11. It will be seen

that the eutectic exhibits in a very beautiful way the characteristic features of well-

defined eutectic alloys, and it will further be noted that the relative areas of the dark

and light constituents are not very widely different. When it is realized that this

structure is found in an alloy containing only 5 per cent, of aluminium, this obser-

vation alone strongly suggests that the components of the eutectic are not in reality

zinc and aluminium, but zinc and a compound of zinc and aluminium containing a

considerable proportion of zinc. Eutectics lying near one end of a binary series are

not unknown in other groups of alloys, but they do not exhibit a well-balanced

laminated structure unless a compound comes iuto play.

The micro-structures found in alloys containing less than 95 per cent, of zinc, that

is to say, lying just to the right of the eutectic concentration, further support the

view that the ft meteral, which forms the dark-etching constituent of these alloys, is

a definite compound. These micro-structures are illustrated under a magnification of

200 diameters in figs. 13 and 14. These two figures show the presence of strikingly

characteristic dendritic crystals, which possess a strong tendency to assume six-rayed

forms in which angles closely approximating to 60 degrees are of frequent and typical

appearance.

This is a striking characteristic, particularly in view of the fact that in the great

majority of metals the dendritic branches tend to fonn rectangular systems. The

microscopic evidence thus strongly supports the pyrometric evidence for the existence

of a definite compound, and grounds have been given above for the view that this

compound is represented by the formula A L /n

The close relationship between the six-rayed crystals just described and the eutectic

surrounding them is also illustrated in an interesting manner by fig. 14. It is there

clearly evident how the crystallization of the eutectic has radiated from the various

branches of tin- denilrite, resulting in the formation of an interesting pattern.

The photomicrographs, figs. 13 and 14, having been taken from slowly cooled

specimens of the alloys, are not free from signs of the reaction represented in the

2 U 2
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diagram by the line UK. The material of the six-rayed dendrite, even under this

moderate magnification, is seen to be far from homogeneous, and under higher

magnifications it is found to have undergone the same kind of change as that which

has already been described and illustrated for the ft constituent of the eutectic.

Fig. 16 (x!50) shows the micro-structure of alloy No. 90, containing 89'85 per

cent, of zinc, as it appears when the alloy is cooled from fusion in the furnace in about

45 minutes. The photograph shows a larger proportion of the ft meteral than that

seen in fig. 14 embedded in eutectic, but the edges of the ft masses show rims of a

changed material arising from the reaction indicated by the line UK of the diagram.

The existence of these rims proves that this reaction is rather slow, and the facility

with which it can be inhibited by quenching further confirms this view.

In fig. 17 (x 150) we see the micro-structure of alloy No. 86 (85'52 per cent, zinc)

cooled rather more slowly than the specimen represented in fig. 16. This specimen

(fig. 17) has, in fact, been cooled at the rate adopted for the observation of cooling-

curves. The proportion of ft is larger than in fig. 16, but the change which resulted

in the formation of "rims" in fig. 16 has here taken place to a much larger extent,

so that the original ft body has almost entirely disappeared. Under the magnification
of

fig. 17 (150 diameters) the resulting structure of the "changed" ft is not very

evident, but a portion of the same specimen is shown in fig. 18 (Plate 5) under a

magnification of 500 diameters, and there the uniformly dark ft is seen to have

become broken up into a laminated stnicture closely resembling the pearlite seen in

steel. On account of this resemblance, the authors propose to describe this structure

as
"
pearlitic

"
; it will, however, be seen that in this case the duplex stnicture arises

from the decomposition of a compound and not, as in the case of pearlite, from the

decomposition of a solid solution.

The nature of the reaction represented by the line UK can now be understood it

is the decomposition of the definite compound ft into two phases which phase-rule
considerations prove to be identical with those called a and y on the diagram, the
former being solid zinc saturated with aluminium and probably containing less than
1 per cent, of that metal, the latter being aluminium saturated with free zinc, the
exact proportion not Ixjing quite definitely determined, but probably lying in the

cinity of 40 per cent. The phase-rule considerations just referred to are that, in

any field or area of a binary system, two phases only can exist in equilibrium. In
the field BJKF we have the phases a and ft present. Now, it ft is decomposed, as

e .Microscope proves that it is, into two phases, say X and Y, then in the field below
have a+X+Y present, and it follows that either X or Y must be

ith a. Similar considerations applied to the fields to the right of the line
. show that the other phase must be identical with y.

The alloys whose micro-structure is shown in figs. 13 to 18 all belong to the group
the line BC. We now have to consider the alloys to the right of

In these the phase first separating from the liquid is y and not ft. On
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reaching the temperature of the line CGH the y crystals react with the liquid

according to tin- equation

y+ liquid = (Al,Zn,).

Up to the line GFK, which represents the composition of the compound
this iv.-i.'tion, even if completed, leaves a residue of liquid which solidifies as eutectic.

The amount of this eutectic, however, decreases until it vanishes at the composition

of the compound.
The microscopic evidence supporting this statement is of considerable importance

because it constitutes a strong confirmation of the existence of the definite compound
AlZna ; it is, therefore, given in some detail. We have first in h'g. 19 (x!5()) an

alloy containing 80 per cent, of zinc and, therefore, lying just to the left of the line

(rFK; this has IM-CII maintained for Hve hours at a temperature just below the line

CH and has then been slowly cooled. The photomicrograph shows the presence of

small quantities of eutectic. In this respect this alloy is in contrast with one

containing 78 per cent, of zinc, in which the eutectic disappears entirely under the

same treatment, the resulting structure being perfectly homogeneous, like that shown

in
h'g. 26.

The structure shown in fig. 19 represents an aggregate of /3+ eutectic, except that

in consequence of slow cooling the reaction along JK has taken place and the dark-

etched ft Ixxly is in reality duplex, consisting of a. and y.

The reaction y+ liquid = ft which takes place along the line CH, being a reaction

between a solid and its mother liquor, results in the formation of sheaths of ft

surrounding the y crystals. In the alloy of fig. 19 the prolonged heating at 430 C.

has obliterated the sheaths, but if a similar alloy is cooled comparatively quickly the

existence of these sheaths is very clearly seen. In fig. 20 (
x 150) we have an alloy

of the same group which has been quickly cooled down to a temperature just above

256 C., and has then been quenched in order to prevent the decomposition of the

ft sheaths. These are very clearly seen in the photograph as dark edges surrounding
the relatively light bodies of primary y. The same alloy slowly cooled from fusion to

the ordinary temperature is shown in fig. 21 (
x 150) ; the cooling having been slower

m this case the original sheaths of ft are hardly visible, almost the whole of the dark

dendrites having l>een transformed into ft when the alloy passed the line CH. At
256 C., however, the rate of cooling was not slow enough to allow the decomposition

of ft to be completed, and the structure therefore shows dendrites of ft merely

decomposed at the edges. In fig. 22 (
x 300) we have the same alloy, this time after

prolonged heating just below 430 C., and then cooled more slowly than in the

previous example. Here both the formation and decomposition of ft have been

completed, and a higher magnification would reveal the completely pearlitic structure

of the dark areas of this photograph ; in the photograph the duplex character of

the dark constituent is evident in many places. In contrast to this we have fig. 23
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( x 300) which represents an alloy in which the formation of ft has been.completed by

p o old heating just helow 430 C, but the decompose of ft has been prevented

q3ching thf specimen just above 256" C. The grey areas seen to this pho o-

graph are perfectly nlogeneous
and show no signs of pearhtic struc ure, even under

hfehJT magnification.
These five photomicrographs, showing the variation m

Zto ofan alloy lying just to the left of the line GFK, confirm the digram

of fig.
4 and its explanation as put forward by the authors.

We now pass to the alloys lying just to the right of the line GFK. Fig

represents alloy No. 78 containing 78'48 per cent, of zinc magnified 150 diameters.

The specimen in this case has been slowly cooled from fusion and is therefore in a

meta-stable condition ;
dark cores of primary y are surrounded by sheaths of decon

osed B leaving a residue of eutectic. The decomposition of the ft body is not

obvious in this photograph, but is very clearly seen in fig. 25 representing a port,

of the same specimen as fig. 24 but magnified by 500 diameters. Here the laminated

structure of the rims of decomposed ft is very evident. In fig. 26 (
x 150) we have

the micro-structure of alloy No. 77, which in this respect is typical of all alloys

containing less than 78 per cent, of zinc, after annealing for a considerable time

430 C. Mowed by quenching from a temperature just above 256 C. The specime.

exhibits a perfectly homogeneous structure merely diversified by a few holes and

cracks. If this structure were met with only in the alloy of the composition of

compound Al,Zn,, the structure might be described as that of the pure ft meteral, but

as a matter of fact this same homogeneous structure is exhibited by all the alloys

containing less than 78 per cent, of zinc which have been treated in the same way.

It follows from this observation that the ft body forms a solid solution with the y

body, since to the right of the line GFK the reaction y + liquid
=

ft must leave a

residue of y. For purposes of distinction the authors have termed this solid solution

of ft and y the $ meteral. The ft which is dissolved in this S body, at any rate so

long as it is present in any considerable quantity, still undergoes decomposition at the

temperature of the line JKL, and the phases present below this line are again y + ,

but of course the amount of a decreases rapidly with decreasing concentration of

zinc. It has not, however, been found possible to determine microscopically the

concentration at which a ceases to appear in the alloys.

Fig. 27 shows, under a magnification of 600 diameters, the appearance of fully

decomposed ft or S rich in ft. The photograph represents alloy No. 77 (7 7 '3 per cent.

of zinc) after prolonged heating, first at 430 C. and then just below 256 C. The

beautifully laminated structure and its striking resemblance to the pearlitic structure

of steel will be recognized at once. It is interesting to notice that this laminated

structure is only produced when the alloy is cooled slowly through the decomposition

temperature and is then held for some time just below that temperature. If the

specimen be quenched from above and be then heated to a temperature just below

256 C. and held there for a considerable time, the resulting micro-structure, although
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definitely duplex, is granular and patchy, recalling the structure of sorbitic and

troostitic steels rather than the pearlitic structure shown in fig. 27. Although the

rates of cooling and heating involved are decidedly slower in the present case, the

behaviour of the /3 meteral appears to present some interesting analogies to that of

carbon steels.

To illustrate the behaviour of the group of alloys lying somewhat further to the

right of the line GFK, the photomicrographs of figs. 28 to 31 represent the micro-

structure of alloy No. 75 (74'5 per cent, of zinc). Fig. 28 (x!50) represents the

structure of a specimen of this alloy which has been cooled from fusion to 470 C.,

held at that temperature 30 minutes and then quenched. This temperature lies just

above the line CH, and the micro-structure accordingly consists of crystals of y
embedded in a finely-granulated matrix which represents that part of the alloy which

was liquid at the moment of quenching. In fig. 29 (
x 150) we have the structure of

a specimen of the same alloy which has been cooled from fusion to 430 C., held at

that temperature for 30 minutes and then quenched. In this structure we see an

approach to homogeneity ; the black areas represent holes or cavities in the

specimen, but there is no sign of the presence of liquid at the moment of quenching,

nor is any eutectic present. This structure represents a stage of the reaction

y+ liquid = (5, where the reaction, although still incomplete, has progressed to a

considerable extent. Fig. 30
(
x 150) represents the structure of a specimen of the

same alloy which has been kept at 430 C. for about 2 hours, this treatment being

followed by quenching from that temperature ; here the reaction named above has

been allowed to complete itself, while the decomposition which would otherwise have

set in at 256 C. has been prevented by quenching ; the resulting structure is

therefore homogeneous and is typical of the alloys consisting of S. The same alloy,

when slowly cooled after prolonged heating at 430 C., again shows the typical

pearlitic structure resulting from the decomposition of S or ft. This is illustrated in

fig. 31 under a magnification of 300 diameters.

The persistence with which meta-stable eutectic is found in the alloys of this group
when slowly cooled is illustrated by fig. 32 (x 150) which represents alloy No. 70 in

t his condition, which corresponds closely to that illustrated for alloy No. 78 in fig. 24 ;

we have cores of primary y with rims of decomposed S enclosing areas of eutectic.

The same alloy, after heating for a considerable time at 430 C. followed by slow

cooling, is illustrated in fig. 33 (x!70), where the pearlitic structure can again be

seen while there is total absence of eutectic.

The micro-structures of alloys lying to the right of the point H present few points

of interest so far as the constitution of the alloys is concerned ; they exhibit the

characteristic features of alloys consisting of a single solid solution possessing a long

range of solidification. The typical formation of cores in such alloys is illustrated in

fig. 34 (x 150), which represents the structure of a slowly-cooled specimen of alloy

No. 1st ; it' heated for any length of time to a temperature below that of the s.. I id us.
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this alloy and all those lying to the right of the point II Income perfectly

homogeneous.

It will be seen in the diagram that the lines GH and KL have been continued as

dotted lines to the aluminium end of the diagram. This has been done because it

may be supposed that, if final equilibrium is attained in the freezing process, the

solid solution will react at the temperature of the line GH with the zinc which it

contains to form the compound Al3Zn3 ,
and this in turn will undergo decomposition

when the temperature of the line KL is reached. This supposition, however, involves

the assumption that the y solid solution contains the zinc as
"
free" zinc, while in the

S solid solution the zinc is present in the "combined" state, i.e., in the form of

molecules of the compound Al2Zn 3 . Just to the right of the line GFK of the

diagram there can be no doubt that we have in the $ meteral a solid solution in

which the compound /8 is the solvent and free aluminium is the solute ; this solid

solution, however, is merely one end of a continuous series whose opposite extreme is

represented by a solid solution in which aluminium is undoubtedly the solvent and

the compound the dissolved body. The question arises whether the phenomena of

dissociation or ionisation which are known to occur in dilute aqueous solutions also

occur in these solid metallic solutions. Where the solution is a strong one, i.e., in

the present case for alloys containing more than 35 per cent, of zinc, there is ample
evidence that the compound ft preserves its identity in the solid solution, but for

lower concentrations there are two reasons why experimental evidence is not

available.

In the first place, for all alloys lying to the right of the point H in the diagram,
the reaction between the two constituents of the y solid solution must take place in

entirely solid metal. Such reactions are not unknown, but in most cases they are

very slow, and in the present instance the reaction in question is known to be slow

even when one of the reacting phases is a liquid. It is, therefore, not surprising to

find that even at the slowest rates of cooling which are possible for the observation of
< "ling-curves the reaction in these alloys takes place too slowly to be indicated by a
heat evolution. The absence of arrest-points along the line GH beyond the point H
is, therefore, no definite evidence that the reaction does not take place gradually if

tun.- !* jrivim at a favourable temperature. Further, microscopic evidence is difficult

to obtain since microscopically the y and S solid solutions are both homogeneous
bodies. The only test would be that of tracing the effects of the decomposition at
the temperature of the line KL by looking for the appearance of the a phase in the
annealed and slowly-cooled alloys. An endeavour was made to do this, and the

think it probable that the a phase can be traced up to a concentration of
aluminium us high as 80 per cent., but it must be admitted that this method is not

ry reliable iii this instance. The reason lies in the fact that even the homogeneous
this series never present a perfectly clean polygonal structure the surfaces

of the crystals always show a certain amount of marking or pattern, while minute
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crystals of impurities are often scattered about the specimens. This
"
dirty

"

appearance of the sections may be due partly to the great difficulty of polishing

them perfectly, but it certainly makes it difficult if not quite impossible to state

definitely at which concentration the appearance of a given phase ceases it becomes

difficult to decide whether certain markings are due to the causes mentioned above,

or whether they indicate the separation of the a phase along the line KL. For

these reasons the lines in question have been drawn as dotted lines only, and it is

prot>able that for the higher concentrations of aluminium they merely represent

theoretical possibilities.

As has already been indicated, the position of the solidus curve of these alloys has

been determined by a series of quenching experiments. These were preferred to the

in ploymerit of heating-curves because of the greater certainty of results from

quenching, although a number of heating-curves were also observed. The quenching

i-\pri imcuts in question consist, as is well known, in quenching a series of specimens
from diUI-iviit t rmperatures, and subsequently examining the micro-structure of the

quenched specimens in order to ascertain whether the presence of liquid at the

moment of quenching is indicated or not. In the present series of alloys it was,

however, essential that the specimens of alloy should be brought to a condition of

equilibrium before being quenched, and for that reason a prolonged heating at a

definite temperature was often required before the actual quenching operation itself

could be carried out.

The quenching apparatus devised by one of the authors* was employed for this

purpose throughout the research. The special advantages of this apparatus made

themselves felt in a very marked degree in carrying out this work. The specimens
are heated in vacua, and this made it possible to employ very small specimens

without fear of oxidation ; these small specimens, generally measuring about 6 mm.

cube, remained perfectly bright and were cooled with very great rapidity. The

temperatures of the specimens, up to the moment of quenching, was measured by
means of a thermo-couple placed in a small hole drilled to the centre of the specimen
of metal, and since in this apparatus the specimen is quenched by a powerful stream

of cold water which strikes the specimen in the furnace itself, and carries it out of

the furnace with the water, the quenching-temperatures were known as accurately as

those of the arrest-points on the cooling-curves.

The first series of quenching experiments were undertaken in order to prove that

the line GH really constitutes part of the solidus curve ; this fact is important not

only for fixing the position of the solidus curve itself, but also as supporting the

evidence for the existence of a definite compound at the concentration where the

step-up in the solidus is found. The result of one of these quenching experiments
has already been (It-scribed and illustrated in connection with alloy No. 75 (74'5 per

* W. K .si MI UN, " The Metallurgical Laboratories at the National Physical Laboratory,"
' Journ. Iron

and Steel Inst.,' 1908, I.

VOL. OCX I. A. 2 X
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cent, of zinc) in figs. 28 and 29. The former figure shows the structure of this alloy

quenched from a temperature above the line GH, and the presence of liquid at the

liniment of quenching is quite evident from the presence of a finely-granulated

matrix in the section of the quenched specimen; on the other hand, in fig. 29, the

structure is that of the same alloy quenched from a temperature just below the line

<;il. ami here, although perfect homogeneity has not been attained, the absence of

liquid is quite evident, although some cracks and cavities are found, but these are

present in all quenched specimens of this somewhat brittle alloy. The results of

further quenching experiments are indicated on the diagram by dots surrounded by

small circles in those cases where liquid was found and by squares in those cases

where the alloy proved to have been completely solid. A much larger number of

quenching experiments were made than those shown on the diagram, but only those

have been plotted which lie close to the limiting temperature, since the others are of

no direct importance in determining the solidus, and merely served as guides for the

choice of fresh quenching temperatures.

For the determination of the solidus curve from H to D over twenty quenching

experiments were made, but only fourteen are plotted. The solidus curve has been

drawn in such a manner as to pass between the nearest circles and squares (indicating

liquid and solid respectively), some account being taken of the amount of liquid

which was indicated by the observations on the various specimens.

In order to illustrate the appearance of
"
liquid

"
in the quenched specimens, photo-

micrographs representing the results of two quenching experiments are shown in

figs. 35 and 36. Fig. 35 (x!50) refers to alloy No. 50 (49'8 per cent, of zinc)

quenched from a temperature of 467 C. The presence of liquid is indicated iu this

case by the broadening of the crystal boundaries and the presence of minute fusion

spots in the crystals themselves. Fig. 36 (
x 150) shows a similar alloy quenched at a

temperature just above the solidus. Here the indications of liquid are confined to

small traces in the crystal boundaries, and there are no fusion spots.

General Conclusions.

The general conclusions arrived at as a result of the pyrometric and microscopic
investigations of the aluminium-zinc alloys, which have been described above, may
now be summarized. They are represented graphically in the equilibrium diagram
of

fig. 4.

The addition of aluminium to zinc first depresses the freezing-point until a eutectic
"mn is reached at a concentration of 95 per cent, of zinc and a temperature of

Further addition of aluminium raises the freezing-point until a concentration
5 per cent, of zinc is reached where there is a small but distinct break in the

sing-point curve. From this point the freezing-point curve rises smoothly until
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freezing-point of pure aluminium !H reached. The phases which commence to

i-r\ stallize along the four branches of the liquidus curve just described are

(1) The a phase, which is zinc, or zinc carrying in solid solution less than 1 per

cent, of aluminium.

(2) The ft phase, which has been shown to be a definite compound of aluminium

and zinc, probably of the formula AljZnj. This compound is characterized by a well-

marked tendency to crystallize in six-rayed dendrites ; it has only a limited range of

stable existence, being decomposed on heating above 443 C. into y and liquid and

on cooling below 256 C., breaking up into tin- two phases a and y. The product

of the decomposition of this Compound, or of its solid solutions with the y phase, are

found to assume a typical laminated structure closely resembling that of the
"
pearlite

"
of carbon steels. The ft compound is not capable of forming solid solutions

\\itli ;m excess of zinc, but with aluminium it forms a continuous series of solid

solutions cxtfinling up to pure aluminium itself.

(8) The y phase, which is a solid solution of aluminium containing up to approxi-

mately 40 per cent, of zinc. Between concentrations of from 40 to 85 per cent, of

y.mc this solid solution reacts with zinc which may be present in either the liquid or

solid form, to produce the compound AlaZns ; from 78'3 to 85 per cent, of zinc the

product of this reaction is the free ft compound, with a residue of liquid, but between

40 and 78'3 per cent, of zinc the resulting compound dissolves in the residual solid

y phase, forming a series of solid solutions which have been termed the 3 phase.
Between the concentrations named, this solid solution undergoes decomposition on

cooling to the temperature of 256 C., separating into the a and y phases. It is

probable, although it has not been- definitely proved, that both these reactions are

continued in the alloys lying between the concentrations of 40 per cent, of zinc and

pure aluminium.

The researches described in the present paper have been carried out in the

Department of Metallurgy and Metallurgical Chemistry at the National Physical

Laboratory. The authors are indebted to members of the chemical staff", particularly

Messrs. G. BARR and L. L. BIRCUMSHAW for carrying out the numerous analyses

required in the research. As has already been indicated, they constitute a portion of

a larger scheme of investigation of the alloys of aluminium which is being carried

out at the Laboratory under the auspices of the Alloys Research Committee of the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers. The authors desire to express their appreciation
of the interest taken in this research by Dr. R. T. GLAZEBROOK, C.B., F.R.S., Director

of the Laboratory.
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PR. WALTER ROREXHAIN AXD MR. SYDXEY I, ARCHBUTT ON THE

DESCRIPTION OF PHOTOMICROGRAPHS (PLATES 5-7).

PLATE 5.

(Fl(!S. 12 AND 15 OMITTED.)

Fig. 8. The a phase with small quantity of eutectic in alloy 98. x 150.

9. Decomposed /? phase in eutectic in alloy 95. x 1000.

10. Typical structure of eutectic. Alloy 95. x 200.

11. Typical structure of eutectic. Alloy 95. x 150.

., 13. Hexagonal dendrite of /3 phase (Al 2Zns). Alloy 95. x 200.

14. Dendrites of /3 crossing at angles near 60 degrees. Alloy 94. x 200.

16. Alloy 90 cooled from fusion in 45 minutes. /? embedded in eutectic and partially decomposed

at the edges, x 150.

17. Alloy 86 cooled at the standard rate used for cooling-curves, ft almost completely decomposed.

x!50.

18. Alloy 86, under higher magnification, showing the laminated structure of decomposed /?.

x500.

PLATE 6.

Fig. 19. Alloy 80, slowly cooled after annealing at 430 C., showing the persistence of eutectic. x 150.

20. Alloy 84, quickly cooled to a temperature just above 250 C. and then quenched, showing
sheaths of /? surrounding primary y. x 150.

21. Alloy 84, slowly cooled from fusion, showing the more complete formation of ft and its

subsequent partial decomposition, x 150.

22. Alloy 84, annealed for a considerable time at 430 C. and then slowly cooled, showing the

complete formation and decomposition of /?. x 300.

23. Alloy 84, annealed at 430 C. and then quenched from a temperature just above 250 C.,

shoving the complete formation of /2 and the prevention of decomposition by quenching.
x300.

24. Alloy 78, slowly cooled, showing dark cores of primary 7 surrounded by sheaths of decomposed
/3 and a residue of eutectic. x 150.

Alloy 78, similar to
fig. 24, under higher magnification, showing laminated structure of

decomposed /?. x 500.

26. Alloy 77, annealed at 430' C. and quenched just above 250 C., showing the homogeneous
structure of ft or 8. x 600.

27. Alloy 77, annealed first at 430 C. and then just below 250 C. Laminated or pearlitic
structure of decomposed /3 or 8. x 600.
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PLATE 7.

Fig. 28. Alloy 75, quenched from 470 C., showing y crystals surrounded by
"
liquid." Etched with

nitric acid. x 150.

29. Alloy 75, annealed for 30 minutes and quenched at 430 C., showing absence of "
liquid

" and

approach to homogeneity, x 150.

30. Alloy 75, annealed for 2 hours and then quenched at 430' C., showing homogeneous S. x 150.

.. 31. Alloy 75, annealed at 430 C., showing
"
pearlitic

"
structure of decomposed S. x 300.

32. Alloy 70, slowly cooled, showing cores of y, sheaths of partly decomposed ft, and residues of

eutectic. x 150.

33. Alloy 70, slowly cooled after annealing at 430 C., showing
"
pearlitic

"
structure, x 170.

.. 34. Alloy 40, slowly cooled, showing cores, x 150.

35. Alloy 50, quenched at 467 C., showing presence of
"
liquid." x 150.

36. Similar alloy to
fig. 35, quenched just above the solidus, showing slight traces of liquid.

x!50.
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IX. Memoir on the Tkeori/ of the Partitions of Numbers. Part VI. Partitions

in Two-dimensional Space, to which is added an Adumbration of the

Theory of tiie Partitions in Three-dimensional Space.

By Major P. A. MACMAHON, R.A., D.Sc., LL.D., F.R.S.

Received June 13, Read June 29, 1911.

Introduction.

I RESUME the subject of Part V.* of this Memoir by inquiring further into the

generating function of the partitions of a number when the parts are placed at the

nodes of an incomplete lattice, viz., of a lattice which is regular but made up of

unequal rows. Such a lattice is the graph of the line partition of a number. In

Part V. I arrived at the expression of the generating function in respect of a two-

row lattice when the past magnitude is unrestricted. This was given in Art. 16 in

the form

GF ( oo 6) = (!)+**' (-b)

I remind the reader that the determination of the generating function, when the

part magnitude is unrestricted, depends upon the determination of the associated

lattice function (see Art. 5, loc. cit.). This function is assumed to be the product of

an expression of known form and of another function which I termed the inner lattice

function (see Art. 10, loc. cit.), and it is on the form of this function that the interest

of the investigation in large measure depends. All that is known about it a priori

is its numerical value when x is put equal to unity (Art. 10, loc. cit.). The lattice

function was also exhibited as a sum of sub-lattice functions, and it was shown that

the generating function, when the part magnitude is restricted, may be expressed as

a linear function of them. These sub-lattice functions are intrinsically interesting,

but it will be shown in what follows that they are not of vital importance to the

investigation. In fact, the difficulty of constructing them has been turned by the

* 'Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 211, 1911.

VOL. GXIXI. A 479. 2 Y 9.9.11
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formation and solution of certain functional equations which lead in the first place

to the required generating functions, and in the second place to an exhibition of the

forms of the sub-lattice functions. To previous definitions I here add the definition

of the inner lattice function when there is a restriction upon the part magnitude, and

it will be shown that the generating, lattice, and inner lattice functions satisfy

certain functional equations both when there is not and when there is a restriction

upon the part magnitude.

There are two methods of investigation available. We may commence with a

study of the Greek-letter successions (Art. 6, et seq., loc. cit.) from which the lattice

functions are derived, and having obtained the functional equations which they

satisfy, proceed thence to those satisfied by the generating and inner lattice functions ;

or we may reverse the process, and, by a prior determination of the equations apper

taining to the generating functions, arrive at those satisfied by the lattice and inner

lattice functions.

Both methods have been of service.

The results, herein achieved, are complete so far as the lattice of unequal rows and
the particular question under consideration are concerned. They are elegant and

algebraically interesting. In proof of this, it will suffice to say that the generating
function is unaltered when the lattice is changed into its conjugate. The subject
thus swarms with algebraical relations which are established intuitively.

Other results are obtained of a more general and extensive character which mark
out the path of further investigation.

Art. 1. I recall that for the lattice of two unequal rows, containing a, b nodes

respectively, the established results are

Inner lattice function = IL
(
<x

; a, b)
= l+st?'*

1 (
a~"b) .

Lattice function = L (
oo

; M = (1) (2)...(a+b) f
6

Generating function = GF
(
oo

; a, b)
= -

We have yet to determine IL(l;a,b), L
(/ ; a, b), GF (Z ; a, 6), where an inner

funct.on, for a restricted part magnitude, is defined by the relat-ion

U+n)...(H-aH-n-l) .
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The Functional Equations.

Art. 2. It is convenient to begin by establishing the functional equations satisfied

by the gem-rating function*

Suppose the lattice to have three unequal rows of a, b, c nodes respectively, and

let the part magnitude be restricted by the number I,

Subject to the parts being in descending order of magnitude in each row and in each

column, in every partition each node is either occupied by zero (that is, is unoccupied)
or by a number greater than zero and not greater than /. In certain partitions every
node is occupied ; such partitions may be constructed by

(i) Placing a unit at each node,

(ii) Superposing every partition enumerated by GF (I 1
; a, b, c).

Hence these special, full-based partitions are clearly enumerated by

Similarly those partitions which are full-based upon a contained lattice specified by
the line partition (7/c') are enumerated by

and we are led to the relation

GF (I ; a, b, c)
= Saf^'GF (/- 1 ; a', 6', </),

where the summation is in regard to every lattice, specified by (a'b'cf), which is

contained in the lattice specified by (abc).

Art. 3. If from the partitions enumerated by GF
(/ ; a, 6, c) we subtract those

enumerated by af
+t+e

GF(J 1 ; a, b, c), we have remaining, in the case of three

unequal rows, partitions which include those enumerated by each of the three

generating functions

GF(/;o-l,6,c), GF(/;a,6-l,c), GF(/; a, b, c-1) ;

and which, by a well-known principle of the combinatory analysis, are enumerated by

GF(l;a-l,b,c)+GV(l;a,b-l,c)+G(l;a,b,c-l)

2 Y 2
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Hence the functional equation

GF (/ ; a, b, c)-^+"GF (I- \;a,b, c)

= GF(l;a-l,b,c)+GF(l;a,b-l,c)+GF(l;a,b,c-l)

In the general case of n unequal rows we have the theorem for GF (I ;
alt a,, . . .

,
an ) ;

for if p, be a symbol such that

p.GF^jaj.Oj a.)
= GF(J;a1,a ...,a.-l, ...,),

it is readily seen that

(l-p,)(l-pa)...(l-p,,)GF(/; a,, ob, ...,a.)
= a*GF(Z-l ; a,, a,, .. .,).

This equation is, at first sight, only true when there are no equalities between

the numbers a,, aa , ..., ; but in the sequel, when an algebraic expression of

GF(J; <*!, a,, ..., a.) has been found, it will be seen to be true universally as an

algebraical identity.

Art. 4. However, the formula may be modified, in the direction of simplification,

when the rows are not all unequal.

For a given lattice we require to know how many nodes may be singly detached

and yet leave a contained lattice. Thus in the three-row lattice illustrated above it

is clear, the rows presenting no equalities, that we may detach singly either of the

nodes lettered A, B, C ; but in the case now given

.

A a nodes

b nodes

b nodes,

it is seen that we can detach either A or C only, so that the resulting functional

equation is

GF (/ ; a, b, b) -a-
+ GF (I- 1

; a, 6, 6)

= GF (/ ; a-1, b, b)+GF (I ; a, b, b-l) -GF (I ; a-l, b, 6-1),

which is to be compared with the equation appertaining to a lattice of two unequal
rows

Similarly we derive the equations

GF (I ; a, a, b) -z*-
+ GF (I- 1; a, a, b)

=
GF(l;a,a-l,b)+GF(l;a,a,b-l)-GF(l;a,a-l,b-l),

GF(l;a, a, a)-a*GF(J-l ; a, a, a) = GF(/; a, a, a-l) ;
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and also

GF (I i a") -*~GF (/- !;") = GF (/ ; a- 1

,
a- 1).

The formation of the relation in any particular case presents no difficulty. When
the lattice has k singly detachable nodes, the right-hand side of the relation involves

2*-l terms.

Art. 5. When the part magnitude is unrestricted, or I = oo, the equations become

(a+b+c)GF(;a,6,c)
= GF(oo;a-l,&,c)+GF(oo;a, 6-l,c)+GF(oo;a, 6,c-l)

-GF(oo;a-l ) 6-l,c)-GF(oo;a-l,6 ) c-l)-GF(oo;a,6-l,c-l)
+ GF(oo;a-l,6-l,c-l)

(.5a)GF( co ;,, .... a.) = {i_(i_^)(i_,,,)... (i-p,,)}GF(oo;a 1 , a,,..., a.)

and the modified forms are easily written down.

.
Art. 6. The next step is to deduce the corresponding relations between lattice

functions. From the relation

GF( oo
; 1)03 , ...,.) = L( OB ;,....)

we find

L (
.

; , 6, ,)
=

L(oo;a,) = L(oo;a, -l);

L(oo;a, b)
= L(oo;-l

L
(
oo

; a, a, a) = L
(
oo

; a, a, a 1
) ;

L
(
oo

; a, a, 6)
= L

(
oo

; a, a- 1, 6)+ L (
oo

; a, a, b- l)-(2a+b 1) L (
oo

; a, a- 1
,
b- 1) ;

L(oo;tt,6,6) = L(co;a-l,6, &)+L( oc
; a , M-l)-(a+2b-l) L( oo

; a-1, M-l);

L(oo;a, 6, r)
= L(oo;a-l, b, <) + L( oo

; a, &-1, r)+L( oo
; a, 6, c-1)

+ L(oo ;a , 6-1, c-

+(a+b+c-2) (a+b-fc-1) L( oo
; -i, 6-1, c- 1).

In the case of n unequal rows, if we write symbolically,

^.L(oo; o,,o,, ...,a,)
= L(oo; a,, a,, ...,a,-l, ...,

-1) ... (JTa-m+1) = X" ;

then
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Art 7 Continuing, for the present,
to regard the part magnitude as unrestricted,

we now proceed to the equations
satisfied by the inner lattice funct

Guided by the relation

IL(oo;a1,a2) ...,a,) )

we find

(2a)IL( oo; a, a)
=

(a) IL( a>
; a, a-1) ;

(3a)IL(oo;a,a,a)
= (a)IL(oo; a, a, a-1);

(a+2b) IL( oo
; a, b, 6)

= (a+2) IL (oo ;
a-1. b, 6)+(b) IL( ; a, 6, 6-1)

-(a+2) (b) IL (
oo

; a- 1,6,6-1);

(a+b+c)IL( oo; c
, 6, c)

= (a+2) IL( oo; a-l, b, c) + (b+l) IL( <x
; a, 6-1, c)

-f(c)IL(oo; a, 6, c-1)

-(a+2) (b+1) IL
(
oo

;
a- 1, b-l, c)-(a+2) (c) IL ( ; a-1, 6, c-l)

+ (a+2) (b+1) (c) IL( QO
; a-1, 6-1, c-l),

and, in general, for n unequal rows, if we write symbolically,

q. !L(oo ; alf Oj, ....a,)
= (a,+n s) IL( oo

;
a1; aa ,

...

; a,, aa , ....

To these may be added

k* el- . , y

which can be readily generalized.

Art. 8. I proceed at once to find an expression for the inner lattice function.

It appears to be right to seek an expression of the function which shall show at

once that the sum of the coefficients therein is that which it is otherwise known to

be. Thus the result

shows at once that the sum of the coefficients is a 6 + 1.
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Since the sum of the coefficients in IL
(
<x

; a, 6, c) is

(a-6+ 1) (a-c + 2) (b-c+ 1)

it WAS at first conjectured that the expression might be

hut this neither satisfies the functional equation nor verifies in simple particular

cases.

If, in the formula

we put IL
(
QO

; a, b, c) equal to the expression above and then put r = 0, we obtain

the known result for GF( oo
; , />),

as may be readily seen by putting the expression

in the form

We are therefore justified in putting IL( oo
; a, b, c) equal to the expression with

an added term which contains the factor
(c).

Write, therefore,

By working out several particular cases I was led to the conjecture

F
( : >M =

jj)
{*>-(a-b)-.r-'(b-c)} ;

and I then found that the expression

does, as a fact, satisfy the functional equation.

Art. 9. Having thus, beyond doubt, established the forms of IL
(
oo

; a, b) and

IL
(
oo

; a, b, c), I proceed to a study of the functional equations.

In the equation

= (a+l)IL(oo;a-i,6)4-(b)IL(cx5 ;,6-l)-(a-fl)(b)IL(oo;a-l > 6-l),
put

X-{IL(cx>;a,6)-(a-fl)IL(oo;a-l,6)}=V 1 (oo;a,t);
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which is of the same form as the original equation.

Hence, if IL (
oo

; a, 6) be a solution of the equs

ar-{IL(a,;a,&Ha+l)IL(oo;a-l,&)}
is also a solution.

exhibiting the new solution as the result of the performance
of a certain operation

upon the original one.

Again put, in the original equation,

a-{IL(cD ; a,fc)-(b)IL(
a

; a, 6-1)} = V2 (o ; a, 1)
= O.JL ( ; a, 6),

and we find

so that another solution is

V,( oo ;,&) = 0IL(; a,&).

I write further

O- 1L (
oo

; a, 6)
= a;--*{IL ( ; a, />)-(a+l) IL

(
oo

; a-1, &)

; a, &-l) +

so that, from the functional equation itself,

and it is easy to verify that

O O(, = Oai.

Art, 10. Since we know one solution of the equation

H.^*>i^3, OT more conveniently (l) + a^
+1

(
a b

)>

or better still (a+l)-* (b), we may at once apply the operators O
,
O6. Operating

81 times successively with Oa ,
I find

O.-
1

{

and
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We may therefore take (a+1) and (b) as the two fundamental solutions, and cle;n ly

we may always multiply a solution by any function of x which does not involve " ->i //.

'I'll.' lin.il r\|irfssion of IL(oo ; it, b) which I adopt is

(+l), (b) 1, 1

I I.
(
oo

; a, 6)
= -J-

s
,

1 x, 1

and we will find that, expressed thus as the quotient of two determinants, it is

generalizable. I might now, knowing d posteriori the expression for IL
(
oo

; a6<-),

proceed in a simpler manner than what follows ; but I think it better to put l>efore

the reader the actual course that the investigation took.

Art. 11. In the functional equation satisfied by IL(oo ; a, b, c), which may be

written

IL( oo
; a, b, <-)-(b+l) IL( oo

; a, 6-1, r)-(c) IL( oo
; , 6, c-1)

-(c)IL(oo; -l, 6,c-l) + (b+l)(c)IL( oo
; a-1, 6-1,, -!)},

I write

V, (
oo

; a, b, c)
= x-"-' {IL (

oo
; a, b, e)-(b+ l) IL( oo

; a, 6-1, c)

-(c) IL( oo
; a, b, c-l) + (b+l) (c) 1L( oo

; o, 6-1, c-1} ;

and thence derive the relation

(++) V,(; a,M
= (a+2) V, (

oo
; -l, 6, c) + (b+l) V, (oo ; a, b- 1, <-) + (c) V, (

oo
; a, 6, c-1)

-(a+2) (b+ 1) V, (
oo

; a-1, b- 1, r)-(a+2) (o) V, (
GO

;
o- 1, b, ,-l)

-(b+1) (c) V, (
oo

; , 6-1, t-l) + (a+2) (b+l)(c) V, ( ; a-1, 6-1, c-1).

Comparini; this with the functional equation it is clear that V, (
oo

; a, 6, c), as

defined, is a solution.

I'r.KVfiliiii: similarly \\- tindsix solutions \\liidi I i-xliihit as
.>j,.Tat

ions
|ifrfo|-[ii.-,l

upon IL
(
oo

; a, 6, c) as follows :

x- {IL( oo
; a, b, o)-(a+2)IL(oo ; a-1, 6, c)}

= O.IL( oo
; , 6, c) ;

*' {IL( oo
; a, 6, <) -(b+1) IL( oo

; a, 6-1, c)}
= OJL (

oo
; a, 6, c);

a:-{IL(oo;rt,ft,c)- (c) lL(oo;a,6,c-l)} = OJL (
oo

; a, 6, c) ;

VOU CXJXI. A. 2 Z
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.

'

1

+ (b+l)(c)IL(
oo

; a, 6-1, r-1)} = OJL( oo
; a, b, c) ;

; ) ^--l)-(a+2)IL(oc;a-l >M
+ (c)(a+2)IL(

oo
; a-1, 6, c-1)} = OJL(eo ; a, 6, c) ;

IL(;-l,M)-(b+l)nJ (oc;a )fc-l,)

+ (a+8)(b+l)IL( oo
; o-l, 6-1, c)}

= 0*IL(ao ; a, b, <).

I further write , N

O.JL (
oo

; a, 6, c)

= x -{IL( oo
; , b, r)-(a+8)IL( oo

; a-1, b, c)-(b+l)IL( co
; a, ^-1, c)

-(c)IL( oo ; a, 6, c-1) +(a+8)(b+l)IL(
oo

; a-1, 6-1, c)

+ (a4-2)(c)IL(oo;a-l,6,
(-l)+(b+l)(c)IL(oc;a > 6-l,o-l)

_(a+2)(b+l)(c)IL(oo ; o-l, 6-1, c-1)} ;

and it is easy to establish the operator relations

oaotoc
= i>

o.o^eu 0.0. = o, o4oe
= ofc ,

OaO,, = 0,0^ = 0,0^ = 0^=1.

Art, 12. I now operate with these operators upon the known solution of the

functional equation. To clear it of fractions I multiply throughout by (l)'(2).

Operating m times in succession with Oc I obtain the result

^ +>
(b) + jJ

+ +4
(a-b)

b-l)-^
+3
(2a-2b)} (c)

{(1) +aj(a-b)} (c-1) (c).

Whence I conclude that

P, = (l)-x
a+1

(2)(b+l)-x
a+!(

(a+l)+x
6+!1

(b)+x
a+26+4

(a- b
)'

are solutions of the functional equation.

I find that

but new solutions are obtained by operating upon PI, Pa ,
and P3 with Oa and O6.
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iiii,' with 4 , m times successively, upon P, I obtain

and I draw the inference that

(c-l)(c)(b+l) and (c-l)(c)(a+2)
are solutions.

Further, operating with Ot ,
m times successively, upon P,, I obtain

and it thence appears that

(a+l)(a+2)(c) and (b)(b+l)(c)

are solutions.

Again, operating with Ot,
m times successively, upon P,, I obtain

and the conclusion is that

(a+l)(a+2)(b+l) and (b)(b+l)(a+2)

are solutions.

No other fundamental solutions are obtainable by operating with Oa ,
O6> and Oc

upon P,, Pa, and P3 , and clearly we have no need to consider the other operators

because of the relations between them.

We have thus six fundamental solutions

Art. 13. The known solution of the functional equation from which these solutions

have been derived can now be expressed in terms of these. Since it has been found

that

O." (l)
a
(2) IL (

oo
; a, 6, r)

= Pl-*-+'P,+*-'-
+3PSl

we have

(l)
a
(2) IL (

oo
; a, 6, c)

= P.-*?,

and, putting m = in results obtained above, it appears that

P, = (a+l)(a+2)(b+l)-*(b)(b+l)(a+2),

P, = (a+1) (a+2) (c) -*> (b) (b+1) (c),

2 z 2
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IL (
oo

; , 6, c)
=

+*3

(b) (b+1) (c)+z
3

(c-1) (c) (a+2)-*
4

(c-1) (c) (b+1),

(c)
-=-

a-, 1, 1

x 1 *3
, <r, 1

a sasatisfactory representation
of the inner lattice function.

Art 14 Passing now to the consideration of the inner lattice function of

order 4, viz., IL
(
oo

; a, b, c, d), and guided by the above results, I put

Al = (a+3), A2
= (a+2) (a+3), A3

= (a+1) (a+2) (a+3),

63 =

C2
=

(o)

D,= (d) ,
D2

=
(d

and I consider the twenty-four products

A 3DA,

B3A2Ci, B3A2U 1;
L)3A2Ui,

BgCgAi, -D3.L)2Ai, _U3\-/2A.i,

C,A,Bi, D3A2B1( C3A2D 1 ,
C3D2B15

C^A,, DsBA, CaDA, CaBA,

which, to suffices 3, 2, 1 in descending order, involve every permutation of the letters

ABCD, three at a time.

Art, 15. I shall show that each of these products is a solution of the functional

equation

y^TL( oo
; a, b, c, d)

= (l-q,) (l-qa) (l-$3) (l-q,) IL
(
oo

; a, 6, c, d) ;

for, looking at the definition of the symbol q, it is clear that

9,A,BA = (a)A3BA, gA3BA = (b)AaBA, gaAaBjd = (c)A3B2C1( ?4A3BA =
(d)A 3BA,

=
(a)(b)A3BA, giMa^ACi =

(a)(b)(c)A3B2d, &c.

Hence

-?4) A8B2C1

establishing that A3B3Ci is a solution.

-(b)} (l-(c)} (l-(d)} A8BA =
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In general, put

and consider the product A.B^Cy
D4 where A, B, C, D are in fixed alphabetical order

and a, ft, y, 8 is some permutation of 3, 2, 1, 0.

We find

and the effect of the symbols qa, q3, qt is to multiply by (b J3+2), (c }/+!),

(d 0} respectively. Hence

since

= 1 + 2 + 3.

It is thus established that each of the products in question is a solution of the

functional equation.

Art. 16. Hence the determinant, which is a linear function of these products, viz. :

(a+l)(a+2)(a+3), (b) (b+1) (b+2), (c-1) (c) (c+1), s(d-S)(d-l)(d)

*(a+2)(a+3) , (b+1) (b+2) , (c)(c+l) , x(d-l)(d)

X ,
XT

, X
,

1

and I shall show that this determinant, divided by the determinant

1, 1, x, x3

X, I, 1, X

X3
, X, 1, 1

X9
,

X3
, X, 1

is the actual expression of IL
(
oo

; a, b, c, d).

Art. 17. I first take the test of the sum of the coefficients which we know otherwise

to be

(a-b + l)(a-c+2)(a-d+3)(b-c+l)(b-d+2)(c-d+l).
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The denominator determinant has the value (1) (2)
2
(3) ;

Dividing
numerator and

denominator by (1)',
and then putting x equal to unity, we find

(a+l)(a+ 2)(a+3),
6 (6+1) (6+ 2), (0-1)0(0+,!), (d-2) (d-l) (d)

(6+1) (6+2), c(c+l) , (d-l)d

7> j_ O C. 4- 1 d
a+ o

and herein putting a-6+1, a-o+ 2, a-d+3, 6-e+l, 6-rf+ 2, c-d+1 separately

equal to zero, we in each case find two columns becoming identical and the deter-

minant vanishing. Hence the sum of the coefficients has the proper numerical value.

Art. 18. As a second test I will show that the quotient of determinants becomes

unity on putting a = 6 = c = d.

The numerator determinant becomes

(a (

x(a+2)(a+3)

x>+3)

of

x (a+2)

(a) (a+1)

(a+1)

x

(a)

1

Transform this by taking

For New First Row-

1" Row+xa

(l+x+x
8

)x2
nd Row+x2"+1

(1+x+ x2
)
x3rd Row+x^x 4

th
Row,

For New Second Row
2nd Row+ x" (1 + x) x 3

rrt Row+ x2""1
" 1 x 4th

Row,

3
rd Row+xa x4th

Row,
For New Third Row-

and it becomes
i 1 r r3
i, i, .1, &

x, 1, 1, x

X3
, X, 1, 1

X6
,

X3
, X, 1

and thus the quotient of determinants is unity.

This verifies numerous particular cases.

Art. 19. A third test is to show that the quotient of determinants has the value

when 6 = c = a, </ = -!.

The proof is too long to find a place here.
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All of the processes employed above are obviously valid when applied to the

functional equation of order n and lead to the expression of IL( oo
;
alt a2, ..., a,,) as a

quotient of determinants.

Art. 20. Before proce-din<;- further I collect together the chief results obtained

above.

lL(oo;a,6) =
(a+1), (b)

.'

1, 1

f, 1

L
(
oo

; a, b)
=

(l)(2)...(a+b)
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ln general,
the determinant numerator of GF (

oo
; ,,

. . , *.) involves x explicitly

as exhibited in the determinant

JW
1 ,

1 , -..,
* '
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and in general

(l-p lX)(l-paX)...(l-p.X)L(l; tt,,afc ...,a.)
= x*L(l-l ; a,, a,, ...,.);

wherein /> is the symbol of Art. 3, and symbolically

X" =

Art. 22. Also, from the relation

L(/; a,, a,, .... am)

n_ 1)(n_ 1) ...(aa+n_ 2
)
..... .(l)..

for the orders 2 and 3 we have

L(Z ; a-1, 6-1) =

(I+a+2) (l+b+l)(l+c) IL(1 ; a, 6, c)

(I) (1+1) (1+2) IL (I- 1 ; a, b, c).

While in general, if r, be a symbol such that

^ IL (/ ; a,, ...,.-!, ...,.),
S i

n 8
/

rI)...(l--.)lL(/;a I , ..., a.)

Art. 23. I propose to obtain solutions of these functional equations. In order to

ascertain the form of the required solutions it was necessary to examine several

particular cases appertaining to the order 2 ; the result was the conjecture that

-

i
M----i

(2)(3)...(a+l).(l)(2)...(b)
VOL. CCXI. A. 3 A
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This expression was found to satisfy the functional equation, so that certainly

IL (I ;,&) = 1 +oj*
+1

,

y

1

,

'

y;
;

and then, observing that we may write

l
(a+1), (b)

IL '

"(1) (l+a+1) x(fi } (l+ 1)

and remembering the nature of solution when I = oo
,
it became clear that we should

seek solutions for the order 2 of the forms

(a+1) v (b) F .

' * r "
(l+a+1)

where F, is a function of I to be determined in each case.

I therefore substitute fo"*"
1 )

. F, for IL (I ; a, I) in the functional equation and
(l+a+1)

arrive at the relation

(l)F,
= (l+l)F,_ i;

from which I deduce

F, = 0+1),

yielding for me the fundamental solution

(l+a+1)

Similarly I find that another fundamental solution is

0>) (I)

(l+a+1)'

and, in terms of these two solutions, I find

:o ' 6)
=

(i)t

Art. 24. This simple exposition for the second order clearly points out the path of

investigation for the third order. For, guided by the six fundamental solutions

when / = oo, it is natural to seek for solutions of the functional equation of the six

types

(l+a+1) (l+a+2) (l+b+1)' . (l+ a+l) (l+a+2) (l+b+1)'

(c-l)(c)(a+2)F,

(l+a+1) (l+a+2) (l+b+1)
'

(l+a+1) (l+a+2) (l+b+1)
'

(l+a+1) (l+a+2) (l+b+1)
'

(l+a+1) (l+a+2) (l+b+ 1)
'

where F f is a function of / to be determined in each case.
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Substituting the first of these for IL (I ; a, 1>, c) in the functional equation of

order 3 I find

F _

but the solution of the equation

F, = <jF,_!

is clearly
F, = <,<;_ !<,_j ...

so that, in the present case,

F -(1+1) (1+2) (0(1+1) (l---
a

(i_ 2 )a

so that I obtain a fundamental solution

Art. 25. Similarly I arrive at five other fundamental solutions,

(a+1) (a+2) (c) (l)(l+l) (1+2)

(b)(b+l)(a+2) (l)(l+l) (1+2)

(c-1) (c) (b+1) (l-

and I next seek, guided by previous work, to construct the function IL
(I ; a, b, c) by

a linear function of these six solutions.

It is natural to write

(a+1) (a+2) (b+1) (l+l)
2
(1+2) -x (b) (b+1) (a+2) (1) (1+1) (1+2)

-x (a+1) (a+2) (c) (1) (l+l) (1+2) +x
s

(c- 1) (c) (a+2) (l)
a
(l+l)

+x* (b) (b+1) (c) (l-l) (1) (1+2) -x* (c-1) (c) (b+1) (1-1) (I) (l+l),

with a denominator

(l)
a
(2) (l+a+1) (l+a+2) (l+b+1),

3 A 2
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which, in determinant form, is

ar(a+2)(l) ,

l-l)(l) ,
a:

(I) (l+l) ,

divided by
(I)

2
(2) (l+a+1) (l+a+2) (l+b+1) ;

and it will be shown that it is, in fact, the expression of IL (I ; a, b, c).

Art. 26. In a general manner we may take the following view-

Recalling a previous notation for the order 3

, A, =
,

C8
= (c-

Cx
=

(c), A = B = C = 1
;

and taking a product

where p, q, r denotes some permutation of the numbers 2, 1,0, suppose_ _
(l+a+1) (l+a+ 2) (l+b+1)

substituted for IL (I ; a, b, c) is the functional equation. The result on reduction is

F -

and now writing

(0

(l+l) (1) (1-1)

(1+2) (l+l) (I)

adinf-6

'*!

Fj = <f>ap<f>bg<j>cr ',

and the inner lattice function IL
(I ; a, b, c) is, to a divisor

(I)
3

(2) (l+a+1) (l+a+2) (l+b+1)
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prbs, equal to the determinant

365

and this determinant is clearly

A3 B3 a;C3

C,(l+2)

Art. 27. This is evidently a perfectly general process and suffices to establish that

a solution of the functional equation of order n is a determinant of order u of which

the constituent in the s
lh row and t

ili column is

r\ }
(at+s-t+l) ... K-fn-t) . (l-s+t+1) ... (l+t-1) ;

and when this determinant is divided by

we have, as will be proved, the expression of

Art. 28. To establish this we may apply a series of tests.

Thus, take the expression of IL (I ; a, b, c, d)

x(l)(a+2)(a+3), (l+l)(b+l)(b+2), (l+2)(o) (c+1) ,
x (1+3) (d-1) (d)

divided by

It clearly reduces to IL
(
oo

; a, b, c, d) when I is put equal to < .

Moreover, it can be shown that when d = c = b = a, the determinant involves

I and a always in the combination l+ a; for consider the determinant in question

when I is put equal to a.
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It is a remarkable fact that this elegant result appears to be valid whatsoever the

equalities may be that present themselves between the integers a,b,c,d..... The

discussion of this and the interpretation of GF (I; a, b, c,d, ...) when a, b, c,d, ...,

are not in descending order must be deferred to another occasion.

I add the general result for equal rows which has now been established

GF (I ; a")

(H-n)...(l+a+n-l) (l+n-1) ... (l+a+n-2) (l+l) ... (l+a)

(n) ... (a+n-1) (n-1) ... (a+n-2) (1) ... (a)

Art. 30. I recall that, in Part V., the formula was given

GF (I a, b, c, d, ...)
= LoGF (I SaJ +I^GF^-l ; 2a) + ... + L.GF (l-p

wherein L, is the sub-lattice function of order s derived from the lattice whose

specification is (abed...). So far it has not been feasible to directly determine an

expression for L,, but as we now know the expression for GF (I ; a,b,c,d,...) it is

possible to find expressions for Lj, L2 ,
L3 , ..., by giving I the values 1, 2, 3, ..., in

succession in the resulting identity. One interesting result was, however, directly

determined, viz. :

L,(co ; a, b)

but I do not give the proof of it at present, as the subject of the sub-lattice functions

has not yet been worked out, and they are, in fact, no longer necessary for this part
of the general investigation.

Art. 31. Valuable information, concerning line or one-dimensional partitions, is

furnished by putting / = 1 in the general formula.

The partitions that are then enumerated are those in which every part is unity,
there being not more than a, units in the s

th
row; if thence we proceed to line

partitions by adding the units that appear in each row we clearly get a system of

line partitions such that the s
th

part is limited in magnitude by the integer a. ;
or

the system comprises all partitions contained in or subordinate to (alt 2 , ..., ), viz.,

such that the first part > alt the second > 2) ..., the nth > .

Denoting the generating function of these by

, a2, ...,; n),

X
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X
(1)(2)(3)

GF(Ac,e*;4)

x

X(c)

X

x
, XM (b+l), X 31 (c)(c+l)

b

(!).. .(5)

(a+1), (b)(b+l),

x
, X(b+l),

,' x

, ,

xX41 (d-l)(d)

x
,

XM (c+l) ,
X 4S (d)

,
x

,
X43

GF(a,b,c,d,e;!>)

5+1), .r
3

(d-2)(d-l)(d)(d+l), x>-3)(e-2)(e-l)(e)

X31 (c)(c+l) ,
xX41 (d-l)(d)(d+l) ,

.r'X 51 (e-2)(e-l)(e)

Xsa(c+l), , X(d)(d+l) , xX (

x X43(d+l) X5a(e)

x XM

and tlie law is evident.

Art. 32. In general, supposing the lattice to l)e in the plane of xy, that of the

paper and the axis of z perpendicular to the plane of the paper, if we project the

partition on to the plane of yz, we obtaiu a partition at the nodes of a lattice of I

rows in which the part magnitude in the s
lh columns is limited by the number ar

The general formula for GF(Z; a,, a a , ..., a,) is remarkable from the fact that

GV(l ; a,, .... a.)
= GF(Z ; 6,, 6,, .... 6.),

where (at ,
aa , ..., a,), (blt l>3 , ..., bm )

are any two conjugate line partitions.

,'Adumbration of the Three-dimensional Theory.

Art. 33. 1 conclude this Part by pointing out a path
of future investigation into the Theory of Partitions

in space of three dimensions.

I consider a complete or incomplete lattice in

three dimensions, the lines of the lattice being in

the direction of three rectangular axes of x, y, z -4

respectively. Just as an incomplete lattice in two dimensions is defined by a one-

VOL. ccxi. A. 3 B
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dimensional partition whose successive parts specify the successive rows of the lattice,

so an incomplete lattice in three dimensions is defined by a two-dimensional partition

whose successive rows specify the successive layers of the lattice.

I shall suppose these layers to be in or parallel to the plane of xy which is the

plane of the paper, and the axis of z to be perpendicular to the plane of the paper.

Descending order of magnitude of parts placed at the points of the lattice is to be

in evidence in the three directions Ox, Oy, Oz.

Art. 34. Consider the simplest case of a complete lattice, the points forming the

summits of a cube. The two-dimensional lattices a^/Si/?,, a2a2;82/J2,
in and parallel

to the plane of the paper are superposed to form the three-dimensional lattice.

Suppose that the first 8 integers are placed at the

x
points of the lattice so that descending order of

magnitude is in evidence in the directions Ox, Oy, Oz,

e.y., one of 48 such arrangements is as shown.

I associate with the first and second rows of the first

layer the letters a,, /8i respectively, and with the first

and second rows of the second layer the letters a , /82

respectively, and then from the illustrated arrange-

ment of the first 8 numbers I derive a Greek-letter

succession in the following manner : I take the numbers in descending order of

magnitude and write down the Greek letter with which the position of each number

is associated : thus the arrangement above gives

87654321

Art. 35. In this Greek-letter succession we have to note

(i.) A /3 which is succeeded by an a,

(ii.) An a which is succeeded by an a with a smaller suffix,

(iii.)
A /8 which is succeeded by a /3 with a smaller suffix.

If a letter which is thus noted is the s
th

letter in the permutation I associate with

the permutation the power x*1
,
and taking the sum of these powers in respect of the

whole of the permutations associated with and derived from the lattice I obtain the

lattice function

2.x
2
';

and, following the reasoning of Part V., Art. 6, I derive the generating function for

partitions at the points of the lattice, the part magnitude being unrestricted, viz.,
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Siniil.-.rly, from the ( Jreek -letter successions \\hidi involve / nted letters, I derive

the sub-lattice function of order t, and thence, by previous reasoning, arrive at the

^em-rut ing function when the part magnitude is restricted by the integer I,

I. 22 .

22) =
SL<( ; 22 ; 22)(l-t-|-l)(l-t-l-2) ... (l-t+8)

Art. 36. The method is generally applicable to any incomplete lattice in three

dimensions. I work out in detail the case in which the points of the lattice form the

8 summits of a cube, in order to show that the result obtained, in Part II., Section 7,

in quite a different manner, is verified. That result, with modified notation, was

Generating Function

where

P(*)

R(a;)
= 2zIO+2zll+3xI>

+2.c
18
+2a;

14
.

I shall now show that

are, in fact, the sub-lattice functions of orders to 4 which appertain to the lattice

formed by the summits of a cube.

I write down the 48 permutations of the Greek letters and over each the arrange-

ment of the first 8 integers from which it is derived, the lower layer of numbers

being placed to the left :

3 B 2
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87 65
43 21

86 75
43 21

86 54

73 21

87 54

63 21

85 74
63 21

al2&
I

l
aS

87 64

53 21

87 43

65 21

84 73
62 51

87 63

54 21

87 63

52 41

*ih*iPi&\*&Ps,

87 65
42 31

87 62

54 31

85 64

73 21

86 74
53 21

86 43

75 21

84 63

72 51

86 73
54 21

86 73
52 41

86 53

74 21

86 53

72 41

87 53
64 21

2/32/32 ,

87 53

62 41

86 75
42 31

86 72
54 31

85 73
64 21

85 73
62 41

86 54

72 31

86 52

74 31

87 54

62 31

87 52

64 31

85 74
G2 31

85 72
64 31

87 64
52 31

87 42

65 31

84 72
63 51

87 62
53 41

85 63
74 21

85 63

72 41

85 64

72 31

2

85 62

74 31

86 74
52 31

86 42

75 31

84 62

73 51

86 72
53 41

a,aa

86 52

73 41

87 52

63 41

85 72
63 41

85 62

73 41
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)+ a;
11

,

A dividing line has been placed after each letter that has to be noted. Thence, by
the rules given,

Lo(oo;22;22)= 1,

L, (
oo

; 22 ; 22) = 2x'+2x3
+3a;

4 +2:r
5+2z9

,

L,(t ; 22; 22) =

La( oo
; 22 ; 22) =

L1 (oo;22;22) = xw
,

supplying a complete verification of the work in Part II.

We have, therefore,

GF(/; 22; 22)

- r (L+ll vJL+ 8) L (1). ..(1+7) L (l-l)...(l+8)

(1)...(8) (1)...(8) (1)...(8)

Q-2). ..

We have evidently, potentially, the complete solution of the problem of three-

dimensional partition, and it remains to work it out and bring it to the same

completeness as has been secured in this Part for the problem in two dimensions.

This will form the subject of Part VII. of this Memoir.
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X. Radiation in Explosions of Coal-Gas and Air.
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IN the first part of this paper results of experiments are given on the radiation

emitted during the explosion and subsequent cooling of mixtures of various strengths

and densities of Cambridge coal-gas and air. Bolometric measurements were made

of that part of the radiation from the hot gaseous mixtures which was transmitted

through clear plates of fluorite, quartz, plate glass, and water (contained between two

plates of glass). The fluorite (6 mm. thick) transmits very approximately 95 per

cent, of the total radiation emitted by the gas ; the quartz (also 6 mm. thick)

transmits about 70 per cent, of the radiation from water vapour and cuts off a very

large proportion of that from COa ; the water cell transmits practically only luminous

radiation. It has been therefore possible to estimate fairly accurately the total

radiation emitted by the gas, and, roughly, the proportions emitted by water vapour

and by COj, and also the amount of energy in the luminous radiation. The radiation

emitted in the explosion of a 25-per-cent. mixture of hydrogen and air has also been

measured.

The second part of the paper consists of an investigation into the diathermancy

and emissive power of the hot gaseous mixture after explosion. The conclusions

drawn from these experiments offer an explanation of many of the peculiar results

given in the first part.

Prof. HOPKINSON has already shown that the heat lost by radiation in explosions

of coal-gas and air is a considerable fraction of the total heat of combustion of the

gas. Recently he has made a very complete investigation of this radiation loss in

15-per-cent. mixtures.* He exploded mixtures of the same strength in a vessel of

bout f cub. ft. capacity whose walls were silver-plated, first, when the walls were

highly polished, and then when these same walls were coated with a thin layer of

dull black paint. In the first case the maximum pressure developed was about 3 per

cent, greater and the subsequent rate of cooling much slower than in the second

*
'Roy. Soc. Proc.,' A, voL 84, p. 155.

VOL. ccxi. A 480. 20.10.11
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case. By measuring the radiation emitted by the hot 'gaseous mixture (by means of

a bolometer protected by a plate of fluorite) he shows that these results are in a large

measure, if not entirely, due to this radiation being reflected back by the polished

walls and reabsorbed by the gas, this reabsorption of the radiation being ultimately

realised, at any rate in part, as pressure or translational energy.

No other work has been done on radiation in gaseous explosions. Some interesting

measurements, however, have been made on the radiation emitted by flames and by

heated gas. Those made by Prof. CALLENDAR on flames and by Prof. PASCHEN* on

heated CO are particularly interesting and will be referred to later on in this paper.

Description of Apparatus.

The explosion vessel used in these experiments consists of a cast-iron cylinder,

30 cm. in diameter and 30 cm. long, on to which are bolted two end plates. It is

shown in section in fig. la together with the bolometer holder H.

Fig. 1.

The bolometer was cut into the form of a grid from a circular disc of platinum
about mm. thick, weighing 0'25 gr. per sq. cm., and had, therefore, a thermal

capacity equivalent to O'OOS gr. of water per sq. cm. (the specific heat assumed to be

0*032). Its resistance measured about O'llS ohms at 15 C. The temperature
coefficient was measured and found to be 0'0036. The bolometer was mounted on a

hollow cylinder of wood (W in fig. l) and was pushed into the gunmetal holder H,
which carried at its inner end the plate of diathermanous substance. The holder H
was screwed into a boss on the end cover of the vessel and was tightened up with the

lock nut L.

In the experiments described in the first part of this paper the bolometer was

placed close up to the diathermanous plate, so that all the radiation from the hot

gaseous mixture, which was transmitted through the diathermanous substance, fell

on its blackened surface. In order to measure the amounts of radiation absorbed by
the bolometer it was necessary only to measure its rise of temperature. This was
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liy recording (lie rise of its electrical resistance, which is proportional to its rise

of teni|>erature, as it warmed up. The arrangements used to record its rise of

resist,mice \\i-ro in principle exactly the same as those used by HOPKINSON for

determining (lit- rise <>f resistance of the copper strip in his Recording Calorimeter.*

The method consists in passing through the bolometer a constant continuous current

sullicient to produce a convenient difference of potential at its terminals, balancing

this dillerence by means of a source of constant E.M.F., and recording by means of a

mirror galvanometer the rise of potential which occurs when the bolometer gets

wanned up. The deflection of the galvanometer is proportional to this rise of

potential difference, which, since the current

through the bolometer is constant, is pro-

portional to the increase of its resistance and,

therefore, to its rise of temperature.

The connections are shown diagrammati-

cally in fig. 2. The current C, passing through
the bolometer B is taken from a battery of

storage cells giving about 100 volts. In this

circuit are included a bank of lamps, L, and

ammeter, AI. With this arrangement the

small variation in the resistance of the bolo-

meter as it gets warm has no appreciable

effect on Ci since the resistance of the

lamps L is very large compared with that

of the bolometer. The current C|, which is

measured by the ammeter A!, is adjusted to

a convenient value before the experiment.
The terminals of the bolometer are connected

also to the galvanometer G through a resist-

ance, R, in which a constant current, C2, is

maintained by means of two storage cells, (In-

direction and magnitude of C2 being such that

the potential difference at the terminals of

the bolometer before the experiment is

balanced, or approximately balanced.

The relation between the rise of potential difference at the terminals of. the

bolometer and the galvanometer deflection was found by passing small currents

through the bolometer, when it was at a known temperature, and noting the

galvanometer deflections, C2 having been reduced to zero during the calibration.

The recording galvanometer used in these experiments had a resistance of about

3'5 ohms. It was of the suspended coil type, with a fairly stiff phosphor-bronze

Fig. 2.

NOTE. (', was kept constant during each

experiment, but was, in general, different in

different experiments.

VOL. CCXI. A.

* '

Roy. Soc. Proc.,' A, vol. 79, p. 140.
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suspension, having a period of alx>ut ~$ second. The field was produced by means of

an electromagnet, magnetised nearly to saturation value.

For recording the pressures a Hopkinson Optical Indicator was used.

The mirrors on both the indicator and the galvanometer were connive, and by
means of them two spots of light were reflected on to a photographic film, revolving

at a known speed, care being taken that the two spots of light were on a line at

right angles to the direction of rotation of the film. By this means both the rise of

temperature of the bolometer and the pressure of the gas were recorded at the

same time.

The inflammable mixture was introduced into the Vessel in the following way :

The vessel was first exhausted by means of an air pump, and the quantity of coal-gas

required to give the mixture a certain strength was admitted ; air was then allowed

to rush in bringing the pressure up to atmospheric. The gas when let in to the

explosion vessel at low pressure quickly diffused throughout the whole space, and the

air afterwards rushing in at high velocity thoroughly stirred up the mixture. To
make certain that the mixture was homogeneous, it was allowed to stand for about

half-an-hour before firing. This is a method of mixing recommended by Mr. DUUALD
CLERK.*

In all the following experiments the mixture was fired by means of an electric

spark at the centre of the vessel.

Fig. 3 is a print from an actual record taken during the explosions of a 'J'8-per-ctMit.

mixture of coal-gas and air when the bolometer was protected by the plate of fluorite.

Curve P gives the rise of pressure (measured downwards from the atmosphere line P )

0-6 0-56 0-5 0-45 '4 "35 '3 '25 "2 "15 '1 '05 0-00-9 '8

-^ second 1 '0

Fig. 3.

and curve G the galvanometer deflection (measured upwards from the zero line G ).

On the pressure curve P, 1 mm. deflection corresponds to a rise of pressure of 4 ll>s.

per sq. in., equivalent to a rise of temperature of 80 C.t On the curve G, showing
the galvanometer deflection, 1 mm. corresponds to a rise of temperature of the

bolometer of 1'36 C., or, since the thermal capacity of the bolometer was equivalent

* 'The Gas, Petrol, and Oil Engine,' vol. I., p. 156.

t Temperature before firing 14 C., barometer 760 mm. of mercury, contraction of volume on

combustion 2 5 per cent.
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to 0*008 gr. of water per sq. cm., to an absorption of heat of 0'0109 calories

per sq. cm.

In order to apply a correction for the loss of heat by the bolometer as it warms up
the record was continued for some time after the radiation from the gas was

inappreciable.* From the rate at which the galvanometer deflection decreased the

rate of loss of heat by the bolometer was determined. In this way it was found that

in this particular record the loss amounted to 6'1 per cent, of the heat in the

Ixilometer at 0'5 second after ignition, and 13'5 per cent, at 1 second after ignition.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS. PART I.

The following radiation measurements were made in explosions of mixtures of

Cambridge coal-gas and air of various strengths and densities. Measurements of the

radiation received by the walls per sq. cm. of surface were made at three different

places on one of the end covers, A, B, and C, as shown in fig. \b. The amounts

measured in the three places were distinctly different and showed peculiarities which

will be discussed later. In all the experiments about to be described in this section

the interior surface of the explosion vessel was painted over with a thin layer of dull

black paint, so that practically all the radiation emitted by the gas was absorbed by
the walls, t

Two or three records were generally taken under the same conditions ; those taken

on the same day gave precisely the same results.

Mixtures of Various Strengths fit Atmospheric Density.

The results shown in figs. 4-11 refer to experiments made with the fluorite window.

An allowance of 5 per cent, has been made for the absorption of the fluorite,| but no

allowance has been made for reflection from tin- blackened surface of the bolometer.

The curves in these figures, therefore, show the radiation <d>surl><'<l by the blackened

walls.

Kig. 4 shows the amount of radiation received by the walls, in calories per sq. cm.

1

This part of the record has been painted out in the print shown in fig. 3. All measurements refer to

the original film. The reproduction is approximately five-eighths of the original.

t The alisorliing power of a surface painted with this black paint was compared with that of one which

had been blackened with camphor smoke and was found to be the same. FKRY'S experiments show that

a smoke-black surface would reflect about 5 per cent, of the radiation emit led by the hot gaseous mixture

which is of wave-length )>etween 2/i and Bji.

I
A clear plate of fluorite, from 5 mm. to 10 mm. thick, transmits very approximately 95 per cent, of

incident radiation up to 8/i. This figure was checked in the following way : The radiation was measured

when the window consisted of a quartz plate only, and also when the plate of fluorite was placed in front

of the quartz in explosions of identical mixtures. In the latter case the radiation measured was almost

exactly 95 per cent, of that in the former case. There is very little energy in the emitted radiation of

wave-length greater than 8/1.

302
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of surface, in the three positions A, B, and C, as ordinates with times from ignition

as abscissae in explosions of approximately 9'8-per-cent. mixtures. These curves were

taken from those on the films traced by the recording galvanometer after allowing for

a small loss of heat from the bolometer. This loss was determined for each film in

the manner shown previously. The curves marked B, b were taken from the record,

a print of which is shown in fig. 3.

T/me
offer

Fig. 4.

Gas-temperature curves are also shown in the same figure, corresponding to the

radiation curves. These curves were deduced from the pressure curves on the films

by means of the equation pv = R0, after allowing for a 2'4-per-cent. contraction of

volume (which occurs in the combination of a 9'8-per-cent. mixture of Cambridge

coal-gas and air). They give the mean absolute temperatures of the gaseous mixture,

assuming it to be a perfect gas, or, at any rate, having the difference of its specific

heats at constant pressure and constant volume independent of the density and

temperature.

Fig. 5 shows the rates at which the walls are receiving heat by radiation in calories

per sq. cm. per second at the three places A, B, and C, plotted against the mean

absolute temperatures of the gas. These curves have been obtained from the

radiation curves in fig. 4 by differentiation. It will be noted that the top parts of

the end cover receive more heat by radiation than the bottom parts, or, in other

words, the hot gas at the top of the vessel radiates more strongly than the colder gas
at the bottom.
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The dotted curves A' and B' in fig. 4 are the differentials of the radiation curves

A and H in the same figure. These curves show very plainly that the gas at the top
<>(' the cylinder radiates much more strongly than that at the bottom during explosion

(except for a moment just before the attainment of maximum pressure) as well as

SSOO WOO S3O0 tSOO /fOO tOOO

Gas Temflem/are C absotuff

Fig. 5.

during cooling. The most interesting point, however, shown by these curves is that

the rate at which the gas emits radiation is less at the moment at which the mean

temperature of the gas is a maximum (which is the same as the moment of maximum

preasure) than it is some little time before. An examination of the curves shows that

the rate of emission of radiation is a maximum about 4*0 of a second before the

attainment of maximum temperature, the "time of explosion" being 0'18 second.

At this point the temperature of the gas is about 1600 0. (abs.), and pressure about

65 Ibs. per sq. in.', the maximum temperature and pressure subsequently attained

being 1700 C. (abs.), and 70 Ibs. per'sq. in. respectively. Prof. HOPKINSON,*

experimenting with a very much larger explosion vessel (of G'2 cub. ft. capacity),

found that in a 10-per-cent. mixture of coal-gas and air the flame completely fills the

vessel about 3*0 second before maximum pressure is attained, the "time of explosion"

being 0'2f> second. The preasure at this point was about 70 Ibs. per sq. in. and the

maximum pressure reached -$ of a second afterwards 82 ll>s. Thus it appeal's that

the maximum rate at which the gas emits radiation occurs very approximately at the

moment when the flame completely fills the vessel.t

Experiments were next made with 15-per-cent. mixtures. The results are shown

in fig. 6, the radiation curves again showing the amount of radiation received in

calories per sq. cm. of surface at various times after ignition in the same three

positions, A, B, and C. The corresponding gas-temperature curves are also shown in

the same figure ; these were deduced from the preasure records after allowing for a

* '

Roy. Soc. Proc.,' A, vol. 77, p. 389.

t I have several records which show that the gas radiates most strongly some time before the attain

mi'iit of maximum pressure in explosions of from 10-per-cent. to 12-per-cent. mixtures. The period ot

the galvanometer is not sufficiently low to determine definitely whether the same thing happens in

stronger mixtures.
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800

400 -2

J -4 -S -6 -7

T/me after Ignit/on
- seconds.

Fig. G.

9 1-0

3'6-per-cent. contraction of volume which occurs in the combination of a 15-per-cent.

mixture.

Fig. 7 shows these radiation curves differentiated, the rates of radiation in calories

per sq. cm. per second being plotted against the mean absolute temperatures of the

gas as was done for the 9'8-per-cent. mixtures in fig. 5.

At the moment of maximum pressure the rate of receiving heat by radiation at the

5-0

4-0

W/x/ures. ( firs/- s,
*

*j

^4oo 2200 2000 isoo teoo tioo
Gas Jf/nfitrafure C aiso/uk.

Fig. 7.

1SOO 1000
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centre of tl ml rover (position C) is alioiit .VI <-alories per sq. cm. per second, at the

t-.|i (position A) it is 4'85 calories, and at the bottom (position B) it is 475 calorics,

at a slightly lower maximum temperature. As cooling proceeds the centre still

continues to receive more radiation than either the top or bottom parts of the end

rover, and the top more than the bottom, until the gas temperature falls to about

1 800 C. (abs.), when every part of the end cover seems to be receiving radiation at

approximately the same rate and continues to do so until a temperature of something

like 1300 C. (al.) is reached. After this the top receives more radiation than either

the centre or bottom and the centre more than the bottom, owing to the hot gas at

the top of the vessel emitting more powerfully than the colder gas at the bottom of

the vessel.

In fig. 8, Curves I. and III. show the results of later experiments made with 15-per-

cent, mixtures and 13-per-cent. mixtures respectively, and Curves II. and IV. show

the results of the previous experiments made with 15-per-cent. mixtures and !)'8-per-

I!"
I*^ j<

zcw t-o

/600 -8

(SCO

800 4

400

offtr Tyni//on -

Fig. 8.

cent, mixtures (from figs. 4 and G). The Curves H refer to experiments made with a

i'.
r

)'4-per-cent. mixture of hydrogen and air (see p. 392). The radiation curves in this

figure are the means of those taken with the bolometer in positions A, B, and C.

The corresponding gas-temperature curves are also shown. The experiments with the

9'8-per-cent. mixtures and 15-per-cent. mixtures (first series) were made within a

week of each other, during which time the calorific value of the coal-gas was probably

Curves!^ 15% mixfures (second ser/ti )

Cf/nf scr/'et )

~
t<5"/o Wx&rct

Curves HE. 9-8% frmi/arcs ffrom ^
CvrresH. -25-4%mMurts <f ffych-oye n v.rfir.
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very nearly the same. Those with the 15-per-cent. mixtures (second series) and

13-per-cent. mixtures were made about a fortnight later, during which time the

calorific value of the gas had probably increased slightly.

The following tables have been prepared from the curves in this figure. The third

column in each table gives the average loss of heat by radiation per sq. cm. of wall

surface (assuming that the mean value of the radiation per sq. cm. measured in

positions A, B, and C is the same as that over the entire surface of the vessel) at

various times after ignition. The figures in the fourth column show the total heat

lost by radiation, at the various times from ignition given in the first column,

per cent, of the heat of combustion of the coal-gas present in the vessel.

The calorific value of the coal-gas is taken at 320 pounds Centigrade units (lower

value), equivalent to 145,000 calories per standard cubic foot.

Volume of vessel, 0788 cub. ft.

Area of interior surface of vessel, 4380 sq. cm.

TABLE I. 9'8-per-cent. Mixture. Initial Pressure, Atmospheric.

Heat of Combustion of Coal-gas present in Vessel = 10,600 Calories.

Time from ignition.
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TABLK Til. 15-per-cent. Mixtures (Second Set). Initial Pressure, Atmospheric.

Heat of Combustion of Coal-gas present in Vessel = 16,400 Calories.

Time from ignition.
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TABLE V.

Mixture strength.
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Kxperiments of the same kind wen- then made with 1 5-per-cent. mixtures at

\ ;n i<>us densities. The results of these experiments have been collected into fig. 10.

Tlit- radiation curves in this figure are the means of those taken with the bolometer

in positions A, B, and C on the end cover. Curves I. refer to 1 5-per-cent. mixtures

at one-and-a-half atmospheres density and Curves III. to 15-per-cent. mixtures at

half an atmosphere density. Curves II. in the same figure, referring to 15-per-ceut.

mixtures at atmospheric density, are the same as Curves I. in fig. 8, and are included

in this figure for purposes of comparison.

1600

SOO

100 0-2

3 -4 -5 -6

Time offer fynifcon
- seconds.

Fig. 10.

Tables VI. aud VII. have been prepared from Curves I. and III. in this figure ; for

Curves II., see Table III., p. 385.

It will be noted that the denser mixtures emit a rather smaller proportion of their

heat of combustion up to the moment of maximum pressure than the thinner

mixtures do; this is so because the denser mixtures have a slightly greater opacity
than the thinner mixtures. In comparing the loss of heat by radiation during

cooling it is to be remembered that the rate of cooling of the thinner mixtures is

greater than that of the denser mixtures; had the rate of cooling of the mixtures

been the same the thinner mixtures would have radiated off a far larger proportion of

their heat of combustion than the denser mixtures.

3 D 2
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TXRLE VI. 15-per-ceut. Mixture. Half Atmosphere Initial IVssmv.

Heat of Combustion of Coal-gas present in Vessel = 8000 Calories.

Time from ignition.
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An allowance of 5 per cent, has been made for the absorption of the fluorite, but

no allowance has been made for the absorption of the other diathermanous substances.

The quartz plate transmits about 50 per cent, of the total radiation. The Bunsen

flame has two strong emission bands whose maxima are at 2'8/x and 4'4
/

. The 4'4yu

band is due to CO2 alone ; the 2'8/x band is due to water vapour and also to CO2 .

The quartz plate (6 mm. thick) would transmit about 70 per cent, of the 2'8/x band

and would almost entirely cut oft* the 4'4/x band.* It is highly probable, however,

that with the high pressures in explosions the bands broaden out, for SCHAEFER has

shown that there is a widening of the absorption bands of CO3 when the pressure is

increased. If the emission and absorption bands are similar the quartz will transmit

from 10 per cent, to 20 per cent, of the 4'4/u bands, t The 2'8yot band also broadens

out and the quartz transmits about 65 per cent, of it.J It is not difficult from these

observations to estimate roughly the proportion emitted by the water vapour and by
the CO* lloughly, one may take it, the hydrogen emits from 50 per cent, to 60 per

cent, of the total radiation, the remainder being, of course, emitted by CO2. There is

nearly two and a half times as much water vapour present in the mixture as there is

COa,
so that, speaking somewhat loosely, the CO2 emits about twice as strongly as the

water vapour does volume for volume.

Bolometric measurements with the window of quartz were also made in the

different positions A, B, and C, and also with different strengths of mixtures, and in

each case the radiation transmitted through the quartz was always the same

proportion of that measured with the fluorite window.

The plate glass (|- in. thick) transmits about one-third of the total radiation

emitted by the gaseous mixture. The glass probably cuts oft' most of the radiation

emitted by CO3 and transmits about 50 per cent, of that emitted by the water

vapour.

The water-cell almost entirely cuts off all the radiation emitted by the gas (see

* See ' Transmission Spectrum of Quartz, Coblentz, Infra-Red Spectra,' Part VI., p. 45.

t See absorption spectrum curves of CO2 in SCHAEFEK'S paper (' Ann. der Phys.,' 16, 1., p. 93), and also

the transmission spectrum of quartz.

t This result was obtained from a comparison of the amounts of radiation from a hydrogen and air

mixture received by the bolometer when it was protected first by the plate of fluorite and then by the

plate of quartz. This gaseous mixture contained after explosion only steam and nitrogen, so that the

radiation emitted was almost entirely of wave-length in the neighbourhood of 2 -8/1.

The radiation emitted by the gaseous mixture is almost entirely due to the H 2O and CO* which it

contains. The mixture contains about 8 '5 per cent, of C0 2 and 20 per cent, of H2O, the remainder being
almost entirely N.

It is interesting to compare this result with those of R. VON HKLMHOI/T/ on the radiation from

hydrogen, carbon monoxide, marsh gas, ethylene, and coal-gas flames. He found that the CO2 produced
in the CO flame emitted about 2 "4 times as strongly as an equal volume of water vapour produced in a

hydrogen flame, and shows that this ratio is preserved in flames whose products of combustion contain

CO, and steam. The flames in these experiments were just rendered non-luminous by adjusting the air

supply, and the temperatures of all of them were probably pretty much the same.
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fig. 12). Water 1 cm. thick entirely cuts off all radiation of wave-length greater

than 1'2/x or 1'3/u, and is most transparent in the visible part of the spectrum (0'4/u

to 07^).* The water-cell therefore cuts off all the radiation peculiar to heated CO2

itinl water vapour (which is of wave-length between 2/ and 5ft) and transmits

practically only the luminous radiation. The water-cell continues to transmit

radiation for about one-tenth of a second after the attainment of maximum pressure,

and it seems probable that the mixture is luminous during this period.! The total

loss of heat in tin- explosion of this mixture due to the emission of luminous radiation

is ;il>out 0'25 per cent, of its heat of combustion.

Table VIII. has been prepared from tin- Curves H in fig. 8. These curves refer to

experiments made with a 25'4-per-cent. mixture of hydrogen and air. The radiation

curve is the mean of those taken with the bolometer in positions A, B, and C on the

end cover. The hydrogen used in these experiments was supplied by the British

Oxygen Company, guaranteed 98 per cent. pure.

TABLE VIII. 25'4-per-cent. Mixture of Hydrogen and Air. Initial Pressure,

Atmospheric.

Heat of Combustion of Hydrogen in Vessel = 1C,320 Calories.

Time from ignition.
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The total amount of radiation emitted by the hydrogen mixture amounts to about

16 per cent, of its heat of combustion. A 15-per-cent. mixture of coal-gas and air

having the same maximum temperature emitted 26 per cent, of its heat of com-

bustion ;
in the latter case, however, the rate of cooling of the gaseous mixture after

explosion is much slower than that of the hydrogen mixture.

The Curve H in fig. 9 is the differential of the radiation Curve H in fig. 8. It

gives the average rate at which the blackened walls of the explosion vessel receives

radiation in calories per square centimetre of surface per second from the hydrogen-air

mixture during cooling.

Table IX. compares the emission of the 25'4-per-cent. hydrogen mixture and that

of a 15-per-cent. mixtiire of coal-gas and air in the same vessel and at the same mean

gas temperatures. The hydrogen mixture after explosion contains 30 per cent, of

water vapour and the coal-gas mixture contains 8 '5 per cent, of CO2 and 20 per cent,

of water vapour. The densities of the two mixtures are very nearly the same.

TABLE IX.
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PART H.--Tm: DIATMI -;i;\i V.VCY AND EMI->I\I. POWER OF THE HOT GASEOUS

MIXTURE AFTER EXPLOSION.

After the experiments just described had been made some of them were repeated

with an explosion vessel of the same shape and size whose interior surface was silver-

plated and therefore reflecting. It at once appeared that the gaseous mixture when

exploded in this vessel emitted radiation much more strongly than a mixture of the

same strength exploded in the vessel with black walls. Curve AP , fig. 13, shows the

radiation absorted by the bolometer per square centimetre when it was protected by
the plate of quart/* during the explosion and subsequent cooling of a 15-per-cent.

mixture of coal-gas and air at atmospheric density in the vessel with reflecting walls.

Curve AB in the same figure shows the same thing when the walls were black. The

corresponding gas temperature curves (TP and TB ) are also shown. The maximum

gas temperature reached after explosion is about 3 per cent, greater and the

subsequent rate of cooling much slower when the mixture is enclosed in the vessel

with reflecting walls than it is when the mixture is enclosed in the vessel with

black walls. This is in agreement with Prof. HOPKINSON'S recent experiments, t

In the following table the second and third columns give the rate at which that part

TABLE X. 15-per-cent. Mixtures of Coal-gas and Air. Quartz Window.

Bolometer close up to Quartz Window.

Mean absolute
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dotted Curves AP
' and AB

'

(fig. 13) which are the differentials of the radiation Curves

AP and AB . The fourth column gives the ratio of the figures in the second column to

those in the third column.

1200

800

400

05 /$ v?
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Fig. 13.

From this tahle it will be seen that the gaseous mixture when enclosed in the

vessel with reflecting walls radiates from 70 per cent, to 90 per cent, more strongly

than the same mixture does when enclosed in the black-walled vessel.

With the object of analysing this effect measurements were made of the radiation

emitted by a small sectioned cylinder (or more correctly a cone of small solid angle) of

the gaseous mixture of different (effective) lengths, first, when the walls were made

reflecting, and, secondly, when the walls were black.

These experiments were carried out with the silver-plated explosion, vessel. The

same bolometer holder was used, but the bolometer was placed some distance behind

the plate of diathermanous substance, and the interior of the tube, into which the

bolometer is pushed, blackened over so as to prevent radiation from any point in the

gas outside the cone reaching the bolometer by reflection from its surface.

The emission was measured from two lengths of the gas, viz., 30 cm. and an

effective length of 59 cm., these lengths being chosen because they could be

conveniently obtained in the vessel. The vessel was 30 cm. in length, and when the

walls were black the first length was directly obtained. The second length, which is
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nearly double the first length, was in effect got by polishing a circular patch of silver

of about (! in. diameter opposite the bolometer on the other end cover, and so

reflecting the 30 cm. tack upon itself. Were the silver perfectly reflecting a virtual

length of 60 cm. would have been obtained by this means, but having regard to its

imperfect reflecting power the 30 cm. was increased by about 97 per cent, or 98 per

cent.,* this bring! th<^ equivalent length down to 59 cm. When the walls of the

vessel were reflecting, the 30 cm. length of gas was obtained by blackening a circular

patch of about 6 in. diameter on the end cover opposite the bolometer. This made it

impossible for radiation from any point outside the cone of gas to reach the bolometer.

When this black patch was rubbed off and the silver polished, the 30 cm. was virtually

increased to 59 cm. as explained above. In this case, however, it was possible for

radiation reflected from the silvered walls surrounding the bolometer to reach the

bolometer after again being reflected from the opposite end cover. In order to

prevent this a ring of black paint was placed on the walls round the bolometer.

In all the following experiments the bolometer was in position A on the end cover.

It was placed at a distance of 12 '5 cm. behind the fluorite, so that the solid angle

subtended was 0'062.

Records of the pressure of the gas and rise of temperature of the bolometer during

explosion and subsequent cooling of mixtures of coal-gas and air were taken in the

usual way. From these records curves of mean gas temperature and of radiation

emitted by the cone of gas were obtained with times after ignition as abscissae. In

what follows these radiation curves have been differentiated (with respect to time),

and the rates at which the cone of gas emits radiation plotted against the mean

absolute temperature of the gas.

Fig. 14 gives the results of these experiments for 15-per-cent. mixtures of coal-gas

and air with the fluorite window, an allowance of 5 per cent, having been made for

the absorption of the fluorite and 5 per cent, for reflection from the blackened surface

of the bolometer. The results have been divided by 0'062 so as to give the emission

from unit solid angle. Prof. CALLENDAU calls this the
"
intrinsic radiance."

Curve A shows the intrinsic radiance from 59 cm. of the hot gaseous mixture

from the maximum temperature reached in the explosion down to 1300 C.

(;iks.), when the walls of the vessel were reflecting.

Curve B. 30 cm., walls reflecting.

Curve C. 59 cm., walls black.

Curve D. 30 cm., walls black. t

Curve S. 15 cm., walls black.

*
Following the figures given by HAGEN and RUBENS for the reflecting power of silver for radiation of

wave-length between 2/* and 5/x ('Z. fur Instr. Kunde,' 22 (1902), p. 52).

t The intrinsic radiance from 15 cm. reflected back upon itself, by means of a small polished silvered

(il.ite placed opposite the l>olometer, was also measured
;
the results were precisely the same as those

shown in Curve D. When this plate was painted black the record giving Curve S was taken.

3 2
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On comparing Curves A and B we find that when the walls are reflecting, the

radiation emitted by 59 cm. is over 30 per cent, greater than that emitted by 30 cm.

From Curves C and D we find that when the walls are black, 59 cms. radiate well

over 20 per cent, more heat than 30 cm. do until the temperature falls to about

2200 C. (abs.) (i.e., for about -Q second after the attainment of maximum pressure).

f/

in
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T.\ 1:1.1: XI. 15-per-cent. Mixtures of Coal-gas and Air. Fluorite Window.
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totally reflecting (Curves A) to that when they are totally black (Curves D) both for

the quartz and the fluorite windows.

The ratios of the intrinsic radiance when the walls are reflecting to that when they
are black, given in this table, are very much the same as those in the fourth column

of Table X., which gives the ratio of the emission when the walls are reflecting to

that when they are black, measured with the bolometer close up to the quartz plate.

In the latter case, however, the ratios are slightly greater. This is because the

intrinsic radiance from the gas when enclosed in reflecting walls comes only from an

effective length of 59 cm., while the radiation measured when the bolometer is close

up to the plate of quartz must be looked upon as coming from a mass of gas of very

great dimensions, which would have been infinite had the walls been perfectly

reflecting and the ratio of the area of the black bolometer holder and bolometer to

that of the total interior surface of the vessel* very small.

In fig. 15 are shown curves giving the intrinsic radiance from 59 cm. (Curve E) and

from 30 cm. (Curve F) of the hot gas after explosions of 13-per-cent. mixtures of

10

9

8

^

s
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n-nt. tor reflection from the blackened surface of the bolometer. In the same figure

an- slmwii the (dotted) curves C, I), and S taken from fig. 14, which give the intrinsic

r:nli;iiire from 5!) cm., 30 cm., and 15 cm. of the hot gas after explosions of 15-per-

cent, mixtures in the vessel with black walls. The chain-dotted curves L and N
show tin- \alues of the intrinsic radiance from an infinite thickness of the gaseous

mixture calculated on the assumption that the absorption follows an exponential law

(see p. 398).

On comparing Curves C and E, or D and F, we see that the 13-per-cent. mixtures

radiate more strongly in the initial stages of cooling than the 15-per-cent. mixtures

do when they have cooled to the same temperatures as the 13-per-cent. mixtures have

in this epoch, although there is about 15-per-cent. more radiating gas in the latter

mixtures. The same result was previously obtained when comparing at the same

mean gas temperatures the average rate at which radiation is absorbed by the

blackened walls per square centimetre when mixtures of from 10 per cent, to 15 per

cent, were exploded in the vessel (see fig. 9).

It will be noticed that Curves C and I) (15-per-cent. mixtures) and E and F

(13-per-cent. mixtures) show precisely the same peculiarities. At maximum pressure,

and also in the initial stages of cooling, 59 cm. emit much more strongly than 30 cm.,

while, later on, when the gas temperatures have fallen to about 1500 C. (abs.),* the

emission from 30 cm. is just as great as that from 59 cm. The following table gives

the ratio of the intrinsic radiance from 59 cm. of the hot gas to that from 30 cm. (at

the same temperature) up to yj, second after maximum pressure for both the 13-per-

cent, and 15-per-cent. mixtures in the vessel with black walls. Gas temperatures

and pressures at the same times are also given.

TABLK XIII. Mixtures of Coal-gas and Air.

Time
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The intrinsic radiance from 59 cm. is from 15 per cent, to 25 per cent, greater than

that from 30 cm. for both the 13-per-cent. and 15-per-cent. mixtures in the initial

stages of cooling. This implies that the gas is very transparent to its own radiation

in this epoch. Prof. CALLENDAK, from his recent experiments on the radiation

emitted by different thicknesses of flame at atmospheric pressure, finds that in flame

the exponential law of al>sorption is closely ol>eyed.* He finds practically the same

coefficient of absorption, viz., 0'054, for two distinct states of flame (at different

temperatures) produced in Meker burners by varying the air supply. Reducing my
results to atmospheric pressure, on the assumption that the radiation and absorption

of a layer of gas whose thickness is inversely proportional to the density is constant,

I find that at -^ second after the attainment of maximum pressure the coefficient of

absorption in the 13-per-cent. mixture is O'OOS (temperature of gas 1960 C. abs.),

and in the 15-per-cent. mixture 0'0072 (temperature of gas 2210 C. abs.), whilst at

the moment of maximum temperature it is in both mixtures only about yfr of the

value found by CALLENDAR for flame. This extremely high transparency of the

gaseous mixtures at the moment of maximum pressure, and in the initial stages of

cooling, cannot be wholly due to the higher temperatures reached in the explosions,

for the transparency of the 13-per-cent. mixture in the initial stages of cooling is

much greater than that of the 15-per-cent. mixture at temperatures which the

13-per-cent. mixture has in this epoch, as will be seen from the following table. This

TABLE XIV. Walls of Vessel Black.

Mean
absolute temperature

of gas.
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means of the formula

where

RX is the intrinsic radiance from x cm. of gas,

R, is tin- intrinsic radiance from an infinite thickness, and

K is the coefficient of absorption per cm.

The sixth column in this table gives the value of K at various temperatures, and

the last column gives the value K would have were the gas expanded down to

atmospheric pressure, assuming, of course, that the transparency of a thickness of

gas inversely proportional to the gas pressure is independent of the pressure.*

TABLE XV. 15-per-cent. Mixtures of Coal-gas and Air. Walls black.

Fluorite Window.

Mean
absolute

temperature
of gas.
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TABLE XVI. 15-per-cent. Mixtures of Coal-gas and Air. Fluorite Window.
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Mack Ixxly at the same temperature, BO that, if we assume that the width of the CO
emission bauds do not change with temperature, the total emission would vary approxi-

mately according to PLANCK'S formula for a single wave-length of 4'4/u. At these low

temperatures, however, the variation of PLANCK'S formula for radiation of wave-

length 4'4/u with the absolute temperature 6 is very nearly proportional to the

variation of 8* with 6, so that it is not possible to say whether at the high tempe-

ratures the emission from the CO, would vary according to PLANCK'S formula or the

fourth power law.

Effect of Density on the Transparency and Emissive Power.

The same experiments were repeated with 15-per-cent. mixtures of coal-gas and air

at various densities varying from half an atmosphere to one and a quarter atmo-

spheres. The experiments were not carried further for it was questionable whether

the fluorite would stand very much higher pressures. These experiments showed

that the ratio of the emission by 59 cm. (or 30 cm.) when the walls are reflecting to

that when the walls are black decreases as the density increases. For example, at

2200 C. (abs.) this ratio for 59 cm. is 1'48 at atmosphere density, 1'25 at f atmo-

sphere, and 1'19 at l atmospheres, and for 30 cm. at the same temperature it is 1'35

at atmosphere, 1'15 at f atmosphere, and 1'06 at 1^ atmospheres. It will be noticed

that these ratios are always greater for 59 cm. than they are for 30 cm. thickness. This

TABLE XVII. 15-per-cent. Mixtures of Coal-gas and Air. Fluorite Window.

Walls Black.

Mean absolute
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30 cm. (walls reflecting) are somewhat too low on account of the reduced radiating

power of the gas at the end of the cone owing to its being near the blackened patch

opposite the bolometer.

Table XVII. gives the ratio of the intrinsic radiance from 59 cm. to that from

30 cm. of the gaseous mixtures of the various densities when the walls of the

explosion vessel were black.

The second column in the following table shows the ratio of the intrinsic radiance

from (x59) cm. of the gaseous mixture at atmospheric density to that from

(
x 30) cm. The third column shows the same ratio for (f x 59) cm. and (f x 30) cm. ;

the fourth (which is the same as the fourth column in Table XVII. above) for 59 cm.

TABLE XVIII. 15-per-cent. Mixtures of Coal-gas and Air at Atmosphere Density.

Fluorite Window.

Mean absolute

temperature
of gas.
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of gas increases greatly as the density of the gas increases. The emission does not

vary directly as the density, but rather as the square root of the density,* as will

be seen from the following table. This same result was obtained from the experi-

ments in.-i'li- under similar conditions with tin- bolometer close up to the plate of

flimrite (see p. 388).

TANLK XIX. 15-per-cent. Mixtures of Coal-gas and Air. Walls Black.

Fluorite Window.

Mean absolute

temperature
of gas.
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The chain-dotted curves in the same figure give the intrinsic radiance from thick-

nesses of gas inversely proportional to the density. The thicknesses are 60 cm. at

^ atmosphere, 40 cm. at f^ atmosphere, 30 cm. at atmospheric density, and 24 cm. at

l atmospheres. In the calculation of the intrinsic radiance from these lengths the

formula on p. 401 has been used. The equations to these curves are of the form

where
R = k . D *

R is the intrinsic radiance in calories per second from a thickness of

gas = 30/D cm.,

D the density of the gaseous mixtures in atmospheres, and

k a constant for each curve.

The following table gives the value of k at various temperatures :

TABLE XX.

Mean absolute

temperature of gas.
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The accuracy of the figures in this table is not insisted upon, since they depend

upon K and It, which have been calculated from the observed values of the intrinsic

radiance from two lengths of gas only (except in the case of the mixture at

atmospheric density). I think, however, they definitely show that were the gaseous

mixtures perfectly transparent the intrinsic radiance from a thickness inversely

proportional to the density would decrease as the density increases, at any rate

within the limits of density in these experiments. The increasing emission from

30/D cm. of the gaseous mixture as D is increased (see chain-dotted curves, fig. 16)

must, therefore, be wholly due to the increasing transparency of 30/D cm. as D is

increased (cf. Tables XVII. and XVIII.). It should be noted that the equation

found above, connecting the intrinsic radiance with the density, viz., It = &D025
,
holds

only for 30/D cms. From small lengths of 1/D or 2/D cm. the intrinsic radiance

decreases as D increases.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND SHORT THEORETICAL DISCUSSION.

The following are the main results obtained from these experiments :

Part I. When mixtures of coal-gas and air of various strengths at atmospheric

density are exploded in the vessel when its walls are blackened over with a thin

layer of dull black paint

(i.) The total amount of heat lost by radiation to the walls of the vessel up to the

moment of maximum pressure is roughly proportional to the product of the third

power of the maximum absolute temperature attained into the
"
time of explosion."

(ii.) The total radiation lost to the walls during explosion and subsequent cooling

is about 25 per cent, of the heat of combustion of the gas present in the vessel.

(iii.) The emission of radiation in the initial stages of cooling after explosion is a

function of the time from ignition as well as of the temperature. The emission varies

very rapidly with the temperature and the time from ignition.

(iv.) In weak mixtures (and probably also in strong mixtures) the rate at which

radiation is emitted is a maximum some time before the attainment of maximum

pressure, and probably occurs at the moment when the flame fills the vessel.

(v.) Weak mixtures radiate much more powerfully in the initial stages of cooling

after explosion than stronger mixtures do when they have cooled to the same

temperatures as the weaker mixtures have in this epoch.

(vi.) CO3 emits radiation about twice as strongly as an equal volume of water

vapour at the same temperature does.

In explosions of mixtures of the same strength but of various densities

(vii.) The total heat lost by radiation per cent, of the heat of combustion of the gas

present in the vessel up to the moment of maximum pressure decreases as the density
mrivasrs.'
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(viii.) Denser mixtures emit radiation much more strongly than thinner mixtures,

especially at the moment of maximum pressure and in the initial stages of cooling.

The emission varies approximately as the square root of the density.

Part II. The following results refer to the experiments made in the vessel whose

walls were silver-plated and, therefore, could be made reflecting or absorbent at will.

The experiments were made with the bolometer placed at some distance behind the

plate of fluorite, so that the emission was measured from a cone of gas of small solid

angle :

(ix.) The intrinsic radiance from a gaseous mixture at any given temperature after

explosion depends largely on the reflecting power of the interior surface of the

explosion vessel, and also on the size of the vessel. The greater the reflecting power,

or the greater the size of the vessel, the greater the intrinsic radiance. This effect is

probably due both to greater vibratory energy and to greater transparency of the gas

in the larger vessels and in the reflecting vessels.

(x.) (a) Gaseous mixtures after explosions in vessels with reflecting walls are very

highly transparent to the radiation which they emit at maximum pressure and

throughout cooling.

(b) Gaseous mixtures after explosion in a vessel with black walls are very highly

transparent at the moment of maximum pressure and also in the initial stages of

cooling. Later on in the cooling they become fairly opaque.

[(xi.)-(xiv.) refer to coal-gas mixtures of the same strength but of different

densities.]

(xi.) The ratio of the intrinsic radiance from a definite thickness of gaseous

mixtures of the same strength at any given temperature when the walls of the

explosion vessel are reflecting to that when the walls are black decreases as the

density increases.

(xii.) When the walls of the explosion vessel are black the transparency of a thick-

ness of gas inversely proportional to the density at any given temperature increases

as the density decreases.

(xiii.) (a) The intrinsic radiance from a definite thickness of gaseous mixture at

any given temperature after explosion in the vessel with black walls varies as the

square root of the density.

(b) The intrinsic radiance from thicknesses of gas inversely proportional to the

density varies as the fourth root of the density.

(xiv.) The intrinsic radiance corrected for absorption from 1/D cm. of the gaseous
mixtures at any given temperature in the vessel with black walls seems to decrease

as the density (D) increases.

(xv.) The radiation (after correcting for absorption) from the hot gaseous mixture

after explosion varies with the temperature approximately as PLANCK'S foriliula for a
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single wave-length of 3'Gyu ; this at high temperatures (1800 C. abs. to 2400 C. abs.)

varies approximately as the square of the absolute temperatxire.

These experiments suggest among other things that the radiation from thicknesses

of gas containing the same number of radiating molecules does not depend solely on the

temperature of the gas, even after correcting the observed values of the radiation for

absorption (see, e.y., Tables XVI. and XXI.). The following theoretical explanation

of this is suggested. A molecule as it describes its free path loses energy owing to

the emission of radiation and gains energy owing to the absorption of energy from

the ether, and the vibratory energy of the molecule will increase or decrease according

as the absorption is greater or less than the emission. During collision with another

molecule there will be a transference of energy between the vibratory energy and the

rotational and translational energies, which, as Mr. JEANS has shown, will be very

rapid if the duration of collision* is comparable with the periods of vibration of the

molecule. In the case of CO and steam at high temperatures the duration of

collision between the molecules is probably short in comparison with the periods of

their low frequency vibrations,* and the vibratory energy of the molecules will

therefore tend to take up during collision a value such that the energy in each of the

vibratory degrees of freedom equals that in each of the rotational and translational

degrees. During collision therefore the vibratory energy of the molecules will tend

to take up a value which is proportional to the absolute temperature, but during the

free-path there may be considerable departure from this value if the energy density

in the ether is above or below a certain value and the time of description of free-path

is not very short. From this theory it appears that at any given temperature the

greater the gain of vibratory energy during the free-path the greater will be the

average vibratory energy of the molecule
;
and that, other flung* being the same,

*
According to JEANS ("Dynamical Theory of "Gases," Camb. Univ. Press, 1904, Chap. IX.), transfer

of energy from the translational to the vibrational degrees of freedom, and riff rerxA, can go on at an

appreciable rate only when the duration of collisions between the molecules is comparable with the periods

of vibration of the molecule. It appears from experiment that the degrees of freedom possessing high-

frequency vibrations (which absorption spectra show to be very numerous) are not excited during

molecular collisions (at any rate at temperatures which can be commanded in the laboratory), presumably

because the duration of collision is not short enough. But in the case of COj we know from PASCHEN'.S

experiments on the emission of infra-red radiation from the heated gas that at 150 C. the transfer of

energy from the translational to those vibrational degrees of freedom possessing frequencies corresponding

to radiation of wave-length 2'8/i and 4 -

4/i goes on sufficiently rapidly to compensate for the loss of

energy by radiation. The duration of collision is dependent on the velocity with which the molecules

approach each other
;
the higher the velocity the less time they remain in contact on collision. The mean

velocity is approximately proportional to the square root of the absolute temperature, and if at 150 C.

the duration of collision is short enough to excite the vibrations (infra-red, 2'8/i, 4'4/x, and 14-
1/x) in CO.

molecules, certainly at the high temperatures reached in explosions the duration of collisions will be short

enough to allow transfer of energy between the vibrational and translational to go on with extreme

rapidity. The same thing applies to the steam molecules, for they also emit infra-red radiation at quite

moderate temperatures.

VOL. CCXI. A. 3 G
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(i.) The greater the energy density in the ether (which depends among other

things upon the transparency and the volume of the gas) the greater will be the

average vibratory energy of a molecule as compared with its translational energy,

though, of coiirse, the average vibratory energy of the molecule will only increase

slowly with the energy density in the ether.

(ii.) The smaller the time of description of free-path (or, in other words, the greater

the density of the gas) the nearer will the average vibratory energy of a molecule

approach a value which is proportional to the absolute temperature of the gas.

The average value of the vibratory energy of the radiating molecules of a gas thus

appears to be a function, not only of the absolute temperature of the gas, but also of

the value of the energy density in the ether, the rate at which the molecules emit

radiation, the time of description of free-path (inversely as the density of the gas),

and the rate of partitioning of energy during collisions.

The result given on p. 381, that the rate at which radiation is emitted by the

gaseous mixture is a maximum some time before the attainment of maximum

pressure, shows that the vibratory energy of the radiating molecules is a maximum
some time before the mean temperature of the gaseous mixture attains its maximum
value. Prof. HOPKENSON'S experiments show that no portion of the gaseous mixture

during explosion has such a high value as at the moment of maximum pressure,* so

that it is very probable from this result that the violence of combustion during

explosion causes a considerable part of the energy of combination to pass into the

form of internal vibrations of the CO2 and steam molecules. Part of the energy in

these vibrations is lost by radiation, but the greater part is transformed into

rotational energy and translational or pressure energy.

I desire to thank Prof. HOPKINSON for his kind interest in these experiments and

for the encouragement and advice which he has so kindly given me during the

progress of the work. The experiments described in this paper were all carried out

in the Engineering Laboratory at Cambridge.

* '

Roy. Soc. Proc.,' A, vol. 77, p. 389.
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Introduction.

THK series of LIOUVILLK and STURM are generally treated by means of approximate
solutions of the fundamental differential equation, these approximations being valid

when certain functions involved in the differential equation have differential co-

efficients. The object of the present paper is to relax this restriction, and for this

purpose integral equations are used in place of a differential equation, and an

approximation is investigated (4-ll) depending on a function which is constant

throughout each of a system of sub- intervals.

In 15-18 the results are applied, by help of HOBSON'S general convergence

theorem, to that one of the Liouville series which is usually valid at the two ends of

the fundamental interval, and in 19-22 to the more general series discussed by me
in

'

Proc. L.M.S.,' ser. 2, vol. 3, pp. 83-103.

A theorem analogous to that of VALLEE-PoussiN on the series of squares of the

Fourier constants is then proved ( 23-25) by a method which I believe to be new.

1. The differential equation of LIOUVILLE and STUKM is

and is equivalent to the pair of integral equations

ft)

The values of U, V at the lower limit in these integrals are the two arbitrary
constants of the complete primitive.

In the theory of the equation (l) the known functions- A', g and the unknown
function V are generally supposed to have differential coefficients ; no such assumption
will l)e made in the present treatment of the equations (2). All integrals will be

taken according to LKBESOUK. Also g, k are supposed positive and I real, and it is

assumed that the integrals of g, AT 1

, |/| exist.

VOL. OCXI. A 481. 3 G 2 30.11.11
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2. The equations (2) are somewhat simplified if we take (<7/&)
1/2 dx as independent

variable, and with a change of notation they become

* </>=\p(J.,-, <1> =
j
(<r-\lp)(t><l.i'....... (:{)

Here a-, p are known functions of .r, p being positive, and it is assumed that the

integrals of |<rj, p,
- exist; X is a parameter independent of .<, and our first object
P

will be to find an approximate solution when
|

X
|

is great, but A not necessarily real.

3. Values of 0, 4> satisfying (3) and such that, when x = a, <j>
= 0, and 4> = 1 will

be denoted by (x, a), <I> (x, a) ; if, when JS = a, =
1, and $ = they will be

denoted by \[s(x, a), ^ (x, a). If $ = A, $ = B, when x = a, then the equations (3)

become

<f>
= A+

1 p<b dx, * = B+
[ (<T-\jp) <f> dx,

Jo .0

and have, according to the known theory of integral equations, a unique solution

which must be

<j>
=

At//- (-f , )

<!' = A* (.r,) +B* (x, ).

Thus, it follows that

<(> (.r, l>)
= $ (a, b) ^ (x, a) +* (a, h) <t> (x, a),

^ (.r, 6) = ^ (a, 6) >/r (, a) +* (a, &) tf> (x, ),

0> (;r, b) = $ (a, b) * (x, a) + 0> (a, &) * (x, a),

* (., />)
=

V' (, &) * (.*', a) + ^ (a, &) * (.r, a).

Other important relations are

^. (x, b) <f> (a, c)- '/> (.r, t-) v> (, &)
= ^ (, a) ^ (?>, c),

V' (', &) V' (, <')-f (', <0 V' (, '>)
=

</> (x, a) * (<', ft),

and so on.

4. If a second pair of equations of the type (3) is taken where /, a-', A', <j>',
<' take

the places of p, cr, X, $, <f>, we have

*'}<** ....... (4)

by the formula for integration by parts, and similarly

'}<&, ....... (4')
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These integrals are indefinite, each carrying with it an additive constant tc \-

detexmioed by trial of some particular \alueof.r. The fonnnla (5) includes a great

variety of particular results of which many arc well known in the theory of the

equation (l).

Km- instance, take
<f>, />'

to It- $(x,a), </> (.',/') so that p = p', X = X', a- = <r ; by

putting .f = a, h in turn we have

tf> (/>,) = -tf> (",/>),

and similarly

,/, (/,, )
= * (a, b), * (/,, ) ^ -* (,r, />),

and

(r, ) <I>
(.1-, tt) ^ (a-, a) * (., a) = 1 .

Again, taking 0, ^' to Ije (.r, n), ^'(a:, />), we have

, a) <l>'(.r, h) + (<r'-,r + \/p-\'/p') 0(.r, ) ,/,'(.'-, 6)} cfa (6)

which is the formula to be used in the approximation. The right side of (<j) is. the

error committed when $'(!>, a) is taken as equal to ^ (/*,); in it the term depending
on <r'<r turns out to be unimportant, while when X' = X the rest is numerically less

than the square root of

f' (,,-,/)'
^

. (i

f*
It will be our object to choose // so that (pp')*ds is small, while at the same

. n

time 0' can be expressed in terms of known functions, and, in fact, the interval (a, b)

will be divided into small sub-intervals in each of which // will be constant. Thus we
need the following lemma:

If f(x) is a function limited and sumnutble in (n,f>) (hi* interval can be so divided

info a finite number of sub-intervals, and a function <j>(x) constant in each sub-

(''
iufcrrnf can be no chosen that (f'' fa')

3
<!<' is arbitrarily mnnf/.

Jn

5. To prove the lemma, let U, L be the boundaries of /(.?); take n 1 ai'ithmetic

means a t ,
ay , ..., _! between them and let o = L, am = U. Let the values in (, b)

fur which ar-i <.f(.c) Sar form the set lr (r =0, 1,2, ..., n). Enclose lr in a set of

intervals A r ,
not overlapping, and C'(/r ) in a set Pr ,

not overlapping, so that Ar , \\

have a common part < e. Let the intervals of A r in descending order of length be

^i, <Va> ,
and take an integer p such that

Z ,V> A r
-

t (r=0, l,a, .... n).
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Let er, m be the part of Sr>at which is also in \\.

Put

=
i in $i, m (m =

1, 2, ..., />).

except where the value Oo has been already assigned

= ... = r in 5r , ,(?
= 1, 2, ...,p),

except at such points as belong to <$ ,m, fV -, ot-j(*B = 1, >/') where the value

has been already assigned, and, lastly,

= L in the rest of the domain.

Then \f(x) tf> (:*)) < (U L)//i in all parts of Sr
,
m that are not in

l\(r = 0, 1, ..., n; m =
1, 2, ..., jt>),

that is in intervals E whose sum is

Now

/<

r = HI = I

II II

2 2
r = ii i =

/ ii it

2 X <V<, > 2 A,-(t+l)e> (6-a)-

and, therefore,

2 2 e <(+l)e,
/ = o w = i

E > (b-a)-2(n+l)e.

Hence the points where \f(x} <j>(x)\ > (U L)//t form a set whose measure

< 2(n+l)e, and

-a) (U-L)
2

/
2
-f(U-L)

2
2 (n+\) *,

In this expression we may suppose e = yt"
2 and make ?i as great as we wish so that

the whole is arbitrarily small.

The most advantageous value for (x) in each interval is the average of f(x) over

the interval, for when c is to be a constant in the interval (x , JL\) the least value of

is given by putting

f^i
/(.<) dx -r- (xt-

- r

G. The proof that has been given indicates a particular method of subdivision, say
the method A, but any other method, say B, may also be used. To prove this, let
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i, aa, ... be the points of a subdivision AI, according to A, for which the value of the

integral is < e.

Take a subdivision B,, according to B, in which the sum of the intervals containing

ai, a2, ..., an is < e : then in tin- other intervals of B, the value of <p.r is constant

whether in AI or BI and the integral can therefore IM> made < *, while for the

intervals containing a, a, the value of the integral is not more than (U L)'*.

Hence for the subdivision B! the integral can IKS made lews than

1 1 lilt is, arbitrarily small.

Hence the subdivisions of (a, 6) may IK- taken all equal, or according to any other

method, provided that the greatest of them tends to zero.

Moreover, the square of

\'fx-tf>x\dx
.'a

is less than

f*

(I
i a) (Jxdacf doc,

.'a

and, therefore,
f''

\f.c-<f>x\dx
Ja

is also made arbitrarily small.

If L is positive, then

i:

_L .J_

./> <!>

'(.'

and is also arbitrarily small. We may, in fact, say that

is arbitrarily small.

This is the property that will l>e immediately useful. It may l>e extended to an

unlimited function fx when

r*
f f
I \f.i-\dx and
.* a .' f

dx

exist. For take a limited function ft
x which is equal to f.r when N i (f-<'Y 1/N

N being a certain positive number, and is 1 for other values of x. N may be so

chosen that

f*

l/r~f\x\dx
J a

and
t 1

d.r lx)th

Then the function
tj>x,

constant in each of a system of sub-intervals, can l>e so

determined that
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Then, by help of the inequality,

it follows that

In the same way, if

\\fx)'dx

exists, <{> may be so determined that

f*

(fxfatfdK < e,
Ja

by help of the inequality

7. Thus, for the purpose of approximation, we are to divide the domain of a- into

sub-intervals, all tending to zero, and in each sub-interval put for p a suitable mean

among its values over the sub-interval, which may be conveniently called a local

average of p and denoted by r. Suppose, then, that

fx

pz \7/
?-U dx, U (x, a) = U = 1 - dx,

.a Jo 1'

v
(.r, )

= v = 1 + f*>-V dx, V
(.<-, a) = V = -

f
- <1s.

.'a " I'

In each sub-intervral u, v, U, V are solutions of the equation

and are, therefore, of the form

A exp.r v/ X +Bexp (x v\).

A, B are constants through each sub-interval, but are changed at the passage from

one to another. It is of great importance to ascertain whether they can increase or

decrease indefinitely, and we shall now prove that they cannot if the total fluctuation

of log r is uniformly limited,* that is, if the total fluctuation is always less than u

fixed finite quantity at all stages of subdivision of the domain.

8. At every internal point of a sub-interval v, V have differential coefficients, and

at the points of division their derivatives, upper and lower, on the same side

are equal.

* This does not imply that the total fluctuation of log p must be limited. For instance, p may lie 1 at

all rational points and 2 at irrational points, then r = 2 everywhere.
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Since
,r J= rV = -/ dor,

'/./ . .' /

the integral is a coiitinuottt function of x, it follows that the discontinuity in

l"g y > s equal to that in log /. Also / has no discontinuity, being equal t

' / ./

1+ ["rVcfcs.
. n

Let the imaginary quant itirs conjugate to X, ;, ... In- denoted by X, f, ..., and let

if = rr, \/ \ = a + i/9, a being positive. Also write D for d/d.r. Then in each sub-

inter\;il

Also,

Hence, when JT = d, the value of (I)*+4f?) ir is U(a
2

+/3
:

'), or 2JX', and that of its

derivative is 0. At any discontinuity when ; is changed to / (both are real) the

derivative is multiplied by /'// and (D'-i l/-f') ir itself consists of two positive terms of

which the first is unchanged while the second is multiplied by (f'/r)
1

. Thus the effect

on (I)
:l

+4/3
:

')
ir is to multiply it by a quantity In-tween 1 and (r'/r)

3
.

No\\. if in any interval a function // satisfies the diH'erential equation Da

y = 4a;

//,

and if at the beginning of that interval // lies between A cosh 2a (jr a) and

B cosh 2a
(./ ti), while I)// lies l)etween 2Aa siuh 2a(.r a) and 2B sinh 2a (x a)

where A, B, j- a are real and positive, then these same statements must hold

good throughout the interval. For suppose B > A, then Bcosh 2a(.r a) y and

y A cosh 'la. (.ra) are both functions satisfying the

and at the beginning of the interval their values and derivatives are all positive; it

follows from the differential equation that the values and derivatives will increase,

and therefore be positive throughout the interval.

In the first sub-interval (D'+Af?) u< must be 2|\|cosh 2a(x a) and its derivative

4a|X !

sinh 2a (x a). At entrance to any later sub-interval of the domain

("./') ( < 6) this function and its derivative are multiplied by quantities of which

we know that each lies between 1 and T* where T is the ratio of increase in r. Thus

throughout all the sub-intervals

(D*+ 4*) w = 2P
|

X
|
cosh 2<x (a a), (D

s+ 4^D) w = 2Qa |

X
|

sinh 2a (ar-a)

where P, Q are quantities lying between HIT* and liar
3

,
if we use II, to denote the

VOL. CCXI. A. 3 H
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product of all the factors > I and II a that of all the factors < I among tin-

quantities T*.

If log r is of uniformly limited total fluctuation then HIT" and II :,r"' arc limited, :ind

so, therefore, are P, Q.

y. Now

= PJX I

cosh 2oc (-),

and heu.ce |Xr
2

|

and [Di'l* are severally less than this.

Also, the real part of y--\vDv is

oa

= iQ|x|sinh2a(a,--)....... (7)

Hence \v\ and jDr -r v\\ are both

<{Pcosh2a(a a)}
1

''
2

,

but
sinh 2a (x-a) {P cosh 2a (./-)}""'

2
-

Now P, Q cannot increase or decrease indefinitely, and therefore, if we do not

allow a to tend to zero, we have that \v\ and |Dr -f- \/\
\

bear to expa(.r a) ratios

which are limited in both directions ; and this is true, both when the sub-intervals are

increased in number and also when
|
X

|

is increased indefinitely.

In the same way it may be seen that the ratios of |\/X and jDu| to exp (.' ft)

are limited in both directions.

When a = the argument shows that j\/X|, Du\, jt'j, and Dr -r- v/XJ are

limited above, but not below, and, in fact, we know that each of the four is capable

of vanishing.

10. The condition that log r should be of uniformly limited total fluctuation is

necessary, for if it is not fulfilled P may be indefinitely great or small, and it is

conceivable that u\/\ and D?<, for instance, shoiild become very small together, in

the same way that a pendulum would be practically stopped if its velocity wen-

suddenly reduced in a constant ratio at every passage through the lowest position

and increased in the same ratio at every time of reaching one of the extreme

positions, when, of course, the increase would be of no effect.

11. Hence if in (5) we take the limits to be a, b and put />'
=

r, a local average
of p, o-' = 0, X' = X, <l>

=
(./, a), <{>'

= u (.r, b), we have

= <f>(b,a)u(b,a)

(.,-,
, (

) ,/(.,-, !,)-<,$ (.<, a) (.,-, b)
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< 'han<,nn<,' into
\(f,

or u into /-. .,r U>th, we him- similarly

*(6,a) ! o(a,b) = -<l> (/>,)+ U (/-.")

1 1 '.i

' "
> v < '-

% a) U (r,

-
r) * (,-, )

V
(,',

These are ezpntliona for the errors committed when n, r, U, V are taken as the

values of 0, \ff, 4>, ^.

Ijet /u denote the upper Itmindury of the ratios of

]
%/X i^ (*!. -r )- "

(-''I.
-ro)} | ,

|

<J> (^i, A)-U (o-i, a-o) !
,

| ^ (.* .,-)- r (x,, a-,) | ,
I X'w {^ (a-,, a-.)-V (.r,,

r )} |

tr> c'xp (.r, .r,,)
for values of ./, .', such that

a 2 r,, < .r, 2 I.

Let the symlx)! // denote equality in order of magnitude so that P//Q means that

the ratios !'/(,), Q/P are both limited.

Then in the expressions for the four en-ore, since h^.r^a,

\
}J

(.r,h), *(.,-,/,), U (./-,/>), X-
ia
V(.r,/>) are all at most //exp (/>-.r),

while

X
1!l

^ (.'-,<-/), \js(.r,rt), *(./', a), X'
1

-''*!' (., a) are all at most // (l +/x) exp a
(.1- rt).

Hence such a product as * (.r, a) U (x, /*) or \^ (^, a) '< (r, 1>) is // (
I +M) exp a (/>'<)

at most, ,-ind

f j(P
-

r) * (a?, )
U (r, />) + X

(

1 -
I) v, (.,-, a) (.r, /v) [

./

.' I V r/

is at most // w (I +/x) XP (/') where

r*
Also |*|<2z i sui)jK)sed to lx- finite, and therefore

Jo

r* 1 4-

rr<f>(.c,<t)
n

(,i-,l>)
</.r is at most //

-

.u \

3 H 2

(/> a)
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Thus the error in X
1

'J

<f> (b, a) is at most //

(l+ M){r|x|
1/a

+|X I

-12
}exp (>-),

and the same may be proved for the errors in

+ (?>,), *(&,a), X
1

*(/>, a);

also we may put Xi, XD for b, a. Hence, at most

and or may lie as small as we please. If we make ra/f\~
l we have

M//M-",

so that in each of the four cases the error is of this order relatively to the true value.

12. Since u, i\ U, V do not depend on a-, the error produced by neglecting or

altering a- is also of the order of X"
1 ' 3

in comparison with the true value.

From (5) by putting p = //, a- = tr', and making X' approach X, we can deduce such

results as

Jx~
* (b ' a} =

J!
+ (x> a) * (x > b} dx > 1

thus proving that
<f>, i//-, $, ^, have everywhere finite differential coefficients with

respect to the complex variable X. They are therefore holomorphic functions of X all

over the plane.

13. It is sometimes useful to know that <I> and
i/r

cannot tend to destroy each

other in such an expression as 3>+ k\{s, where k is positive.

To see this, begin at the other end of the interval (a, b). The argument of 8, 9

proves that the real part of \/ X?' (, b) Dv (x,b) is i |

X
| Q t sinh 2a (b x) where Q,

is positive and limited both ways. In this put x = a, and subtract from a multiple

of the result of putting b for x in (7).

Since v (a, b) = U (b, a) and V (a, b)
= V

(/>, a) the real part ot

x/^X {U (b, a) + kv (b, a)} V (6, a)

is thus found to be

+ sinh 2a (*,-),

where r
, 1\ are the values of r at a, b respectively.

Since k, Q, Q,, r , n are positive, and Q, Qu r
, t\ are limited in both directions, the

ratio of U (b,a) + kv(b,a) to expa(6 a) is also limited in both directions. Combining
this with the results of 11 we have the following theorem: The values of

\<t>(b,a), \{s(b,a), <t>(b,ci), ^(b,fi)/\/\ and aho &(b,a)+k\(r(b',a) irli<>r<- I: /* <t
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itii;- cn,,s/n,,/. nr< nil of the xnin<- ..,/,-, ,,(',,,,!</, t ml, <i* exp a
(/> '<),

be f loii-fi- .!//./ ///,/c.vx r-///.v /-. :/-,!.

14. Hie values of u (6, a), !"(/>.'<)... can be written down M follows :

L'-l tin' succi->M\e intervals into which /< ^ is divided Ix- denoted by #,, rt,, ..., ft,,

and tin- valurs of / in those interval-, respectively liy /'i, /';,, ..., /'. : also let ,\ = /*.

Then

tt(6,o).^to^Hsfid2fflL^i^^f23 . e3)'3 ... f.-i?',.,

where *,, e2..... e,, are all 1 and 2 refers to the 2" ways of taking them. The

product in the numerator of the fractional factor contains it I hinoiiiial factors.

exp

"

exp
|/i ... f,,

It may, in fact, lx- veritieil that

!>< dU C
2

~

so that , U satisfy the diffen-ntial e(|uations assigned ; also, when n = the

expressions reduce to the corresponding ones for u 1 intervals, and therefore u, U
are continuous throughout as functions of 1,

; lastly, at the beginning of the second

interval

u =
j

sinh /#,, U = cosh /#,.

This completes the verification for
, U, and V, / may l>e treated similarly.

The approximations generally used in the treatment- of the equation (l) might lie

derived from these by neglecting all the terms except those in which e,
=

t, = ... = f.,

that is, the terms which contain one or more of the differences r, r3 , > rn, ... as

factors, and in the two terms which are left putting Sx/rl/vTi lor <, + >+!. Thus

(l>, a), for instance, would reduce to

\/>\rn sinh I (h a).

This simplified form is clearly not admissible unless all the differences /, /,. /,.-/.-,, ...

are small.
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15. Now suppose p to l>e limited both ways, and let F(t, x, R) denot.-

If
'( ii)

where pt means the value of the function p of the argument t, and the path of

integration in the X-plane indicated by (R) is a circle of radius R with centre at the

origin, R l)eing such that this path does not pass through a point where * (l, 0) = 0.

/)(F (t, x, R) is a symmetric function of t, x for

,(t,l)-^(t,V) + (x,l)}(1\

=
\ <j>(x, t) d\ = 0,
.(R)

since <j>(x, t) is a holomorphic function of X everywhere ( 12).

It will now be proved that F (t, x, R) satisfies the conditions of HOBSON'S

convergence theorem (' Proc. L.M.S.,' ser. 2, vol. 6, pp. 350-1), that is

(1) Its absolute value does not exceed a certain quantity F for all values of t, x

such that t; ~ x 2t
/u.
and for all values of R.

f*

(2) F (t, x, R) dt exists for all values of a, h such that : a < 1> ^ 1 and for each
Ja

value of x in the interval (0, l) which does not lie between a /j.
and I> + n; this

integral, moreover, is less than a positive number A, independent of a, b, x.

(3) A -> when R -> o.

1G. A change in the value of R does not affect (t, x, R) unless it changes the

number of zeros of ^ (l, 0) enclosed by the circle : hence we may suppose the circle to

cross the real axis on the positive side at a point T, where v(l, 0) is zero. Thus, at

the point T, V(l, 0), and therefore also *(l, 0), are //v/X, since y|
2+ Dt'|

2

/|A

cannot tend to zero.

Again ( 12)
l

,l)dx, ...... (8)

which is limited when a is limited,* whatever .the value of /3. A distance // v/X can

therefore be assigned such that within that distance of T >^(l, 0) -r %/X| does not

approach zero, but exceeds a certain fixed quantity independent of R. Beyond that

distance from T on the path it has been proved already (11) that *(!,()) //X
1 *

exp a,

so that this is now proved for the whole path.

The numerator
\[, (x, 0) ^ (t, 1

) (f > ./) is // exp ax . exp a (
1 /), so that the subject

of integration in F(/, x, R) is

// X~
l a

exp a. (.t t\ that is, X~ l a

exp ( /*) at most,

* We still take ,/- X = a + i/i; thus a is limited for points within a distance // v/X (or </R) of T.
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Also \
l2

il\//ila, except where a is near its inaxiniuin, and in that part <>f (lie path
tin- factor exp( O./UL)

is so small that the contribution to the integral is negligible.
**

i

I lence F (/, if, It) is at most // I exp (-a/u) da, that is, -.
"

ft.

This is the first of HoiWON 's conditions.

Ag.-tin

In the first term of this expression the first term of the subject of integration

contains the factor

which is of the order of expa(x a), that is. at most exp ( a/*) when we take

./ <-/*. Also X~ 1/2 d\ // da as before and X""*//^'
1

*. Hence the contribution of

this term is // y= at most, and the same is true of the second part of the first term.

In the other term the integral of jo-j is finite, and the integration with respect to t

is over a finite range, so that these two elements do not affect the order of magnitude :

the factor ^ (x, 0) ^ (t, 1
)

-=- x* (
1

, 0) is of the order of X'
3 *

expa(z-<), that is, IT
3'*

at most, even when //
=

: the length of path in the X-plane is 2xlt. Hence the

contribution of this term is //It"
12

independently of /u if a-Sa.

On account of the symmetry tatween .r and t, like results can Ixj deduced if

.<> b + n.

Thus the second and third of HOBSOX'S conditions are fulfilled.

17. Again, so long as u-^a the value of \fs(x, 0)*(a, l) -i- *(l, 0) is limited, and

so is that of \^(x, 0)*(fc, l) -r- *(l, 0). Hence the first term on the right in (9) is

limited, the integral of
d\

being 2ir. The second term has been found to tend to

zero when It is increased, and therefore

F(,*,R)c&
.'a

is limited if x^a < If, or similarly if ,rZzl>> a. When >i < jc < // we may write

*-J>f,

so that
j F(f, .r, R) dt is the sum of two terms, each limited, and is itself limited for
a

all values of a, b, x, R. This covers one of HOBSON'S further conditions ( 4 of his

paper, p. 361).
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It is not clear that the two integrals

**>(*, *,B)<fc

tend to definite limits when R->o, but their difference does so, and, in fact, if

a <x < I,
I, rx rti

\ (t,.r,T&)dt
= + of the same

.flBX *(1,0) .wX
All the parts of this expression tend to zero when R -> QO except

. 0) + * Or. !)*(*. 0) >

J(R) A* (1

which
d\

I x
= ~ 2nr -

Jon A

18. It is now possible to prove that tffix) ** continuous at x and of limited total

fluctuation in a neighbourhood of x then

(t,.r > li)dt....... (11)
Jo

For
(

I
) this holds when f(x) has a constant value

( 17) ;

(2) The contribution to the integral from values of t not lying between x/u. may
be ignored, the values ic/u lying within the neighbourhood where f(x] is of limited

total fluctuation (HoBSON s convergence theorem) ;

(3) By the second mean-value theorem, if f\(x) is monotone,

where ^/*, < /u.. In the last expression the second factor is finite ( 17), while the

first can be made as small as we please by taking p small enough, if fi is supposed
continuous. The same holds for the integral from x /x to x.

Thus if f(x) is of limited total fluctuation between X/JL and is, in fact, the sum of

two functions /i, /2 which are monotone between those limits, and continuous at .r,

2,7r/(x) =f(x) x Lim rF(,*,
R->-oo JO

,B>*+jr% r + p+ r i

IJO Jl-n .'j- J*+!iJ

f f^-,1
,v ,-X+M rl

1

+ + + {/^-/^}F(
L Jo x-n Jx .V+. J
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where tin- last eight integrals all tend to /.fro when K is increased without limit, and,

therefore,

(II)
K -> "

\\ hidi was to IK- proved.

From this result one of the expansions of SrritM and Liorviu.E can be deduced by

considering the singularities of the subject of integration in F (t, x, R), that is, the

values of X for which >fr(l,0) = 0.

. When *(l,0) = we have \!s(x,0) and \Js(x,l) the same but for a constant

factor, since

*(l,0)*(aj,0)-*(l,0)*(*,0) -*(*,!)....... (12)

Also

,
it A .'i> p

1 1. Mice, the residue of V(t,X, It) is

- 1
y, (r, 0) y, (t, 0)

-
f

1 {+ (x, 0)}'dx.,
pi

' p

and we have
I

OH'rfar . . . (13)

//"' xiumnntion referring to the infinite series of ralnex of \ for which ^(l,0) = 0,

ttiken in ascending order of magnitude; thus f(jr) ix expanded in a series of
fn,ift ions

<p satisfying (3) and such that 4> ranittltes at each of the extreme rallies 0, 1.

In order to investigate the validity of the expansion when x = 1 we need to discuss

which
fF(,l,B)ftJa

Here the only term of importance is the second part of the rirst integral, which has

the value 2nr. From this it follows, in the same way, that the expansion holds

good at the upper limit, and a like result can be proved when .r =
; in each case it

is supposed that f(x) is continuous and of limited total fluctuation in the

neighbourhood.

The course of the proof, moreover, shows that the series is uniformly convergent so

long as x lies within an interval which is contained within another interval in which

/'(.'> is continuous and of limited total fluctuation.

It ha l>een supposed that p is limited lx>th ways. When this is not so, but the

integrals of p and -
exist, the argument still applies if we detach the factor from

f Pt

vol.. rex i. A. 3 i
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',x, R) and group it with <lt in the integrations, that is, if \\c think of
''

as the variable of integration in such expressions as

\f(t)F(t,.rJi)dt
and

|
F(f,.r, R)<//.

1 !>. The same method can lie applied when F (/, x, R) has the more general value

where

E, G, H, K, L are real constants, with the one proviso that when K is 0, GH is

positive or zero, so that the terms in Q involving G, H cannot tend to destroy each

other
( 13). Q cannot vanish except for real values of X if GH EK L2

is zero or

positive,* a condition which includes the proviso made.

Thus it still follows that when < x < 1

f(x) = Lim .J V ' H^x2rJo

.

(14)

the summation referring to all the values of X for ichich

S2 = 0, . . ......... (15)

these values being taken in ascending order of magnitude.

Sufficient conditions for the validity of this expansion are those already stated,

namely, that f(x) should be continuous at x and of limited total fluctuation ivithin

some neighbourhood containing x as an internal point.

The restrictions placed on the functions a-, p in the fundamental equations (3) are

that

(i) p shall be positive ;

(ii) The integrals of \

a-
\

, p, shall exist ;

P

(iii) A local average of p shall have a logarithm of uniformly limited total

fluctuation for some method of division into sub-intervals of the fundamental domain

* For this and other results see 'Proc. L.M.S.,' ser. 2, vol. 3, pp. 86-90, and vol. o, p. 420; the former

passage contains a discussion of the case of equal roots.
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(o, I). Here the term "local average" means a function r constant in each sub-

iritrrval, and such that

fl

rl

\p-r\dx and
. ji J ii

1 __1

P r
dx

tend to zero when the greatest of the sub-intervals does so. If - is limited, r may
be the actual average of p in cadi sub interval.

Tl xpansions discussed by LIOUVII.LK and STI I;M are those for which in the

present notation

I. = 0, GH = EK.
Thus

K(t,x)~
and since

= when iJ = 0,

the typical term may be written as a multiple of

K^ {.r, 0) + Jfy (j; 0) or K^ (.r, 1
)
-G0 (.'",

1 )

iiiditU-iriitly, that is, it satisfies the equations (:{) and is such that

when .r = 0, KI> = H^>,

when .r = 1
,

K<I> =
(!</,.

and

20. It may also be proved that if f(;r) is continuous and is equal to the sum ot the

former series
( 18), the new expansion holds also. For if Vi(t,x, R) is the special

function ~F(t,r, R) in which H, G, E, L are zero, that is, the function denoted by
F (/, ir, R) in 15, we have, after some reduction,

^

*, ..... (16)

which, even in the unfavourable case when K = 0, is finite when R -><, unless x, t are

each equal to one of the limiting values 0, 1.

Now the difference of the two expansions for f(x) is

that is.

Lim -

H->

Liin ~- \f(t) { F (t, .*-, R)-F, (t, x, R)) <lt,

f(x)\ {F (t, x, R)-F, (/, .r, U)} dt,

for when the function to be expanded is constant, each of the expansions holds.

3 I 2
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In this expression the parts depending on F, FI are separately negligible by

HOUSON'H theorem, except for values of t between x + n, and for such values

/(') f(*) is s>!ill and F FI is finite. The whole is therefore arhitrarily small and,

in fact, zero; thus if the one expansion is valid for f(x), so is the other,* provided

that f(x} is continuous at .r.

21. Again, the error produced in one of the functions
,/,. \>,, <|>, ^ by neglecting or

altering a is relatively of the order of X"
12

, and thus it follows that if F, F, are

functions of the present type ( 19) the same except for a change in or then

Y(t,x, R) FI (t, u", R) is limited. Similarly, then, the expansibility of f(x) is not

affected by a change in the value of o- in the fundamental integral equations (3) so

long as
||o-|(x

exists and f(x) is continuous at x.

22. In order that the more general expansion may hold at the limits 0, 1, some

further conditions are necessary. It does not seem worth while to discuss these in

detail, but they are satisfied

(1) When /(I) =/(0) =
; and

(2) When /(l) =/(o) and G = H == L =
1, K = E = 0. this being the case of

a periodic function expanded in a series of periodic terms, since

(17)

is the condition that functions
<j>,

< may satisfy the equations (3) and have the

same values at both ends of the interval (0, l).

On account of the periodicity there is no occasion to distinguish between the two

end-points or between these and the other points of the domain.

23. It is known that the Fourier constants
,
bn of a function f(x) are such as to

give the least possible value to

{f(x} cos nx 2,bn sin nx}" dx
J *

and there is a similar theorem for the present expansions.
The condition that there may be functions (x), (x) satisfying (3) and fulfilling

the boundary conditions

. - (18)
is

'(1,0),

h This result and that of 21 were first given for the usual LKM vi.i.i.i. scries \>\- .1. MK.KCKR (sec Roy.
Soc. Proc.,' A, vol. 84, pp. 573-5, and 'Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. U11, p. 147).
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which reduces to

if ft is a riMit of the equal inn
(15)

(19)

When GH EK L1
is ptwtitive, fti, fa, the two roots of

( I!)), ;ire conjugate complex

quantities, and they may still be considered so when GH EK = L* and 0,, 0, are

rrnl and equal. Let
,,

l>e the two corresponding solutions of the fundamental

equations (3) ; these are ulso conjugate. Let coefficients

anil

l>e so determined that '<, l>n are conjugate for all values of n, and that

. (20)

is the least possible. Here the different values of X satisfying the equation (15) and

the corresponding values of
., are distinguished by suffixes. Thus the two factors

in the subject of integration are conjugate imaginaries and the integral is essentially

jxjsitive.

From (5), 4, we have

'() 3.()

/>

H,(o)

\rli EK1 /.

I- from (18)

Similarly,

= 0, since 0,0, = GH-EK.

r l
I

for any unequal suffixes
,
n.

Hence it readily follows that (20) is a minimum when

. = f
- /() > Or) dx -5-

|

- & (-r) I, (x) dx,

fi i .-' I

1> \ - f(r\t latltLr -=-1 - f ( r\ iv\ilv" J V
J

/ V*
1
'/

u-* V*1 / 'J* V
1* /

'
i

Jo n Jo p

whilf tin- gfiirral term in the expansion of./'(x) ( 19) is
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with these values of an ,
bn , since it may be verified that when A = A,,

(.r) (t) { Ky, (
1

, 0) + H0 (
1

, 0) \
-.=

(
I
) n (

"

) ('' (>, ') + (
L- &) '/ (.'', } ,

and theivfoiv. by addition. < (t,x) is the same as

but for a constant factor, since 61 + 62 = 2L. (Compare
'

Proc. L.M.S.,' ser. 2, vol. 5,

p. 473.)

24. The integral (20) may now be written

= 1 .Op

a form which shows that it decreases continually as m increases, and therefore tends

to a definite limit when m increases without limit.

Also
fri

^

<lj>* \\
-

n ('i') 'In (')
( P

i

-j

ri
^= -

/'(') f (.'<
;

)
dx x -/(*) ^,, (x) dx

.0/0 Jon

Jo Jo pj.pt

which shows that the integral (20) is equal to

I

'

I
(fxy dx+ J_ I

1

f Lf(x)f(t) F (t, x, II) dx dt
JO p Z(7T Jfl Jit pz

if Jl is so chosen that the path (II) encloses \\, \2 , ..., X,,.

Since then

Lim
| F(t,x,li)dt = -
o

the limit to which (20) tends when R is indefinitely increased is the limit of

-^-\

l

\

l

-(Jx-ftYV(t,x,}i)dxdt..... v - (21)
4(7T JO JO px

25. From this form it is possible to prove that the limit is zero.

First, let the domain (0, l) be divided into intervals in each of which /(.<) is

constant. Then when x, t are in the same interval the contribution to the double

integral (21) is zero. When x, t are in different intervals (ic > ^i), (fn, t\),fx ft has a
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constant \alue s<> long as those intervals do not change, and the corresponding part

of tin- double integral is a constant multiple of

In tliis expression take tin- Irniis of',,.(/,.r) separately. Taking tli' coefficient of K
we lia\f

, 0)- \ * (* 0)+ 1
A A.r,,

CC; -*( ap.)*('> i )<fc<fe

,o)
i
f

'

A.'o

wliich is at most of the order of RT32^ (1,0) so long as JT,, < Xi : ta < ^i. In this way
it appecars that the triple integral is at most of the order of R" 1

*, and tin- same result

can be deduced when tH < , S x<t < Xi by putting w (r, t) in the place of -.< (/, a-). Since

the number of intervals is finite the whole expression (21) tends to zero when 11 is

increased indefinitely, and the integral (20) can be made as small as we please when

f(x) is a function of the special type, constant in each of a system of sub-intervals.

Now, letyX*) ")e unrestricted but real, 0(x) a real function of the special type, and

X (x) such an expression as

"i (r) + a^t (j-) +...+ <7wfw (.r).

We have

f
- \fa- xx\

a dx < 2 f
- (fx-jxYdx+2 f \tx-xx\'dx,

Jo p Jo p Jo p

and it follows from 5, 6 that the first of these terms can be made arbitrarily small,

if the integral of -
(fa)* exists, by proper choice of the constant values of

tf>
and of

P

the different sub-intervals. It has now also l)een proved that the second term can IM-

diminished indefinitely by a proper choice of a t , fij, ... and by taking in great enough.

f
1

1
Hence \Jx-yX\'dxt

or (20), is also arbitrarily small. Now (20) has its minimum
Jo p

value for any given value of m when i, ..., have the values assigned in 2:}, and

this minimum value must tend to zero when m is. increased without limit.

the expansion off(.r), found in 19, may Ite, written in theform

c n ,
>ln have the meanings assigned in 2:3 find

f

1
i r

1
i

-
/(*) n (*) 'I* + I

-
. ) J9 p

.
=

1
1

'

~ /(') ft (*) *r + f
~

ftW * (*) ' /-'"-

Jo p Jo p
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rnfitcii of il,, li u itrc i-nnjiKjah- vmagin&riet, n<l <tr<- suc/t its to y/'re tin-

to

1

J

j f(x) i (jc) a-2 -i (x} ... , (x)\
3

dx,
Jo p

tttdl IS. to

.'o p [ i \ ( i

Tin- raliif <>f this intiyral. <dl therefore also that of

f
1

1 f
"'

Jo p L" i

r
1

1
tend to zero as in is increased, if

- (fxf dx exists.
Jo p

26. The integral
f <a(t,x) dX

Jot)

~

U" X-X'

tends to zero when B -> cc if x t, and thus it follows that

To this expression the methods of Dr. J. MERCER ('Roy. Soc. Proc.,' A, vol. 84,

p. 573, and 'Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 211, pp. 134.^) may be applied, hut his idea of the

bilateral limit cannot be used without some modification, since we have no reason

to believe that even at a point of discontinuity where f(x 0) exist their mean is

represented by the present expansions.
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Introduction.

THE principal kinetic theories of a gas proceed either on the hypothesis that the

molecules are rigid elastic spheres, or that they are point centres of forces which v;iry

inversely as the fifth power of the distance. MAXWELL has worked out the

consequences of the latter hypothesis in his well-known theory,* which is unrivalled

in its high degree of accuracy and (after some improvements by BoLTZMANNt) in its

perfection of mathematical form. All the quantities not taken account of in the

theory (such as the time occupied by molecular encounters, and the effect of collisions

in which more than two molecules take part) are properly negligible under ordinary

conditions. The theory has the disadvantage, however, that the underlying

hypothesis is highly artificial (being chosen chiefly on account of mathematical

simplifications connected with it, rather than from any physical reasons), and does

not represent the real facts at all adequately.

* 'Phil. Trans.,' 1867 ; 'Scientific Papers,' vol. iL, p. 23. For convenience we shall refer to a gas of the

type there contemplated as a Maxwellian gas. Of course, its molecules possess no internal energy,

t
'

Vorlesungeu iiber Gastheorie,' vol. i.

VOL. CCXI. A 482. 3 K 9-3.12
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The other hypothesis referred to seems to be much more in agn>nnrnt with fact,

but its consequences have been worked out less accurately. The method which

has almost always been used is the one originally devised by CLAVSIUS and

MAXWELL ; MAXWELL abandoned it later, however, as it had
"
led him at times into

grave error." In spite of its apparent simplicity, numerical errors of large amount

may undoubtedly creep in in a very subtle way. Hence the theory of a gas whose

molecules are elastic spheres remains in a rather unsatisfactory state. As a
"
descriptive

"
theory (to use MEYER'S apt term) it has, however, served a useful

purpose ; the general laws of gaseous phenomena have been developed by its aid in

an elementary way, which has conduced to a wider diffusion of knowledge of the

kinetic theory than would have been possible if the sole line of development had been

by the more mathematical and accurate methods used by MAXWELL and BOLTZMANN.

In this paper I have applied the latter methods, with an extension of the analysis,

to the elastic-sphere theory among others. In fact, I have obtained expressions for

the viscosity, diffusivity, and conductivity of a gas without assuming any properties

of the molecules save that they are spherically symmetrical. Many known laws are

thus proved more generally than in any former theories, but the formulae so obtained

cannot in all cases be put into a really useful form without a knowledge of the nature

of the molecules. The supplementary calculations required to complete the general

formulas of Part I. of this paper are carried out in Part II. for three special cases,

viz., rigid elastic spherical molecules, molecules which are centres of repulsive or

attractive force varying inversely as the nUl

power of the distance, and rigid elastic

spherical molecules surrounded by fields of attractive force. In Part III. the general

formulae are completed in these cases and discussed in their relations to the results of

former theories and of experiment.

PART I. GENERAL THEORY.

1. Statement of the Problem.

We shall deal with a gas composed of two kinds of molecules, which are all

supposed to be spherically symmetrical ; m, m', v, v will denote their masses and the

number of each kind per unit volume respectively. Similarly the velocity components
of typical molecules of the two kinds will be denoted by (, v, w], (', v', w'}. Let Q
be any function of the velocity components of a single molecule (e.g., momentum,

energy). At any point (x, y, z) let Q be the mean value of Q, so that

Q =
I

1

1 Qf(u, v, w) du dv dw,

where f(u, v, w) is the function which expresses the law of distribution of the
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velocities among the molecules m.* Thus the aggregate value of 2)Q for the

< il.,- ill/ ,1: molecules m in a volume element dxdydz at the point considered is

given by

I-'-! (",,, ', "). (
"

,,', '.', //') l>e the mean values of (u, >\ w), (', r', /). Except in

considering diffusion, we shall suppose that the mean velocities of each system of

molecules is the same, so that u = >/',
' = v9', w = w '. We shall write U = u u^,

U' = tt'-ti,,', and so on, so that U = V = W = 0, U' = V"' = W7 = 0.
*

The general equation of transfer of Q, independent of the action of external

forces ist

here =r- denotes the "mobile operator" (-r + 'Wo +V -z- +w ;r-) of the hydro-Dt \dt 3a5 9y tizl

dynamical equations. The only term of the above equation which needs explanation

is AQ, which denotes the rate of change of Q due to the molecular encounters ; thus

the increase in 2Q which is produced in the element dxdydz by collisions\ in time dt

is dx dy dz dt AQ. The calculation of AQ is the immediate object of our investi-

gation.

The motion of the mass centre G of two colliding molecules remains unaltered by
the encounter, and this point may be taken as the origin of a system of uniformly

moving axes, relative to which each molecule will describe an orbit in a plane

through G ; the two orbits will be similar to each other and symmetrical with respect

to the line of apses. If the molecules move with sufficient velocity to carry them

beyond the range of each other's action, the orbits will each have a pair of

asymptotes ; the asymptotes of the paths while entering on collision are parallel and

separated by a distance p (say), and the effect of the collision is to turn the direction

* Thus the number of molecules m in a volume element dx dy dz which possess velocities whose three

components lie between u and u + du, v and v + dv,w and w + dw, is

v/(, v, w) du dvdw dxdydz;

this property <Iefin?$ /(it, , w). Evidently

III
/ (u, , w) dudvdw = 1 ;

f (, i', w) is, of course, also a function of /, //,
; and t in general. A similar function /' (u', r', w") exists for

the molecules m.

t See JEANS' "Dynamical Theory of Gases" (Camb. Univ. Press, 1904), pp. 276-279; or BOLTZMANN'S
1

Vorlesungen iiber Gastheorie,' vol. i., 20.

\ The terms collision and encounter are used indifferently to signify any mutual action of the molecules

which aflet-ts tlu-ir velocities.

3 K 2
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of the relative velocity V (say) through an angle 2x in the plane of the <>rl>its (where

^TT x is the angle between an asymptote mid the line of apses), the molecules

travelling away from one another along the second pair of asymptotes with the

relative velocity unchanged. The angle x is a function of p and Va which depends

upon the nature of the molecular forces.

The velocity components (>/,.,,
t>12 ,

w12) of a molecule m after collision with a

molecule m' can therefore be written down,* from merely geometrical considerations,

in terms of the original components (u, r, iv), (u
1

, v', it/), m, m', x> and e, the latter

being the angle between the plane of the orbits (which contains V and p) and a

plane containing V and parallel with the axis of x. Thus

m'
(2) r ,

= u+ -

[2 (u'-u) sin
2

x-</{V
2
-(tt'-)

2

} sin 2X cos (e-w,)],"* f

m'
(3) = + [2 (v'

-
v) sin

2

x-v/{VJ-(V
' -

v)*} sin 2X cos (,-,,)],
7/1 ~r *lv

(4) Wig = w+ -
[2 (w'w) sin

2
x \/{^ (w

1

w)
2

} sin 2x cos (e w3)~\.
~

The angle wl
is introduced only for symmetry, as it is zero ; iv2 and w3 are given by

(5) (u'-u) (v'-v) + S{[V
a

-(u'-uY] [V
2
-(?/-r)

2

]} cos ^v2 = 0,

and a similar equation in which iv'w replaces v' v. Of course,

(6) V 2 = (u'-u)

This notation having been explained, we return to the consideration of AQ ; we
divide this into two parts AnQ and A^Q, the former representing the part due to

collisions of the molecules m among themselves, the latter that due to collisions with

the molecules m'. Thus

(7) AQ = AUQ + A 12Q.

Then it is not difficult to provet that

(8) A 12Q=Jjj^ jjj

+

]
W'(*18Q)/(M, v, w)f'(u',v',w') du dv dw du'dv'dw^p dp de

,

where <S12Q = Qt2-Q in which Q12 is the same function of (w, 2 ,
r }2 ,

wia) as is Q of

(u, v, w) ; thus c$12Q denotes the change in the value of Q for a molecule m, produced

by a collision with a molecule m'.

* See JEANS' "Dynamical Theory of Gases," pp. 284-288; BOLTZMANN'S 'Vorlesungen iiber Gas-

theorie,
1

vol. i., 21.

J See the original papers by MAXWELL, or the treatises by BOLTZMANN and JEANS, already quoted.
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Tin- value. of A,,Q may IK- obtained from AUQ by making in' m, v =
v,

throughout.

Thr problem l*forr us consists in the evaluation of the integral on the right-hand

side of the last equation, with certain special forms of Q. Before proceeding with

this we shall first write down the forms assumed by the equation of transfer (l) in

these cases.

2. SfH-rin/ /'..///* of tin- Kijiintinn of Transfer.

The equation (l) is more convenient for use in the equivalent form

[DQ_ _ _v

[_Dt 3V Dt dv
'

Dt dw
'

Dt

In dealing with the problem of heat conduction we shall have to put

Q = u(u
1+ va

+tif
t

) and Q = u'+v3+ u?; but in this case it will be sufficient to

consider the case of a gas at rest, so that MO
= v = w = 0, and the left-hand side of

tin- above equation becomes simply vr*- On the right-hand side, in finding

^r> : i
we must, of course, not put ua

= v = w = till the differentiation has

been performed. Thus, when Q = wa+vs+w* we have Q = u 3+v i+w 3+\J3+V3+W,

so that r-3^- = TT
3^ = ^- = 0, and the equation of transfer becomes*

(9)

where we have written q for ^ U'+V^+W2
; An (u

3+ v*+tt?) vanishes because the

energy of the molecules, being wholly translational, is unaltered by the encounters of

the molecules m among themselves.

In writing out these equations of transfer, it is customary and sufficient to neglect

the mean values of odd functions of U, V, W in comparison with the mean values of

even functions, and also to neglect the differences between the mean values of

f<>rr<'sj)<ni(l/ii</ even functions (such as U*, Va
,
WJ

) in comparison with these mean

values themselves ; thus we may write tP= Va =Wa =
g, and neglect UV, VW, WU

in comparison with
</. Similarly we may neglect UV(U !l

-l-V
a

-i-W) in comparison

with U^IP+V+W), and the latter we may calculate as if MAXWELL'S law of

* The suffix on tin- right-hand side is to indicate that we are considering a gas at rest. Similarly in

eijuation (10).
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distribution of velocity held exactly. This is because we shall only be considering

slight disturbances from the uniform steady state.

Thus from MAXWELL'S law of distribution* we find that q = (2hm)~
l

,

+W3
)
= 5g

a
. Putting Q = u (u*+ v2+ iir>), and taking ? = t = w = 0, we

find that = 5q, r-^ = =-* = 0, so that the equation of transfer takes the form

or (since, as we shah
1

see later, on p. 447, the left-hand side of this equation is of a

lower order than the terms on the right)

(10) 5tf |Z
= ^.u(u'+v

i+wi

\.

We next put Q = u2 and Q = uv in order to consider the phenomenon of viscosity ;

in this case, of course, we must take into account the mass velocity of the gas. The

substitution of these values of Q in the general equation is quite straightforward,! so

that we set down the results at once :

(11) _|
\ dx dy

fit->\ /3vn .
8mA

(12) vq ( 3-*+ --^)
=

1
\9aj oyj

We now turn to the calculation of Aw2 and &u (u*+ v2+ w2

\ ; the value of A?> will

not be calculated directly, but obtained from Aw2
by transformation of co-ordinates,

and the value of A18 (tt
2+va

+ti^) will ultimately be eliminated from our equations,

and so need not be calculated.

First of all we shall calculate the values of ^12Q from equations (2)-(5) for

substitution in (8). Since, however, several terms of 12Q, disappear on integration

with respect to e, it will be most convenient if we immediately calculate <512Q de.
Jo

3. Values of ^Q de.
Jo

In calculating ^12Q we shall find it convenient, partly for immediate brevity, but

much more for the sake of a subsequent transformation of the variables of integration

in (8), to write

(13) (m+m')(U'-U) = X, (w+m')(V'-V) = Y, (m+m')(W-W) = Z,

(14) mU+m'U' = X,, mV+m'V^Yi, mW+m'W = Z,.

* In which /(,,) = *
\*

t See JEANS' treatise, 336, 338.
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Thus
X*+Y'+Z* = (m+m'YVf,

and

(15) (m+ m') (m2lP+ m'2U'*) = V,*+mm'V *,

writing V,' = X.'+Y.'+Z,* Also, we have

(16) (m + m')U = X 1-A'X, (m+m') V = Y.-JPY, (m+m')W = Z,-L
J
Z,

(17) (m+m')U' = X, + /tX, (m+m')V' = Y l + /,-, (m+m')W = Z^fcZ,

m +m"
Since the mass velocities of the two systems of molecules are the same, we have

(m+m')(u'u) = (m + m')(U' U) = X,

and two similar equations.

Considering Q =
*, it is easily seen that

r$i 2u
a de = (uia

3
u*)de

Jo

772- r/ / \ / / t\ f\ ' Q / r TT a *\ f i \tt o ^ n
-jra [(u u) (mu + mu') Sir sin

8

x+m {V 3 (w M)*} TT sin* 2XJ,

where we have expressed the result in terms of sin* x and sin* 2X ; on making the

above transformations we obtain

(18) rXu'd=
m>

/., I uTxr-
-^

y (m+m )~

We next consider
<$,., (*+va+wa

) ; we write 18
= u +a a' cos (e w,), where

a = 2&'(w' M) sin* x , a' = kf\/V^(u'uf sin 2X ,
and similarly for ? and wia. Since

we have

1 f
5**

12 (ttu
1+ via

3+ w,/) (if = (M + a) 2 (u + a)
a+% (u + a) 2'2+ a'2 ( + a)

'

cos w,.
ZTT Jo

It is easy to show that

a'2 (u+a) a' cos w, = /^/w { (Y
8+Z)-i'XY-wXZ| sin* 2X,

and from the last three equations it readily follows that

(19) rsia u(u
a

2m/S
-
7T5 (3X2XX.-X.2X*) x sin* 2X.

(m + m')*
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ft.

Integration vnth Respect to p.

The integrand of equation (8) contains p explicitly in the term p, and implicitly

in x (which is a function of p and V ) ; the latter occurs only in the form sin
2
x ail( l

sin
a
2x. Hence to integrate with respect to p we need only know the values of tin-

two integrals*

4VV sin
3

\.pdp, irV sin
a 2X . p dp,

Jo Jo

which are functions of V only. It is sufficient, at present, to denote them by the

symbols Q'(V ) and Q"(V ), leaving their further consideration till later. As the

functional relation between x> V ,
and p, and consequently also the values of

the above integrals, depends on the law of molecular interaction, which will difl'er

according as the collision in question takes place between two molecules m, two

molecules m', or one of each kind, we distinguish between the three cases by adding
the suffixes 11, 22, 12 respectively to Q'(V ) and Q"(V ).

Thus

(20) A,X =

+V (Y2+Z2-2X2
) Q"12 (

V )] f(u, v, w)f (u
f

, v', w') du dv dw du' dv' dit/.

(21) A12M (
a+ V2+^) = -

In the case of a Maxwellian gast the expressions Q (
V ) are independent of V

,
so

that the integrals just written can be evaluated in terms of mean values of functions

of U, V, W without any knowledge of the functions f(u, v, w), f (u
r

, v', w'). In

general, however, this is not possible ; we require some knowledge of these functions,

which express the law of distribution of velocity, in order to make further progress.

4. The Law of Distribution of Velocity.

It is well known that in a gas which has had time to attain a uniform state the

functions/,/' have the respective forms

w

k The factors 4n-V and irV are added merely for convenience.

t Also in the case of a gas whose molecules are point centres of force which attract one another

according to the fifth-power law. This case, among others, is considered in Part II., and probably is

nearer to actual fact than MAXWELL'S case. Note added October, 1911.
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which we shall denote by fv , f'u. When there are slight inequalities of temperature

and mass motion in the gas, we shall supjxmo that

/=/u {l+F(U,V,W)}, /=.A{l + F'(U',V',W')},

where F and F' are expansihle in the fonn of power series (without the constant

terms) in the variables (U, V, W) and (U', V, W) respectively. The coefficients

will be small quantities which are functions of the velocity and temperature, and

their derivatives, at the point considered. Thus F and F' represent the small

disturbance from the normal law of distribution, caused by the slight lack of

uniformity in the gas. MAXWELL and BOLTZMAITN* considered that the terms of

the first three degrees are sufficient for the adequate n-|nvM-]itatii>n of the disturbed

state, and I shall follow them in this assumption. Thus we write

(22) F (U, V, W) = (2/mt)
1 "

(a 1U+o>V +o,W)+ 2Am (i2anUa+22a12UV)

where the factors (2hm)
113

, (2hm), (2/mi)
s/a are added merely for convenience in the

integration. We shall have a similar equation for F', in which m, alt a,, ... are

replaced by m', a',, a'2, .... . Since, by definition,

III f(u>
v

'
w

)
du dv dw = l

>

jff f (u'> v'> w/) du> dv>dd = 1,

we have

l+n + a+ 3s
= 1 l+a'n + a'aa+ a'a = 1,

or

(23) an + Wja+ass = 0, a'
' + a'

'

ffl+ a''33 = 0.

*
By MAXWELL in his memoir "On Stresses in Rarefied Gases," 'Phil. Trans.,' 1879, or 'Scientific

Papers,' vol. ii., p. 681
; by BOLT/MANN in his

'

Vorlesungen iibcr Gastheorie,' vol. i., p. 185. In each case

the assumption was made in connection with a Maxwellian gas, but there are good grounds for believing

that it is equally valid in general. As neither MAXWKI.I, nor DOI.T/MAXX considered it necessary to give

any justification for their procedure, I deliberately followed the same course, more especially as the

attempt to m.-ike the step perfectly rigorous would have necessitated the introduction of much mathe-

matical analysis which would be out of place here.

I should also mention that EXSKOG ('Phys. Zeitschrift,' xii., 58, January, 1911) has made an attempt to

determine directly the form of the function F(w, r, ), applying methods of integration, similar in many
ways to those used in this paper to evaluate AQ, to an equation arrived at by BOI.T/.MAXN

(' Vorlesungen,'

vol. i., p. 114). From the expression for F (, *, i/-)
thus obtained EXSKOG deduces values of the coefficients

of viscosity ;'ii<l thermal conduction for a simple gas.

I am indebted id Prof. LAIJMOK for the reference to EXSKOC'S work, of which I was unaware till after

this paper had been communicated to the Koyal Society. Note added Oriobtr, 1911. Some of these

stati-ments are modified by the last note on p. 483.

VOL. CCXI. A. 3 L
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Similarly, since U = V = W = 0, U' = V' =W = by definition, we have

(24) 2a, + a,,, + am -f a133
= 0, 2a\ + a'm + a'1!B+ a'1M = 0,

and four similar equations.*

We require the mean values of the following functions of U, V, W :

IP = (2km)-
1

(1 + 0,0, UV = (2km)-
1 ou,

U3 = (2hm)-
sl2 am , UV2 = (2hm)-

312 al22,

U(IP+V2+W2

)
= (2hm)-

3l2

(am + al22+alss)
= -2(2hm)-

3l2 al ;

similarly for the second system of molecules.

As usual, 6 being the absolute temperature, we have (2h)~
l = R6>. The various

component^ of partial pressure due to the first gas, pix , pzy , &c., are given by

, pxy
=

since p = vm ; the mean hydrostatic pressure p is given by

P = %(pIZ +Pyy+P:*} = (3 + n

similarly for the second set of molecules.

In substituting^' in the equations (20), (21), we shall write

(by equation 15) since FF', being the product of two first order small quantities, is

negligible.

* It should be noted that the above expression for F is of the lowest degree consistent with the

satisfaction of the requirements. The function F must provide for small changes in the mean values of

even functions of U, V, W, and also of odd functions, both these changes being of the same order. The

terms of the second degree do this for the even functions, an, 22, ^33 being of the first order
;

it might at

first sight be thought that the terms of the first degree would provide for the odd functions of U, V, W,

but this is not so on account of the conditions U = V = W = 0. Hence the terms of the third degree

must be present, and their coefficients must be of the same order as oj, au,
&c. Note added October, 1911.

See the note on p. 483.
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f>. lii'il urtin, i of tin-

The evaluation of the expressions (20) and (21) is facilitated by changing the

variables (U, V, W), (U',V, W) to (X, Y, Z), (X,, Y,,Z,) in accordance with equations

(16) and (17). The Jacohian of transformation is easily found to be (m+ m')~*, and

the limits remain as before, viz., oo and + . The two integrals are now of the

form

A
jjj jjj

,' Q (Vo) ^ (X, Y, Z, X,, Y,, Z,) ( 1 + F+ F') dX dY dZ dX, eZY, dZ,

where ^ is an integral polynomial in the given variables ; F and F' are also

polynomials in these variables. Evidently only those terms in the product of
>/<

and

(l + F+F') which are of even degree in each of the six variables separately will give

any result upon integration. It is easy, though tedious, to pick out these terms ;

evidently if
-0- is of odd degree in the six variables combined, only those terms

of F and F' whose a-coefficients have an odd number of suffixes will need to be

considered ; similarly, if
>/r

is of even degree, we need only consider terms in F which

have au ,
aia ,

... for coefficients. Having picked out these terms we are left with a

Dumber of integrals of the form

:

'*o(v ):
1 dX dV dZ dX, dY, dZ,.

The integration with respect to X,, Y,, Z
t can be carried out immediately most

conveniently by changing to polar co-ordinates. We do the same also in the case of

the variables X, Y, Z changing to the variables V
, 0, <f>.

The integration with

respect to the latter two variables is simple, and there remains an integral of

the form

J1J'

where a = hmm!
,/ > ,

or %hm' according as Q(V ) or A has the suffix 12, 11, orm+m
22 respectively.

We shall consider this more particularly later ; at present it is sufficient to denote

it by a symbol. As we shall only need to consider the three cases n = 2, n = 3, n = 4,

it i. perhaps, most convenient to denote it by P, R, S respectively, instead of

adopting a more general notation. To distinguish between the different cases arising

f'n un the various functions Q (V ) occurring in the integrand, we add the same dashes

and suffixes to P, R, S. Thus we have integrals P'ia ,
P'n , P",,, and so on,

corresponding to the cases when in the above integral n = 2 and 1}
(
V

) has the

special forms Q'12 ,
Q'n ,

Q"n ,
and so on : similarly for R and S.

Though the execution of the processes indicated is rather lengthy, it is quite simple

and straightforward, so that, without entering into the details of the calculation, we

3 L 2
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shall quote the results forthwith. After simplification by means of the equations

(23) and (24), we obtain the formulae

'2
/0(-\ A 2
(25) A,,n -

/_- x
3/2 1/3

(26)

/.
' ^P' , 3

Aram'2
/On CT'U\ p,, 1- a )

P + -.-^^ (-
+
^r)

B
J

(m'^-m""^)}
Fu

]

where for convenience we have written k^ and ka for the quantities given by

7, 2 jTOm i2 z, _ 2 vmmf\2
S'18

"1 5"
~

/ TV ' 2 \ 5
~~

rl TV~
'

/ T^/ )
/l/2 \ 5 I ]m+m Jr 12 \ m+m ]

By putting m = m', v = v, a = a' in the above equations we get also the

following :

(28)
'

Antt
2 =

_4^(^)
3/2

^a11Il"1,

/ f) f\\ * / 2 i 2 i 2\ 4
'

By transformation of co-ordinates we obtain the following equations from (25)

and (28) :

(30) A 18wt

_w, / mm'2 /Amm'\3/3 ro/ /\/ , \-nt ... o hmm'2

= 47T ' VV -,
T -*TVS- -u u- -- -
(m+m')

3 \m +mV L m+m'\m m'

M'2 /mm

(3D*
'

AllW =

* All the formulae (25)-(31) were in the present form before the paper was revised, with the exception

of (26). Their calculation was given almost in full, and was performed by essentially the same methods

as those explained above. The work was made rather more lengthy than necessary by the use of an

unBymmetrical transformation of the integrals in place of that given in equations (13)-(17), to which Pwas

led while endeavouring to simplify the calculation of A12w(w
2 + ip + w2

)
. The calculation of Aw(w

2 + vz + w2
)

was also complicated by the fact that the gas was not assumed to be at rest ;
but on revision, despite these

simplifications, I decided to omit the routine calculations altogether.

Equation (26) was not given in the paper as originally written because it is connected with the

conductivity of mixed gases, and I was then unaware of any experiments on the subject which would

make so tedious a calculation worth the while. I have since found such experimental data, and have

therefore worked out the formula (26), the results of which (as will be seen in Part III.) show very

satisfactory agreement with the observations. Note added October, 1911.
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6. Calculation of Aw .

Finally we turn to consider A,.,, the calculation of which is rather different from

that of the foregoing quantities because ?/ and ?/, ?' and t''0)
.' and / are now

different. We require A iatt in order to determine the coefficient of diffusion.

It is evident from equation (2) that

rS13ii de = -, ('*')>
^o IHTH

so that

/ fft

m + m'
Auw = W/-J2

, fff fff Q'ta (Vu)(n'-u)S(u,v,w)j'(u',tf,u/)dudvdwdu'dv'fl'.m-\-m JJJJJJ

In the present case we may neglect the small deviation from MAXWELL'S law of

distribution of velocities, and thus avoid making any assumption as to the form of F.

This is so because in this case (unlike all the preceding cases considered) the unit

term of (l + F+F') in the expression for ff leads to a term in the final result, so that

the terms which would result from the inclusion of F and F', being multiplied by the

small coefficients a and ', are negligible to our order of accuracy. The term arising

from the unit in (l + F + F') is itself a multiple of
'

,
which we assume to be so

small that its squares and higher powers are negligible ; u' ua being thus a small

quantity of the first order, the terms arising from F and F' are of the second and

higher orders of small quantities.

Thus we now have

to /

h. mm 's<->)

i2v>y/\ :t/-'

e"

where we have written (x, y, z) for (u u', vv', wtt/), so that V a =

Changing the variables in the above integral to (x, y, 2) in place of n', t/, /, and

recalling that

f<J -go

\i/a

-nP+M^ = (- I "K>l4a -w
on integration with respect to , i', ?// we obtain

/ m' f hmm'Aun = - i hmm' l
?/a fflV^ nr \ -*^,<v,,'-a>Voeo. *+,.) , , ,

{ x\ i/ia (
V

) xe *-' dx dy d
[ir(m+m)i JJJm+ j/i

where we have written (V,,
2

2pV cos \+p
3
) for 2(x+tt' )

2
; thus

-tt' )

a
, pVl)

coB\ = x(u' -ul))+y(v' v )+z('u/()
-iv

l)).
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Since, as has already been mentioned, p
2

is a small quantity of the second order

the term e 1"+m'

may be neglected, since it is equal to unity to our order of approxi-

mation. Transforming the variables x, y, z in the last integral to polar co-ordinates.

we have

, \ hmm' ITffvw /v \A iaw = -'- i
*\ V 3Q'12 ( V ) e

\tr(m+ m')} JJJ

, m' \ hmm'-'- i 012
')}

JJJ

y cog x rfy g
.

n cQg ^^ ^
o n\ \

by putting x = V cos 6, &c. It must be remembered that X is a function of 9 and
<j>,

since

cos X = ^CJ Cos 0+ ^^- sin cos + Wfl
~

W/0
sin sin .

All the terms of the exponential series occurring in the integrand of the last

integral are negligible (on account of the factors
/o

2
, />

3
,
and so on) except the unit

term and the term of the first degree. The unit term leads to a null result on

integration with respect to 9 and
tf>.

The first degree term alone contributes to the

final result, which (in our previous notation) is easily seen to be

/o\ -1/2 / tn mm / , \-nl
(32)

;
^.f^^- (W

' - )F,,

If we put m = m', u = u'
,

v = v we find that Anw = 0, as is otherwise evident,

since the momentum of a system of molecules is unaltered by their mutual encounters.

Having now calculated all the values of AQ which we require, we proceed to

substitute them in the various special forms of the equation of transfer, in order to

obtain expressions for the coefficients of viscosity, diffusion, and conduction in simple

and mixed gases.

7. The Coefficient of Viscosity of a, Simple Gas.

First considering a gas composed of molecules of one kind only, we substitute for

A?<
2

(which in this case equals An
2

) and A?/v from equations (27) and (30) in the

special equations of transfer (ll) and (12) respectively. We get

R// = . + _a + _ 2 .,
20 \Sx tiy dz/ 80:

r/ 20

Remembering that = --(pzz-p), J2
= p^ (see p. 442), and comparing these
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equations with those of a viscous fluid whose coefficient of viscosity is /z, viz.
,

we obtain the following expression for n :

(33) M = 4sU!=^ l 5

8. 7%e Coefficient of Thermal Conductivity of a Simple Gas.

We next substitute for A(tt
a+v*+wil

)
in equation (10), and so obtain

'*

5*7 = 4-4"

2ir/
)

8 R"n

on substituting for a, from the equation on p. 442. This equation is simplified if we

recall the value of n from equation (32). Thus*

15/u

in the equation (l)), we getIf we now substitute for

If we compare this with the equation of conduction of heat in a gas at rest, whose

thermal conductivity is & viz., with

1)6 i

(where Cv is the specific heat at constant volume) and remember that q is directly

proportional to the absolute temperature 6, we find that

(34) = tpC..

D* We can now see why the term v =- U (U
a + V2 + W 2

)
on the left-hand side of the equation preceding

equation (10) is negligible. The ratio of its coefficient v to the coefficient of U (U
2 + V2 + W*) on the right

hand (viz., in J^u (u* + p2 + 1^) ) is now seen to be p/p, which is an exceedingly small quantity in all gases

under normal conditions.
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9. The Coefficient of Diffusion.

The general equation of transfer (l) is true for any system of molecules in a gas,

whether in the presence of other systems of molecules or not, provided that no

diffusion is taking place (this restriction arises in the elimination of the external

forces,* where it is assumed that AM = 0, which is true, of course, only when the

restriction just mentioned is satisfied). The form of the equation of transfer which

is applicable to the more general case now under consideration, where diffusion is

taking place, ist

x.y,z cx m

where X is the component of external force. If we put Q = u, and suppose that there

are no external forces, and that the motion has assumed a steady state, the equation
becomes

where we have neglected products of u
,
v , iv as being small quantities of the second

order; similarly we have neglected such terms as UV, and have given j/mUQ its

proper value p.

The equation just obtained applies to the first system of molecules, p being the

partial pressure due to this system ; there is a similar equation

for the second system. Since the temperature is supposed to remain constant, we
have

Now, from equation (31), it follows by symmetry that

so that

|i = - = w>

jB=^(*=rfr ,-i.jufc (?/u
_?0 Fji .

*"11* s-nr* /*v\ ..I. rt-^T
' \ /v\-i I /w-i' / \ V v/ j

^
' .' cx

Ihe total flow of molecules of the first kind per unit area per unit time is clearly

vu
,
and also (by the definition of the coefficient of diffusion D J2) is equal to -D 12 .

dx

* See JEANH' treatise, p. 279.

t Ibid., p. 278
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Hence

n ^"
',' it d T vv

'
-D

' '"' = ~D
"a^

==D
^'

by which tin- preceding equation may be reduced to

dv
, 8 mm' /Amm'V _,/,, / ,\ TJ n 9 "

5 = + S
-

;(
-

-.)
IT

"J2A (v + v )
ruUu r .

3x m+m'Vm+mv 3z

Tliis gives us* as the expression for Du

/oc\ itt/W + m'V/SI
1

(35 ) D
'-'
=

1 n *" 1
--

7 / . /MV
\ Amm / (v + v) Pu

By putting m = m', v = /, we get the following expression for the coefficient of

diffusion D,, of a gas into itself:

/Ji \-7ftDn =

pT--

10. The Coefficient of Viscosity of a Compound Gas.

As in dealing with the case of diffusion, we must now use an equation of transfer

for each system of molecules. Writing

where (since the various systems of molecules are not supposed to be diffusing

through one another, so that u = u'u , &c.) E and F are the same for both systems of

molecules, by equations (ll) and (12) we have

An* =

Ar = i^F, Att'r' = v'q'Y.

In the expressions already obtained for A,,w
s

, Au v (viz., (25) and (29)) there occur

terms containing the coefficients a',. As we have already seen in discussing the

conduction of heat, these coefficients depend upon the existence of variations of

temperatures in the gas. We shall here suppose that the gas is at a uniform

temperature throughout, so that the said terms will disappear.

* Since this paper was written I have found that the expression (35) had already been obtained by
LANGEVIN

(' Ann. de Chimie et de Physique,' (8), v., 245, 1905), who applied it to the motion of electrons

in an electric field. The present proof is shorter than LANOEVIX'S. ENSK<X; (' Phys. Zeitschrift,' xii.,

533, July, 1911) has also published a simplified proof on lines not unlike those of the above proof. I am

indebted to Prof. I.AKMOK for the reference to ENSKOG'S paper (which appeared while this paper was in

the hands of tho Royal Society), whore I found the further reference to LANOEVIN'S theory. Note addrd

October, 1911.
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Thus we have

A .,3 -1/2 i mm'2
/ hmm'\

3/2

\'^ 2
-D, 3 km" p/, 1

A 12M = 4ir
'

vv 7 rr,
-

; ,

"
12+ g
-

,
lv i2fOfii

(m+m')
3 \m+m7 LI m + m' J

7 rr

(m+m')

f_w, 1 ,

If we write

(37) ^ \* _../-" 12 11**- 13 >

arid substitute for P'12 in terms of the coefficient of diffusion D 12 ,
the equation for

A12M
2
is simplified to

""'2 1 ""
jX s *-* - - --- -

v + v h2mm' (m + m') D 12 (\ m

Again, by means of the expression obtained for /*, the equation (27) for Auw
2

reduces to

We get similar equations for Auw'2 and A 12w'
2
, writing p.' for the coefficient oi

viscosity of a gas composed only of the second kind of molecules. Hence,

remembering that AQ = AUQ + A12Q, we have

E = Aau+ Ba'n ,
E = C u+ Da'n ,

where
1
(i\k

m
'\ -

"

' '

1__\_l\_V\'- (

D = - - ____ _ l+k _ _*_
- ' ' 2V'

We next substitute for an and a'u their values piz , ^p'xx respectively in the
V V

above equations, and solve so as to obtain pzz +p'zz (the total normal pressure parallel
to Ox) in terms of E. After a little reduction we find that

_/ A'+B'+C'+D'
A'D'-B'C'

where

^
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In these last expressions w and w' are the specific gravities of the two component

gases referred to a standard gas whose density at the pressure and temperature of

the compound gas here considered is po ; and G is given by

(38) G

Since the partial pressures of the component gases are directly proportional to v, v

v ,_ v'\OT P==
2h'

P :=

2V'
W

Ptl+P'*! = ~
jZh+k^W+IiE KJ+ 1

1 ^'+ Ui+i !2^p.
At\ UT/ L IVW (jr/mfjL } (i, \ W 1

Similarly we may show that Pzy+p'zy is the same multiple of F. Hence, recalling

the denotation of E and F, and comparing the said equations with the equations of

pressure in a medium whose coefficient of viscosity is M> as in 7, we obtain the

following equation :

/oq\(89)

11. The Coefficient of Theivnal Conductivity of a Compound Gas*

From equations (26) and (29) we see that &u(u
a+v*+wi

)a and Aw' (tt"+v'
a
+/*)

can be expressed as in the following equations :

Aw

where A, B, C, D are written for convenience in place of some rather long expressions

which can easily be written down from the equations cited.

Remembering the values of a^ and a\ as found in 4, and substituting from

equation (10) for A?t(w
2+tx'+wa

) ,
the last equations may be written

2= ,(A U(U2+V3+Wa

) +BU/

(U
/a+V"+W") ),

ox

5v
>

q
> = j (c u(ua+v+w2

) +D uxu^

* Added October, 1911. See the footnote to p. 444.

3 M 2
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Since q = l/2//m, so that mq = m'q', on solving for U(U2+V2 +W 2

),,
we obtain

(AD-BC) U(U2+V2+W 2

)
= 51

\yi
ffftj

(AD-BC) U'(U'
2+V'2+W'2

)
= 5 A-_c.

\m m / da;

If we multiply equation (9) by m, and add the corresponding equation for the

second system of molecules, we get

3 (+') ^ = _ 2 {*m U(U2+V2+W2

)u + /m' U'
z,y, i

since the sum of the remaining terms

mA 12 (?t
a+ v2+W2

) + m'A 12 (?t'
2

vanishes. This follows from the principle of conservation of energy, for the last

expression represents twice the rate of change of the combined energy of the two

systems of molecules due to their mutual collisions, which is evidently zero.

We substitute the values already obtained for U (U
2 + V2 + W2

),,
and

U'(tJ'"+V"+W'*) in the last equation, and compare the resulting equation with

the equation of conduction of heat in a medium at rest. As in the case of a simple

gas ( 8) we obtain the following expression for the thermal conductivity 3-12 :

m . AD-BC

In this equation we must substitute the proper values for A, B, C, D. I shall not

enter into the details of the calculation, which is rather long and complicated, but

will simply quote the result in the simplest form. It must first be mentioned that

(Cv)i2, the specific heat of the compound gas at constant volume, is connected with

the same constants for the component gases, viz., C,, and C'r , by the following
relation :

(39A) (c.)u =-pt< -+pyp'pw+pw
using the notation of 10.

The formula finally obtained is

(40) =

M
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\\linv E, F, F,, G are given by the following equations, in which the quantities

/ , /,,. /., have the values assigned to them in equations (27) and (37) :

E M*-&(l-*.)-8(*,-*b)-'
'

(41)

W

G = %k-S(l-k l)-$(k l
-k3) +w w

This completes the first part of the paper. We proceed now to the evaluation of

the quantities P'12) R',.,, k, k
t ,
and kt in some special cases.

PART II. ON CERTAIN SPECIAL FORMS OF MOLECULAR INTERACTION.

12. The general expressions which we have obtained in 7-11 contain four

integrals, P',2 ,
R'12) R"12 , S', 2 , given by the equations

(42)

'

Fu = f V()
<Q'12 (V.)

Jo

',,
= r VOSQ

'

(v )
Jp

R"12
= "

U (V.)
vv dV

,

The remaining integrals, P'n and R"u can be obtained at once from P'13 and R",.,

by changing m to m', and i2 12 to Qn .

We recall the values of i2',3 (V )
and i2"12 ( V,,) from the latter part of 3. They are

(43) & (V )
= 4^V r sin" x . p dp, Q"u (V )

= xV
f

*

sin
j 2x .pdp

Jo Jo

\\lu-re 2x is the angle through which the direction of the relative velocity V is

turned by the mutual action of the two molecules m and m', while p is the distance

between the asymptotes of their orbits relative to their mass centre ( 1
).

As the above expressions cannot, however, be integrated except in certain special

cases (which fortunately include the most interesting cases) we consider these in

order.

13. Rigid Elastic Spheres.

The simplest case is that of molecules which are rigid aiid perfectly elastic spheres,

of radii a- and a-'. Clearly ifp exceeds o-+<r' the spheres will not affect one another's

motion, so that x = 0. \Vhen_p is less than or+o-', it is evident that

sin x =
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Hence

Q'1S (V )
=
^V^'-^ypdp

= TrV (<r+ a7,

and

Q"i2 (V )
= TrV P"

1

(^W)2
sin

3 2X sin x cos x dx = l^u

Jo

Consequently we find that

(44) F,S = ^w>-

R',, =

From these we obtain the equations

(45) 71 ^,

(46) k = |, ^ = f ,
k2
= ft,

so that in this case the constants k, klt k2 (defined by equations (27) and (37)) are

numerical constants ;
in general, they are functions of the temperature (i.e., of h).

14. Molecules which are Point Centres of Force.

We next consider the hypothesis that the molecules are geometrical points

endowed with inertia and repelling or attracting one another with forces which are

functions only of the distance between their centres.

Let 12 (r) be the mutual potential energy of two molecules m, m' at distance r, and

let us write
</>'l2 (r) in place of -

r- 12 (r). The first two integrals of the equationsmm
of motion of the second molecule in terms of co-ordinates r, 6 with the first molecule

as origin are as usual

where A and B are constants. Eliminating the time from these equations we get
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Taking the direction of one asymptote for initial line this has the integral

Since Vu is the relative velocity before collision, and p is the perpendicular from the

origin on to the asymptote, we have

so that
f= L

-i/a

dr -

The apse is given by the vanishing of the expression in square brackets. If r is

the positive root, we have

since x is the angle between the asymptote and the apsidal radius vector.

For some purposes it is more convenient to transform the variable of the last

integral to ;, where q =p/r- We thus get

>; being the least positive root of the expression in square brackets.

No further progress can be made without knowledge of the form of ^'13 or ^ia. The

simplest and most natural form to consider is that corresponding to the case in which

the molecules attract or repel one another with a force varying inversely as the

ttla
th
power of the distance. In this case

K K> ~'
(n..- 1)V'

'

where K is a constant depending on the nature of the molecules.

Hence

where*

2K,a(m+m;

) .-,-^-
(n
_

1

j|v^" J

"

Thus x is now a function of a only.

* When the forces are attractive the sign of a"" 1
is reversed. In the text the case considered ia that

of repulsion.
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We now transform the variable in the integrals Q', S2" from p to a so tlmt

4

p dp = K', 2V "-' a da.

where

(47) K'12
=

Thus we have

\3 (
V )

= K'uV,,
1
"- 4,r sin

2

x . a da,
Jo

"
12 (V )

= K'^V,,
1'^ P TT sin

2 2X . a da.

The definite integrals in the last two expressions are pure numbers depending on

nia alone.* We shall denote them by X' (n12) and X"(n12) respectively. We thus

havet

so that, as in the case of molecules which are elastic spheres, Q" is merely a constant

multiple of 0' If we substitute the last expressions in the integrals for P, R, S (see

equations (42)) and remember that

Cx hmm' .,

.l
v"'"'~=

we find that

2

(48)

. 12 i
-

7-
---

\hmm'J \ HU 1

- J-K' \'^ W ^ ^"""^T'/Q 2 \ p// xrr/ ,// v/ 2 V""^- i^K) 8-' lii = ^KiiX{Wii)

where

* And on whether the molecules repel or attract, there being one value for each case, corresponding to

each value of n.

t These formulae are true whether the forces are repulsive or attractive. The only difference occurs in

the value of the numerical constants X' and X".
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Kn being the constant of attraction or repulsion between two molecules m in the

same way as K 13 is the constant for two unlike molecules.

Thus k, /,-,, /., an- in this case, as in the preceding case of 13, numerical constants.

The calculation of \' and X" for various values of n from the definite integrals already
indicated would afford an interesting theoretical investigation, but as actual molecules

do not conform very closely to our hypothesis, the practical importance of the matter

would hardly justify the labour. MAXWELL calculated their values, however, by

quadrature, in the special case n = 5 (the forces being repulsive), and found that*

(49) X' (5) = 2-6595, X"(5) = 1'3682.

15. Rigid Elastic. Spheres which Attract One Another.

It is an undoubted fact that molecules attract one another at small distances (as is

manifest from the force of cohesion, to take but a single example). By considering

the effect of such forces in bringing about collisions between molecules (regarded as

rigid elastic spheres) which would otherwise pass by one another, SUTHERLAND! had

great success in explaining the variation of viscosity with temperature. His

treatment of the problem, while very suggestive, and forming an important
contribution to the kinetic theory, laid no claim to rigour.

In applying the present methods to the study of the same problem, we shall use the

notation <r, </, tj>ia , ^>'12
of 13 and 14 ; <J>u(r) will now represent the mutual potential

due to the forces of cohesion. As before, we consider the path of the centre of the

second molecule relative to that of the first. When the apsidal distance exceeds

o-4-o-', no collision takes place, and the deflection 2x is given by the same equation as

in 14, viz., by

(50) X = f[l-^+ V-iJo L *o

When, however, the apsidal distance is less than <r+<r a collision will take place,

and the deflection 2x is twice the angle between the asymptote of the relative path

and the radius vector from the centre of the first molecule to that of the second when

the two are in contact (i.e., for r = <r+ v').

The differential equation of the relative path is

The condition for a collision is evidently

* 'Scientific Papers," vol. ii., p. 42. X'(5) and A" (5) are, of course, the same as MAXWELL'S

I and A....

t
' Phil. Mag.,' 1893, (5), xxxvi., p. 507 ^

VOL. CCXI. A. 3 N
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Since the forces are attractive,
- is negative, so that
ar

(51) , rt

is positive ; we shall denote it by ffl for convenience. If we write p v for

<r+ <r
/;,2 , v ay/2~~~~ ~

o

o

the condition for a collision becomes

P<Pva
-

Next, by elementary geometry, the angle x, between the radii vectores r = <T+<T'

and r =
,
is given by

dd

tanx-r^,
so that for p < pVa we have

fi/tM* J- 1

yv,nn' v = < - I -I- I ? - - i!

Consequently we have

Q'13 (V )
= 47rV

f
sin

3

X -pdp = 4^V
f

?v
-^ ^> d!p +,4,rV f

sin
2

x .

Jo ,Jo _pv J pv

where in the latter integral x is given by equation (50). We denote the latter

integral by f'12 (Vo)> the form of the function depending on the law of attraction

between the molecules.

Thus

v (vfl )
= -v

Or+Trff+v.') + 4xVo/'12 (
VB).

v o

Similarly we have

Q"(v.) = ^YO
(*+V(+yo

2

) +7ry /^13 (v ).

where

/"(V )= f sm*2x .pdp.
J
rvo

Substituting these values in the integrals P, E, S, we find that

F12
= 7r(^+ (r7JrV

5 e"'^;Vo^V +62

f
V 3 <f^ Vo

'(2V }+ f/'ia (Vo) V 5 e~^'
Vo2

rf V,,,
Uo Jo J Jo

where P^j^denotes the last integral on the preceding line.
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With a similar notation for R'12) &c., we find that

459

R' o / Aji/m+TnY j, . ij3 hmm \ n,
,3
= 9w(v+9rr[-.

--/JU + s"- r+Ru,
11 mm' I I m + m'J

S'
, a
=

\hmm

The terms P'12) &c., represent the effect of the attractive forces in deflecting the

molecules without inducing collisions ; they are functions of the temperature in

general, and can be expanded in ascending powers of
Jimm'

m+m' i.e., in descending

powers of 9. It may be shown that in each case they are of the form

(
m+m/YI
--rl

\hmrn' \m+m7
hmm' \

3
1-

; I +...f,m+m7 J

where s = 3, 4, or 5, according as we are considering P, R, or S.

Hence the preceding formulae may be written

72 /mm
and so on, where we have put C 12

= 1 , ..

lim+m'

SUTHERLAND, in his formula for the coefficient of viscosity, neglected all the terms

of lower order in 9 than C12/0, and the success of the formula in representing the

variations of viscosity with temperature (in the case of gases, though not in the case

of vapours) seems to show that this procedure is legitimate under ordinary conditions

in gases. This is equivalent to the neglect of the effect of the attractive forces in

deflecting molecules without producing collisions.

If we agree to neglect these terms our formulae become

(52)

=
1+1 Ca

9
*, = I

9
fcs
= i!

1 +
9 9

* R denotes the universal gas-constant of the formula pv = (R/m)

3 N 2
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where we have written

p JL.
^11 T2T ~rT~

In this case, therefore, the constants k are no longer independent of the

temperature. It must not be forgotten that these last equations do not apply to

vapxmrs.

PAKT III. DISCUSSION OF THE THEORETICAL RESULTS, AND COMPARISON WITH

EXPERIMENTAL DATA.*

16. The principal formulae arrived at in the first part of this wprk are (33)-(4l);

they are quite general and involve no hypothesis as to the mode of interaction

between molecules (it being always understood that these are spherically symmetrical).

Although these formulae indicate certain general laws, which require no knowledge
of the nature of the encounters, for the most part the equations can be reduced to a

useful form only when the quantities symbolically denoted by P'n ,
P'12 ,

E/n , k, klt and

k2 are properly evaluated. This can be done only in certain special cases ; and in

Part II. these calculations have been performed for three kinds of molecules, viz.,

rigid elastic spheres, point centres of force repelling or attracting one another

according to the inverse nih
power law, and rigid elastic spheres surrounded by fields

of attractive force. The results of these calculations are given in equations (44)-(46),

(48), and (52) respectively.

When the formulae are thus completed, by comparison with experimental data we

may find which of these three representations of the molecules best explains the facts,

though, as all of them are somewhat artificial and ideal, it is not necessary that any
one should excel the others in all respects. We shall find, however, that the third

hypothesis (that the molecules are rigid elastic attracting spheres) is, on the whole,

much the best of the three. It is, indeed, remarkable that so simple a mechanism can

explain so much.

As it might be considered that the choice of formula allowed by the general
nature of our theory may possibly conceal errors due to some weakness in the

foundations of the analysis, I shall first consider the cases wherein this latitude of

choice is least, beginning with the case where there is none at all. I refer to

equation (34), viz.,

which is a perfectly definite relation between three measurable quantities. I shall

* Part III. has been entirely rewritten in October-November, 1911; much new matter, not in the

original Part III., has been added, this consisting chiefly (at Prof. LARMOR'S suggestion) of further

comparisons of the theory with experiment. Wherever possible I have used recent data, and I have in

particular nude great use of the results obtained by the pupils of Prof. DORN, of Halle, from a well-

directed series of experiments on viscosity, diffusion, and conduction. I am indebted to Prof. DORN for

tha loan of many reprints and dissertations relating to these experiments.
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next discuss the formulae for the conductivity and viscosity of mixed gases, as these

only entail reference to the special law of interaction in the case of the numerical

constants k, klt and k.^ (whose values are, moreover, approximately known, as they do

not differ very much with the special nature of the molecules). Lastly, I shall

consider diffusion and the viscosity of a simple gas, as the corresponding formulae

involve the most intimate molecular data, which can be measured only in very
indirect ways.

Any defect in analytical approximation involved in the theory is probably

quite negligible under ordinary conditions of pressure and temperature ; the assump-
tion made in 4 concerning the law of distribution of velocities is the only place

where error might arise, and both on theoretical and experimental grounds this

appears to be inappreciable.* Therefore, where no definite molecular hypothesis is

involved, the agreement with experimental data should be perfect within the limits

of experimental error. These conditions apply to equation (34) just quoted, and to a

less extent to the formulae for conductivity and viscosity in mixed gases, where only

slight weight attaches to the special law of force which must in their cases be

assumed.

Very different considerations apply to the formulae for diffusion and viscosity.

These have great weight in indicating the best representation of the molecules by the

manner in which they vary with the temperature, but if we use them to determine

the molecular diameter which is involved in the expressions for D 12 and /u. we are

treading on hazardous ground. Any discrepancy between the molecular diameter

obtained from /* and that obtained from D 12 must be ascribed rather to the artificial

nature of the molecules postulated by the theory than to any defect in the theory

itself. From what modern electrical theories teach us, it appears extremely unlikely

that any definite molecular diameter exists at all, even in the case of monatomic gases.

Hence, while the formulas Dia and n afford valuable independent means of determining

the approximate dimensions of molecules, their interpretation must not be strained

too far ; the agreement between the two sets of values may not necessarily lie within

the limits of experimental error.

While the present theory is strictly concerned only with monatomic gases, it is

largely applicable to polyatomic gases ; for, as the molecules are in rapid motion, they

must exert their actions equally in all directions during any short space of time, and

will therefore behave very much as though they were spherically symmetrical. All

general laws which hold good for monatomic gases may be expected to hold also for

polyatomic gases ; and the results of experiment bear out this conclusion. Numerical

agreement is not to be looked for, however, as the variable action of the polyatomic

molecule will affect the numerical constants of the theory in taking the mean, just as

would be the case if we had supposed all the molecules to be moving with the same

speed, instead of different speeds varying widely about a mean value. In addition,

* See the note on p. 483.
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as the present theory does not deal in any way with internal molecular energy, it will

not apply to the conduction of heat in polyatomic gases.

17. The Coefficient of TJiermal Conduction.

Our expression for this quantity in terms ot the coefficient of viscosity and the

specific heat at constant volume is

9- = I/A,

which assumes that the molecules are spherically symmetrical, but is otherwise

perfectly general. All previous writers on the kinetic theory have agreed on the

conclusion that
9 =//Cr ,

where f is a numerical factor ;
but here agreement ends. MAXWELL,* dealing with

molecules which are point centres of force repelling one another according to the

inverse fifth-power law, found as a result of his theory that ,/
= f ; this is, of course,

a very special case of the present theorem. Other writers, such as CLAUSIUS,

STEFAN, and O. E. MEYER, have found values for f varying from 0'5 upwards, many
of these calculations, however, being confessedly rough attempts, while MAXWELL'S

theory attained a very high degree of accuracy.

MAXWELL'S hypothesis is known not to be borne out by experimental facts (such

as the variation of viscosity with temperature), and the theory of conduction which

has hitherto found most acceptance is MEYER'S, which assumes that the molecules are

rigid elastic spheres. MEYER'S work was a valuable attempt at an exact treatment

of the problem, but the method adopted (that used by CLAUSIUS and MAXWELL in

their early researches, but afterwards abandoned by MAXWELL as being misleading)

did not really allow of great accuracy. The expression for f which was arrived at

involved a definite integral, which was calculated (using mechanical quadratures) by
CONRAU and NEUGEBAUER.! JEANS:): improved the proof of MEYER'S theorem, but

his corrections did not affect the final result. The law obtained was

9 = l-6027AtCr ;

it has generally been considered that the difference between this value of j,

and MAXWELL'S value f ,
arose from the different nature of the molecules con-

sidered. This view is in sharp contradiction to the theorem we have proved.

Hence, since actual molecules do not conform to MAXWELL'S hypothesis, whatever

* 'Scientific Papers,' vol. ii., p. 74. By a numerical slip he gave the value of f as |. The error was

pointed out by BOLTX.MANN and POINCARE.

t MEYER'S ' Kinetic Theory of Gases
'

(English edition, 1899), Chapter IX.

J JEANS' "
Dynamical Theory of Gases," Chapter XIII.
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experimental evidence we can adduce in favour of the value f = \ will confirm that

theorem.

As both theories treat of monatomic gases, we must seek for evidence with regard

to them. When tins paper was written the only monatomic ga-s, <>f which I was

aware, for which i> is known was mercury vapour, referred to by MEYER.* While

a number of polyatomic gases obeyed his law fairly closely, this monatomic gas

alone tunned a striking exception. Koc.nf lias determine' 1 fl tor mercury vapour at

273 C. and 380 C., and also at the much lower temperature 203 C. ; SCHLEIER-

MAOHERf has determined ^ at 203 C. ; these data, together with the theoretically

calculated value of C
t,,

lead to :5
-

15 as the value of./! MKYKK raises some weighty

objections against the accuracy of the data, viz., (i) that KOCH'S three values of /z

show an unlikely amount of variation with the temperature ; (ii) that the conden-

sation of saturated mercury in the capillary tub;- probably affected the determination

of n ; and (iii) that it is uncertain whether the vapour is completely monatomic at.

203 C. While the resulting value of f is certainly unreliable, it is hard to conceive

of the experimental errors being so great as to explain the difference between

T6027 and 3' 15. So far as it goes, it tends rather to the support of the present

theory.

Quite recently, however, I have found that SCHWARZE had disproved MEYEK'S

theory nine years ago, by showing that / = 2' 5 for the true monatomic gases

argon and helium. As these determinations are important in this connection, a

few details of them will be given. SCHLEIERMACHER'S method, now generally

accepted as the best, was used to determine ^, heat l>eing conducted by the gas from

a heated platinum wire. The gases were very carefully prepared and purified, ||
and

in the reduction of the observations (which were made at two temperatures) due

corrections were applied for the heat lost by conduction along the wire and for the

temperature drop at the walls. The following values of Su were obtained :

Argon 0-00003894, Helium 0'0003386, Air 0'00005690,

the last named being determined as a check on the apparatus, and agreeing well with

* ' Kinetic Theory,' p. 205.

t
' WIED. Ann.,' 1889, xxxvi., p. 346.

J Ibid., 1883, xix., p. 857.

\V. SCHWARZE, 'Inaugural Dissertation,' Halle, 1902; 'Ann. d. Physik,' 11, p. 303, 1903;
'

Pbys.

Xi'itschrift,' 4, p. 229, 1903.

MKHI.ISS
('
Halle Diss.,

1

1902) made an earlier determination of ^ for argon by the STEFAS-WiNKEl.MAXX

method, and found / = 2-44; this result was in such striking disagreement with MEYEK'S theory that

SCHWARZE investigated the mutter very thoroughly, both for argon and for helium, by the more accurate

method due to ScHLElKUM.\CHF.K. The result was quite unexpected, and neither observer seemed inclined

to regard it ;ia a confirmation of MAXWELL'S hypothesis, but rather as being due to a numerical defect in

MI.YI.KS theory which view is nearer the truth, according to the present theory.

||
The helium contained per cent, impurity (probably of neon); the same matetial was used by

Seiiri.i/r. C Ann. d. Phys.,' 6, p. 303, 1901) to determine the value of p used above.
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WINKELMANN'S* value (T0000568 and MuLLER'st value 0'00005G. MEHLISSJ obtained

0-000038 for argon.

SCHULTZE determined the following values of MO for argon and helium, using the

same materials as SCHWARZE :

Argon 0'0002104, Helium 0'0001891.

Using the following values of Cc :

Argonl 0'0740, Helium|| 0'7142,

SCHWARZE thus finds these values of/:

Argon 2-501, Helium 2'507.

I proceed to discuss briefly the case of polyatomic gases. It is immediately obvious

that the present theory does not apply here, for Gv in actual fact differs widely from

its value for the monatomic gas contemplated in the foregoing calculations (this is

not to say that /is not equal to
-ij-

for any polyatomic gas, but merely that our theory

leaves the question perfectly open). The same remark applies to any theory which

supposes the molecules to be devoid of internal energy in particular to MEYER'S

theory. But the latter has derived all its support from polyatomic gases. MEYER'S

views on this point underwent some changes. In 1877** he seems reluctantly to have

accepted the theory (strongly upheld by STEFAN and BOLTZMANN) that the internal

and translational molecular energies travelled at different rates (the latter most

rapidly), so that the conductivity would be less for a gas whose molecules possess

much atomic energy than, for a similar gas with little atomic energy.

In 1899,tt however, he held that the conductivity is the same for both kinds of

energy, and supported this view by an unsound argument based on the law ot

equipartition. This enabled him to assert that / is equal to T6027 for all gases, and

so obtain all possible support from the data for polyatomic gases. More modern data

would give much less support to the theory, as we shall see. But such disproof is

unnecessary, for SCHWARZE'S experiments conclusively show (i) that MEYER'S value

* ' WIED. Ann.,' 48, p. 180, 1893.

t Ibid., 60, p. 82, 1897.

J
' Halle Diss.,' 1902.

' Halle Diss.,' 1901 ;

' Ann. d. Phys.,' 5, p. 140, 1901, and 6, p. 302, 1901.

||
Calculated from the formula fR/Jni ;

m = 0-1439 for the helium used, and J was taken as 427.

This leads to the above value of /, given in ' Ann. d. Phys.,' 11, p. 303, 1903. In '

Phys. Zeitschrift,' 8,

p. 229, 1903, J was taken as 424, which made / = 2-490.

f Cc for argon is calculated from Cp (determined as 0-1233 by DITTEXBERGER, 'Halle Diss.,' 1897)
and 7 (determined as 1-667 by NIEMEYER, cf. 'Smithsonian Physical Tables,' 1910, p. 232). Thus

Cfjy = 0-0002104.
** 'Kinetic Theory of Gases,' 1st edition, 1877.

ft Ibid, 2nd edition, English translation, 1899, pp. 291-296.
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off is theoretically unsound, and (ii) that the internal energy does not travel at the

same rate as the translational energy. Hence the agreement of MEYER'S theory with

experiment must be accidental.

I'.oi.T/M \\v, who opposed Mi.\ i:i;'> \ie\v, developed a theory of conduction* on the

basis of M \.\\\ KI.I.'S hypothesis, taking into account the internal energy. Heobtained

the foll<>\\ ing relation between / and y, the ratio of the specific heats,

This reduces to MAXWELL'S law when y = $, but the formula, as we shall see, is

not borne out by the experimental data.

I have not attempted to work oxit a theory of conduction in polyatomic gases, and

shall t)e content with pointing out how (in a general way, and with some marked

exceptions, which may, however, be due to faulty data) / tends to be larger or

smaller (while always less than 2) according as a gas has less or more internal energy.
The table below gives the values of & for all the gases for which determinations

are available, together with y, Cr , //, and the values of/ calculated from them, and

alsof as calculated from BOLTZMANN'S formula. The gases are arranged in increasing

order of y, i.e., in diminishing order of /3, the ratio of internal energy to total energy.

Gas.
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4 Calculated from y.

6
,

' Calculated from Cp and y, as given in the Smithsonian tables.

~

ZIEGLER,
' Halle Diss.,' 1904. STEFAN ('Wiener Sitz.,' 72, II., p. 69, 1875) had found & x 1<F= 780

for methane, and WINKELMANN ('Pooo. Ann.,' 156, p. 497, 1875) obtained the value 647. There are no

previous determinations for ethane.

8 Determined by WINKELMANN, as given in the Smithsonian tables.

9 WINKELMANN (MEYER, p. 295).
10 SCHWARZE, loc. tit. ;

WINKELMANN'S and MxJLLER's determinations have already been mentioned.

There are also experiments by TODD ('Roy. Soc. Proc.,' A, 1909, 83, p. 19) and ECKERLEIN ('Ann. d.

Phys.,' 3, p. 120, 1900), the latter being at low temperatures (for air, hydrogen, and carbon dioxide).

11
Gii.NTHER, 'Halle Diss.,' 1906. Also see MEYER'S treatise for earlier determinations,

The authorities for the above values of /j.a will be given later, when we come to

discuss the coefficient of viscosity. The table shows that the results agree neither

with MEYER'S nor BOLTZMANN'S theory. The values off for methane and ammonia

stand out from the others, which show a tendency to increase with y ; as all the

values of f are less than f it would appear that the view of STEFAN and BOLTZMANN

is correct, that the atomic energy travels slower than the translational energy.

In conclusion it may be remarked that the formula 3- =f/j.Gv shows that 3- will

behave (as the temperature or pressure varies) in a way which can be predicted from

the behaviour of ft and C separately, if the equation is correct. Experiments have

confirmed this, and we shall therefore leave the discussion of these laws till we come

to the simpler case of fj. itself.

18. The Coefficient of Conduction for a Mixed Gas.

The expression we have obtained for this quantity enables us to determine it in

terms of the coefficients of viscosity of the two pure gases forming the mixture, and of

their coefficient of diffusion, provided that we know the law of interaction between

the molecules. The latter is involved in the constants k, klt and k2 ,
but these do not

vary very much with the law of force. In Part II. of this paper we have determined

their values in some special cases as follows :
-

Rigid elastic spheres (46)

k 1, a 5> k% = f 5>

MAXWELL'S repelling molecules (48 and 49)

k = 0771, k, = 1, k, = I,

Attracting rigid spheres (52)

7. _i + ic/e * A8
'

where (as we shall see in 21) the constant C13 must be determined by experiments
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on the variation of the coefficient of diffusion (of the gases concerned) with

temperature.

The formula for the coefficient of conduction in a mixed gas (equations 40 and 41)

seems very complicated, but the calculations from it in any particular case are quite

simple. Fortunately we have experimental data for testing the law. WACHSMUTH,*
at Halle, has recently determined the conductivity of mixtures of argon and helium

in various proportions ; the gases being monatomic, our formulae are properly

applicable. WACHSMUTH himself undertook the research, at Prof. DORN'S suggestion,

in order to determine f in the formula ^ = fnQ,, taking the value of n from

TANZLER'S experiments (which will l>e discussed in the next section) on the viscosity

of mixtxires of argon and helium. He found that f so determined for the mixture

was greater than , approaching a maximum (about 4) when there was 60 per cent,

of helium in the gas, and falling to $, as SCHWABZE showed, when either gas was

eliminated. This fact is interesting, but, in the absence of any explanatory theory,

does not lead to anything further.

WACHSMUTH also found that the observations could be represented to within 2 per

cent, or 3 per cent, by the formula

s jy
^' 3

=
l+Ap'/p

+
l + Bp/p'

(modelled on a similar formula for the viscosity of gases which we shall consider

presently). As there were only four observations and two empirical constants the

fact is not very remarkable ; when p = of course S13
= W, and when p' = we have

>,.)
= S-. A much better agreement was obtained by allowing the empirical constants

A and B (obtained by the method of least squares) to be imaginary. In this case the

expression reduces to the quotient of a cubic by a quartic homogeneous expression in

the variables p, p' ; as WACHSMUTH remarks, the relation is good as an interpolation

formula, but that is all.

We proceed to determine the value of ia from our formula. Taking oxygen as

the standard gas (for which pa = 0'001429 at C. and normal pressure) we have w

(for argon) equal to 1'224, and w' = 0'125. The values of MO (*', M at C.)

determined by SCHULTZE (loc. cit. on p. 463), viz., 0'0002104 and 0'0001891 respec-

tively, will be used ;
also the previously given values of Cv . The coefficient of

diffusion D^ for argon and helium has been determined by SCHMIDT and LONIUS

(references given in 21) ; reduced to C. and normal pressure, in C.G.S. units it is

0'650.t We now have all the necessary data for the calculation of &12 in the case of

rigid spherical molecules and of Maxwellian molecules. For the case of attracting

spherical molecules we need also the coefficient C12 ;
this has not been determined, to

* 'Halle Disa.,' 1907;
'

Phys. Zeitschrift,' 7, p. 235, 1908. The method was that due to SCIILKIER-

MACHKR, and the appiratus was that previously used by SCHWARZE and GUNTIJER, alre ady quoted,

t As explained in 21, this value is uncertain to within 2 per cent, or 3 per cent.

3 o 2
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my knowledge, but the value 100 (intermediate between the values of Cu for argon

and helium) is near enough for our purpose, as the constant does not have much

weight in the formula.

From the equations (41) it is an easy matter to calculate the constants E, F, G,

Ej, Fj, Gj ; we find the following values* for the three special kinds of molecules

considered :

Rigid spheres

E = 6'66,

E! = 3-93 xlO 4

,

Maxwellian molecules

E = 4-10,

Ej = 2'42 xlO4

,

Attracting spheres

E = 5'38,

Ej = 3'17 xlO4
,

We have written Ej and G,

thus becomes

F = 2073,

Fj = 376 xlO4
,

F = 17-56,

F! = 2'65 x 104
,

G = 10'GO,

G! = 0704 xlO4
.

G = 10-65,

0706 xlO4
.

F = 19'0,

F! = 313 xlO4
,

G = 10-56,

G! = 0700 xlO4
.

in place of EW//U and Gw'/fj.' respectively. Our formula

Ep
2

+~Fpp'+ Gp'
2

where (GV)12 is given by equation (3 9A). The following table gives the values of p
and p' and the observed values of S12,t from WACHSMUTH'S paper, together with &13

calculated according to the above three hypotheses :

THERMAL Conductivity of Mixtures of Argon and Helium.
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tin- n;it mv r,t' th" .Ml'-iii-iti..!]. til-- gneoteoi i- extramdy good in '!!

tin-re cases (of course the values of ^ for the pure gases are taken from the formula

34). The hypothesis that the molecules are rigid elastic spheres surrounded hy fields

of attractive force gives notably the best results, however, the agreement being

within 3 per cent, in every case which is little, if any, more than is introduced by

uncertainty of the data.

The above are the only available data for monatomic gases, so far as I know.

WASSILEWJA* has determined the conductivity of mixtures of hydrogen and oxygen,

and, of course, we have the conductivity of air ; but as these are mixtures of

polyatomic gases our formula does not apply to them, so that they will not be

discussed here.

In conclusion, it is hardly necessary to remark that our formula for the conductivity

of a mixed gas reduces to that for a pure gas on putting p or p' equal to zero. Smce

(as we shall see) D 13 ,
the coefficient of diffusion, varies inversely as the total pressure,

puD 12 is independent of the pressure, as also are all the other quantities entering into

E, F, G, FI ; hence the coefficient of conduction of a mixture, like that of a pure gas,

is independent of the total pressure. This has been experimentally verified in the

case of air. t

19. The Coefficient of Viscosity of Mixed (rases.

The viscosity of mixed gases has been much studied, both theoretically and

experimentally. It is especially interesting on account of the curious fact, first

noticed by GRAHAM ('Phil. Trans.,' 1846), that the addition of a moderate amount of

light gas (hydrogen, in the case mentioned) to a much more viscous and heavy gas

(carbon dioxide) may actually increase the viscosity of the latter. The same

phenomenon was commented on by MAXWELL in a Bakerian Lecture (1866), the

gases receiving particular mention being air and hydrogen.

The principal formulae which have been deduced for the viscosity of a mixture are

due to MAXWELL,]: PULUJ, SUTHERLAND, ||
and THIESEN.T Of these only the first is

based on an adequate proof, but as it is a particular case of my own formula (got by

putting k = A.J/A,
= 0771) it does not need separate discussion. PULUJ'S formula is

based on an ingenious adaptation of the earlier theories of viscosity of a pure gas, and

although, like those theories, it is. only approximate, and in some ways not

*
'Phys. Zeitschrift,' 5, 1904, p. 737.

t MEYER, ' Kinetic Theory,' Chapter IX.; TODD,
'

Roy. Soc. Proc.,' A, 83, p. 19, 1909.

I
' Scientific Papers,' vol. ii., p. 72.

'CARb's Repertorium,' xv., p. 590;
' Wien. Sitzungsber.,' 1879, Ixxix., Abth. 2, pp. 97, 745; see also

MEYER, ' Kinetic Theory,' p. 200.

||
'Phil. Mag.,' 1895, xl, p. 421.

U 'Verb. d. Deutsch. Phys. Ges.,' 4, p. 238, 1902.
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satisfactory,* it nevertheless forms a useful interpolation formula. The expression is

(mp +m'pT (PULUJ)- s ''-*l2 '3 i

SUTHERLAND, by an argument which though not rigorous is very interesting and

suggestive, arrives at the formula

r H ^ .
, (SUTHERLAND, THIESEN),

1 +Ap ip 1 +

which THIESEN also obtained by a different method of proof. While, however,

THIESEN left the formula as an empirical one, SUTHERLAND strove to find expressions

for A and B in terms of molecular constants. He found such expressions, but did so

half empirically by a study of GRAHAM'S data. In the case of the gases which he

considered, a very fair agreement was obtained.

My own formula (39) can be written

(53)
M

where E, F, G, F
l
are given by equation (39) in terms of /x, //, D12 (the coefficient of

diffusion), and a constant k which depends on the particular law of action between

the molecules ; k is unknown, but may be expected to lie near or between the values

already found for it in special cases (O'GO for elastic spheres, 0771 for Maxwellian

molecules).

Of the above formulae, that by PULUJ is the only one which is perfectly explicit.

THIESEN'S expression is completely empirical, and is useful only as an interpolation

formula. PULUJ'S relation shares the virtues and defects of the theory on which it is

founded, and therefore prescribes a law of variation with temperature inconsistent

with the facts for most gases. THIESEN'S law, on the other hand, does not give any
information concerning variation with temperature, and the constants A and B must

be empirically determined for each case.

The formula (34) or (53), as we shall see later, completely expresses the relation

between /x12 and the temperature, but, being quite general, it specifies a different law for

each molecular hypothesis ; and while, conversely, the determination of k and the law

of temperature variation from experimental data may lead to further knowledge as to

the best molecular hypothesis, this very generality gives the formula a semi-empirical
character.

On theoretical grounds it is desirable that the success of equation (34) as an

interpolation formula should be tested. Excellent experimental material exists for

the purpose. ScHMiTrt has lately given a resumd of an extensive series of experi-

h Thus it tacitly implies that the viscosity varies as the square root of the absolute temperature (since

the theories on which it is based lead to this law).

t 'Ann. d. Phys.,' 30, p. 393, 1909. Full references to the original sources of the data are there given.
SCHMITT was apparently unaware of SUTHERLAND'S formula, but, of course, it is the same as THIESEN'S,
if treated empirically.
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meats on viscosity carried on at Halle, and has compared the results with the

formulae of PULUJ and THIESEN. The former agrees remarkably well with the

olwervations, the residuals seldom exceeding 3 per cent. THIESEN'S formula agrees

even better still, the residuals rarely exceeding 1 per cent. This is not unnatural, as

the constants A and B were found by the method of least squares to three or four

significant figures. I have taken two of the longest tables given by SCHMITT, and

have roughly found the value of k (by trial and error) which makes the formula (34) or

(53) agree most closely with the observations. The results are given in the following

tables* :=

VISCOSITY of Mixtures of Argon and Helium at I'B" C.

p
(argon).
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The sum of the residuals l>etween columns 3 and 4 is 77 in the first case, 54 in

the second* ; more accurate determinations of k would probably reduce these

figures, but the agreement is already within the limits of experimental error. It will

be seen that the values of k which have been found, viz., 0'69 for argon and helium

and 0'65 for oxygen and hydrogen, are intermediate between the values corresponding

to the elastic-sphere theory and MAXWELL'S hypothesis, a result which confirms our

theory. It is impossible to tell what special molecular structure these numbers

indicate until the integrals of Part II. of this paper are worked out for other cases ;

it may be that a very slight modification of one of the hypotheses there considered

would explain the figures.

The above tables, and others which might be given, show that our formula agrees
well with observation, with a value of k accordant with the theory ; its success

is therefore more significant than that of THIESEN'S formula, with its two

empirical constants. It may be noticed that THIESEN'S expression can also be put
into the form (53), with the speciality, however, that a relation exists between the

three independent constants of (53) reducing them to two. Nevertheless, this

agreement in functional form is sufficient to explain the success of THIESEN'S

expression as an interpolation formula over the limited range (0, l) of p and p'. It

may be concluded that, as far as the latter purpose goes, PULUJ'S formula, though
not theoretically well founded, is the best (when the values of ^ and ft! at the

temperature considered are assigned), because it is very simple in form, quite definite,

and sufficiently accurate for most purposes ; while THIESEN'S formula requires the

knowledge of two empirical constants, and my own formula is not so well suited for

numerical calculation, f

The study of the variation of the viscosity of mixed gases with tne temperature is

best deferred till the analogous question has been discussed for simple gases; the

subject will therefore be briefly discussed in 22.

20. The Coefficient of Viscosity of a Simple Gas.

The formulae which have already been discussed do not contain any reference to

the internal structure of the molecule, so far as this could be avoided, but are

h The corresponding figures for THIESEX'S formula are 55 and 51, and for PULUJ'S formula 126 and
187. Cf. K. SCHMITT, 'Ann. d. Phys.,' 30, p. 393, 1909; pp. 408, 406.

t The form of the expression (53) is well suited to explain the phenomenon mentioned at the beginning
of this section. It shows that /*i2 is really a weighted mean between

p,, p.' and F/F lt the weight depending
on the ratios E : F : G and varying with p and p'. For mixtures of C02 and H we have F/Fj > p > // ;

also as E : G, or 1 + kw[w : 1 + kw'jw is large, on account of the largeness of w/w, /*'
is given very little

weight in the mean except when p is very small. Therefore, for moderate values of the ratio p/p', the

value of pi-, lies between F/Fi and
/*, and may exceed the latter considerably.

The same thing may be noted to a small extent in the above argon-helium table. From the figures

already given, we have F/Fj = 2482 x 10"7
, which Is greater than 2220 x W~", the viscosity of argon at

the temperature considered.
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expressed as relations between directly measurable quantities. This enabled us to

verify that our conclusions were borne out by the results of experiment. The

equations might have been written otherwise, however, so that the formulae should

express S, S,,, /zla in terms of unknown molecular data, which might then be found

from the experimental values of ^ and
/ ;

there would still be some check on the

theory by the comparison of the values of the molecular constants found from

different formulae. The reference to these constants was avoided by substitution of

/u and D12 into the formulae, which were thus rendered much simpler ;
no such

simplification can be made in the expressions for M and D 12, and as these involve the

molecular data in the least complicated form, they are much the most suitable for

the purpose of determining the diameter of molecules.

Our expression (33) for the viscosity of a simple gas is

~

ih'm'VunJ

R"n is a function of the temperature only, so also is h (since 2h = 1/R0) ; and m, the mass

of a molecule, is a constant for any gas. Hence we have obtained a perfectly general

proof (for the case of a monatomic gas) that the coefficient of viscosity is independent

of the pressure and density of a gas, and depends only on the temperature. This

remarkable law was first discovered by MAXWELL.
If we substitute the values of R"n , which we have already found in special cases

(see equations 45, 52, and 48), we get the following special laws:

(54) M = -L- ,A x .
i = 5

9

m
x e (elastic spheres),

(55) M =
5
,

m
(5 of-J (attracting spheres),

''jr\m / - L>n

6

(56) /u
= Atf"*"-" (centres of force oc

1/r"),

where in the last equation we have

*V T Wl

(the force between two molecules at distance r being Knm2
/?-"), and X" (n) is a number

depending only on n, having two values for each one of n, according as the force is

attractive or repulsive.

The first equation shows that if the molecules are simple elastic spheres the

viscosity varies as the square root of the absolute temperature (this law is due to

MAXWELL) ; the second shows that when the spheres also attract one another the

VOL. ccxi. A. 3 P
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viscosity varies as 8l!

*(l+C/6)~
l

,
as was first discovered by SITHKIM, AM> X

; while the

List equation shows that, if the molecules attract or repel one another according to

the inverse nth
power law, then /* is proportional to the (n+ 3)/2 (n !)"' power of 0.

It is interesting to notice that Lord RAYLEiGHt predicted this law of variation from

a consideration of dimensions alone ; the present formula is complete, with an exact

analytical expression for the numerical constant. If we write ,u for the viscosity at

C., the three laws just indicated may be written

n+3

MO

'

i+c/0' MO \e

When the molecules repel one another according to the inverse fifth power of the

distance, the last equation becomes

which was obtained by MAXWELL.

Experiment shows that the second formula (generally known as SUTHERLAND'S

formula) agrees far better with the actual facts than the others. MAXWELL'S two

hypothetical laws, /*
oc 1/2 and n <x 0, are obeyed (even approximately) by very few gases.

The law fj.<x-& (where s = (n+ S)/2 (n l)) represents the variation much better in most

cases, but even this applies only over a small range of temperature, after which a new

value of n is required. On the other hand, SUTHERLAND'S formula applies universally

so far as it has been tested.^ It will be sufficient to mention the cases of helium and

hydrogen. SCHMITT gives tables showing that the law agrees with the observations

of these gases from 60 C. to 185 C. ; below 60 C. the agreement ceases to be

good. Thus this evidence tends to confirm the hypothesis that the molecules behave

for our purpose like attracting spheres.

The value of C has been shown in Part II. (pp. 457-460) to be a multiple of the

mutual potential of two molecules in contact with one another. This was shown by
SUTHERLAND in his original paper, but as his mathematics was intentionally only

approximate, his numerical constant is not correct.
||

The correction may be of

importance when the theory of the constant C is further developed. If It must be

remembered always that 1 + C/0 is only the beginning of an infinite series of powers

* ' Phil. Mag.,' 1893 (5), xxxvi., p. 507.

t
" On the Viscosity of Argon as affected by Temperature,"

'
Scientific Papers,' vol. iv., p. 452, and

p. 481.

| We are referring to gases under normal conditions
; when the critical point is approached, the law

ceases to be valid.

'Ann. d. Phys.,' 30, 1909, p. 399, where references to the original sources will be found, as well as

data for other gases.

||
This does not affect his discussion

(loc. tit.) of the law of attraction between molecules, as he was there

concerned only with the relative values of C for different gases.

U It is interesting to notice that RANKINE
(' Phil. Mag.,' January, 191 1, p. 45, and '

Roy. Soc. Proc.,' 84

p. 190) has found that for several gases C is proportional to the critical temperature.
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of 1/6, and that later terms become important in the case of vapours, though for

ordinal -y gases these, the first two, terms appear to be enough.
As we have seen, the above laws of variation with temperature given by our theory

have txjen announced before. The difference between our formula? and the earlier

ones chiefly consists (as regards viscosity) in the numerical constants. We have

already seen, in the case of the coefficient of conduction, to what grave errors

(f 1'60 instead of 2'50) the older elastic-sphere theory may lead. The expression

given by MEYER for the viscosity differs considerably from the present one; JEANS*

made an undoubted improvement in the older theory by allowing for the persistence

of velocities after molecular collisions. The fact that this important consideration had

been previously overlooked illustrates the imperfections of that theory. As it is, the

correction for persistence of velocities is itself of uncertain amountt ; however, by its

means the discordance between the formula of the older theory, and that given by
the present theory for the case of elastic spherical molecules, is reduced almost to

10 per cent.J

From equations (54) and (55) we proceed to determine what evidence the various

hypotheses lead to, as regards the size of molecules. Those formulae are strictly true

only for monatomic gases, but can be applied to polyatomic gases with much more

safety than could the formulae for the conductivity of gases, where the internal

energy (which here plays little or no part) was very important. The formula (56)

could also be used to determine the relative force constants of the molecules when

assumed to be point-centres of force, but as this is of less interest we shall not trouble

to do so.

The said equations contain R/m, which can be determined from data as to the

density of a gas at a given temperature and pressure. A table of values of R/m for

several gases is given by JEANS (p. 113, loc. cit.). To determine <r, the radius of the

molecule, we also require to know m, or, since p = vm, we require to know v, which is

AVOGADRO'S constant. JEANS used the value 4x10'*, the best one then available ;

but recent researches agree in indicating 277 x 101B as the correct values, which we

shall therefore use here. In the following table are given the values of /uu , an( l

o-xlO8
for some gases, the latter being calculated according to the two hypotheses

considered. It will be noticed that the radii of the molecules on the hypothesis that

they attract one another is less than that when no such forces exist ; of course, in the

* "
Dynamical Theory of Gases," p. 238, p. 250.

t Ibid., p. 250, lino 13, where it is assumed for the sake of simplicity that the excess of momentum

above that appropriate to the point of collision goes in equal proportions to each molecule.

J In our notation, JEANS' formula (581) may be written

S * /l
Jw \** \m

which is '896 times our own expression.

S SrniKUi.AM)
(

1'liil. Mag.,' 1909, February, p. 320) quotes RUTHERFORD as the authority for this

figure, and mentions that it is in good agreement with PLANCK'S value 2 80 x 10'".

3 P 2
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latter case the apparent size includes part of the extension of the field of force of the

molecule. In selecting the values of f*.a and C I have preferred to use the mean

of recent determinations (where these exist) rather than to go back to GRAHAM'S or

OBERMAYER'S experiments.
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As we shall see, independent values of the radii of molecules may be obtained from

the coefficient of diffusion, which we proceed to consider.

21. The Coefficient of Diffusion.

As the coefficient of diffusion of a gas into itself can be expressed much more

simply than that of one gas into another, we will discuss it first, though it cannot be

measured experimentally.

The expression obtained in Part I. was

i/a . 1

Since v is proportional to the pressure, it follows that Dn varies inversely as the

pressure, the other factors being functions of the temperature alone. If we substitute

for P'a from equations (45), (48), and (52), and eliminate the molecular constants by
means of the expressions found in the preceding section for the corresponding values

of n, we get the following results :

DU =
-jj-

-
(rigid elastic spheres),

P

Dn = , , \'(3 )

-
(centres of force

X (n) \ nl/ p

G (attracting spheres),

where in the last case C is the constant in SUTHERLAND'S law of viscosity. All these

formulae agree in showing that Du is a numerical multiple of /x//, the factor generally

being a function of the temperature, though with the first two hypotheses above, the

factor is a constant. When, in the case of the second hypothesis, we take n = 5 (as

MAXWELL did, the force being repulsive), the formula becomes

Dn = 1-543^
P

(MAXWELL'S fifth-power law),

using the values already given for A, and A3 . The extension to general values of n

I 2 \
is interesting, if only for the unobvious character of the factor I 3

).
\ n I/

The best value of the numerical factor hitherto obtained, on the hypothesis that

the molecules are elastic spheres, is due to JEANS (see his treatise, p. 273). After

allowing for persistence of velocities, he deduces that 1'34 is its approximate value;

this is in very fair agreement with g, the result of the present theory.
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The expression obtained in Part I. for the coefficient of diffusion between two

gases is

1/2 /m+ m'V/2 1

\hmrn') (

Since

v + v p+p' Pt
'

where pt
is the total pressure, and since v and v do not occur elsewhere in the

expression, it follows that, according to the present theory, the coefficient of diffusion

is independent of the relative proportions of the gases in the mixture. On this point

STEFAN and MAXWELL were at issue with MEYER,* whose theory predicted a large

change in the coefficient of diffusion as the proportions of the gases were varied.

Several experiments! have recently been made at Halle to test the rival theories.

The pairs of gases taken were 0-H, O-N, H-N, A-He, C02-H. The ratio of the

components was varied from 1 : 3 to 3 : 1 (roughly), and the results showed systematic

differences in the values of D12 which reached 8 per cent, in extreme cases. Though

part of this variation may be due to experimental errors, it is undoubtedly the case

that appreciable variations of Dia exist, or, at any rate, variations in the values of D J2

as derived from the accepted theory of the experiments. This theory is of rather an

elaborate nature, and takes no account of the boundary conditions ; any attempt at a

revision of the theory of diffusion should include an examination of the theory of the

experiments by which the diffusion is measured ; and it is by no means impossible

that faults in the accepted theory of the experiment may account for the small

variations of 5 per cent, or so in the determinations of D12 . At the same time it must

be remembered that the value of D 12 here arrived at theoretically is based on the

assumption that the square of the velocity of diffusion, together with small deviations

from MAXWELL'S law of distribution, are negligible. If these had been taken account

of (and it is easy to do so) part or the whole of the outstanding discrepancy would

probably be explained. As the variations are so small, however, I have not troubled

to carry out these calculations.

The experiments emphatically disprove MEYER'S theory, which predicts changes of

20 per cent, or more in D12 ,
and there can be no doubt that the general principles of

the theory as laid down by STEFAN and MAXWELL are much nearer the truth than

those advocated by MEYER. A modification of MEYER'S theory by GROSS,! which

reduced the amount of the variations predicted by MEYER, has also been shown to be

incorrect, since the actual'variations of Di2 , though similar in amount to the theoretical

values deduced by GROSS, are in the opposite direction.

* See his ' Kinetic Theory,' Chapter VIII.

t R. SCHMIDT, 'Halle Diss.,' 1904, and 'Ann. d. Phys.,' 14, 1904, p. 801
; R. DEUTSCH,

' Halle Diss.,'

1907 ; JACKMANN,
' Halle Diss.,' 1906 ; and LONIUS,

' Halle Diss.,' 1909. All these results are summarized

by LONIUS,
' Ann. d. Phys.,' 29, 1909, p. 664.

J G. GROSS,
' WIED. Ann.,' 40, p. 424, 1890
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The special forms of the coefficient of diffusion, corresponding to the three molecular

hypotheses considered in Part II., are as follows :

, /i _ i / 1
4.

i Y" i * " id elasticNV T <,+</'U+
^/

37r
I/2_1_ f/ 1 . 1 \ 2p e \w A, e

\_
/centres\

= ~
K'x'/^rH *1 \(w+ w'l p.9.1 P 'e

-

, I offiW'
JV n

n ,J A/2__i_ /I+lV*/fi.ri&/ir_L. /attractin-A V _.
, j> TT \ spheres ;

where after substitution from equations (45), (48), and (52) we have put the formulae

into a more convenient form as above ; iv and it/ are, as before, the specific gravities

relative to a standard gas whose density at pressure pa and temperature 8a is p^ ; v is

AVOGADRO'S constant, at the same pressure and temperature. It may be noticed

that MAXWELL,* by applying the methods of his fifth-power-law theory to the case

of a gas whose molecules were elastic spheres, obtained an expression J times as great

as (but in other respects identical with) the first of the equations just given ; as he

did not give any details, it is impossible to say how his error arose probably by a

numerical slip.

The following equations simply express the law of variation of Du with temperature,

as shown by the above three equations :

Du/(Dw)o = (0/0 )
Va

(rigid elastic spheres),

"^ (point-centres of force),

{ 1 + C/0}/{ 1 +C>^} (attracting spheres).

So far as I am aware, the variation of the coefficient of diffusion with the

temperature has never been properly examined experimentally ; the values of Du are

generally found only at one temperature, or two at most, and this is insufficient to

decide between the second and third of the laws just given. From the analogous

behaviour of viscosity, as affected by temperature, however, the third law is probably

most nearly true, and the values of C18 have been worked out by SUTHERLAND on this

hypothesis.! In view of the importance of the constant C, it is desirable that

further experiments be made on the variation of the coefficient of diffusion with

temperature.

* '

Nature,' vol. viii.
;

'
Scientific Papers,' vol. ii., p. 343.

t The present theory shows that Cr>, the temperature constant for diffusion, is a different multiple of

the mutual potential of two molecules in contact from that in the case of Cn ,
the temperature constant for

viscosity. This fact was not indicated in SUTHERLAND'S investigation; see
' Phil. Mag.' (5), 38, p. 1, 1894.
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As in the case of the coefficient of viscosity, we proceed to give the values of the

molecular radii (according to the two theories of elastic spherical molecules, with and

without attraction) calculated from the coefficient of diffusion. From the latter we

get <r+ff, the sum of the radii of molecules of each kind considered. By taking three

pairs of the same three gases, like O-H, N-H, H-N, we can derive the actual values

of a- in each case, which may then be compared with the values obtained from the

coefficient of viscosity. I have thought it preferable, however, to compare the values

of 0-+0-' obtained from diffusion with the sums <r+</ of the values obtained from

viscosity (on the corresponding molecular hypothesis). The values of the coefficient

of diffusion (which are in C.G.S. units, and for the temperature C.) are taken from

the Smithsonian tables (1910 edition); they are uncertain (partly for reasons already

discussed, partly for other reasons) to within about 5 per cent. ; different authorities

give values differing by from 5 per cent, to 10 per -cent. ; I have taken the mean,
where two values are given in the table cited. The constants C12 are taken from a

table given by SUTHERLAND* ; as they depend only on two values of D12 ,
and as C

occurs in such a form as to be largely affected by experimental errors, these values

are not well determined, though they are probably the best available. In several

cases I have not been able to find the value of C.

Gases undergoing diffusion.
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number of experimental data entering into each of the above determinations of

molecular radii, the agreement shown is very good. It is notably better on the

hypothesis that the molecules attract one another than on the ordinary elastic sphere

theory (the large discrepancy in the case of CO,-N,O is probably due to the value of

C ia ,
which is larger than the value of (J,, for either gas, and this is somewhat improbable).

In the case of the latter theory the value of <r+ <r' determined directly from diffusion

is in almost every case less than that obtained from separate observations of viscosity ;

there is a slight tendency for the same thing to show itself with the values deduced

from the other theory. This is probably to be attributed to the artificial nature of

our hypotheses ; the effective distance of reversal of motion between two different

molecules may not really be half the sum of the effective distances for two pairs of

like molecules, though the rigid sphere hypotheses assume this. The third hypothesis

we have considered does not do so ; but a comparison of diffusion and viscosity on

this hypothesis would only give us the relation between the force constants between

the molecules of one kind and different molecules, while the interes'ting question is the

one we have just tested, viz., how nearly alike will a molecule behave towards another

of the same kind, and towards one of a different kind.

The following table* may be of interest, showing how the values of a- obtained

from VAN DEB WAALS' law agree with those obtained from viscosity (on the

attracting sphere theory) :

QM.
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was

where

G =

We have already seen that, on the elastic sphere hypothesis, and the point centre

of force (K12mm'r~
n
) hypothesis,

where s = % in the former case, and varies with n in the latter case. Hence

so that G, I/M, and
l//u.' all vary with the temperature in the same way (we are

supposing that the value of n is the same for both kinds of molecules). Moreover, we
have seen in Part II. that k is independent of the temperature in these hypotheses.

Hence the numerator of the above fraction is independent of 9, while the denominator

varies as 0~*. In other words, the coefficient of viscosity of the mixed gas behaves in

exactly the same way as that of the component gases, as the temperature varies.

The case is rather different on the attracting sphere hypothesis ; remembering the

expressions already found for k and n and D 12 it may easily be seen that

D +E0+F02

where for any given mixture A, B, C, D, E, F are independent of the temperature.
Over a limited range of 6 it is possible to find a constant K such that

B+ C0 A'

D + E0+F0* K+0

is extremely small, so that we may write

=

showing that according to the attracting-sphere theory SUTHERLAND'S formula holds
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for mixtures as well as for simple gases indeed, the formula has been more often

tested for air than for any simple gas. SCHMITT* and others have shown that

experimental results fully bear out this conclusion.!

* 'Ann. d. Phys.,' 30, p. 393, 1909; TANZI.ER (' Verb. Deutech. Phys. Ges.,' 8, 12, p. 122, 1906).

t THIESKN ('Verb. Deutech. Phya. Gea.,' 8, 12, p. 236, 1906) states that SUTHERLAND'S formula and

his own law (see 18 of this paper) are incompitible, although TANZLER'S experiments demonstrate the

contrary.

Note addtd February 15, 1912.

Later investigation shows that the neglect of the terms of higher degree than the third, in the

expression for the function F (p. 441), is not easily justifiable by rigorous analysis. The omitted terms

have been considered by ENSKOCJ
(' Phys. Zeitschrift,' xii., 58, 1911); his work suffices to show that the

fi>n!ml;i' in this paper are correct except as regards a factor which in general is a function of the

temperature (only), and in particular cases is a numerical constant. The latter cases include the case of

elastic spherical molecules (as pointed out by ENSKOG), and also of point centres of force varying inversely

as the nth
power of the distance. Thus Lord RAYLEIGH'S theorem (p. 474) can be rigorously established.

I have endeavoured to form a numerical estimate of the correction factors to be applied to the formulae,

but the analytical difficulties involved have thus far proved unsurmountable. The expressions obtained

do not converge rapidly, and the calculations are very laborious
;
but the problem is now perfectly definite,

and improved analysis may remove the difficulties.

The present theory must therefore be regarded as approximate only. In conjunction with ENSKOG'S

work, however, it provides rigorous proofs of the relations connecting viscosity and conductivity with the

pressure and molecular diameter and mass, and in special cases also with temperature; the relations

themselves are well known in the case of simple gases, but not in that of compound gases. The numerical

constants are not rigorously determined, and are subject to correction
; but the agreement with experiment

seems to show that the approximation is a good one.

Lastly, it should be remarked that the theory of diffusion is unaffected by the terms omitted, so that

the above statements do not apply to it.
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